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Abstract 

War is so forceful it often seems recent to its survivors regardless of when it occurred. The 

violent past is alive and lies in front. To understand why I develop a new paradigm called the 

spatiotemporal self. Although my research is about time and war, my intention is that this 

paradigm will be of general interest to the social sciences. 

Based on ethnographic fieldwork conducted primarily in the Badakhshan region of 

Tajikistan, this interdisciplinary research examines experiences of a civil war that occurred 20 

years before and a one-day battle that occurred during the fieldwork.  

The spatiotemporal self is a theoretically novel alliance of time and self, brought together 

by visual perspectives intrinsic to both. Time is conceived of using spatial construals of time — 

temporal span (T-span), sequence time (S-time), and most importantly, the internal and external 

variants of deictic time (D-time). The self is conceived of as having four levels that emerged in 

evolution, from oldest to newest: the protoself, core self, minimal self, and narrative self. The first 

three levels combine to use a pre-reflective mode of self-consciousness that emphasizes a 

phenomenological, experiential processing of events; these three levels use a first-person visual 

perspective of the self. The narrative self level uses a reflective mode of self-consciousness that 

emphasizes the conceptual meaning of events in the context of broader life and society; this level 

uses a third-person visual perspective of the self. Because the spatiotemporal self is an alliance of 

cognitive processes, at the cognitive level it is a human universal. 

Ethnographic respondents were asked which visual perspective of the self they used to 

recall events important to them from the violent past. A first-person visual perspective of the self 

predominated in which respondents focused primarily on their experience of an event’s concrete 

details, with a tight focus on the time of the event. Internal D-time was indicated by the past being 

alive and in front. Respondents were also asked to switch visual perspectives to use the third-
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person visual perspective, so they could see themselves in the same event from an external 

perspective using their mind’s eye. Respondents then discussed the event using external D-time 

and S-time, focusing on the event’s conceptual meaning for self and society. 

Respondents’ phenomenological accounts of the past exhibited a complex, multilayered 

temporal structure. On the one hand, respondents layered time in them conceptually, 

differentiating past from present. On the other hand, they flattened time in them 

phenomenologically, almost erasing distinctions between past and present. Both ways of knowing 

the phenomenological past were equally practical to the respondent, despite appearing 

analytically incongruous. Moreover, attributions of what happened to respondents in their 

phenomenological accounts were made under the rubric of the minimal self, despite being 

articulated by the narrative self. Finally, some phenomenological accounts of the past were 

symbolic, embedding a generative, conceptual message.   

A tentative finding is that the presence of temporal layers and generative elements in 

phenomenological accounts suggests that internal thought might contain generative constructs 

independent of linguistic expression. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 

This dissertation investigates what war does to a survivor’s sense of time. Investigating time and 

war requires thinking hard about the self too. This dissertation does both. The point is not only to 

think about time and the self in the aftermath of war, but how to think about them. War is so 

forceful it demands we reassess our ideas about time and the self. Doing so is not easy, but the 

rewards are immense. Time and the self are so fundamental to so much of what we do that the 

better we know them, the better we know the world. 

Peacebuilding and conflict transformation practitioner-scholar John Paul Lederach 

prompted my interest in time in a class lecture on time and peacebuilding at the University of 

Notre Dame. The lecture was modelled on the chapter called “On Time” in his then just published 

book, The Moral Imagination (2005). I was doing an MA in international peace studies. I cannot 

speak for my fellow students, but I was in awe of Lederach. Here was a scholar, I often thought to 

myself, who had spent decades among communities and peoples all over the world seeking to 

emerge from protracted violent conflict. In the lecture Lederach discussed the to me revolutionary 

idea that the violent past lies before communities confronting prolonged violence, because the 

past is alive. The possibility had never occurred to me — I had always taken for granted that the 

past was behind us, and the future before us. What made Lederach’s lecture so earthshaking was 

not just that he was presenting a revolutionary idea. He made clear he had learned it from the 

communities he had worked with. It was their experience and insight that made him rethink his 

own fundamental assumptions about time, violence, and peace. It was them who taught him that 

peacebuilding must embrace an expansive notion of time connecting past and future. His teachers 

included Aboriginal and Indigenous peoples from the Americas and the Philippines, Northern 

Irish combatants, and African peacebuilders. 
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To investigate what war does to a survivor’s sense of time, I did my ethnographic 

fieldwork in Tajikistan, which was the only former Soviet state in Central Asia to undergo civil 

war. This dissertation is not about the Tajik civil war per se — I could have done my research in 

any society that has experienced war. Tajikistan proved to be a challenging country in which to 

research time and civil war. Nonetheless, Tajikistan is an analytically worthwhile location in 

which to investigate time and war because the Tajik civil war happened long enough ago to allow 

for the possibility that it seems like a temporally distant event to its survivors. Tajikistan 

experienced civil war shortly after it gained independence from the disintegrating USSR. The 

Tajik civil war started in May 1992 (Epkenhans, 2016; Mullojonov, 2015). Formal peace accords 

were signed in 1997, with sporadic violence continuing for several years after. Tajikistan has seen 

occasional warlike violence since. I was fortunate to be present in the city of Khorog a few days 

after it endured a single day of warlike violence in July 2012; I was able to interview Tajiks who 

survived both that battle and the civil war.  

No one knows how many died during the Tajik civil war, and figures vary widely. Parviz 

Mullojonov (2015) suggests “the figures range from 60 to 300 thousand lives” (p. 3). Tim 

Epkenhans (2016) proposes the civil war “killed approximately 40,000–100,000 people and 

displaced more than one million” (p. 2). He notes “many accounts operate with 50,000 dead” (p. 

23). Jesse Driscoll (2015) writes that “because so many of the civilian deaths were due to disease 

and exposure in the frozen mountains of Afghanistan, we will probably never know the true 

number of deaths in the Tajik civil war” (p. 70). The Tajik civil war’s causes are complex and 

will undoubtedly be debated by scholars for years to come. Epkenhans (2016) notes the war’s 

origins “go back in history to pre-Soviet Central Asia, to the enforcement of Soviet rule in the 

1920s and to seven decades of Soviet transformation” (p. 2). Mullojonov (2015) identifies seven 

causes for the war, ranging from the choices made by individuals to broad structural explanations. 
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Lederach (2005) urges peace professionals to put aside narrow, unidimensional ideas 

about time. He asks them to instead embrace a truly expansive conception of the present: 

“Peacebuilding requires respect for the center and the edges of time and space, where the deep 

past and the horizon of our future are sewn together, creating a circle of time” (p. 147). My own 

research in Tajikistan on the Tajik civil war started considerably more modestly, however. Rather 

than investigating how Tajik civil war survivors connected the deep past with their imagined 

future, my initial research focused on the simpler idea that the violent past was alive in the minds 

of Tajik civil war survivors — a reality for war survivors Lederach (2005) also explores. Or to be 

more precise, pervasive among Tajik war survivors is a pressing sense that the violent past seems 

recent regardless of when it occurred, affecting them long after the violence has ended. I wanted 

to know what it meant for a war survivors’ subjective experience of time to differ from objective 

reality — in the case of the Tajik civil war, for fateful events from it that occurred 20 plus years 

ago to seem like yesterday to most of its survivors. 

During my pre-dissertation fieldwork in 2011, for almost all the Tajik civil war survivors 

I spoke with, the civil war’s violence seemed like yesterday — not from 1992, when the war 

started, or from the late 90s, when most warlike violence had ended. Just as Suzanne Levi-

Sanchez (2017) states, “the civil war remains fresh in people’s memories even two decades after 

its end” (p. 50). The past was alive. There were two exceptions, however. Said was one of them 

(the names of my ethnographic respondents are pseudonyms, and I obscure identifying details). 

Said is middle-aged and one of the most astute Tajiks I met. For his own safety, I will not share 

further identifying details about him. Encountering Said was serendipitous for my research. Said 

says the gruesome civil war violence he experienced really does seem like 20-odd years ago to 

him. But as I will show below, is the civil war really as distant for Said as he says it is? His 

experience challenged my fundamental assumptions about time and the self. While it would be an 

exaggeration to say his account upended my research, this was when it dawned on me that if I 
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was to properly theorize time, war, and peace, I must theorize the self too. It took me almost two 

years before I felt I had the tools to begin to properly understand his war experience 

Said’s home village is in Khatlon, in Tajikistan’s south. Before the civil war, he says, 

over 90% of the people in his village were descendants of those brought from Gharm in the 

1930s. Gharm is in central Tajikistan, a mountainous region. As Said put it, Gharmis and other 

Tajik peoples were transferred to Khatlon by the Soviets because Khatlon has nine months of sun 

per year. The Soviets needed cotton, and Khatlon was an ideal area in which to grow it. In 

contrast to Gharm, the “Khatlon region is relatively flat with large plains, and few hills and 

elevated grasslands” (Hofman & Visser, 2014, p. 17).  

The Tajik civil war started on May 5, 1992 (Mullojonov, 2015, p. 184). Said’s village 

was among the many villages, towns, and cities engulfed in violence that month. He was in his 

30s. The fighting was between those loyal to the government and those from the opposition. 

Prominent among the opposition were those like the majority of Said’s village — descendants of 

those transferred from Gharm. Said’s village was thus caught on the front lines of the two sides. It 

had suddenly become a dangerous place. 

At the start of the war, Said says people could not kill easily. But by the end, neighbors 

were killing neighbors. Local and regional identities became intense. By then, many people were 

blaming each other for everything they could. Uncertainty and mistrust proliferated. 

In his village, 11 men were killed late one afternoon because of their regional ancestry. 

Earlier, they had the opportunity to leave the village — but they did not believe that they would 

be killed merely because of their ancestral identity. They had lived there all their life, and 

everyone knew everyone else. Nonetheless, only men were in the village. Women and children 

had been moved to safer areas. Said was one of the last to get his wife and infant son to leave, but 

he stayed behind.  
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Prior to the killings, Said had heard from a confidant who was a friend of his that some 

members of the village had drawn up a list of villagers who were not of Gharmi descent. Said was 

on that list. Members of the opposition forces — who were not from the area — had urged the 

villagers to compile the list. By the time opposition combatants arrived, Said was safely hidden. 

From his hiding spot, he heard a combatant with an automatic weapon clearly ask the local 

villagers if the 11 men were involved in the civil war. The villagers said that they were. It was 

untrue. The man with the automatic weapon asked again. Again the villagers lied. Although these 

villagers were unable to kill their neighbors themselves — “we cannot do it”, they claimed — 

they were willing to defer to violent authority. The outsider gunned down the 11 men. Even as the 

gunfire was occurring, Said and others could not quite believe what had happened. Whispers 

spread rapidly through the village that evening as to what had transpired. Everyone was talking 

about it. They feared the relatives of the victims would want to take revenge. 

Although Said’s ancestors were from Khatlon and not Gharm, due to the high prevalence 

of Gharmi descendants in his village, Said’s accent and vocabulary was Gharmi. He thus faced 

danger from both sides. From October 1992 until January 1993, he did not stay in his village; he 

only visited. When Said returned one time with a fellow villager, they were challenged by a man 

with a weapon who was looking to kill Gharmi men. Said says that these types of men could kill 

you merely if they did not like you. Because of his Gharmi manner of speech, Said was afraid to 

say anything at all. The militant’s weapon was ready to fire. Said went up to the militant and 

hugged him. The militant asked Said’s companion to name a man who was coming toward them 

who happened to also be from their village. The pressure was so great that Said’s companion 

momentarily forgot his fellow villager’s name. Eventually they were identified as non-Gharmis 

and the militant allowed them to leave without shooting them. Said says only that night did it 

really sink in that he was almost killed that day. 
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During the civil war Said happened upon a man who had been killed. His hand had been 

cut off. His body was beside a railway track. He was probably in his 50s or 60s. Said did not 

recognize the man. He tried to find people who knew him, so the stranger could be buried. No 

one claimed to know him; they may have been simply afraid. Said buried him himself, fashioning 

a makeshift grave that would be easy to dig up. Two or three months later, the man’s relatives 

came, dug up the grave, and buried him more appropriately. Said also buried one or two others 

during the civil war. 

When he looks back, Said cannot believe what happened during the war. He is an 

especially articulate, intelligent, and politically conscious man, but he does not have a readymade 

explanation for why people came to kill each other en masse. He says it is like a tale — as I 

mentioned earlier, the events of the civil war really do seem like 20 years ago for him. 

But here is the rub: Said has nightmares. In one he is running, and someone is trying to 

kill him. In another, his hands or his fingers are cut off.  

Incidentally, after telling me the story of what happened those years before, Said 

immediately went on to say life is more dangerous today — a theme he returned to more than 

once in our conversation. The government can come in the night and make you disappear, he 

said. The government is afraid of democracy, Islam — everything. Law and order is focused on 

protecting the President’s family, he claimed. Whereas I wanted to talk about the violent past, 

Said was more interested in the violent present and future. Walker (2010) noted a similar stance 

among her respondents (p. 15). One man I interviewed in 2011 — a highly-educated Tajik 

technocrat — commented my research has a lot invested in the past. He feared the past. A critic 

of my research might argue my concern with the past illustrates the dangers identified by Fabian 

(1983) of not treating ethnographic respondents in and on their own terms. Unsurprisingly, I see 

my research more benignly. I had questions to ask that could only be answered by illustrating the 

insights and experiences of my ethnographic respondents. 
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Is the civil war as distant for Said as he believes it to be? To be clear, this is not a 

question implying mistaken belief on his behalf. When he says the war seems like it was 20 years 

ago, I believe him. He is sincere. But one cannot ignore the stranger Said buried and his 

reappearance in Said’s dreams in the form of the cut off hand. The upshot is paradoxical: the war 

is and is not recent for Said. The question why the war is like this for Said is not easy to answer. 

Human consciousness is astoundingly complex. Multiple explanations are possible for the 

differing temporal realities in Said’s sleeping and waking states of consciousness.  

One explanation is trauma. It is probably the first explanation that comes to many 

readers’ minds. Fassin and Rechtman (2009) observe “trauma has come to give a new meaning to 

our experience of time” (p. 275). They argue “the truth of trauma lies not in the psyche, the mind, 

or the brain, but in the moral economy of contemporary societies” (p. 276). In particular, “trauma 

has become so pervasive a factor in our world” not because of its scientific bearings, but because 

it is “the product of a new relationship to time and memory, to mourning and obligations, to 

misfortune and the misfortunate” (p. 276). Culturally, Fassin and Rechtman are clearly correct. 

But that is not to say that the kinds of nightmares Said has are beyond the purview of medical 

sciences. Arguing from a medical and psychiatric perspective, Campbell and Germain (2016) 

write “Nightmares are a hallmark of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)” (p. 74); similarly, 

Vanderheyden et al. (2015) argue “sleep disturbances are a nearly ubiquitous feature of PTSD” 

(p. 2345). 

Trauma is not the focus of this research. Throughout this dissertation I do not assume my 

ethnographic respondents are or were traumatized by what they experienced during or after the 

Tajik civil war. From a medical perspective it is possible some were to varying degrees, but my 

impression is that a solid majority were not. 

Another approach to Said’s differing temporal realities would be to turn attention to 

affect — phenomena related to the “body, senses, feelings and atmosphere” (Frykman & 
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Povrzanović Frykman, 2016, p. 9). Here the body, senses and feeling are not just the content or 

even context of Said’s understanding of the war, but are themselves important mechanisms by 

which he knows the war. That is, instead of focusing narrowly on Said’s mental representations 

of his experiences and his understanding of them, I could just as intently analyze what scholars 

call corporeal or body memory, which for Casey (2000) is “not just something we merely have; it 

is something we are: that constitutes us as we exist humanly in the world” (p. 163). Povrzanović 

Frykman (2016), for instance, stresses the importance of corporeal memory, drawing upon a 

range of academic research on the topic, including Casey. She interviewed survivors of the 1992-

96 Sarajevo siege, analyzing “an affective continuity between what was said [by her 

interviewees] and how it was told, between the past lived experience and the present experience 

of talking about it” (p. 89). One could take the same approach with people like Said who 

experienced first-hand the Tajik civil war’s violence. However, although I do analyze an aspect of 

primordial feelings, this dissertation does not focus primarily on affect, emotion, or corporeal 

memory. 

A third explanation for Said’s differing temporal realities is memory. Memory is 

obviously important — for instance, when my ethnographic respondents discuss the past, they are 

using their memory to do so. But memory is not this dissertation’s primary focus. Memory is a 

mechanism. Time is a dimension of reality. They are different. I return to the distinction between 

time and memory shortly. 

A New Paradigm: The Spatiotemporal Self 

The approach I take in this dissertation is to propose a new paradigm with which to understand 

time and the self, which I name the spatiotemporal self. This paradigm is the heart of this 

dissertation. The term spatiotemporal self is short for spatiotemporal self paradigm.  
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The spatiotemporal self is new because it combines spatial construals of time and the 

dual-faceted self. Insofar as I can tell, the combination is novel. This dissertation develops the 

spatiotemporal self and applies it to the wartime experiences of Tajik civil war survivors. There is 

much to say, but let me begin with the following: to construe time spatially means to understand 

time in terms of space, which is how we primarily but not exclusively understand time (Núñez & 

Cooperrider, 2013). The dual-faceted self is comprised by a conceptual facet and an experiential 

facet (Libby & Eibach, 2011a, 2011b). Spatial construals of time and the dual-faceted self are 

entwined because visual perspective is at the heart of both. 

A construal is a technical term not widely used in anthropology. For social psychologists, 

it means “a person’s perception and interpretation of attributes and behavior of the self or of 

others” (American Psychological Association, n.d). I briefly discuss construals in the Chapter 2 

section A Note on the Term Construal (p. 38).  

Spatial construals of time (I prefer the shorter term spatial time construals) have been 

theorized by cognitive scientists, linguists, and psychologists. In recent years the most prominent 

theorist has been the cognitive scientist Rafael E. Núñez. The dual-faceted self has been theorized 

primarily by social psychologists Lisa K. Libby and Richard P. Eibach. I will frequently refer to 

these three scholars’ work. 

This dissertation sporadically comments on general characteristics of the spatiotemporal 

self that transcend the discussion needed to theorize what war does to a survivor’s sense of time. 

An example: this dissertation’s primary temporal focus is the past and the present, but the 

spatiotemporal self is equally well equipped to handle the future too. I hope comments of this 

nature will help others ascertain the potential of the spatiotemporal self for their own work.  

I use the term paradigm instead of an alternate term like “theoretical approach” because 

adopting the spatiotemporal self means more than embracing a theory — it also requires adopting 

a set of assumptions, specific data collection methods, and standards by which to evaluate the 
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collected data. The best concise explanation of a paradigm I know of is from public health and 

peace studies scholar John W. Ratcliffe (1983), who draws heavily on Kuhn (1970). Ratcliffe’s 

explanation of paradigms provides a helpful template with which to introduce my research. He 

writes:  

A paradigm is defined here as a world view, a way of ordering and simplifying the 

perceptual world’s stunning complexity by making certain fundamental assumptions 

about the nature of the universe, of the individual, and of society. Paradigms are 

normative; they determine what the practitioner views as important and unimportant, 

reasonable and unreasonable, legitimate and illegitimate, possible and impossible, and 

what to attend to and what to ignore. In learning a paradigm, theory, method, and 

standards are acquired together, typically in an inextricable mixture. Moreover, through 

the theories they embody, paradigms prove to be constitutive of all normal scientific 

activity, including underlying assumptions made, problem definition, areas of 

investigation, questions posed and, particularly, data interpretation, conclusions drawn 

and policy recommendations made at the end of the research process (Kuhn, 1970). Thus 

all theories as well as the methods generated by them are, ultimately, paradigm based. 

(Ratcliffe, 1983, pp. 165-166) 

In what follows I discuss Ratcliffe’s observations point-by-point as they relate to the 

spatiotemporal self. Ratcliffe starts by mentioning “the perceptual world’s stunning complexity” 

(p. 165). Both time and the self are stunningly complex. Just about anything is complex if you 

ponder it long enough, but time and the self are topics seemingly designed to humble the best of 

us. Anthropologist Nancy D. Munn (1992) opens her account of the cultural anthropology of time 

by citing sociologist Barbara E. Adam (1988), who writes of time’s “infinite complexity” (p. 

200); Munn (1992) herself writes of time’s “chameleonic character” (p. 116). As for the self, its 
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extravagant complexity makes it impossible to definitively define. I address the self’s complexity 

in Chapter 2.  

Five Paradigmatic Assumptions 

Ratcliffe argues in the face of complexity, fundamental assumptions are intrinsic to paradigms. 

The spatiotemporal self makes fundamental assumptions about time and the self — not because 

these assumptions are always true under every possible circumstance, but because they are 

sufficiently true to generate robust theory. When confronted by overwhelming complexity of the 

kind intrinsic to time and the self, making assumptions is necessary to generate coherent theory. 

The five most important paradigmatic assumptions throughout this dissertation are that the self is 

not monolithic, that the self has levels, that these levels emerged in evolution, that time is not 

monolithic, and that construals of the past cannot be separated from construals of the present or 

future. These assumptions are neither unique nor new. For instance, since at least William James 

(1890/1983) scholars have “hypothesized that the Self is not a unitary phenomenon and that it 

may be differentiated in overlapping layers that have been stratified in evolution” (Alcaro et al., 

2017, p. 9).  

Saying the self is not monolithic is another way of saying the self has different facets that 

predominate depending on the circumstance. The analytical benefit of identifying different facets 

of the self is enormous — as Chapter 2 demonstrates, these facets are stable, identifiable, and 

consequential. They exert substantial influence on our perception and conception of time, and the 

experience and meaning of events in our lives.  

Any theoretical model of the self must confront the inescapable reality that the self can 

sometimes seem monolithic. What does it mean for the self to seem monolithic? As a noun, a 

monolith is “a single block of stone, esp. a large one shaped (frequently in prehistoric times) into 

a pillar or monument” (2002). Few would consider their or anyone else’s self to be stone-like, but 
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nevertheless, is the self an impenetrable thing? In a sense, it can be, especially when we take it to 

mean “A person’s or thing’s individuality or essence at a particular time or in a particular aspect 

or relation,” (2018) as in the phrase “one’s former self”. From this perspective, the self is 

monolithic. But the self is more complex. In common use the self can also mean “any of various 

(typically conflicting) personalities conceived of as coexisting within a single person” (2018), 

such as “one’s baser and wiser selves”. Here the human self is not monolithic and less 

impenetrable. Even so, it is still unusual to ask oneself “For which aspect of my self is the war 

recent?” — let alone asking someone else. A sense of self-coherency is desirable, if not essential 

(see Conway, 2005). 

Reflecting that ordinary, practical understanding of the self, some scholars treat the self 

as if it were monolithic or unitary. Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) argue a key problem in the study 

of the self is “whether different characterizations of self signify diverse aspects of a unitary 

concept of selfhood, or whether they pick out different and unrelated concepts” (p. 220). 

Moreover, Gallagher and Zahavi argue, “there is no widespread philosophical consensus about 

what exactly it means to be a self” (p. 219). Subsequently scholars have developed a plethora of 

terms for and characterizations of the self from within a variety of methodological approaches 

(pp. 219-220). Taylor (1989) is obviously correct when he writes “the word [self] is used in all 

sorts of ways” and that the language with which we speak about it is “historically conditioned” 

(p. 32). 

The theoretical model the spatiotemporal self advances is unashamedly non-monolithic. 

As this dissertation will demonstrate, conceiving of both the self and time as non-monolithic 

allows for the best theoretical explanation of the empirical data I present. In short, distinguishing 

aspects of the self is analytically necessary. That the self sometimes seems monolithic is almost 

incidental. 
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This dissertation does not delineate what our real self is — the spatiotemporal self is not 

meant to explain every aspect of selfhood.1 Not only is the self too complex to define in its 

totality, but doing so is unnecessary. Only aspects of the self are required to theorize time and the 

self. Instead of delineating a self in its totality, this dissertation examines aspects of the self by 

conceiving them as multiple levels of selfhood that build on one another. Moreover, 

anthropologically theorizing the self as having multiple levels allows for interdisciplinary 

research drawing on cognitive science, neuroscience, and social psychology, which this 

dissertation does. Bloch (2012) makes exactly this argument about levels of the self and 

interdisciplinary research, as discussed in Chapter 2.  

Another paradigmatic assumption this dissertation makes is that levels of the self have 

emerged in evolution. We humans share some levels of the self with other species. Although I do 

not compare our species with other species within this dissertation, I nonetheless characterize this 

assumption as fundamental because I envision the spatiotemporal self being of interest to 

biological anthropologists.  

The fourth paradigmatic assumption this dissertation makes is to reject the idea that time 

is monolithic. In an important review of research into how space influences our time concepts, 

Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) argue “time, as conceptualized everyday by humans, is not a 

monolith so much as a mosaic” (p. 227). Much of what we call “time”, they argue, is best 

understood as three core concepts: (1) deictic time (D-time), (2) sequence time (S-time), and (3) 

duration, or more technically, temporal span (T-span). I will examine these three core time 

 
1 I also do not investigate if the self is an illusion, as some suggest. Among scholars investigating the self, 

“recent interest in Buddhist conceptions of no-self has motivated questions about whether such a thing as 

self even exists” (Gallagher, 2011, p. 1). Even so, as Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) argue, “there is an 

undeniable sense of self that accompanies experience and action”, and that “those who claim that the self 

has a fictional status” must “explain why the fiction arises, and for whom” (p. 235). 
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concepts in Chapter 2; they are central to the spatiotemporal self. For now, know that D-time is 

about the past, present, and future, S-time is about before and after (or earlier and later), and T-

span is nothing more or less than duration.  

In common parlance we oftentimes talk and think of time as if it is unified. Among 

scholars, Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) argue approaching time as a monolith is “a view with 

deep roots in the Western philosophical tradition. This view remains prominent today but, if 

unchecked, may lead to unwarranted leaps of generalization” (p. 225). They further argue that 

when it comes to the core concepts D-time, S-time and T-span, to the detriment of their research 

some scholars of time have treated them not “as different time concepts that require independent 

investigation,” but “merely as different operational definitions of time on the whole”, 

undermining their “claims about how a given culture construes time as a whole” (p. 227). 

Before discussing the fifth and final paradigmatic assumption, allow me to make an 

important observation. This dissertation theorizes the role of visual perspective in time and the 

self, but conceivably it could have instead focused more narrowly on visual perspective and 

memory — after all, the Tajik civil war is an event in the past that has completed. I insist on the 

wider domain of time and self because construals of the past cannot be neatly separated from 

construals of the present or the future. The most salient reason for holding fast to this idea (which 

I treat as the fifth paradigmatic assumption) is that the present includes the past. As historian 

Preston Theodore King (2000) states, “The past is not present. But no present is entirely divorced 

from or uninfluenced by the past. The past is not chronologically present. But there is no escaping 

the fact that much of it is substantively so” (p. 55). Similarly, what comes before can 

substantively shape what comes after. This sense of time concepts being substantively connected 
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underlies Lederach’s assertion that an expansive notion of the past and future operate together to 

shape the present.2  

Psychologist and cognitive scientist Endel Tulving (1972) argues “A useful concept in 

science frequently is one whose definition not only makes very clear what it includes, but also 

what it excludes” (p. 384). By that standard, the temporal divisions integral to D-time and S-time 

look troublesome, if not seriously flawed — in a substantive sense, a concept like the present 

includes rather than excludes the past and future. Might that disqualify these concepts from the 

spatiotemporal self? There are two pushbacks against this possibility. 

The first pushback is that not segmenting time goes against the world of practical life. 

The exigencies of practical life often demand we slice time up. For instance, oftentimes we do not 

need to know how something came to emerge in the fullness of time, or how it changes through 

time. We merely need to know something exists in the here and now, not how it came to be or 

where it might be heading. In short, life often demands we know things well enough to get by. In 

so doing we abstract things out of time: we remove them from the flow of time and place them 

into simple categories of past, present, or future (D-time), or we distinguish between before and 

after (S-time). 

The second pushback is that dividing time up has decidedly theoretical applications too: 

as the anthropologist Diana Ibañez-Tirado (2015) observes, “The division of time in periods is 

one of the most fundamental, yet major theoretical challenges of history as a discipline: without 

 
2 There is much more to say about overly firm distinctions between past, present, and future. See Munn 

(1992) for a review of the past and future in the present in anthropology. Lorenz and Bevernage (2013) 

discuss time in the study of history, including an illuminating review of four different notions of the present 

theorized by King (2000). The philosopher and Buddhist scholar David J. Kalupahana (1999) argues the 

Buddha rejected dividing time up into past, present, and future, going against the prevailing philosophical 

grain of his own society. Kalupahana argues the Buddha went so far as to replace the concept of the present 

with a new concept, paccuppanna — “arisen with a background” (p. 16).  
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categorizing and subdividing the past, it is difficult to make time intelligible” (p. 200). But as 

Ibañez-Tirado demonstrates, such categories can cloud as much as they clarify. Ibañez-Tirado did 

her doctoral fieldwork in Kulob, Tajikistan. She argues labels like Soviet and post-Soviet can be 

“oversized categories rather than actual referents of time and social transformations 

conceptualized and experienced by Central Asians” (p. 200). The “lived and subjective time” of 

her ethnographic respondents used “a more complex open-ended range of temporal distinctions” 

than allowed by the categories Soviet and post-Soviet (pp. 190,200).  

Temporal categories like past, present, and future (D-time), or before and after (S-time), 

are a consequence of the human mind’s talent for abstraction. Abstraction has its uses, certainly, 

but temporal categories are a linguistic and cognitive aid we use to construe reality and learn from 

it — and that is all.  The spatiotemporal self uses these temporal categories because that is how 

we think, but it does so wary of their tendency to obscure as much as they reveal.  

Normative Orientation 

As I noted above, Ratcliffe (1983) writes “paradigms are normative” (p. 165). That is, research 

inevitably reflects value-commitments, including value-commitments to particular notions of 

validity (p. 160). In this section I discuss the normative orientation of this dissertation’s research 

specifically, and the spatiotemporal self paradigm more broadly.  

A normative value motivating the research presented in this dissertation is that a better 

understanding of the temporal reality in which war survivors live can reduce violence and build 

peace. The fields of conflict resolution, mediation, and peacebuilding struggle to understand a 

survivor’s sense of time after war — if they pay it any attention at all. Lederach’s analysis of 

these fields’ temporal failings is discussed in the Chapter 2 section An Expansive Notion of Self 

and Time Amidst the Uncertainty of War. 
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To take a practical example of a war survivor’s temporal reality, imagine working for a 

truth commission after war. Your job is to help a group of war survivors prepare to publicly 

testify what happened to them. You know the violence they experienced is like yesterday for most 

if not all of them. You know survivor testimony contributes to establishing a public record of 

what happened during war, with important implications for justice, reconciliation, and peace 

processes. But you also know that testifying is mentally demanding. Psychoanalyst and clinical 

psychologist Régine Waintrater, who has worked with genocide survivors and supervised the 

collection of their oral testimonies, notes “Why anyone would want to kill you is impossible to 

understand, unless you adopt the point of view of the killer. . . . Self-understanding is impossible 

if one cannot construct an acceptable version of one’s life. For survivors, the memories tied to 

certain episodes are filled with pain, guilt, and especially shame” (2011, p. 2). How can a 

survivor testify to what they struggle to comprehend? How can they convey to a society what 

they experienced after that society allowed violence to be done to them? No wonder Waintrater 

characterizes testifying as a “risky process” and a “subversive act” (pp. 3-5).  

Drawing out survivor testimony clearly requires a delicate touch. And that is what the 

spatiotemporal self provides — an empathetic way to draw out what people experience and think. 

Its secret is not to ask “What do you think?”, but “What do you see?” Asking what someone sees 

invites them to share their inner thoughts in a space that provides shade from the harsh glare of 

what society tells them they ought to think or feel. Do that, and their ideas about and experiences 

of a wartime event can be infused with notions of time that defy expectations. What happened to 

them during war can awaken in them a sense of time and place that rises above the immediacy of 

the event itself — or not, if they so desire. To borrow a phrase from C. West Churchman, 

survivors can tie what they did or have had done to them “to something higher, more powerful, 

more knowing, more comprehensive than the action itself, or else to something fantastically small 

and refined” (1979, p. 25). The spatiotemporal self does not impose expectations of duration, or 
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of past, present, and future. It releases them. In so doing it encourages testimony to reflect what a 

survivor values and the connections they make through time. Therein lies its normative power. 

Clarifying the spatiotemporal self’s normative orientation is trickier than describing this 

dissertation’s normative orientation. Although I have developed the spatiotemporal self to 

ascertain the temporal reality of war survivors with a view to contributing to peace, conceivably a 

researcher could instead use this paradigm to exacerbate division, pick at unhealed wounds, and 

foment violence. Thankfully that is unlikely. But a more realistic issue when determining this 

paradigm’s normative orientation is its broad scope. The topic of its focus does not have to be 

war. War is a compelling lens through which to understand time because as I noted at the 

beginning, war is so forceful. But other forms of violence forcefully affect people’s sense of time 

too — a community can remember a murder from decades ago as if it was yesterday, for instance. 

However, violence, oppression and injustice are far from the spatiotemporal self’s only domain 

— it can be used as a tool to conduct social science research of a general nature on time and the 

self. It could be used to research how people imagine future scenarios on a limitless range of 

topics, for instance. 

No matter in which domain it is applied, two characteristics of the spatiotemporal self’s 

normative orientation are abundantly clear. The spatiotemporal self decisively rejects seeing time 

as a static medium in which life occurs. It asserts we experience time as a dynamic medium 

whose logic and pathways are influenced by spatial time construals. It also ringingly rejects an 

overly narrow temporal horizon that views only the immediate past or future as relevant to the 

present. Instead it asserts an expansive view of past and future with a malleable notion of the 

present that can encompass many generations. It thus shares an affinity with cultural and 

intellectual traditions that understand time expansively, which are also discussed in the Chapter 2 

section An Expansive Notion of Self and Time Amidst the Uncertainty of War.  
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Theory, Method, and Standards 

As earlier stated, in his description of paradigms Ratcliffe (1983) writes “in learning a paradigm, 

theory, method, and standards are acquired together, typically in an inextricable mixture” (pp. 

165-166). That is undeniably true of the spatiotemporal self. It is impossible to contemplate its 

theoretical claims without also considering its methods. Here I briefly introduce the theory before 

touching on its methods and standards.  

The spatiotemporal self’s theoretical claims pivot around the visual perspective we use as 

we reflect on events involving ourselves. This visual perspective is that of our mind’s eye as it 

generates mental imagery. Mental imagery is ubiquitous: “almost any behaviour or cognitive 

process that might gain from sensory simulation tends to utilize mental images” (Pearson, 2019, 

p. 624). Mental imagery takes one of two visual perspectives: the perspective of looking at an 

event from one’s own eyes (first-person), and the perspective of a real or imagined observer 

seeing one’s self during an event (third-person). The event can be in the past, future, or even in 

the present. 

A wonderful illustration of the power of visual perspective is found in a YouTube video 

(GoPro, 2014, July 30) of stunt man Ethan Swanson jumping off a rooftop in Chicago, Illinois 

(which at the time of writing is available at https://youtu.be/f0xyzj545tc?t=70). Admittedly, a 

stunt man in Chicago might seem a world away from civil war in Tajikistan. If so, picture a 

commando jumping out of a helicopter under fire onto rough terrain, and the difference will not 

be so stark. 

Swanson’s jump starts 70 seconds into the video. There are two camera angles during the 

jump — a video camera is attached to Swanson’s helmet above his forehead, and another camera 

is placed on the roof of an adjacent building. Imagine you are Swanson. In the first camera angle 

you are going to be looking out your own eyes (first-person). You are about to take a running 

jump from a flat rooftop, onto the steeply-angled sides of another building’s roof below you, 

https://youtu.be/f0xyzj545tc?t=70
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which you hope to then slide down before landing on the spiral staircase of a third building. It is 

as dramatic as it sounds. You build up a head of speed on the flat rooftop and make the leap. 

Beneath you the second rooftop looms terrifyingly quickly (Figure 1). The stairway seems 

impossibly far away.  

 

Figure 1: The leap from the first-person perspective 

The camera angle then changes (Figure 2). Here you see yourself as an object from an external, 

third-person visual point of view. The notion you are mid-air is heightened by the video’s slow-

motion effect, which kicked in with the change in visual perspective. You have time to briefly 

contemplate your life’s choices. A passenger train passes by in the background. The mid-air 

sensation is accentuated by the video suddenly markedly slowing the speed of your jump until 

you are practically suspended in time and space even as the passing train continues at a constant 

speed. The warping of time and motion is a clever effect that the video’s editors created by 

seamlessly splicing together footage from two separate time periods into one (they show the 
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unedited footage at the video’s conclusion). Once the train has passed, the ultra-slow-motion 

effect is removed and you see yourself falling onto the second rooftop, starting to skid down it. 

 

Figure 2: The same leap from the third-person perspective 

At the precise moment you begin to skid, the camera angle then switches back to the first-person 

perspective. The action steps back in time a second or two to when you were just leaving the first 

rooftop. The second rooftop rushes toward you, along with the third building, its staircase, and 

most ominously, the ground (Figure 3). What seemed like a skid from the third-person 

perspective is in fact a bounce from the first-person perspective, which fortuitously propels you 

feet-first onto the spiral staircase. You land in one piece with a clattering thud. Without missing a 

beat you triumphantly walk down the last few steps.  
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Figure 3: The return of the first-person perspective 

I am not aware of any of my ethnographic respondents dramatically leaping off buildings. 

But that is not the point of this analogy. The point is that the difference in visual perspective 

between first- and third-person perspectives is compelling. Indeed, it can be stunning if you have 

never thought about it before. And that difference in view in turn brings about a remarkable 

difference in how we think. Each perspective changes what we look for as we think about our 

self. This is not merely a different way of seeing — it is a different way of thinking. The first-

person perspective is experiential: Libby and Eibach say it evokes “concrete features of the 

pictured situation” (2011b, p. 187). They note third-person perspective is all about the conceptual 

meaning of events in the context of one’s life. The first-person and third-person perspectives 

function as “different modes of understanding events” (p. 236). These modes of understanding 

map onto levels of the self — but I will save that discussion for subsequent chapters.  

The first-person and third-person perspectives play an equally important role in how we 

understand time. The spatiotemporal self is a conceptual hybrid out of spatial construals of time 
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and the dual-faceted self. This hybrid self reflects the pervasive reality that our minds use first- 

and third-person visual perspectives to both (1) conceptualize time and (2) reflect on events 

involving ourselves, irrespective of whether those events are real or imaginary. When we shift 

between first- and third-person perspectives, what I call a spatiotemporal shift occurs.  

What all this means for research methods and standards is that the first- and third-person 

visual perspectives of the self are at the heart of ethnographic research on the spatiotemporal self. 

We have two methods to determine the visual perspective ethnographic respondents use as they 

reflect on events. First, and most obviously, we can ask respondents which visual perspective 

they are using. Simply asking is not always easy or even possible, however. Some respondents 

struggle to understand the difference between the two perspectives. Formal education helps. The 

second method is to infer visual perspective by analyzing respondent accounts. Identifying the 

spatial construals of time their accounts use can indicate the visual perspective. Accounts can be 

oral or written, but in this dissertation they are all oral. 

Elsewhere in Ratcliffe (1983), he asserts “data do not speak for themselves; there is 

always an interpreter, or a translator” (p. 149). Ratcliffe’s observations again ring true for the 

spatiotemporal self — reported or inferred distinctions between the first and third-person visual 

perspectives of the self are not always clear-cut, as later chapters demonstrate. Such muddying of 

the theoretical waters has three implications. First, some ethnographic data requires interpretation 

before it can be categorized for analysis. Second, an abundance of ambiguous data would imply 

poor quality data — but fortunately that is not the case in this dissertation. Third, grappling with 

ambiguous or difficult to interpret data can generate new theoretical insights. My conclusions in 

Chapter 5 on the nature of phenomenological reports of the past arise directly out of the difficult 

to interpret data I collected in the field. 

To wrap up his description of paradigms seen above, Ratcliffe (1983) argues “all normal 

scientific activity” (p. 166) occurs via paradigms, which derives from Kuhn’s argument that 
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scientists normally work within established paradigms, as opposed to periods of revolutionary 

science where advocates of a new paradigm seek to supplant a former paradigm. Ratcliffe then 

lists elements paradigms have: “underlying assumptions made, problem definition, areas of 

investigation, questions posed and, particularly, data interpretation, conclusions drawn and policy 

recommendations made at the end of the research process (Kuhn, 1970)” (p. 166). I have already 

touched on some of these, but am yet to address “problem definition” and “conclusions drawn 

and policy recommendations made at the end of the research process” (p. 166). Chapter 5 

discusses conclusions. Policy outcomes are not the focus of this dissertation, but nonetheless I do 

briefly mention a policy outcome in Chapter 5 too. Let me now deal with the issue of problem 

definition. 

Making Time Visible 

Making time visible is the most critical aspect of any approach to theorizing time. Yet doing so is 

surprisingly difficult. “Time is as elusive as it is fundamental”, argue Núñez and Cooperrider 

(2013, p. 220). They note past, present, and future — aspects of time we take for granted — “are 

not directly observable” (p. 220). One reason these aspects of time are not directly observable is 

that as psychologist Lindsey Drayton and neuroscientist Moran Furman note, “in contrast to the 

primary sensory modalities . . . there are no specific neural pathways dedicated to temporal 

processing per se” (Drayton & Furman, 2018, p. 641). Cultural anthropologist Kevin Birth (2004) 

is clearly correct when he notes “there is something about time that makes it seem extremely 

important to understanding how people live, yet it seems an intangible concept” (p. 70). The 

difficulty of making time visible is surprising because as I noted earlier, time is a dimension of 

reality — literally any social experience or practice involves time (Munn, 1992, p. 93). We can 

therefore theorize time in relation to anything humans do, which means anything humans do can 

make time visible. For example, Birth (1999, 2004, 2012) theorizes time in terms of social 
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coordination. The ways people coordinate activities and their relationships renders time visible to 

themselves and to researchers. 

The most important problem the spatiotemporal self solves is to make time visible in a 

human-centric way. By human-centric I mean four things. First, following the footsteps of Munn, 

the spatiotemporal self delineates two ways we know time: (1) being “in” time, and (2) perceiving 

and conceiving it (Munn, 1992, p. 100). Knowing time through being in it concerns our 

experience of it. Experiencing time is not the same as perceiving or conceiving it. Questions of 

time perception and conception lead to questions about how we reflect on, model, compare, talk 

about, and symbolize time. Experiencing time by being in it might not seem all that different from 

perceiving it, but they are not identical. As Munn (1992) writes, “People are ‘in’ a sociocultural 

time of multiple dimensions (sequencing, timing, past-present-future relations, etc) that they are 

forming in their ‘projects.’ In any given instance, particular temporal dimensions may be foci of 

attention or only tacitly known” (p. 116). It follows from Munn’s analysis that if time is not the 

focus of attention, it is not being perceived — but it is still being known because it is nonetheless 

being experienced. The expression “I didn’t notice the time” speaks to the distinction between 

experiencing time and perceiving it — we did not notice the time because our attention was 

elsewhere.  

The spatiotemporal self incorporates both ways of knowing time — being in it, and 

perceiving/conceiving it. It prioritizes neither. The spatiotemporal self also recognizes the two 

ways of knowing time are self-reinforcing. Munn (1983) notes the ongoing process through 

which we experience the present is continually infused by an engagement with our past and our 

expectation of the future (p. 280). Our life experience is informed by the sociocultural systems 

that structure our lives. Munn argues these structures, and the activities which give rise to them, 

“do not simply go on in or through time and space” (p. 280). Instead, she continues, “they form 
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(structure) and constitute (create) the spacetime manifold in which they ‘go on’. Actors must 

‘make’ this manifold, thus concretely producing their own spacetime” (p. 280). 

The second way the spatiotemporal self is human-centric is because it conveys the sense 

of time a person has on their own terms. Consider Swanson’s Chicago rooftop jump. If you were 

to talk to him about it, he might prefer to discuss the experience of being immersed in the jump, 

as opposed to the outcomes the jump had for his life. The sense of time operative in the thick of 

the jump is different from the sense of time associated with the meaning the jump has for his life. 

If Swanson did indeed prefer to focus on his experience of the jump, the spatiotemporal self 

would seek to convey the temporal experience of the jump itself, without first demanding he 

conceptualize the jump’s meaning. On the other hand, if he prioritizes the jump’s conceptual 

meaning, the spatiotemporal self then conveys the time found in that meaning. As this dissertation 

demonstrates, the researcher can use the spatiotemporal self to prompt an ethnographic 

respondent to switch between these two approaches to the same event. 

The third way the spatiotemporal self is human-centric is because it does not require 

technologies like the clock or calendar to make time visible. It does not reject such technologies 

either — ethnographic respondents may resort to tools like clocks or calendars to convey 

temporal meaning to themselves or to a researcher, but if they do so it is because they want to, not 

because they are forced to by a research method. The spatiotemporal self thus prioritizes human 

thought over the things people use to help them think.  

Modern society conditions us to equate time with clocks or calendars. But Birth (2012) 

argues clocks and calendars are merely “artifacts that assist thinking about time in particular 

ways” (p. 118). Specifically, calendars are “tools of power” (p. 97) that serve as “cognitive tools 

for social coordination” (p. 95). For Birth, the basis of time is not the calendar or the clock 

because “time is embedded in and constituted by social life” (p. 118). Birth writes “communities 
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of practice use multiple and contextually embedded sources for determining the time, rather than 

a single cognitive object for knowing time” (pp. 66-67). 

Whereas Birth argues time is established by social life, the spatiotemporal self theorizes 

time as experienced and conceptualized by individuals, which is the fourth and final way the 

spatiotemporal self is human-centric. That is why I use the term human-centric instead of people-

centric. A people-centric time paradigm is more likely to accentuate the social aspects of time. 

The difference between Birth’s time paradigm and my own is one of theoretical emphasis, not 

fundamental disagreement. The spatiotemporal self starts with the individual and looks to society 

from the perspective of the individual; Birth starts with society and looks to the individual. Both 

approaches are valid. 

The Promise 

The spatiotemporal self’s human-centric focus makes it ideal to solve problems that involve 

people interpreting events in relation to themselves and others. It is not well-suited to problems 

like the intrinsic characteristics of mechanical processes. Being tied to a set of problems is not a 

weakness — it is characteristic of all paradigms. Problems need to be clarified, conceptualized, 

and defined if we are to solve them. All problem definitions and solutions suggest paradigms; all 

paradigms suggest problem definitions and solutions. Ratcliffe (1993) explains the tight 

relationship between paradigms and problem definitions: 

The paradigm we apply to the problem is inevitably reflected in the way we define the 

problem. The choice among possible conceptualizations, or definitions, determines how 

the problem will be treated. In a very real sense, the process of defining a problem is 

identical to the process of finding its solution (Rittel and Webber 1973). And the 

application of different paradigms to the same problem results in very different problem 

definitions and, therefore, very different approaches to their solution. (p. 172) 
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As stated from the outset, the problem this dissertation confronts is that of time after war. Its 

solution is to develop and apply the spatiotemporal self. Let me share another characteristic of the 

spatiotemporal self paradigm before returning to the issue of applying paradigms to problems. We 

humans have an innate ability for both spatial construals of time, and to see ourselves using 

differing visual perspectives. The spatiotemporal self allows us to appreciate how our cognitive 

endowment contributes to our experience of temporal reality, which helps determine our 

understanding of reality. Equipped with that appreciation we can see time where previously we 

may have missed it altogether. That is the spatiotemporal self’s promise. 

To better understand why applying the right paradigm to the problem of time and war is 

so important, consider a time paradigm that is not human-centric. Let me take an example. 

Development anthropologist Catherine E. Bolten (2014) examines the problem of what war does 

to a survivor’s sense of time by using a calendrical time paradigm. Her ethnographic respondents 

survived the 1991–2002 Sierra Leone civil war. Bolten concludes time is a “meaningless way” to 

convey the wartime experiences of her respondents because they value social relationships rather 

than when things happened (p. 430). Bolten conceives of time in two closely-related senses: the 

chronological order of events, and the date things happened. For instance, she says “time and 

chronology do not exist at all” in a young man’s account of war because he refuses to specify 

when things happened “or how old he was at the time” (p. 429). Bolten argues a “non‑temporal 

use of time” characterized her respondents’ narratives (p. 433). She concludes time is of almost 

no use to her ethnographic respondents as they convey what happened during the war. She also 

argues wartime “experiences of chaos preclude reliable narration of chronology” (p. 430). Among 

her respondents “what one needs to remember is the chaos” (p. 431). She argues their “refusal to 

circumscribe chaos with the order of time was about maintaining the dignity of a mnemonic 

community that had formed around residents’ complete helplessness in the face of ongoing 

violence” (p. 433). 
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Bolten is right to draw attention to the limits of calendrical time: the ethnographic reality 

she describes illustrates calendrical time is not a natural, default medium in which to think about 

time. Moreover, her attention to her respondents’ experience of chaos as a negation of order 

prompts important questions about sequence, predictability, and comprehension in the face of 

protracted violence, death, and militant and state power. But her choice of time paradigm renders 

time invisible the moment calendrical time proves irrelevant, insufficient, or misleading. When 

calendrical time is wiped away, no sense of time remains. Time is found throughout all her 

respondents’ accounts, but her choice of time paradigm means she cannot see it, leaving her with 

little choice but to incorrectly argue their accounts abjure time. I examine S-time and D-time 

when looking at spatial construals of time in Chapter 2, but allow me to note in passing here that 

Bolten’s respondents use S-time and D-time to describe what happened. Consider for example the 

young man in whose account she argues “time and chronology do not exist at all” (p. 429). 

Rebels killed his uncle. The young man tells Bolten “I was a small boy. I was staying with my 

uncle and I had to come and tell my mother. And then we ran to the bush and stayed there, me 

and my mom” (p. 429). He uses D-time to situate his self in the past (“I was a small boy”). He 

then turns to S-time to sequence two events (telling his mother his uncle was killed, followed by 

them running to the bush). 

This is not merely a matter of differing definitions of time. Bolten’s solution to the 

problem of what war does to a survivor’s sense of time is to claim time is irrelevant. Her selection 

of time paradigm is the cause of her failure to see time in the accounts of war survivors. Had she 

used a human- or people-centric time paradigm she would have better identified the role time 

plays among her respondents. 
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Landmines Lying in Wait 

Three landmines lie in wait for the spatiotemporal self. They have the potential to inflict serious 

harm on the spatiotemporal self. They cannot be ignored. Fortunately, all three can be cleared. In 

order of difficulty (from easier to more difficult) they are (1) the terms first- and third-person 

visual perspective mean something other than what many might assume, (2) the problem of 

subjectivity and objectivity, and (3) the problem of attribution. 

When most people hear the terms “first- and third-person perspective” they equate them 

with narrative perspective — with writing, grammar, or language use. The gotcha is that narrative 

perspective fundamentally differs from visual perspective, which is discussed in the Chapter 2 

section Narrative and Visual Perspective on p. 90. Analyzing what perspective means raises 

questions of what I mean by subjectivity and objectivity. In brief, Chapter 2 shows subjectivity is 

integral to the spatiotemporal self’s first-person visual perspective; subjectivity for the 

spatiotemporal self is not an understanding of the self, but an experience of self. Objectivity is 

integral to the spatiotemporal self’s third-person visual perspective; for the spatiotemporal self 

objectivity means turning things like events and the self into an object of reflection. 

I will also take up the problem of attribution in detail in Chapters 2 and 5, but for now let 

me note that when we attribute things that have happened to us (e.g., “this happened to me”), 

Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) argue we use a specific conceptually-oriented facet of the self to 

make that attribution. The problem is that facet of the self is different from the facet of self that 

takes in experiences. If we could use only the conceptually-oriented facet of the self to describe 

what happened to us, it would significantly undermine the explanatory capacity of the 

spatiotemporal self. I thus have little choice but to confront this problem if the spatiotemporal self 

is to succeed as a methodological and analytical device. Fortunately, as the ethnographic data 

makes clear, when an ethnographic respondent consciously and deliberately uses the first-person 

visual perspective to recall and describe past events, their descriptions are more characteristic of 
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the experiential facet of their self than the conceptual. Consequently, we are not locked into the 

conceptually-oriented facet of our self to verbally communicate our experiences to others. 

Fieldwork in Tajikistan 

When I entered my doctoral program at the University of Minnesota in 2009, I had intended to do 

my ethnographic research in Iran on interreligious understanding in Isfahan. However, in 2010 I 

was unable to secure an Iranian visa of any kind. Pakistan was my next choice. Like Iran, I had 

previously visited Pakistan several times. My research in Pakistan would have involved religion 

and nonviolence — for some decades I have regarded with deep reverence Khan Abdul Ghaffar 

Khan (1890-1988), who was the leader of the Pukhtun nonviolent fighting force the Khudai 

Khidmatgars (Banerjee, 2000; Easwaran, 2000; Gandhi, 2004; Johansen, 1997; Khan, 1969; 

Shah, 2000). At the time, however, I judged it was too dangerous for me to conduct fieldwork in 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

My adviser suggested Tajikistan, a country in a region I knew nothing about. In the 

northern hemisphere summer of 2010, I found myself in Tajikistan for the first time with little 

sense of what I wanted to research. I barely spoke any words of Tajiki, and no Russian.  
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Figure 4: On the outskirts of Ishkashim at dusk (2010) 

Upon returning to the University of Minnesota to commence the second year of my graduate 

studies, I decided to research time and war, with Lederach’s ideas foremost in my mind. The 

following summer I returned to Tajikistan with a clear focus. A Tajik man who is an expert on the 

Tajik civil war suggested Gharm and Yazgulom as two potential field sites. I was profoundly 

fortunate to travel to both places with him — his expertise was instrumental in getting my 

research off the ground. 
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Figure 5: Friday prayers in Gharm’s main mosque (2011) 

Of the two sites, I settled on Yazgulom. My primary reason was that Yazgulomis had lost a high 

number of people as a proportion of their population during the Tajik civil war. Another factor 

was that apart from a brief mention in Bliss (2005), nothing had been written in English about 

Yazgulom’s civil war experience.   

My fieldwork proper started in the fall of 2013. It took some time to get going — 

securing a long-term visa proved especially challenging, meaning I had to rely on short-term 

visas with no guarantee they would be issued or extended. Meanwhile, a local expert I trusted 

advised me against using a Tajik translator because of the possibility of the Tajik security 

services extracting information from them. Unfortunately, my understanding of Tajiki remained 

poor. I took classes, but I was unable to advance to a level where I could interview anyone in a 

language other than English. I was frustrated. The situation dramatically improved in December 
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2014 when University of Minnesota professor Iraj Bashiri facilitated a year-long Tajik visa for 

me, which I renewed in 2015 for another year. Moreover, the translation problem was solved 

when I got married in 2015, meaning my wife could join me in Tajikistan. My fieldwork 

concluded in 2016. 

Living arrangements in Tajikistan varied. I mostly stayed in Dushanbe. Initially I rented a 

room in a variety of homes, staying with Tajiks or foreigners. Three months living in a 

Yazgulomi household in Dushanbe proved decisive in establishing trust among Yazgulomis. In 

Yazgulom I stayed in a home in Motravn. When my wife joined me in Dushanbe, we rented an 

apartment. In Khorog we stayed with local families and in a guesthouse. 

A Note on Terminology 

Although the academic discipline this dissertation is rooted in is cultural anthropology, its 

research is interdisciplinary. It integrates research from fields including linguistic anthropology, 

cognitive science, psychology, philosophy, neuroscience, psychotherapy, and sociology. Terms 

for the same phenomena can differ within fields. That is particularly true for terms naming 

aspects of the self. Various terms naming aspects of the self are found in Table 1 on p. 42. In this 

dissertation I use the following terms interchangeably: minimal self is synonymous with 

experiential self, and narrative self is synonymous with conceptual self and autobiographical self. 

To aid the reader, however, I often use the terms in conjunction with one another. 

A Note on the Translation of Interviews 

My limited Tajik language abilities meant I had to rely on the help of translators when speaking 

with non-English speakers, who were a firm majority of my respondents. Prior to 2012 I 

primarily used the help of two Tajik translators as I conducted my interviews with non-English 

speakers. From 2012 on, my primary translator was my partner Chista Keramati, who is Iranian. 

She is a native Persian speaker, a dialect of which is spoken in Tajikistan. Moreover, she is 
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trained in linguistics. Interviews were translated in real-time, and most were recorded. The 

translation of recorded interviews was later reviewed by my wife for correctness and clarity.  

 

Figure 6: My wife and I in Motravn (2016) 
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CHAPTER TWO: Literature Review 

Maori artist George Nuku opens the lines of the song My Culture with the spoken words “I am 

the sum total of my ancestors. I carry their DNA. We are the representatives of a long line of 

people, and we cart them around everywhere — this long line of people that goes back to the 

beginning of time. And when we meet, they meet other lines of people, and we say ‘bring 

together the lines of men’” (Catto et al., 2002). Brought together in Nuku’s words are not just the 

lines of men and women, but time and self. For Nuku, a sense of self goes “back to the beginning 

of time”.  

In a sense, bringing together time and the self is not unlike bringing together people. 

Imagine advocating on behalf of a couple who wish to marry in a culture where such decisions 

are made by families. Each family wants to know the person and family their child will marry 

before granting their blessing to the alliance. To serve as the couple’s advocate you need to know 

them and their respective families well enough. When the family matriarch stares you down with 

eagle eyes, penetrating question at the ready, you do not want to come up short. 

To bring together time and self into alliance as the spatiotemporal self, you likewise need 

to know each of them if you are to effectively anticipate their alliance. And that is what this 

chapter does. I discuss the self and time — not every aspect, but enough to ensure the alliance 

will succeed. I begin with the self. I discuss four levels of the self. Each level of the self has a role 

to play, but three of them work so closely together that it can sometimes be helpful to view them 

as one level. When I consolidate three of these four levels into one, two levels remain, comprising 

the dual-faceted self, setting the stage to connect them to their matching spatial construals of 

time. As I elaborate on time more fully, I will focus mainly on spatial construals of time, but I 

will also briefly review other aspects of time too, most notably Lederach’s argument that an 

expansive view is necessary to understand time and war. 
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Just as no marriage is destined to be perfect in every respect, Chapter 1 identified three 

landmines that lie in wait for the spatiotemporal self alliance (p. 30). To ensure a successful 

alliance, I clear two of them out of the way in this chapter — the meaning of first- and third-

person visual perspectives, and the problem of subjectivity and objectivity. The third and most 

difficult landmine to remove is the problem of which facet of the self we use to attribute things 

that have happened to us. The nature of this landmine is clarified in this chapter; it will not be 

removed until Chapter 5. 

A Note on the Term Construal 

I use the term construal in this dissertation despite it not being common in anthropology. I must 

use it because the literature I draw on to theorize the spatiotemporal self uses it. This section 

explains what scholars mean by the term construal, focusing on the field of cognitive linguistics. 

Cognitive linguist Ronald W. Langacker (2008) argues theorizing the meaning of a 

linguistic expression demands knowing how the expression’s content is construed (p. 55). 

Verhagen (2012) writes a construal “is a feature of the meaning of all linguistic expressions, if 

only as a consequence of the fact that languages provide various ways for categorizing situations, 

their participants and features, and the relations between them” (pp. 48-49). Verhagen argues 

construals are important to cognitive linguistics because a “fundamental principle” of their 

discipline is that meaning is “primarily cognitive and not a matter of relationships between 

language and the world” (p. 48). A challenge to this fundamental principle is that “meaning and 

grammatical organization” involves an inherently subjective element — a “subject of 

conceptualization” that analyzes “the properties of the object of conceptualization” (p. 48). As 

cognitive linguists pursue their goal of demonstrating meaning is primarily cognitive, they have 

no choice but to confront “nonobjective facets of linguistic meaning”, involving notions like 

“perspective,” “subjectivity,” and “point of view” (p. 48). 
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Linguistic anthropologist Alessandro Duranti (1997) argues “It is the faculty of speaking 

more than speaking itself that is the object of study of much of contemporary formal linguistics. It 

is hence a very abstract and removed homo sapiens that is being studied by most formal 

grammarians” (p. 7). That sense of abstraction is characteristic of Langacker’s discussion of 

construals. His “broad classes of construal phenomena [are] specificity, focusing, prominence, 

and perspective” (Langacker, 2008, p. 55).  

In contrast to cognitive linguistics, linguistic anthropology emphasizes the relationship 

between language and the world. Duranti (1997) writes linguistic anthropologists stress “a view 

of language as a set of practices, which play an essential role in mediating the ideational and 

material aspects of human existence and, hence, in bringing about particular ways of being-in-

the-world” (p. 4). Duranti emphasizes “the importance of looking at language as a set of cultural 

practices” and the interdisciplinary nature of linguistic anthropology (p. 21). 

The Self 

When the celebrated 16th century mystic Saint Teresa of Avila was seeking inspiration for what 

was to become her classic book The Interior Castle, she came to think “of the soul as resembling 

a castle formed of a single diamond or a very transparent crystal, and containing many rooms, just 

as in heaven there are many mansions” (Saint Teresa of Avila & Zimmerman, 1906, p. 38). Her 

remarkable metaphor is the book’s centerpiece, firing the imagination with visions of brilliant 

light, earth-forged permanence, abundant levels, and ceaseless if bounded activity. It also 

suggests how difficult it is to speak of our own minds: we can only do so in metaphors, none of 

which are able to adequately portray the complexity of our sense of self. 

Although I have no intention of creating such a metaphor for the self, being able to define 

the self would be helpful. Concise definitions clarify conceptual meaning. However, this 

dissertation does not definitively define the self. I doubt such a definition is even possible. Kandel 
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(2018) writes “the human brain is astonishingly complex. That complexity is most evident — and 

most mysterious — in our awareness of self” (p. 5). Bruner (1990) is dubious of any 

essentializing view of the self that treats it as if it “were a substance or an essence that preexisted 

our effort to describe it, as if all one had to do was to inspect it in order to discover its nature” (p. 

99). Even assuming the essence of the self could be adequately described, the self is far too 

complex for anyone to definitively define in an analytically helpful manner.  

I am therefore proposing a paradigm that lacks a definitive definition of the self. I offer 

the paradigm nonetheless because it helps generate theory — namely, the collection of 

ethnographic data, the analysis of that data, and conclusions drawn from the analysis. 

Not being able to define the object of one’s analysis has its downsides, naturally. The 

most obvious being that analysis of purportedly the same thing can really be about different 

things. And indeed, this is prevalent in scholarly analysis of the self. The anthropologist Maurice 

Bloch writes of being “completely lost” when trying to tie together strands of anthropological 

theory on the self, person and individual — so much so that he terms the resultant “indistinct 

galaxy” of ideas a “blob” (Bloch, 2012, p. 120).1 Bloch likely did not intend the term blob to be 

inspirational. Similarly, Spiro (1993) discusses seven common variations in conceptions of the 

self in anthropological studies, observing “I could never be sure, as I proceeded from one 

anthropological study to the next, which of these meanings the author had in mind. The one thing 

I could be sure of was that different authors often seemed to mean very different things by this 

term [the self]” (p. 114). Other academic disciplines have similar conceptual disagreements: “the 

only consistent theme to be found in the phenomenological literature on the concept of self is 

constant disagreement” (Gallagher, 2012, p. 122). 

 
1 The citations from Bloch (2012) are from the chapter “Reconciling notions of the ‘self ’”, which is an 

updated version of an earlier publication by Bloch (2011). 
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The self is not so haphazard that important aspects of it cannot be usefully defined. 

Indeed, this chapter details several aspects of the self, conceived of as levels or stages. For 

instance, Damasio (2010) confidently identifies three stages of the self (I will come to them 

shortly). He even identifies why our evolutionary ancestors evolved to have a self: “The self 

focuses the mind process, it imbues the adventure of encountering other objects and events with a 

motivation, it infuses the exploration of the world outside the brain with a concern for the first 

and foremost problem facing the organism: the successful regulation of life” (pp. 267-268). 

Quinn (2006) writes of what she sees as the “the impoverishment of cultural 

anthropological theory with regard to the self” (p. 362). Quinn advocates an “extensive 

definition” of the self that from my perspective is so broad that its primary utility is to point out 

the yawning holes in more restrictive definitions. She defines the self by borrowing a phrase from 

Ewing (1990), who writes the general, everyday sense of self “encompasses the physical 

organism, all aspects of psychological functioning, and social attributes” (p. 254). Ewing (1990) 

herself prefers a much tighter definition, which Quinn (2006) argues convincingly against. Quinn 

draws heavily on neurobiology, particularly the idea of the interpreter in Gazzaniga (1998) and 

the synaptic self in LeDoux (2002). She notes LeDoux’s definition of self is extensive like her 

own: LeDoux (2002) defines the self as “the totality of what an organism is physically, 

biologically, psychologically, socially, and culturally. Though it is a unit, it is not unitary” (p. 31). 

Not only anthropology struggles with the self. The philosopher Shaun Gallagher (2011) 

discusses the “complexity of the concept (or plurality of concepts) of self” and “the many 

different approaches to its (their) analysis” (p. 2). That complexity is evident in Table 1, which 

contains a non-exhaustive collection of terms scholars from a variety of disciplines use to 

describe aspects of the self. In addition to anthropology, the disciplines include psychiatry, 

philosophy, cognitive science, psychology, sociology, neurology, and neuroscience.  
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Table 1 illustrates terms scholars use to name aspects of the self. I have categorized them 

into two categories, using the titles Inner Core and Outer Core. These titles are my own (more 

about them below). Data rows in Table 1 show clusters of terms used in the same source. Because 

sources combine aspects of the self and their respective terms differently, most terms in Table 1 

appear more than once. When a term appears only in passing in a text, they are not shown in 

Table 1.2 

Table 1: Various terms describing aspects of the self 

Inner Core Outer Core Sources 

Minimal self Narrative self 

Extended self 

Fuchs (2010a); Gallagher (2000) 

Minimal self Narrative self Gallagher (2007) 

Experiential self 

Minimal self 

Narrative self 

Person 

Gallagher and Zahavi (2012); Zahavi (2007) 

 Personal self 

Narrative self 

Extended self 

Fuchs (2010b) 

 Narrative self Fuchs (2007) 

Minimal self Longitudinal self Seeley and Sturm (2007); Sturm et al. (2018) 

Core self 

Minimal self 

Narrative self Bloch (2011) 

 
2 Examples of terms for the self appearing only in passing include conceptual self in Gazzaniga (1998), and 

minimal self and narrative self in LeDoux (2002). 
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Ecological self Interpersonal self 

Extended self 

Private self 

Conceptual self 

Neisser (1988) 

 Synaptic self LeDoux (2002) 

 The interpreter Gazzaniga (1998) 

 The interpreter 

Synaptic self 

Quinn (2006) 

 Working self Conway (2005); Conway and Holmes (2004); 

Conway, Meares, et al. (2004); Conway and 

Pleydell-Pearce (2000) 

 Working self 

Conceptual self 

Conway (2009) 

 Working self 

Conceptual self 

Long-term self 

Conway, Singer, et al. (2004) 

 Working self-

concept 

Markus and Nurius (1986) 

 Working self-

concept 

Relational self 

Chen (2019) 

Experiential self Conceptual self Libby and Eibach (2011a, 2011b, 2013); Niese et 

al. (2018) 
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Pre-reflexive 

self 

Minimal self 

Reflexive self 

Narrative self 

Martin et al. (2014) 

Minimal self  Giersch et al. (2015) 

Basic self Reflective self Nelson et al. (2013) 

I Me Bollas (2015); Jenkins (2008); Mead (1934/1962); 

Woźniak (2018) 

I 

Pure ego  

Me 

Empirical self 

James (1910, 1890/1983); Varela (1999) 

I 

Experiential self 

Me 

Narrative self 

Farb et al. (2007) 

Proto-self / 

protoself 

Core self 

Autobiographical 

self 

Damasio (1999, 2010) 

Affective core-

self 

 Alcaro et al. (2017) 

Core self Façade self Lester (2010, 2012, 2015) 

 Transactional self Bruner (1986) 

 Distributed self Bruner (1990) 

I selected the metaphors Inner Core and Outer Core in Table 1 in preference to the simpler Core 

and Periphery because aspects of the self in what I call the outer core are anything but peripheral 

— they are fundamental to who we are.  
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The demarcation between Inner Core and Outer Core is not strict. The concept of the 

working self and the closely related concept working self-concept3 demonstrate why a strict 

demarcation is illogical. The working self is in the outer core. Intrinsic to the working self / 

working self-concept cited in the texts in Table 1 is the idea that we typically have more than one 

self depending on the situations we face, such as during our working life as opposed to romantic 

life. Moreover, we have the capacity to imagine new selves, but our imagination of them is based 

on the constraints imposed by society, our autobiographical memories, future expectations, and so 

forth. The concept is called a working self because at any given time, only a subset of these 

possible selves is active, which is the working self (or selves). The working self is closely linked 

to the idea of working memory, which stands in contrast to long-term memory. Attributes like 

working memory are at least as intrinsic to our inner core as they are to our outer core — as 

LeDoux (2002) puts it in layman’s terms, the things we “are conscious of is the stuff that working 

memory is working on” (p. 191).   

So why distinguish inner from outer core at all? Bloch (2012) argues it is necessary to 

distinguish levels of the self, which he is careful to emphasize are “simply points in what is a 

continuum” rather than discrete chunks (p. 125). He identifies three levels, from lower to higher: 

core self, minimal self, and narrative self, which I elaborate on below. He argues when we do not 

distinguish levels of the self we thwart understanding between the social sciences and cognitive 

science. He asserts “few things have more hindered dialogue between social and cognitive 

sciences than proper consideration of what level we are dealing with and of the significance of the 

relation between these levels” (p. 125). A productive dialogue between anthropology and 

 
3 Chen (2019) writes “Some researchers use the terms self and self-concept interchangeably, whereas others 

deliberately use one or the other term” (p. 61). She suggests that when they are distinguished the term 

working self-concept is narrower, and is “often used to refer to self-knowledge that people have stored in 

memory” (p. 61). 
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cognitive science is essential if we are to understand the relationship between culture and human 

nature, he suggests. Moreover, he writes 

distinguishing levels also produces a kind of natural history of what I have called above 

‘the lower levels’ of the blob which are characterized by features that we may assume are 

inherited from our very remote premammalian ancestors since these are shared with other 

distant living species. Other levels, here qualified as ‘higher’, are unique specializations 

of our species. (p. 125) 

He adds “the deepest levels [are] shared by all living things and the highest levels [create] the 

possibility of a narrative reflexive autobiography” (p. 125).4 

Damasio (2010) notes two important attributes of the evolution of mind and self. First, 

key stages of the mind emerged sequentially — the mind, then the conscious mind, and finally the 

culture producing conscious mind. Likewise, stages of the self emerged sequentially, with later 

stages depending on earlier stages. Second, this sequential emergence “should not leave the 

impression . . . that when minds acquired selves, they stopped evolving as minds or that selves 

eventually stopped evolving. On the contrary, the evolutionary process continued (and 

continues)” (p. 182).5 

Levels of the Self 

As I discussed in Chapter 1, the spatiotemporal self has two major components: the dual-faceted 

self, which has been theorized in recent years by Libby and Eibach, and spatial construals of time, 

which have been theorized in recent years by cognitive scientists, psychologists, and linguists. 

The two facets of the dual-faceted self map onto two levels of the self: the narrative and minimal 

 
4 Bloch’s use of an evolutionary framework parallels Merlin Donald’s theories on the evolution of culture 

(see Bellah, 2011). 
5 For other discussions of the evolution and the self, see for instance Damasio (1994, 1999); Gallagher 

(2000); LeDoux (2002); and Seeley and Sturm (2007). 
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selves (Libby and Eibach name them the conceptual and experiential selves respectively). Table 2 

shows attributes of these two selves. 

Table 2: Attributes of the dual-faceted self 

Level Synonyms Sense of 

Past and 

Future 

Mode of Self-

Consciousness 

Mode of Self-

Understanding  

Role in 

Dual-

faceted Self 

Narrative 

self 

Conceptual self 

Autobiographical 

self 

Longitudinal self 

Extended self 

Extended 

sense of 

past, 

present, 

and future 

Reflective Objective Conceptual 

Minimal 

self 

Experiential self Minimal 

or no 

sense of 

past and 

future 

Pre-reflective 

 

Subjective Experiential 

 

The coming pages will detail each attribute found in Table 2, but let me clarify some terms from 

the outset. An objective mode of understanding refers to our mind turning things we perceive or 

conceive of into objects to be analyzed or synthesized; the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) 

calls the outcome of this act “the object of perception or thought, as distinct from the subject” 

(2004). This sense of objectivity does not refer to scientific objectivity as in “faithfulness to facts, 

value-freedom and freedom from personal biases” (Reiss & Sprenger, 2014). (Having said that, 

turning something into an object of reflection is an initial step in the quest for scientific 
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objectivity — but scientific objectivity is an aspirational outcome of a much bigger mental and 

social process than merely objectifying something.) And objectify here does not mean the act of 

treating a person as an object. Instead it refers to what is acted on by conceptual thought: of 

reflecting on things, putting things in context, of making connections between ideas — of 

reflecting on something worth thinking about.  

A subjective mode of understanding is the opposite of an objective mode of 

understanding: as the OED states, subjectivity refers to thought “proceeding from or taking place 

within the individual consciousness or perception” (2012). Again, subjectivity in this sense does 

not refer to opinion, values, or bias. It refers to something more fundamental — a way in which 

we are conscious of the world. 

In the theoretical context of the dual-faceted self, these two modes of understanding — 

subjective and objective — are an understanding of events in relation to the self. That is, these 

two modes always involve the self. They are not modes of thought that operate in the world while 

wholly excluding the self.  

Thinking through these two modes of self-understanding can be vexing. But the topic is 

unavoidable. An ultimately fortuitous misunderstanding my translator and I had with an 

ethnographic respondent illustrates why (the incident is shared in Chapter 3). I therefore revisit 

the meaning of objective and subjective self-understanding twice in this chapter. First, in the 

section Two Modes of Self-Consciousness: Pre-Reflective and Reflective (p. 72). Second, in the 

section Objectivity and Third-Person Imagery for the Dual-Faceted Self (p. 107). 

The second of the dual-faceted self’s two selves, the minimal self, can be thought of in 

two ways. Which way depends on what one wants to do with the minimal self theoretically. The 

first way is simply to think of the minimal self as a facet of the dual-faceted self, as I just did. 

This is how Libby and Eibach conceptualize it. The second way is to distinguish the minimal self 

from two evolutionarily older levels that it builds on and incorporates, giving us the minimal, 
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core and proto selves (Table 3). The core self incorporates the protoself, and the minimal self 

incorporates the core self. Identifying these evolutionary levels is analytically useful in two ways: 

the protoself generates powerful primordial feelings that are salient in war and peace. It also 

powers our sense of subjectivity. The core is responsible for generating a recognizable self. As 

with Table 2, the attributes in Table 3 are discussed below. 

Table 3: Foundations of the minimal self 

Level Sense of Past and Future Attribute Introduced 

Minimal self Minimal  Linguistic ability 

Core self Minimal or none Engagement with objects 

Protoself None Primordial feelings 

 

All up there are four levels of the self to examine: from evolutionarily newest to oldest, the 

narrative, minimal, core, and proto selves. I begin my overview of the four levels of the self with 

the evolutionarily newest, the narrative self, because it is most familiar. I then jump to the 

evolutionarily oldest level of the self, the protoself, introducing concepts that are vital to 

understanding both it and the core self. I conclude with a brief discussion of the minimal self. 

Narrative Self 

Two qualities of the narrative self will prove vital to the spatiotemporal self — that as the 

narrative self takes in the world, it has a robust and wide-ranging sense of past and future, and 

that it generates meaning through concepts and narratives. That is, the narrative self reflects on 

events, ideas, and itself in terms of their broad meaning, transcending their immediacy. Concepts 

in this sense are mental structures such as “self-schemas”, “self-theories”, “possible selves”, and 

“ideal and ought selves” (Libby & Eibach, 2011b, p. 198). For example, “I am doing my duty as a 

husband and a father to secure my family’s future.” Self-narratives are related to self-concepts, 
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clearly, but scholars disagree on the extent to which narratives structure our sense of self. More 

on this shortly. 

Gallagher (2000) writes the narrative self is “a more or less coherent self (or self-image) 

that is constituted with a past and a future in the various stories that we and others tell about 

ourselves” (p. 15). Gallagher does not explicitly specify the audience of the narrative self’s stories 

— is it only the self, or are others among the audience too? I will return to this below in the 

section Representing the Self on p. 70. Gallagher (2000) draws on philosopher Daniel Dennett to 

argue “We are hardwired to become language users, and once we are caught up in the web of 

language and begin spinning our own stories, we are not totally in control of the product. As 

Dennett puts it, ‘for the most part we don’t spin them [the stories]; they spin us’” (p. 19).  

Elsewhere, Gallagher places less emphasis on narrativity when he states “the narrative 

self involves a diachronic and complex structure that depends on reflective experience and on 

factors that are conceptual, emotional, and socially embedded” (2007, pp. 211-212). The 

observation that narratives about ourselves are socially embedded is shorthand for saying our 

thoughts about ourselves are influenced by others, by what has come before us, and by the 

structure of societies and cultures we are part of, and so forth. In which case, narratives ostensibly 

about ourselves are about society too, because they contain ideas we have about society. 

Depending on the extent to which self-narratives are abstracted away from the self, they can also 

be about society itself. It might seem trivially obvious to observe that self-narratives are socially 

embedded, but the observation is deeper than it might seem — because only we have access to 

our consciousness, we are always conscious of a radical boundary between ourselves and 

everything else.6 How is it then that the narrative self can so seamlessly transition from narratives 

about itself to those about society, all while we are conscious of the boundary? The answer is 

 
6 I am putting to one side questions associated with mystical states of consciousness.  
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found in the two modes of self-consciousness we use, which I explore starting on p. 72. For now, 

note that the narrative self uses a mode of self-consciousness in which both the self and society 

are seen as objects, which is what makes the transition seamless. I also discuss where to 

conceptually draw the line between self and world in the section Where Does a Self End and the 

World Begin? on p. 79. 

With respect to time, Gallagher cites Phillips (2003) to argue “We conceive of ourselves 

as extended over time in a narrativized fashion, ‘situated in a present that bears the past and 

projects itself imaginatively into the future’” (Gallagher, 2007, p. 212). I suggest the narrative 

self’s temporal span can encompass the full sweep of the human temporal imagination, 

encompassing the immediate as well as distant past, and the unknown, imagined, and anticipated 

future. How far into the past an individual’s narrative self extends depends on their inclination 

and their culture; the same applies to the future. Cultures differ in the extent to which they 

encourage situating the self in a broad temporal span (see An Expansive Notion of Self and Time 

Amidst the Uncertainty of War on p. 143). 

Schechtman (2011) identifies two dominant approaches to theorizing the narrative self. 

Allow me to term them self-as-story and story-as-logic respectively. In the self-as-story approach 

“selves are inherently narrative entities” where “leading the life of a self is taken inherently to 

involve understanding one’s life as a narrative and enacting the narrative one sees as one’s life” 

(p. 395). Here, selves are “the protagonists of human-generated narratives; characters in the 

stories we spin” (p. 398). This approach to the narrative self is found in the work of Alisdair 

Macintyre, Charles Taylor, and Paul Ricoeur — Schechtman argues their theories “overlap in 

many significant respects” despite meaningful differences (p. 395).  

The story-as-logic approach “links selfhood to the capacity to think in narrative terms 

and to offer narrative explanations” (p. 398). Unlike the first approach, these views “do not focus 

on the story of a life, identifying the self with a character in that story, but rather on the fact that 
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selves employ the kind of logic found in stories when they describe, explain, and choose their 

own behavior” (p. 398). Among others, Schechtman identifies Merlin Donald as an exponent of 

this second approach. Donald is an important theorist for Bellah (2011), whose insights we draw 

on shortly. For his part, Bellah argues narrative “is the basis of identity, personal and social” (p. 

102). Libby and Eibach (2011a) take the second approach identified by Schechtman, arguing “the 

conceptual self . . .  is a framework of general self-theories about life themes, developmental 

trajectories, personality traits, and superordinate goals” (p. 716). 

Schechtman’s identification of the self-as-story and story-as-logic approaches is 

important, but the division between them is more permeable than it might initially seem. An 

insight from Charles Taylor illustrates why. His insight does double-duty: it also illustrates just 

how foundational ideas about how things emerge in time are to the narrative self. Taylor’s insight 

is as follows. After he writes “Life has to be lived as a story” (Taylor, 1989, p. 289) — the self-

as-story approach, obviously — he then argues “The story has to be drawn from the particular 

events and circumstances of this life; and this in two interwoven senses” (p. 289). The first sense 

Taylor discusses emphasizes a sequence of events that one has experienced or become aware of: 

“First, as a chain of happenings in world time, the life at any moment is the causal consequence 

of what has transpired earlier” (p. 289). Taylor then adds: 

But second, since the life to be lived has also to be told, its meaning is seen as something 

that unfolds through the events. These two perspectives are not easy to combine, at least 

not once they are formulated intellectually and become a problem for philosophy. For the 

first seems to make the shape of a life simply the result of the happenings as they 

accumulate; whereas the second seems to see this shape as something already latent, 

which emerges through what comes to pass. 
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But they are obviously both inescapable. We are made what we are by events; 

and as self-narrators, we live these through a meaning which the events come to manifest 

or illustrate. (Taylor, 1989, p. 289) 

The two senses of how life’s happenings emerge in time identified by Taylor are characteristic of 

both self-as-story and story-as-logic. Which dominates depends on how close one is to the events 

and life circumstances they describe. Seen up close, story-as-logic is most relevant. Things are 

placed in sequence, contributing to constructing a self or revealing a self’s destiny. As we step 

back from particular events and life circumstances, the context broadens. The more we step back, 

the more self-as-story becomes increasingly operative, especially so when the context is an entire 

life. Life events and circumstances are still sequential — the sequence might be circular or linear 

or chaotic — but regardless of which sequence is in effect, a story is nonetheless told. 

Schechtman (2011) raises an important question that arose above when I discussed 

Gallagher’s depiction of the narrative self: “If selves are narrative in structure, we may 

reasonably ask whether their narratives are told, and if so how, and to whom” (p. 406). Moreover, 

again pointing to current theoretical limitations she concludes “Much of our self-narration is 

expressed in the way we think, the way we live, and the kinds of explanations we feel called upon 

to give to others. Beyond this, however, it is hard to say anything much more specific about how 

self-narration is supposed to work” (p. 407). 

For Bloch (2012), the narrative self weaves stories about itself, drawing on 

autobiographic memory — something the minimal self cannot do, despite its capacity to organize 

episodes using short-term memory. Drawing upon his anthropological experience, Bloch (2012) 

argues “Difficult questions about autobiographical memory and the narrative self revolve around 

whether these [autobiographical memories] are normally accessible to consciousness, how far 

these require language and how far they can be equated with the stories that people actually tell 

about themselves” (p. 129). Incidentally, Bloch (2012) writes he uses the term narrative self “with 
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great hesitation”, doing so only because other scholars have used it before him. He is wary of the 

term because not all people “go in for elaborate narratives about themselves” (p. 128). 

Damasio (2010) theorizes one of the questions Bloch raises: he argues the mind’s 

nonconscious processing contributes significantly to the narrative self, which he calls the 

autobiographical self. Whereas “the core self pulses away relentlessly, always ‘online’. . . the 

autobiographical self leads a double life”, sometimes fully conscious in its reflection, and at other 

times reworking memories “away from accessible consciousness” (p. 210). The autobiographical 

self does not just recall and replay lived experiences — it also reconstructs, reassesses and 

rearranges them. Damasio writes “this building and rebuilding job occurs largely in nonconscious 

processing, and for all we know, it may even occur in dreams, although it can emerge in 

consciousness on occasion” (p. 211). I will return to the role of nonconscious processing in the 

section Nonconscious Processing and Unconscious Thought (p. 93). 

Damasio outlines a working relationship between the protoself, core self and 

autobiographical self. To construct the autobiographical self, the brain groups “substantial sets” 

of autobiographical memories at a time, turning each into individual biographical objects (p. 212). 

Each biographical object modifies the protoself, producing “its pulse of core self” (p. 212), which 

as I will show in the discussion of the core self, entails feeling the presence of the biographical 

object and directing attention to it. Elaborating, he suggests the brain has devices to coordinate 

memory recall and deliver them as biographical objects to the protoself, which interacts with 

them, generating core self pulses. The brain then transiently connects the resulting interactions 

with the biographical objects that created them. Many biographical objects can be required to 

handle complex phenomena like social phenomena. Constructing an autobiographical self capable 

of handling many biographical objects “demands a neural apparatus capable of obtaining multiple 

core self pulses, within a brief time window, for a substantial number of components and holding 

the results together transiently, to boot” (p. 212). 
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Clinical experience with pathologies of consciousness demonstrates that the 

autobiographical self requires the core self, but that “the inverse is not true: the autobiographical 

self can be compromised in the presence of an otherwise intact core self” (Damasio, 2010, p. 

237). 

Protoself 

The protoself is the foundation upon which our sense of subjectivity is built. The protoself also 

generates primordial feelings. As I will note later in this chapter, primordial feelings come to the 

fore in the practice of peacebuilding.  

Damasio (1999, 2010) theorizes the protoself, which is very low-level. Being so low-

level, we share it with all other animals that have at least a minimal level of consciousness. To 

understand Damasio’s protoself, one must first understand what he means by maps, images, and 

primordial feelings. I will approach them in that order. Damasio (2010) writes “The human brain 

maps whatever object sits outside it, whatever action occurs outside it, and all the relationships 

that objects and actions assume in time and space, relative to each other and to the mother ship 

known as the organism, sole proprietor of our body, brain, and mind” (p. 64). Or more simply, 

“the brain maps the world around it and maps its own doings” (p. 18). Crucially, maps arise from 

the interaction we have with objects, which often involves action and movement. The brain maps 

“the body inside which the brain sits” (p. 64). It follows that the body is outside the brain. But it 

would be a mistake to assume brain and body are wholly separate. First, Damasio points out 

“neurons are, through and through, body cells”, albeit body cells of a special kind that “can send 

influential signals to other cells and thus modify what those other cells do” (p. 37). Second, 

Damasio argues “the representation of the world external to the body can come into the brain 

only via the body itself, namely via its surface” (p. 91), meaning the body’s sense mechanisms, 
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including eyes, ears and so forth. Consequently, “the mind learns of the outside world via the 

brain” and “the brain can be informed only via the body” (p. 91). 

For Damasio, images are to the mind what maps are to the brain: the brain’s “maps are 

experienced as images in our minds” (p. 18) — in a nod to the philosophical problem of mind-

body dualism, he asserts that maps and images are equivalent; he uses the two terms (and a third 

term neural patterns) “almost interchangeably” (p. 65). He describes images as “the main 

currency of our minds” (p. 160). He writes “The images in our minds are the brain’s momentary 

maps of everything and of anything, inside our body and around it, concrete as well as abstract, 

actual or previously recorded in memory” (p. 70). The attribute of being momentary is critical: 

echoing William James’s famous stream of consciousness, Damasio observes “minds are a subtle, 

flowing combination of actual images and recalled images, in ever-changing flowing combination 

of actual images and recalled images, in ever-changing proportions” (p. 71).  

Damasio clarifies “the term image refers not just to the visual kind but to images of any 

sense origin such as auditory, visceral, tactile, and so forth” (p. 18). However, images are not 

limited only to those connected to the senses. He elaborates, drawing on the distinction he made 

above with maps where the body is conceived of as outside the brain: images “pertain to any 

object or action being processed in the brain, actually present or being recalled, concrete as well 

as abstract. This covers all patterns originating outside the brain, either inside or external to the 

body. It also covers patterns generated inside the brain as a result of conjunctions of other 

patterns” (p. 187). The idea of images originating inside the mind — of conjunctions of other 

neural patterns no less — is crucial.  It draws on the idea above that the brain “maps its own 

doings”, and not only “the world around it”. Although he does not mention it in this context, the 

visual metaphor of a mind’s eye directly invokes the brain metaphorically viewing its own 

doings, of course. Damasio then suggests “the brain’s maps of its own doings are probably the 

main source of abstract images that describe, for example, spatial placements and movement of 
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objects, relationships of objects, velocity and spatial course of objects in motion, and patterns of 

occurrence of objects in time and space” (pp. 187-188). If Damasio is correct that abstractions 

like spatial placements and movement originate inside and not outside the mind, the implication 

for how the mind perceives and conceptualizes time is tantalizing. I discuss the interdependence 

of space and time in our minds on p. 123.  

Consciousness is the bridge that connects maps to images: Damasio (2010) writes 

“consciousness allows us to experience maps as images, to manipulate those images, and to apply 

reasoning to them” (p. 63). He argues consciousness requires being awake, having an operational 

mind, and “to have, within that mind, an automatic, unprompted, undeduced sense of self as 

protagonist of the experience, no matter how subtle the self sense may be” (p. 161).7  

The importance of primordial feelings to Damasio’s analysis is difficult to overstate. Like 

other feelings, primordial feelings are images. In fact, he argues “primordial feelings are not only 

the first images generated by the brain but also immediate manifestations of sentience” (p. 22). 

He stresses primordial feelings arise from the interaction of body and brain, arguing “the notion 

of a sharp border separating body and brain is problematic” (p. 22). He defines primordial 

feelings as “spontaneous reflections of the state of the living body” (p. 101). He elaborates in a 

decisive statement that leaves no doubt as to their expansive scope: 

 
7 One reviewer notes “Damasio calls ‘consciousness’ what philosophers refer to as ‘self-consciousness’” 

(Bortolotti, 2012, p. 192). To buttress his argument that consciousness requires a sense of self, Damasio 

(2010) discusses a neurological condition, epileptic automatism, that can occur after seizures. During 

epileptic automatism you are awake but have no sense of self in the ordinary sense of the term. Damasio 

describes the first time he witnessed a patient experiencing epileptic automatism: “the man did not appear 

to be cognizant of who he was, where he was, who I was, or why he was in front of me” (p. 164). For a 

discussion of the relationship between consciousness and self-consciousness from a phenomenological 

perspective, see especially Gallagher and Zahavi (2019), but also Gallagher (2012). 
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Primordial feelings precede all other feelings. They refer specifically and uniquely to the 

living body that is interconnected with its specific brain stem. All feelings of emotion are 

variations of the ongoing primordial feelings. All feelings caused by the interaction of 

objects with the organism are variations of the ongoing primordial feelings. Primordial 

feelings and their emotional variations generate an observant chorus that accompanies all 

other images going on in the mind. (p. 193) 

Damasio’s statement mentions the brain stem because he argues the upper brain stem is crucial in 

the generation of primordial feelings (as well as consciousness itself). The brain stem mixes 

“signals from the body” and creates “complex states with the special novel properties of feeling 

rather than mere slavish maps of the body” (p. 22).  

At last I come to the protoself — which in a way I already examined, because simply put, 

the protoself generates primordial feelings, “the elementary feelings of existence” (p. 22). 

Damasio’s formal definition is that the protoself “is an integrated collection of separate neural 

patterns that map, moment by moment, the most stable aspects of the organism’s physical 

structure” (p. 190). (Here I need to reiterate that Damasio uses the term neural pattern 

interchangeably with maps and images.) Damasio again urges us to see the protoself not as “a 

mere collection of maps of the body”, but instead as “a collection of maps that remains connected 

interactively with its source [the body], a deep root that cannot be alienated” (p. 200). The brain 

acts on the body, and via its signals the body in turn acts on the brain, “forming a resonating 

loop” (p. 200). 

 The protoself cannot be discussed without acknowledging its role in our evolutionary 

ancestry. Damasio (2010) argues “conscious minds begin when self comes to mind” (p. 22) — 

which is a concise way of saying that the evolutionary emergence of consciousness required a 

concomitant sense of self. He suggests the protoself emerged with early forms of consciousness, 

even if it “probably did not generate consciousness in the full sense of the term” (p. 182).  
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Let me briefly mention the ecological self, which like the protoself is a very low-level 

self. It is important to mention the ecological self even if in passing because other scholars I rely 

on in this dissertation draw on it. Neisser (1988) defines the ecological self as “the self as 

perceived with respect to the physical environment: ‘I’ am the person here in this place, engaged 

in this particular activity” (p. 36). He argues the  ecological self has two principal aspects: (1) the 

aspect of perception — especially visual but also auditory and tactile;  and (2) the sense of  “the 

existence of a bounded, articulated and controllable body is specified not only by what we can see 

of it but by what we feel and what we can do” (p. 39). Neisser theorizes the ecological self as one 

of five kinds of self he delineates (see Table 1). 

Damasio (1999) argues the protoself differs from the ecological self (and other selves in 

Neisser’s typology) because the ecological self is “based on external rather than internal 

information” (p. 349). That is the extent to which Damasio engages Neisser (1988), which is 

unfortunate. When reviewing Damasio (2010), the same reviewer in footnote 7 writes alternative 

accounts of the self “are never brought to the foreground of Damasio’s discussion or explicitly 

compared with Damasio’s own account. This leaves the reader with the task of finding a place for 

Damasio’s views in the intellectual landscape” (Bortolotti, 2012, p. 195). Is Damasio correct to 

argue the ecological self is all about the external? No, in the sense that Neisser does assign a role 

for feelings in the ecological self. But Neisser does not elaborate on the role played by feelings. 

By contrast, Damasio (1999, 2010) extensively theorizes feeling, emotion, and stages of the self 

— so in that restricted sense, Damasio is right. 

Alcaro et al. (2017) discuss the foundations of human and animal subjectivity by building 

on the work of neuroscientists including Damasio, the psychiatrist / psychoanalyst Carl Gustav 

Jung, and to a lesser extent Sigmund Freud. Alcaro et al. (2017) argue “in the Western 

philosophic and scientific tradition, mental subjective life has been generally considered a 

prerogative of human beings that emerges from the activity of highly evolved and sophisticated 
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neocortical cognitive functions”, involving a reflective type of self-awareness that can be 

determined by asking someone “what do you feel?” (p. 2). Alcaro et al. (2017) call this tradition 

“corticocognitive anthropocentrism”, suggesting the neuroscientist Joseph LeDoux is an exemplar 

of it (p. 2). Arguing against this tradition, Alcaro et al. (2017) assert “accumulating 

neuroscientific evidence” demonstrates the protoself (they prefer the term “affective core-Self”) 

generates “a primordial form of subjectivity” in “mammals, birds, and perhaps other vertebrates” 

(p. 9), including humans. In agreement with Damasio’s theory of primordial feelings, they argue 

this very low-level self generates subjectivity through affect, arguing “affectivity is the primordial 

form of subjectivity” (p. 8). Alcaro et al. (2017) cite Vandekerckhove and Panksepp (2009), who 

describe this primordial subjectivity as “the rudimentary state of autonomic awareness . . ., with a 

fundamental form of first-person ‘self-experience’ which relies on affective experiential states 

and raw sensory and perceptual mental existences” (p. 1018). 

Core Self 

This section largely focuses on Damasio’s conception of the core self (2010). His discussion of 

the core self takes on a basic question — how does consciousness work as we engage and 

experience the world? That is, how does the core self know the world? That in turn raises the 

question of what it means to know the world. The narrative, core, and minimal selves all know the 

world, but differ in how they know it. The narrative self knows the world and itself through 

reflection. The core self knows the world differently, as I will soon discuss. 

For Damasio (2010), the core self is “anchored in the protoself and its primordial 

feelings” (p. 204). But the core self differs from the protoself because the core self is “a self in the 

proper sense” (p. 202). The core self is a proper self because it engages with external objects, 

meaning it has the primordial feeling of “knowing the object” by giving the object attention, 

distinguishing that object from other objects (p. 203). By contrast, the protoself does not engage 
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with external objects. Instead, when an organism with only a protoself encounters an external 

object via its sensory processing, the protoself is merely changed by the encounter. External 

objects change the protoself because when the brain maps the object, it adjusts the body to do so 

(for instance an eye muscle moving the eye); the body then signals the protoself of its adjustments 

as well as the image of the object it has sensed. When an organism with only a protoself 

encounters an external object, it has the primordial feeling of being changed, but unlike 

organisms with the core self, it does not have the primordial feeling of knowing the external 

object. The protoself has not connected, metaphorically speaking, to the external object (pp. 202-

203). 

In Damasio’s topology of selves, every organism with a core self also has a protoself, 

which is why the core self is anchored in the protoself. When an organism possessing a core self 

encounters an external object, the organism’s protoself changes in the way I just explained. 

However, something else occurs too: according to Damasio, “changes in the protoself inaugurate 

the momentary creation of the core self” (p. 203). They are momentary because as I discussed 

earlier, the brain’s maps are themselves momentary. This momentary creation does not occur in 

isolation — as an organism with a core self engages an external object, its “core self unfolds in a 

sequence of images” (pp. 22-23). When an organism engages with “a large number of objects”, 

Damasio calls the ongoing sequence of images “pulses of core self” (p. 205).  

In sum, the core self’s conscious mind engages external objects in a sequence of events: 

the object is sensed, the body changes in response, the object’s presence is felt and known, and 

the mind directs its attention to that object. That sequence of events is itself part of a higher-level 

sequence in which the core self unfolds. This ongoing sequence of sequences — this pulsing of 

the core self — may not seem especially significant. But it is significant in two ways, among 

others. First, to know means to have the capacity, however rudimentarily, to deliberate rather than 

just react automatically (pp. 175-176). Second, the core self’s sequence of event sequences 
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“creates and reveals” in the mind the sense of being a “protagonist” (p. 203) — with the term 

protagonist being a synonym for “experiencer”, “knower” or simply “self” (p. 11). The generation 

of the core self “connects the actions being produced by the organism to that same protagonist, 

and, along with the feeling generated by engaging with the object, engenders a sense of 

ownership” (p. 203).  

The process that connects the core self to external objects also applies to internal objects. 

In other words, the core self is also constructed by engaging with objects the mind recalls, not just 

perceives (pp. 204-205). 

For Damasio, then, the core self arises from the organism engaging with objects, both 

external and internal. Three images are in play: the organism’s image of itself, via its protoself; 

the image of the feeling that accompanies sensing the object, and the image of the object itself. 

He concludes “The self comes to mind in the form of [these] images, relentlessly telling a story of 

such engagements” (p. 203). The brain knowing objects leads to the mind acquiring the property 

of subjectivity. The feeling of knowing also engenders a sense of agency and ownership (p. 209), 

two attributes I will examine on p. 69. Unsurprisingly, Damasio considers the core self “the 

central mechanism for the production of conscious minds” (p. 204). 

Core consciousness in humans has “the sense of the here and now, unencumbered by 

much past and by little or no future. It revolves around a core self and is about personhood but not 

necessarily identity” (Damasio, 2010, p. 168). I will revisit that sense of a short temporal span in 

Chapter 5 when discussing areas of future research.  

Core consciousness is pre-linguistic; Damasio (2010) suggests “language would likely 

not have evolved in individuals devoid of core consciousness” (p. 172). Like the protoself, the 

core self is far from unique to humans — Damasio (2010) argues “most species whose brains 

generate a self do so at core level” (p. 26).  
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Finally, other authors also discuss the core self. As I discussed earlier, it is the lowest 

level of self in Bloch’s analysis. Bloch (2012) identifies the primary attributes of the core self as 

“a sense of ownership and location of one’s body” and “a sense that one is author of one’s own 

actions” (p. 126). I will examine questions of ownership and agency below on p. 69. And as also 

discussed above, Bloch distinguishes between the core self and minimal self. By contrast, authors 

such as Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) see the core and minimal selves as synonymous; these 

authors associate ownership and agency with the minimal self. Contributing to the terminological 

confusion, the core self detailed in Damasio (2010) overlaps with the minimal self. 

Minimal Self 

Two qualities of the minimal self directly relevant to the spatiotemporal self are that its sense of 

time is tightly restricted, and that it is fundamentally experiential. It shares both these qualities 

with the core self.  

The attribute that distinguishes the minimal self from the core self is a big one: the 

capability for language. Gallagher (2000) argues the minimal self requires linguistic 

communication because it is capable of self-reference — it uses first-person pronouns e.g. “I” and 

“my”. He defines the minimal self by writing: 

Phenomenologically, that is, in terms of how one experiences it, [the minimal self is] a 

consciousness of oneself as an immediate subject of experience, unextended in time. The 

minimal self almost certainly depends on brain processes and an ecologically embedded 

body, but one does not have to know or be aware of this to have an experience that still 

counts as a self-experience. (p. 15) 

For Gallagher (2000) the minimal self is “devoid of temporal extension” (p. 14), which is in line 

with Damasio’s core self. By contrast, Bloch (2012) argues the minimal self has a “sense of 

continuity in time”, including “a limited ability to ‘time travel’” (pp. 127-128). He argues a 
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restricted sense of time travel is required because people “use information about the past for 

present behavior” (p. 128). Bloch observes this “enables ‘being’ in the past in imagination” (p. 

128). Furthermore, “the ability to plan future behavior . . . requires ‘being’ in the future in 

imagination” (pp. 127-128). Given Bloch (2012) does not elaborate as to whether the minimal 

self is linguistic or prelinguistic, it may be that his conception of a minimal self differs from 

Gallagher (2000). 

For the remainder of this dissertation, unless otherwise indicated, when I use the term 

“minimal self” (or its synonym, the experiential self) it is in the sense of it incorporating the core 

self and protoself. 

“I”, “Me”, and the Self 

William James (1910, 1890/1983) distinguished between “I” and “me”. Many scholars, including 

Damasio, and Libby and Eibach — and as I will discuss, Christopher Bollas — draw on James’ 

division of the self into I and me. Farb et al. (2007) elegantly summarize the division between I 

and me: 

Since William James’ early conceptualization, the ‘self ’ has been characterised as a 

source of permanence beneath the constantly shifting set of experiences that constitute 

conscious life. This permanence is often related to the construction of narratives that 

weave together the threads of temporally disparate experiences into a cohesive fabric. To 

account for this continuity, William James posited an explanatory ‘me’ to make sense of 

the ‘I’ acting in the present moment. (p. 313) 

As Farb et al. indicate, the minimal self is the “I”, and the narrative self is “me” (they use the 

terms experiential self and narrative self). They argue “narrative self-reference stands in stark 

contrast to the immediate, agentic ‘I’ supporting the notion of momentary experience as an 

expression of selfhood” (p. 313). Consistent with the concepts of self examined above — namely 
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the distinction between the narrative and minimal selves respectively — Farb et al. note that “It 

has long been theorised that there are two temporally distinct forms of self-reference: extended 

self-reference linking experiences across time, and momentary self-reference centred on the 

present” (p. 313). That is, the narrative self’s temporal span is extended, and the minimal self’s 

temporal span is momentary.  

Distinct but Integrated: Levels of the Self in the Brain 

How and to what extent are levels of the brain integrated? How might these levels be affected by 

brain plasticity? Does the brain have a default state? Farb et al. (2007) tackle these questions in a 

study of meditators. Their study explores the neural basis underlying self-awareness via two 

mechanisms: narrative attention and experiential attention. Distinguishing between the narrative 

and minimal selves respectively, Farb et al. conclude their study 

results suggest a fundamental neural dissociation in modes of self-representation that 

support distinct, but habitually integrated, aspects of self-reference: (i) higher order self-

reference characterised by neural processes supporting awareness of a self that extends 

across time and (ii) more basic momentary self-reference characterised by neural changes 

supporting awareness of the psychological present. (p. 319) 

To put it more simply, Farb et al. are suggesting the minimal and narrative selves are, to use a 

phrase from Libby and Eibach (2011b), “supported by different neural systems” (p. 198). 

Farb et al. (2007) cite several scholars including Damasio to argue the minimal self is 

“represented by evolutionary older neural regions” (p. 319). As I mentioned in Chapter 1, the idea 

that brain’s levels emerged in evolution goes back to at least James (1890/1983). Damasio (2010) 

argues the proto and core selves are older in an evolutionary sense than the autobiographical 

(narrative) self. Similarly, exactly in line with Damasio’s proto and core selves, Farb et al. (2007) 

also argue the minimal self “may represent a return to the neural origins of identity, in which self-
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awareness in each moment arises from the integration of basic interoceptive and exteroceptive 

bodily sensory processes” (p. 319). 

That a community of scholars converge on theories on a neural and evolutionary basis for 

two primary levels of the human self is not surprising. What makes Farb et al.’s contribution 

significant for the purposes of this dissertation is their research finding on the mind’s default 

state. They suggest prior research indicates the brain activity during the “narrative-generating 

mind wandering” at the heart of the narrative self is “very similar to activity associated with the 

‘default mode’ of resting attention” (p. 314). In this default mode or state of resting attention 

“self-narration and momentary awareness co-mingle” (p. 320). Self-narration and momentary 

awareness co-mingle because as discussed above, Farb et al. argue they “are habitually 

integrated” (p. 319). The adverb habitually is key here: Farb et al. observe the meditators in their 

study were able to draw on their meditation practice to uncouple self-narration from momentary 

awareness. This uncoupling is associated with a “cortical reorganization” in the brain (p. 320). 

The meditators’ training and repeated practice “allows for a distinct experiential mode in which 

thoughts, feelings and bodily sensations are viewed less as being good or bad or integral to the 

‘self’ and treated more as transient mental events that can be simply observed” (p. 320). 

A vitally important implication of the finding that meditators can uncouple default brain 

activity is that such brain plasticity vividly demonstrates that analysis of the self must never 

confuse levels or aspects of the self with things, as if they were compartments in the brain. 

Arguing for exactly this, Damasio (2010) states “there is indeed a self, but it is a process, not a 

thing” (p. 8). Likewise for the minimal and narrative selves — they exist, but they are not things. 

To use another phrase from Damasio (2010), they are “dynamic processes”. Damasio observes 

“turning processes into things is a mere artifact of our need to communicate complicated ideas to 

others, rapidly and effectively” (p. 165). 
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Damasio argues high level brain processes like “being awake, having a mind, and having 

a self” are “concocted by the operation of different brain components” (pp. 165-166). He writes 

such brain processes “are not rooms divided by rigid walls because biological processes are not at 

all like artifacts engineered by humans” (p. 166). He then makes a point about these brain 

processes that applies equally well to my theorization of the spatiotemporal self: “Still, in their 

messy, fuzzy, biological way, [these brain processes] are separable, and if we do not try to 

discover how they differ and where the subtle transitions occur, we have no prayer of 

understanding how the whole thing works” (p. 166). Similarly, not understanding the components 

of the spatiotemporal self, which are separable despite being integrated, leaves no chance of fully 

understanding how people experience and conceptualize the time of war, or a good many other 

things. 

Another implication of the finding that meditators can uncouple default brain activity for 

this dissertation is what it means for objectivity and the experiential self. I return to this theme in 

the section The Malleability of Experience and Conception (p. 120). 

Finally, Farb et al.’s findings on brain plasticity and its default state prompts the question 

of what an intense experience of war can do to a survivor’s default mental state during 

circumstances that prompt memories of the war. Specifically, are regular states in which “self-

narration and momentary awareness co-mingle” (p. 320) affected by or even replaced by 

alternative states that more heavily emphasize an experiential or narrative state?  

Summary of Discussion Thus Far 

To summarize: the self is exceptionally complex. A confusing proliferation of terms and theories 

describe it. There is no consensus as to what a self means in anthropology or philosophy — or 

likely in any other scholarly discipline. No discipline by itself can adequately describe the self, 

and it may be impossible to ever define it definitively in its totality. Some descriptions of the self 
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are so broad they are of limited theoretical use. Demarcations of the self are vital if theory is to 

advance, but strict definitions are misleading. Nonetheless, some conceptions of the self have 

emerged — like the protoself, core self, minimal self, and narrative self — in which scholars have 

developed a degree of theoretical coherence. These conceptions of self are theorized as 

evolutionary stages or levels. These levels are not discrete components of the brain — they are 

integrated, with a default state that integrates both the minimal and narrative state. For analytical 

purposes, however, I treat them as if they are separable. Finally, the minimal self has a short 

temporal span, being largely if not exclusively focused on the here and now. By contrast, the 

narrative self can have a truly expansive temporal span, embracing past, present, and future.  

Self-in-the-World 

Given the preceding challenges, the study of the self needs clarity if it is to be productive. In this 

vein, Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) urge researchers to “define the precise aspect of self under 

study” (p. 129). Their remarks are directed largely toward neuroscientists but are nonetheless also 

appropriate for anthropology. They write:  

Selves are experiential, ecological, and agentive; they are often engaged in reflective 

evaluations and judgments; they are capable of various forms of self-recognition, self-

related cognition, self-narrative, and self-specific perception and movement. In many of 

these activities, selves are more ‘in-the-world’ than ‘in-the-brain’, and they are in-the-

world as-subject more so than as-object. (p. 129) 

These characteristics of the self are all interconnected. I have already touched on Neisser’s 

delineation of the ecological self (p. 59 of this dissertation), so it is clear what Vogeley and 

Gallagher (2011) mean by ecological. Let me examine some more of the characteristics Vogeley 

and Gallagher list, beginning with the characteristics experiential and agentive, in which I turn to 

ownership, agency and attribution. 
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Ownership, Agency, and Attribution 

By experiential Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) mean the phenomenological sense of being-in-the-

world, which is central to the minimal self.8 Intrinsic to this experiential sense of being-in-the-

world is a sense of ownership and a sense of agency. A sense of ownership involves “the sense 

that I am the one who is undergoing an experience, for example, the sense that my body is 

moving, regardless of whether the movement is voluntary or involuntary”, and a sense of agency 

is “the sense that I am the one who is causing or generating an action” (p. 119). An incident that 

happened during my fieldwork in Tajikistan illustrates their distinction between ownership and 

agency. My cat — who was then a few months old (she is now sitting on my desk in front of the 

computer monitor as I write this) — strained a muscle in one of her legs, causing her to cry out in 

pain. The pain was heightened when she subsequently walked or jumped. For some hours, 

whenever she tried to move, her head snapped toward the painful leg in startled surprise, as if 

some other creature was attacking her. Of course, there was no other creature — the pain she was 

experiencing was emanating wholly from within her own body. She knew she was undergoing the 

painful experience (she owned it), but being a kitten she had yet to learn that her own movement 

was the cause of her ongoing pain (that she was the agent). 

Another way of discussing the incident is to argue that she mistakenly attributed the pain 

to another creature’s actions. But here one must be especially careful — at least in the case of 

humans. It is crucial to note Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) are discussing “an experiential feeling 

of agency as opposed to an explicit higher level of judgment or attribution of agency” (p. 119, my 

emphasis). That is, a sense of ownership and a sense of agency “are first-order (phenomenal) 

 
8 In this dissertation I will not be discussing notable phenomenological thinkers like Husserl, Heidegger, 

Sartre, or Merleau-Ponty. Their ideas and practical import are discussed in texts like Gallagher and Zahavi 

(2012) and Fuchs (2010a, 2010b, 2018).  
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experiences related to my bodily movement and action, [whereas] attributions are reflective 

judgments that I make about my actions” (p. 119). Being reflective judgements, they argue 

attributions of ownership and agency are characteristics of the narrative self. Vogeley and 

Gallagher (2011) elaborate: 

If someone asks me whether I bought a car yesterday, my affirmative response is an 

attribution of agency to myself. As such, attributions of ownership (‘this happened to 

me’) or agency (‘I did it’) involve the narrative self, although they may normally be 

reports on, or based on, my actual pre-reflective experience of agency or ownership. (p. 

119) 

Vogeley and Gallagher thus draw a careful distinction between pre-reflective (minimal) aspects 

of the self and reflective (narrative) aspects of the self. I return to this distinction in Chapter 5, in 

which I discuss my thoughts on how best to classify the reported experiences of ethnographic 

respondents (their attributions ‘this happened to me’ or ‘I did it’). 

Representing the Self 

Quinn and Bloch argue vigorously against conceptualizing the self solely in terms of what Quinn 

(2006) calls self-representation and Bloch (2012) meta-representation. Both terms revolve 

around “the individual’s mental representation of his own person” (Spiro, 1993, p. 109). We all 

have mental representations of ourselves — after all, they power the narratives about ourselves in 

our minds that constitute the narrative self. Quinn and Bloch are not explicitly arguing against 

confusing the narrative self with the entirety of the self, however. I will consider their arguments 

sequentially, because their arguments differ in emphasis from one another. 

I start with Quinn (2006), who discusses anthropology’s tendency to focus on the cultural 

dimension of these mental representations — in particular, the “culturally shaped concepts of self 

that one applies to oneself” (p. 364). Quinn discusses an example of this tendency in Ewing 
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(1990). Ewing writes “Since anthropologists are talking about symbols, otherwise known as 

‘collective representations,’ the culturally shaped ‘self’ that is the object of anthropological study 

can, in my opinion, most clearly be understood in this sense, that of self-representation” (p. 255). 

Quinn argues “this definition of self as self-representation is markedly incomplete, and 

unnecessarily limiting for anthropological theory” (p. 364). That is, when theorizing the self, one 

must not confuse the symbolic elements in culture with the aspects of self they symbolize (i.e. 

represent). She further argues “the treatment of the self exclusively in terms of self-representation 

. . .  is widely accepted, even normative, in cultural anthropology today” (p. 365). 

Bloch (2012) draws attention to the error of mistaking representations of mental 

representations for the mental representations themselves. What he means by representations of 

mental representations is people talking about their inner states of mind (which he says some 

cultures encourage more than others). Irrespective of their culture’s stance on the value of talking 

about inner states, people tend not to consciously present their narrative self to others for direct 

inspection. Or as Bloch (2012) puts it, people who talk about their inner states 

are not exposing their selves, their individuality, their personhood, their agency, to the 

harsh light of day. They are doing something quite different; they are using their 

imagination to tell stories about themselves to others, which should not be mistaken for 

the complex business of being oneself among others. (p. 135) 

When people talk of their inner state, they communicate aspects of their personal narratives to 

others, reconfiguring it as necessary, creating a new narrative. Bloch (2012) notes people take 

their personal narratives and then re-represent them “as a tale about themselves, in other words 

publicly meta-representing themselves” (p. 135). He immediately adds “This makes clear the 

error of the direct ‘representational’ reading that anthropologists have made of such meta-

representational activity, which has led them to consider discourse about the self and others to be 
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what it is a representation of” (p. 135). This error, he says, is one made by most anthropologists, 

although some like Mauss were aware of the error but ended up making it anyway (p. 133). 

The difference between Quinn and Bloch is a matter of orientation, not stance. Quinn’s 

point of departure is culture and its power to shape individuals, whereas Bloch’s is the 

individual’s ability to layer narrative upon narrative. Culture shapes individuals, but individuals 

reproduce and shape culture, including through the explanatory stories they tell. Both scholars are 

pointing out that as people reproduce culture, they do so in part by representing their inner states 

through cultural symbols and stories they tell about themselves. And these scholars’ shared point, 

of course, is for us not to confuse the self with any of its representations. 

I revisit the problem of self-representation in Chapter 5 when I discuss classifying 

attributed experiences. 

Two Modes of Self-Consciousness: Pre-Reflective and Reflective 

Here I discuss where the self directs its attention (outwards to the world or inwards to itself) and 

how self-consciousness occurs (through two different modes). To explore these, I again turn to 

phenomenology as described by Gallagher and Zahavi (2012): 

Literally all of the major figures in phenomenology defend the view that a minimal form 

of self-consciousness is a constant structural feature of conscious experience. Experience 

happens for the experiencing subject in an immediate way and as part of this immediacy, 

it is implicitly marked as my experience. For the phenomenologists, this immediate and 

first-personal character of experiential phenomena must be accounted for in terms of a 

‘pre-reflective’ self-consciousness. (p. 52) 

This is a dense passage that needs explanation. In it Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) are discussing 

an aspect of consciousness whose significance is easy to overlook. Phenomenology argues being 

conscious of something requires self-consciousness of a kind that differs markedly from making 
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the self an object of one’s attention — they call it pre-reflective self-consciousness. This is the 

first mode of self-consciousness. This mode is most easily understood when considering everyday 

experiences in which we are focused on the world around us and not ruminating on ourselves. 

During everyday experiences, as Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) write, “attention is most often 

directed at the environment, at others, at accomplishing some task that does not call for any 

explicit self-consciousness or attention to the self” (p. 128). Nonetheless, although attention is 

directed outward, we remain conscious of ourselves as we take in the world — the experience is 

always implicitly “mine” or “ours”.  

I suggest an experience is always implicitly mine or ours even when we throw ourselves 

into a task with such intense concentration that we are said to “lose ourselves” in it. My reasoning 

is simple — we never think someone else apart from us is doing the task, or no one is doing it. 

For instance, we might be intently focused on the task of listening to a musician perform, losing 

ourselves in the music’s qualities, but even so, we are listening to it. Or to put it in the terms used 

above, our sense of ownership and agency intrinsic to the minimal self are omnipresent, including 

when we are immersed in activities to the extent that we claim we have forgotten ourselves.9,10 

That sense of ownership and agency is omnipresent because of the unique properties of 

pre-reflective self-consciousness. Pre-reflective self-consciousness, Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) 

write,  

is not thematic or attentive or voluntarily brought about; rather it is tacit, and very 

importantly, thoroughly non-observational (that is, it is not a kind of introspective 

observation of myself) and non-objectifying (that is, it does not turn my experience into a 

 
9 By contrast, Mishara (2010) argues that for Husserl, “when we are caught up in perceiving or 

experiencing things, there is a loss of self (Selbstverlorenheit)” (p. 608). 
10 I am putting to one side ownership and agency experienced during mystical consciousness, as well as 

dissociative states associated with some forms of mental illness. 
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perceived or observed object). I can, of course, reflect on and attend to my experience, I 

can make it the theme or object of my attention, but prior to reflecting on it, I wasn’t 

‘mind- or self-blind’. The experience was already present to me, it was already something 

for me, and in that sense it counts as being pre-reflectively conscious. (p. 52).  

Pre-reflective self-consciousness is non-objectifying because it involves a subject that does not 

treat itself as an object. During pre-reflective self-consciousness, the self is the subject of 

experience rather than the object of experience: “At its most primitive, self-experience is simply a 

question of being pre-reflectively aware of one’s own consciousness. . . . this is what makes 

experience subjective” (p. 226). The key to understanding the subject of experience is to 

understand the subject not from an external point of view, as if gazing at the subject in space as it 

directs its attention to something, but to be the subject. I return to this below when examining 

first- and third-person perspectives.  

Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) are careful to argue that distinguishing the subject and 

object of consciousness is not an ontological claim: “The claim is not that the object of 

experience must always differ ontologically from the subject of experience, as if the subject and 

the object of experience must necessarily be two different entities. Rather, the claim is simply that 

the experience itself is not pre-reflectively experienced as an object” (p. 64).  

The second mode of self-consciousness identified by Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) is 

reflective self-consciousness, which “is an explicit, conceptual, and objectifying awareness that 

takes a lower order consciousness as its attentional theme” (pp. 68-69). During reflective self-

consciousness, “I am able at any time to attend directly to the cognitive experience itself, turning 

my experience itself into the object of my consideration” (p. 69). In reflective self-consciousness, 

they argue, experience takes two forms: (1) the reflecting experience itself and (2) the experience 

being reflected on, which is the object of the reflecting experience. Because the self is both the 

subject and object of experience, distinguishing between the phenomenological and ontological 
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approaches to self-consciousness is vital — to take an ontological approach to distinguishing the 

subject and object of consciousness means being forced to treat these selves as separate. 

Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) note “reflection is a precondition for self-critical 

deliberation” (p. 72). They discuss the experience of this deliberation by writing “when we 

reflect, we step back from our ongoing mental activities and . . . this stepping back is a metaphor 

of distancing and separation, but also one of observation and confrontation. This reflective 

distancing is what allows us to relate critically to our mental states and to put them into question; 

it ultimately forces us to act for reasons” (p. 72). The emphasis they place on the experience of 

deliberation is a hallmark of phenomenology: “Literally, phenomenology is the study of 

‘phenomena’: appearances of things, or things as they appear in our experience, or the ways we 

experience things, thus the meanings things have in our experience” (Smith, 2018). 

The distancing and separation intrinsic to self-critical deliberation is not limitless, 

however — especially when the object of understanding includes oneself. The philosopher 

Aurobindo Ghose (1997) argues “the intellect has a double working” (p. 119). On the one hand, it 

engages in a “disinterested pursuit of truth for the sake of Truth and of knowledge for the sake of 

Knowledge without any ulterior motive” (p. 119). On the other hand, the intellect “is coloured by 

the passion for practice, the desire to govern life by the truth discovered” such that it “makes 

itself the servant of something other than the pure truth”(pp. 119,120). Ghose (1997) then 

memorably states: 

But even if the intellect keeps itself as impartial and disinterested as possible, — and 

altogether impartial, altogether disinterested the human intellect cannot be unless it is 

content to arrive at an entire divorce from practice or a sort of large but ineffective 

tolerantism, eclecticism or sceptical curiosity, — still the truths it discovers or the ideas it 

promulgates become, the moment they are applied to life, the plaything of forces over 

which the reason has little control. (p. 120) 
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It seems obvious then that self-critical deliberation has limits. Nonetheless, the implications are 

important. Reflective self-consciousness can potentially employ a detached, deliberative, and 

eminently fair objectivity when we contemplate ourselves, but we are instead more likely to stress 

self-beliefs we are disposed to. I return to exactly this point in the section Objectivity and Third-

Person Imagery for the Dual-Faceted Self (p. 107). 

On p. 50 I discussed the socially embedded nature of the narrative self, in which I noted 

the narrative self crafts narratives about society as well as itself, despite simultaneously being 

conscious of the radical difference between self and society. The narrative self can seamlessly do 

so because it uses reflective self-consciousness in which everything is an object — the self, 

others, society. Because reflective self-consciousness objectifies everything, there is no boundary 

to cross or transition to make. By contrast, it is when we use pre-reflective self-consciousness that 

we are most aware of the radical break between ourselves and the world. With reflective self-

consciousness we need to intellectually distinguish between self and world; with pre-reflective 

self-consciousness, no such effort is required because the distinction has already been determined 

by the mode of consciousness. 

Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) do not discuss the relationship between reflective self-

consciousness and the narrative self. In a way this is surprising. After all, they argue reflective 

self-consciousness is a conceptual form of awareness. Why then not draw attention to how 

conceptual awareness contributes to the formation of the narrative self? One explanation is 

phenomenology’s focus on experience, which is the domain of the minimal self. 

A second explanation for why Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) do not explicitly connect 

reflective self-consciousness to the narrative self is because Zahavi questions the theoretical need 

for a narrative self. Zahavi (2007) concedes “that narratives play an important role in the 

constitution of a certain dimension or aspect of selfhood” (p. 184). Nonetheless, he opposes the 

idea that the self is exclusively “a narratively constructed entity and that every access to self and 
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other are mediated by narratives” (p. 184). In other words, making the narrative self a total 

explanation for the self is wrong. Moreover, he argues it is better to conceive not of a narrative 

self, “but of the person as a narrative construction” (p. 193). Explaining his argument that one 

should theorize not a narrative self but a narrative person, he writes “After all, what is being 

addressed by a narrative account is the nature of my personal character or personality; a 

personality that evolves through time and is shaped by the values I endorse and by my moral and 

intellectual convictions and decisions” (p. 193).11 In short, for Zahavi the essence of selfhood is 

the minimal self (he calls it the experiential self), and what others call a narrative self contains 

important attributes that are better conceived of using the concept of personhood. Or to 

summarize Zahavi’s perspective slightly differently, Schechtman (2011) writes Zahavi (2007) is 

arguing “that what narrative adds (complex interactions with others, meaningful experience) are 

at most enrichments of an already existing self” (p. 410).   

Summary of Self-in-the-World Discussion 

Although Zahavi (2007) rejects the need for a narrative self, one can logically associate the 

characteristics of reflective self-consciousness — its explicit, conceptual, objectifying and 

deliberating awareness — with the human propensity to generate narratives about oneself. I 

therefore associate reflective self-consciousness with the narrative self in Table 4, which is a 

summary of salient aspects from the discussion of Quinn and Bloch, as well as Gallagher, Zahavi 

and Vogeley. The term represented self is my own. Bloch does not use the term, but it follows 

logically from his analysis. The terms culturally shaped self and collective representation come 

from Ewing (1990). 

 
11 Zahavi makes the same point using nearly identical wording on p. 228 in Gallagher and Zahavi (2012). 
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Table 4: Summary of self-in-the-world discussion 

Level Mode Mechanism Style Self as 

Object of 

Attention 

Culturally 

shaped self 

Collective 

representation 

Narrative, symbol, 

concept, performance 

Representative Self as 

culturally 

enacted 

Represented 

self 

Self-

representation 

Narrative, symbol, 

concept, performance 

Representative Self as seen 

by others 

Narrative self Reflective self-

consciousness 

Narrative, symbol, 

concept  

Reflective Self as seen 

by oneself 

Minimal self 

Core self 

Protoself 

Pre-reflective 

self-

consciousness 

Phenomenological Experiential  

Being a summary, I do not intend Table 4 to stand-in as a comprehensive account of being a self-

in-the-world. Too many aspects are missing, such as the role of emotion, or the quality of 

collective as opposed to individual action and experience, e.g. the experience of armed combat 

side-by-side with others, or the force of collective effervescence in religious ritual identified by 

Durkheim (1912/1995).   

Despite its limited scope, Table 4 nonetheless prompts critical reflection. Consider for 

instance its grouping the qualities representative, reflective, and experiential in the column 

labelled style. The label style is wholly unimportant, but grouping these qualities is not. At first 

glance, grouping experience and representation might seem odd. But as Bellah (2011) argues, 
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“experience and representation belong inexorably together” (p. 11). Bellah is discussing 

experience and representation in the context of religious reality, but his point is applicable to 

reality more generally. Bellah then notes a critically important point: similar human experiences 

can be “inchoate until given shape by symbolic form” (p. 12). Symbols contribute to cultural 

traditions, of course, and cultural traditions both shape and invoke emotional experiences (p. 12). 

He concludes “we cannot disentangle raw experience from cultural form” (p. 12), which invites 

us to see the layers of selfhood in Table 4 not as discrete, or even solely continuous, but as 

entangled and reinforcing. 

Bellah (2011) identifies another attribute of representative mechanisms that entangles the 

layers of selfhood in Table 4. He notes that corporeal responses to the experience of taking in a 

visual or verbal story are not uncommon: “Hold a young child on your lap as you tell the story of 

Little Red Riding Hood and you will feel the bodily response” (p. 11). That is of no surprise to 

phenomenology, of course. But another attribute of narratives is at least as significant. Bellah 

(2011) writes “We identify with what is going on in the narrative. It is all very well to comfort a 

child by saying, ‘It’s only a story,’ but at some level the child knows that the story has its own 

truth that such disclaimers don’t reach” (pp. 33-34). He argues that identifying with the painful 

experiences of others conveyed to us in narratives — whether fiction or non-fiction — “is not an 

aberration of ‘primitive’ or ‘regressive’ thinking. It is a normal human response” (p. 34). This is 

not just an entanglement of experience and representation, but of self and world. 

Where Does a Self End and the World Begin? 

The layers of selfhood in Table 4 are also a good prompt to revisit my earlier discussion on what 

constitutes a self. Zahavi (2007) is right to reject the idea that the narrative self by itself explains 

the entirety of the human self, but whether he is correct to place narrativity outside the bounds of 

the self depends on where one draws the line between self and world. The self is so complex one 
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cannot expect and should not demand theoretical consensus. Where the line ought to be drawn 

depends on many things, including our research objectives and the methodological underpinnings 

of our inquiry systems (Ratcliffe, 1983). Understanding methodological differences requires 

epistemic awareness (Bender et al., 2015), which varies among researchers. In this dissertation, I 

find enormous theoretical value in the narrative self (or conceptual self as Libby and Eibach call 

it) — but I nonetheless believe questioning its validity is theoretically productive, because it 

encourages us to clarify which aspects of the self are being theorized.  

Likewise, the logic in Zahavi’s rejection of the narrative self also applies to whether one 

also should reject the represented self and the culturally shaped self. Bloch and Quinn are both 

correct to decisively reject anthropology equating either concept of self with the totality of the 

self. A disciplinary focus on culture does not mean sociocultural anthropology is safe to ignore 

the pivotal role of the minimal and narrative selves. If we cannot separate raw experience from 

cultural form, then the reverse is true — we cannot understand cultural form without attending to 

raw experience. And we cannot understand symbolic forms in society without understanding how 

the narrative self weaves its narratives. So that leaves anthropology with the question posed by 

Zahavi’s skepticism — is anthropology justified in associating the phenomena indicated by the 

represented and culturally shaped selves with selfhood? That is, should anthropology adopt 

Zahavi’s skepticism and place these phenomena outside the bounds of the self? Again, from my 

perspective, the question is worth posing. And predictably, the answer depends on the same 

methodological and epistemological concerns that cause researchers to debate the worth of a 

narrative self.  In short, it depends.  

The Perspective in Visual Perspective  

Perspective is an aspect of the bigger question of how we see. Commenting on how we see, the 

renowned British artist David Hockney writes 
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I may seem to be passionately concerned with the ‘hows’ of representation, how you 

actually represent rather than ‘what’ or ‘why’. But to me this is inevitable. The ‘how’ has 

a great effect on what we see. To say that ‘what we see’ is more important than ‘how we 

see it’ is to think that ‘how’ has been settled and fixed. When you realize this is not the 

case, you realize that ‘how’ often affects ‘what’ we see. (Hockney, 1993, p. 128)12 

How we see depends on a good many things, such as our emotional state of mind, our past 

experiences, and our expectations. It also depends on the visual perspective (also called spatial 

perspective or vantage perspective) we use. Visual perspective is not limited to what we see 

straight out of our own eyes. We use our imagination and experience to see from perspectives 

outside our bodies too. We can imagine looking at things we can see in front of us from 

somewhere else, for instance, or we might guess where something is in relation to something else 

when they are both out of our sight.  

In this section I define some key terms and clarify what visual perspective of the self is 

— and is not. It is all too easy to mistake visual perspective for other types of perspective. As 

Libby and Eibach (2011b) note, “‘Perspective’ is a commonly used term, among lay people and 

researchers alike. However, the term can have multiple meanings, and it is important not to 

confuse them” (p. 188). 

Consider the term first-person perspective. Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) write “often in 

psychology and cognitive neuroscience first-person perspective simply means that the object of 

my attention is myself rather than someone else”, whereas “in philosophy, first-person 

perspective is frequently thought of as the view from the place of the observer (whether in 

introspection or in perception)” (p. 115). The philosopher Alla Choifer (2018) notes leading 

philosophy reference texts define neither the term perspective nor the terms first- and third-person 

 
12 Hockney’s quote is by way of Erle (2016), who begins his doctoral dissertation with it.  
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perspective, and argues philosophy’s failure to rigorously define them “thwarts our progress in 

studying consciousness” (p. 333).13 

In the spatiotemporal self paradigm, perspective refers to the visual perspective a person 

has of their own self. The first-person visual perspective of the self is the pre-reflective, 

subjective view of taking in the world as it is experienced phenomenologically. The third-person 

visual perspective of the self is a reflective, conceptual view of the self in the world such that we 

turn our own self into an object of reflection. Table 5 is a hybrid of Table 2 (p. 47) and Table 4 

(p. 78):  

Table 5: Visual perspective and the dual-faceted self 

Level Visual 

Perspective of 

the Self 

Mode of Self-

Consciousness 

Mode of Self-

Understanding 

Role in Dual-

faceted Self 

Narrative 

self 

Third-person Reflective Objective Conceptual 

Minimal 

self 

First-person Pre-reflective 

 

Subjective Experiential 

 

 
13 Choifer (2018) argues one should distinguish between first- and third-person perspectives by associating 

the former with what she calls non-reflective consciousness and the latter with reflective consciousness. 

The argument she advances overlaps with mine, but is more in-depth and differs in some aspects. Key 

sources for Choifer’s arguments differ from mine, except for Zahavi. I therefore do not summarize the 

similarities and differences between our augments, because that would involve discussing the philosophical 

differences in our respective sources, which is beyond this dissertation’s scope. 
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Perspective-Taking and Mental Simulation 

As just shown, in the spatiotemporal self paradigm perspective-taking refers to taking either a 

first- or third-person visual perspective of one’s own self. That differs from how the term is 

usually used: perspective-taking generally refers to taking another’s point-of-view in a variety of 

ways, necessarily involving a subject (the person doing the perspective-taking) and an object (the 

other being) — as neuroscientists Meghan L. Healey and Murray Grossman observe, 

“Perspective-taking is a complex and multifaceted sociocognitive process that enables us to 

recognize and appreciate another person’s point of view, whether it be the same or different from 

our own” (2018, pp. 2, my emphasis). In this conception, perspective and point-of-view are 

synonymous.14  

Although perspective-taking for the spatiotemporal self differs from taking the 

perspective of another person, there are clear parallels. Consider the three main varieties of 

perspective taking. Erle (2016) distinguishes between visual, cognitive, and emotional (affective) 

perspectives. Obviously, we can take another’s perspective using all three perspectives. Healey 

and Grossman (2018) define the latter two perspectives, writing “Cognitive perspective-taking 

may be defined as the ability to infer the thoughts or beliefs of another agent, while affective 

perspective-taking may be defined as the ability to infer the emotions or feelings of another 

agent” (p. 2). For the spatiotemporal self, as I will show in my discussion of visual perspectives 

of the self (p. 99), taking a different visual perspective of one’s self influences our cognitive and 

emotional processing. In effect, by shifting the visual perspective of our self, we are also taking a 

different cognitive and emotional perspective. To be clear, when doing so in most situations we 

are not attempting to infer the perspective another would have of ourselves — we are merely 

 
14 Choifer (2018) also treats perspective and point-of-view as synonymous.  
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changing the personal perspective we have of ourselves. I return to this distinction in the section 

The Meaning of “Looking Through Your Own Eyes” (p. 109). 

Damasio (2010) argues we have the capacity to take the perspective of another because 

our brain can simulate “certain body states, as if they were occurring” such that “we perceive the 

body state as actually occurring even if it is not” (p. 102). Crucially, the brain can simulate the 

state of both its own body and someone else’s body state. He argues our brain evolved to simulate 

its own body states before it developed the capacity to simulate the body state of others. It was 

advantageous to simulate its own body state because, for instance, simulations allow regions of 

the brain to anticipate the consequences of forthcoming movement, reducing processing time and 

saving energy. Empirical research using monkeys demonstrates mirror neurons allow us to 

simulate the body states of others. Mirror neurons allow “us to understand the actions of others by 

placing ourselves in a comparable body state. As we witness an action in another, our body-

sensing brain adopts the body state we would assume were we ourselves moving” (p. 104). 

Naturally, this mechanism grew in sophistication as our ancestors evolved. Damasio concludes 

“the range of phenomena denoted by the word empathy owes a lot” to the brain’s capacity to 

simulate another’s body state (p. 104).  

Mental simulation is not limited to body states and empathy. It is foundational in several 

aspects of the human mind. In a literature review, Libby and Eibach (2011b) discuss the role of 

mental simulation in visual imagery (when we ‘see’ events in our mind’s eye), in experiences of 

the past and future, in the generation of hypothetical events, in memory — and in combinations of 

all of these aspects of the mind (pp. 186-187). Moreover, mental simulations can be powerful. For 

instance, they note “mental simulations have the power to influence our thoughts, feelings, and 

behavior in ways that compare with the effects of present situations. Manipulating memories of 

past events can change our present views of ourselves and even our behavior” (p. 187). I discuss 
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the power inherent in visual perspective specifically when discussing its role in visual imagery of 

the self. 

Frames of Reference / Reference Frames 

Perspective is an intrinsic element of a frame of reference or reference frame in a 

psycholinguistic sense. Frames of reference are used in theories on the relationship between time 

and space, such as Núñez and Sweetser (2006), Moore (2011), Tenbrink (2011), and Bender and 

Beller (2014). Frames of reference are overall more abstract than perspective-taking, however, 

and cover a wider range of phenomena and concepts, so I discuss them in this dissertation only in 

this subsection. They are also fiendishly complex, at least when applied to human thought and 

speech: in the understated words of an authority on the topic, linguist Stephen C. Levinson, 

“spatial representation is a complex, multi-layered phenomenon” (2003, p. xviii). Indeed. 

Despite the inherent complexity, frames of reference are worth pondering in the context 

of the spatiotemporal self. As I will discuss, they bring into stark relief the importance of 

distinguishing between subject-to-object relations and object-to object relations, thereby 

illustrating their relationship to the two modes of self-consciousness I discussed earlier. 

Levinson (2003) identifies “Gestalt theories of perception” from the 1920s as the source 

of current ideas on frames of reference (p. 24). Levinson cites Rock (1992) to define a frame of 

reference as “a unit or organization of units that collectively serve to identify a coordinate system 

with respect to which certain properties of objects, including the phenomenal self are gauged” (p. 

404). Vogeley and Fink (2003) takes a simpler approach, identifying a reference frame as “a 

means of representing the locations of entities in space” (p. 39). 

Levinson (2003) argues “the notion of ‘frames of reference’ is crucial to the study of 

spatial cognition across all the modalities and all the disciplines that study them” (p. 24). He 

discusses a variety of frames of reference found in spatial cognition literature, most of which are 
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not fundamental to an understanding of the spatiotemporal self.15 Two that are directly relevant 

are the egocentric reference frame and the allocentric reference frame. Vogeley and Fink (2003) 

identify them as such: 

1. An egocentric reference frame is “constituted by subject-to-object relations”, and 

“locations are represented related to a personal agent and his physical configuration” (p. 

39). 

2. An allocentric reference frame “is constituted by object-to-object relations. . . . It refers to 

a framework that is independent from the agent’s position” (p. 39).16 

Levinson (2003) notes an egocentric reference frame is body-centered and subjective, whereas an 

allocentric perspective is environment-centered and objective (p. 26). The coordinates of an 

egocentric reference frame have their “origins within the subjective body frame of the organism”, 

while the coordinates of an allocentric reference frame are “centered elsewhere (often 

unspecified)” (p. 28). Montello (2005) writes allocentric systems “code location relative to 

something outside of one’s body” via two mechanisms: (1) a feature or place in the environment 

such as one’s home or a mountain, etc., or (2) “imaginary coordinate axes laid over large areas” 

like latitude-longitude coordinates (p. 265). 

Some scholars use a variation on egocentric and allocentric reference frames by 

modifying them to assume one is always looking through a person’s eyes. That is, they are 

modifying reference frames to incorporate the idea that someone always has a visual perspective 

or point of view. As discussed above, allocentric reference frames are all about object-to-object 

 
15 Levinson (2003) proposes three overarching frames of reference: relative, intrinsic and absolute. The 

relative frame of reference has the ego as its origin and is associated with the egocentric frame of reference; 

the intrinsic and absolute frames of reference do not have the ego as their origin, and are associated with 

the allocentric frame of reference (p. 55). See also Montello (2005). 
16 Alternative terms for allocentric include exocentric and geocentric (Vogeley & Fink, 2003, p. 39; 

Vogeley & Gallagher, 2011, p. 124). 
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relations — an actual person’s point of view is irrelevant, because there is no person’s point of 

view to take. Logically, then, the requirement to incorporate a point of view means that the 

allocentric relation must change from object-to-object, to subject-to-object. Two definitions from 

Beveridge and Pickering (2013) put it like this: 

1. “An egocentric perspective entails representing objects in a scene from your own 

viewpoint” (p. 3). 

2. “An allocentric viewpoint entails representing objects from the viewpoint of someone 

other than yourself” (p. 3).17 

In contrast to Vogeley and Fink (2003), another change has occurred in these definitions: the 

subject has changed from “a personal agent” (i.e. some person) to someone more specific — you 

or someone else. Tellingly, in an indication reference frames are inescapable, Beveridge and 

Pickering (2013) find it necessary to also define an “non-embodied observer” that represents a 

scene “from any particular point of view” (p. 3), which is identical to an allocentric reference 

frame. 

The transition from the reference frames of Vogeley et. al. to the viewpoints of Beveridge 

and Pickering helpfully illustrates a core difference between pre-reflective and reflective self-

consciousness. In the terminology of reference frames and viewpoints, pre-reflective self-

consciousness uses an egocentric reference frame, in which the subject is oneself and objects are 

the world the self is embedded in; this reference frame is identical to the viewpoint of an 

egocentric perspective. Reflective self-consciousness is different: it takes an allocentric viewpoint 

of one’s own self. That is, the self is represented from the viewpoint of itself. In reflective self-

consciousness both the subject and the object are the self — the self is reflecting on itself, very 

 
17 The term allocentric viewpoint or perspective is perhaps unfortunate, because “Allocentric space is 

purely objective space”, whereas “Egocentric space, in contrast, is the perspectival space of perception and 

action that is defined relative to the perceiving or acting body” (Gallagher & Zahavi, 2012, p. 160). 
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often in relation to other objects (such as an aspiration, role, or social desire, or other people or 

things). Although the self is both subject and object in this mode of consciousness, its 

overwhelmingly dominant aspect is self as object. To put it another way, in reflective self-

consciousness, the self as subject is very often implicit and thus forgotten, as it were. This hefty 

weighting in favor of the self as object makes it easy to characterize reflective self-consciousness 

as using an allocentric reference frame. That is significant because as just discussed above, 

allocentric reference frames are characterized by object-to-object relations. With reflective self-

consciousness it does not matter allocentric reference frames lack an identifiable subject, 

precisely because the self as subject is implicit, and thus so is its viewpoint. 

It is possible to build on the previous paragraph by distinguishing the experience of 

taking in a scene at the phenomenal level, and conceptualizing a scene at the representational 

level. Phenomenological perspective-taking uses pre-reflective self-consciousness, which always 

involves a subject and thus a subjective viewpoint. When we cognitively represent things as 

objects to be conceptualized (including ourselves), we implicitly adopt an external, third-person 

perspective, which is objective. 

I conclude this discussion of reference frames by pondering why using them to theorize 

the relationship between time and space in human thought and speech is demanding. Although I 

have not yet discussed spatial construals of time in any detail, I should briefly raise them in this 

context. Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) note that scholars working on spatial construals of time 

have developed “taxonomies of time concepts and their construal”, aiming to align them “with 

taxonomies of spatial frames of reference” (p. 221). It should not be surprising that researchers 

are finding the task challenging — Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) argue that “despite intuitive 

appeal and the promise of parsimony, a definitive taxonomy of ‘temporal frames of reference’ 

remains elusive” (p. 221). But the reason for that difficulty is not merely that reference frames 

themselves are complex. Indicating why developing a such a taxonomy is so thorny, Núñez and 
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Cooperrider (2013) argue “the critical point is that humans do not map space and time onto each 

other in an exhaustive fashion, but rather recruit a limited subset of possible spatial experiences 

(e.g., forward motion along a path) for construing the full complement of temporal experiences” 

(p. 221).18 

Levinson (2003) makes a critically important observation about reference frames and 

language that echoes Núñez and Cooperrider’s argument about the incomplete mapping of space 

onto time. Levinson argues “frames of reference in language should be considered independent of 

the origin of the coordinate systems” that are intrinsic to frames of reference (p. 54). That is, how 

we construe frames of reference does not rigidly dictate how we use them in language. The 

independence of language from these coordinate systems means “we have opened up a gulf 

between language and the various perceptual modalities, where the origin of the coordinate 

system is so often fixed on some specific egocentre” (p. 54). This gulf is immensely productive, 

getting to the heart of the relationship between language and thought. Levinson continues: 

But this mismatch is in fact just as it should be: language is a flexible instrument of 

communication, designed (as it were) so that one may express other persons’ points of 

view, take other perspectives and so on. At the level of perception, origin and coordinate 

system presumably come pre-packaged as a whole, but at the level of language, and 

perhaps more generally at the level of conception, they can vary freely and combine. (p. 

54) 

 
18 Despite Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) using the term “full complement of temporal experiences”, in 

reality they do not claim every aspect of time can be expressed spatially. They note for instance that 

“temporal repetition may in principle be construed in non-spatial ways, as in the English expression ‘Her 

ankle throbbed with pain’, where the pain is felt in a series of regular beats that do not invoke a dynamic 

trajectory in space” (p. 225). 
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The ethnographic implication of Levinson’s point about language flexibility, and Núñez and 

Cooperrider’s argument about the incomplete mapping of space onto time is clear: determining 

the frame of reference or visual perspective ethnographic respondents use will not always be 

easy, and in fact will sometimes be exceedingly difficult. I will revisit this topic below when 

considering a related point by Mainwaring et al. (2003) about language in practice. 

Narrative and Visual Perspective 

This dissertation uses the terms first- and third-person perspective when discussing visual 

perspective because most (if not the great majority of) literature on visual perspectives use them. 

Using these terms introduces a problem, however: in popular and linguistic use, they are more 

commonly associated with narrative perspective than they are with visual perspective. It cannot 

be stated strongly enough that narrative perspective is not the same as visual perspective. 

Narrative perspective is a complex cognitive mechanism that can encourage but does not require 

the reader or listener to take another’s visual, cognitive, or affective perspective. In fact, note 

Susanna et al. (2017), narrative perspective influences perspective-taking in complex ways that 

are not yet fully understood. By contrast, visual perspective is simply the perspective someone 

has visually. 

To illustrate the complexity of narrative perspective compared to visual perspective, 

consider the following three examples from Susanna et al. (2017). All three examples render a 

fictional character’s thoughts using what they identify as “the subjective point-of-view of a 

protagonist” (p. 4), but they differ in narrative perspective (and tense): 

a. Direct discourse 

He thought: “Why on earth have I been so fortunate to find myself here with this 

life?” 

b. Indirect discourse 
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He wondered why (on earth) he had been so fortunate to find himself in that 

place in his life. 

c. Free indirect discourse 

Why on earth had he been so fortunate to find himself here with this life? 

(Susanna et al., 2017, pp. 3-4) 

In the first example, the protagonist’s thoughts are rendered in a first-person narrative perspective 

in the present tense; in the second and third examples, in the third-person, past tense. The latter 

two examples illustrate the complex logic of narrative perspective: the text renders the character’s 

thought using a third-person perspective even though it is not the narrator’s perspective that is 

being conveyed (Susanna et al., 2017, p. 4). 

It is of course possible to extend these examples to inner speech. Someone might say to 

themselves “I’ve got this!”, or “You can do it!”. The narrative perspective and the aspect of self 

varies, but the individual does not. 

Implications for the Spatiotemporal Self of the Interplay Among Distinct Mental Systems 

The spatiotemporal self arises from the interaction of selected mental systems that operate in 

parallel with or in conjunction with other mental systems. That reality alone tempers expectations 

about the explanatory power of the spatiotemporal self — it bears repeating that ethnographic 

encounters will not always produce data that conform to the neat categories theory suggests.  

Consider one important aspect of the spatiotemporal self, perspective-taking. During 

social interaction if we are to be competent communicators we must operate cognizant of 

narrative, cognitive, visual, emotional, and physical factors that in one way or another involve 

taking different perspectives of ourselves and others. These factors are embedded in and function 

via our bodies and minds, and in the situations and the sociocultural realities we encounter. We 

acquire competence in part through practice and in part through maturation, turning skills that 
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might initially require self-conscious deliberation and effort into nonconscious processes (I will 

discuss nonconscious processes in the next section). 

To borrow a phrase from Levinson (2003), these factors “implicate distinct mental 

systems” (p. xviii). But there no doubt that these distinct mental systems operate in concert with 

one another — not merely as systems operating in parallel, but also as systems that form each 

other too. Moreover, it seems plausible to assume our minds have evolved the capacity to 

efficiently combine these systems, making the interactions between them arguably more difficult 

to ascertain than if they always required sustained, conscious mental effort.  

Also plausible is the possibility that these different factors are connected to different 

levels of selfhood, and that our minds have evolved with the capacity to efficiently operate at 

multiple levels simultaneously. Such mental processing power does not necessarily mean we 

always use that power correctly, of course. Even after having acquired a set of skills we can 

struggle to use them as we might hope. Epley and Caruso (2009) put it well with respect to taking 

another person’s perspective: “Humans possess the mental capability necessary to adopt another’s 

perspective and consider another’s thoughts, feelings, and internal mental states. . . . . Possessing 

this capability does not, however, mean that people will necessarily use their perspective-taking 

skills when they should, or that their skills will actually lead them to accurately identify another 

person’s mental states” (p. 295). 

To illustrate the interplay of distinct mental systems using a linguistic example, consider 

the visual point of view you select and then communicate when describing the position of an 

object to someone. Beveridge and Pickering (2013) discusses research demonstrating common 

situations in which we adopt the perspective of the person we are addressing. If the person we are 

addressing is not present, for instance, then we are more likely to use their visual perspective. As 

Beveridge and Pickering (2013) write, “with an addressee absent and unable to provide feedback, 

it may be safer for the speaker to assume the addressee’s perspective as often as possible” (p. 6). 
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In other situations where we are in active dialogue with another, we might adopt perspectives that 

minimize “the collective effort of both conversation partners” (p. 6). Beveridge and Pickering 

(2013) cite research by Mainwaring et al. (2003), who detail situations in which people draw 

upon allocentric and egocentric reference frames and perspectives to convey their intended 

meaning. Indeed, Mainwaring et al. find in practice it can be difficult to determine when speakers 

are using an addressee as a landmark (i.e. placing them in an allocentric reference frame) or 

adopting their visual perspective. Moreover, speakers “take into account the relative cognitive 

burdens of all participants in both formulating and comprehending utterances” (p. 40). They 

conclude “language in practice reflects the subtle interplay of cognitive, situational, and social 

factors” (p. 40). 

Mainwaring et al. (2003) also conclude “language use even in simple paradigms does not 

always fit easily into the elegant categories carved by linguists” (p. 40). In other words, even in 

relatively simple social interaction, the way people speak about the positions of objects in space 

differs from what linguistic theories suggest. Again the point here is not to criticize linguistic 

theory, but to acknowledge the complex ethnographic reality that all anthropological paradigms 

inevitably confront.  

Nonconscious Processing and Unconscious Thought 

Nonconscious processing and unconscious thought relate to the spatiotemporal self in two ways. 

First, in the development of nonconscious skills, as touched on earlier. Second, in the self’s 

reliance on unconscious thought.  

By nonconscious processing I mean the mechanisms in our body and mind that contribute 

to life function and regulation (Damasio, 2010). Unconscious thought refers to the thoughts 

generated in the unconscious that we sometimes become aware of consciously. They are related, 

but to simplify the discussion, I will treat them as if they are separate. 
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Before discussing these two dynamics, I will touch on two aspects of the unconscious 

that are identified by Damasio (2010). The first is an active aspect, where our unconscious mind 

selects and orders in narrative form an abundance of environmentally and internally sourced 

images for conscious processing (pp. 172-174). He argues our conscious minds are capacity 

constrained: “only so many images can be active [in the conscious mind] and thus potentially 

attended [to] at any given moment” (p. 174). That capacity constraint restricts the space for 

conscious reasoning, because there are only a “limited number of items that can be attended to at 

any given time” (p. 274). By contrast, the unconscious part of the mind “has a far larger capacity. 

It can hold and manipulate many variables” (p. 274). Moreover, like our conscious mind, “our 

cognitive unconscious is capable of reasoning” (p. 275). 

Second, Damasio identifies a dormant aspect of the unconscious mind, which is 

“constituted by the repository of coded records from which explicit images can be formed” (pp. 

172-173). As discussed on p. 54, the narrative (conceptual) self extensively draws on this 

dormant repository of unconscious thought to build and rebuild itself. I will return to this dormant 

aspect of the unconscious below when discussing unconscious thought. 

Nonconscious Processing 

Sociologist and anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu (1998) proposed a “theory of action” where “most 

human actions have as a basis . . . acquired dispositions which make it so that an action can and 

should be interpreted as oriented toward one objective or another without anyone being able to 

claim that objective was a conscious design” (pp. 97-98). Bourdieu, who was a rugby player, 

immediately added: 

The best example of such a disposition is without doubt the feel for the game: the player, 

having deeply internalized the regularities of the game, does what he must do at the 

moment it is necessary, without needing to ask explicitly what is to be done. He does not 
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need to know consciously what he does in order to do it and even less to raise explicitly 

the question (except in some critical situations) of knowing explicitly what others might 

do in return. (p. 98, my emphasis) 

Bourdieu’s theory of action connects social action to skills that may have once been reflective 

and conscious but are now nonreflective and nonconscious. Damasio (2010) makes the same 

connection, but his emphasis is on the mind rather than society. Harking back to the idea that the 

conscious mind can attend to only a limited number of items at one time, Damasio (2010) writes: 

Outsourcing expertise to the nonconscious space is what we do when we hone a skill so 

finely that we are no longer aware of the technical steps needed to be skillful. We 

develop skills in the clear light of consciousness, but then we let them go underground, 

into the roomy basement of our minds, where they do not clutter the exiguous square 

footage of conscious reflection space. (p. 275) 

Nonconscious skills of the kind Bourdieu and Damasio explicate relate to the spatiotemporal self 

on two levels. First, and most obviously, at the level of the individual. As we develop from 

infancy into adulthood, we acquire the nonconscious skills that allow us to situate ourselves 

within time and place in relation to events, other people, our aspirations and fears, and so forth. 

But we also develop to varying degrees the nonconscious skill to appropriately situate ourselves 

to meet the specifics of whatever we are facing. Grappling with a community conflict that has 

been festering for a century requires a different spatiotemporal perspective than knowing the best 

time to exchange a gift with a friend. 

The second level at which nonconscious skills relate to the spatiotemporal self is at the 

level of society and culture. Spatial time construals (discussed in the section Time and the Self on 

p. 123) are found within all societies and their cultures analyzed thus far, but not all spatial time 

construals are found within all societies and all cultures. As I will explain below when discussing 

spatial time construals, the cultural expression of spatial time construals varies. A spatial time 
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construal widely adopted in one linguistic culture can be practically unheard of in another. 

Clearly, the set of nonconscious spatiotemporal skills an individual acquires varies depending on 

their societal and cultural exposure. 

Unconscious Thought 

Damasio (2010) enthusiastically concurs with the views on the human mind Freud expressed in 

his final, incomplete paper. Damasio characterizes Freud’s view of the mind in this paper as 

“largely nonconscious, internal, and unrevealed. It comes to be known thanks to the narrow 

window of consciousness” (p. 177). Freud is of course widely known among scholars and in 

popular culture for the importance he placed on dreams. Earlier on p. 55 I discussed how 

Damasio (2010) conceptualizes maps. With respect to dreams, Damasio argues “the human brain 

never stops [constructing maps] even in our sleep, as dreams demonstrate” (p. 64). Damasio notes 

that while “the reasoning of dreams is relaxed, to say the least”, dreams nonetheless offer “direct 

evidence of mind processes unassisted by consciousness” (p. 178). Although we might sometimes 

remember them, dreams are powered by “some kind of nonstandard consciousness” in which “the 

imaginative process depicted in dreams is not guided by a regular, properly functioning self of the 

kind we deploy when we reflect and deliberate” (p. 178). 

In Chapter 1, I discussed the role nightmares play in Said’s ongoing experience of the 

Tajik civil war, contrasting them with his conceptual understanding of the war. Conceptually, the 

war seems like it was 20 years ago, but I concluded Said’s nightmares means he experiences the 

war as recent. I will discuss the dual-faceted self shortly, but if I were to take a naïve view of the 

dual-faceted self, I would associate Said’s experiences during his nightmares with the minimal 

(experiential) self, and his conceptual understanding with the narrative (conceptual) self. This 

naïve view does not receive strong support in Damasio (2010). Damasio most directly connects 
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unconscious thought — and dreaming (albeit less definitively) — to the autobiographical 

(narrative/conceptual) self.  

How can a naïve view of the dual-faceted self be reconciled with Damasio’s argument 

that unconscious thoughts like dreams are more connected to the narrative self than they are to the 

minimal self? Obviously, one might argue that dreaming is nothing other than the experience of 

the unconscious mind rebuilding the narrative self, and leave it at that. However, to further 

illustrate the complex relationship between unconscious thought and the minimal and narrative 

selves, consider a mental process related to dreaming — that being the inner dialogue we 

undertake when we are awake and conscious. Examples of inner dialogue include mental 

reminders to ourselves, grumblings about annoyances, or the justification we tell ourselves when 

we feel lust for someone we probably should not be attracted to — pretty much anything. It might 

be that this inner dialogue illustrates the unconscious is equally adept at prompting thought in 

both the minimal and narrative selves, in contrast to Damasio’s claim that it is more strongly 

associated with rebuilding the narrative self. 

Inner dialogue is discussed by Christopher Bollas, a British psychoanalyst. Bollas (2015) 

writes our inner discussions “operate at the same sort of speed as our dreams” (p. 116). He 

emphasizes the intricacy of unconscious thought that occurs in our inner discussions: 

“unconscious thought processes are extremely complex, occurring in simultaneities of 

overlapping and intersecting strands of meaning, subvocally articulated and elaborated” (p. 116). 

Moreover, he argues, “It is assumed that we, as thinkers, are present in our mental productions, 

that we author them. However, we have very little conscious knowledge of what is taking place 

within the unconscious mind” (p. 116). 

Before examining Bollas’s important contribution to my discussion of unconscious 

thought and the self, one needs to understand how Bollas (2015) theorizes the minimal and 

narrative selves. Following William James and George Herbert Mead, he calls the minimal self 
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“I”, and the narrative self “me”. His understanding of me (the narrative self) shares much with 

other scholars I have examined. His definition of I (the minimal self) broadly overlaps too. As he 

describes the I, he strongly accentuates narration. He defines the I as “the self’s speaking position. 

It is the apparent organizer of discrete mental representations from moment to moment” (p. 113). 

The I gives voice to the unconscious: “as parts of the inner world are voiced, generally 

inaccessible realms of unconscious thought are momentarily projected through the I into speech” 

(p. 114). Bollas highlights the I’s capacity to “link together divergent, even contradictory ideas 

that derive from previously unrelated streams of thought, and bring them into consciousness, 

which then leave a trace in memory” (p. 113). Suggesting an interface to what I would call a 

narrative self, Bollas adds “Hearing oneself speak, or being heard by others, may lead to a 

reflective understanding of those links. This is what occurs in free association, as therapist and 

patient hear unconscious thinking” (p. 113).  

Bollas (2015) links the minimal and narrative selves via internal dialogue. He writes “‘I’ 

and ‘me’ are not simply parts of speech; they also refer to the linguistic performance of a psychic 

function. They are employed in internal dialogue between the self and an external other, but they 

are also part of the assumptions of inner speech, and in that realm divide the self into speaker and 

listener” (p. 114).19 

Bollas argues unconscious thought originates in and is mediated by both the minimal and 

narrative selves. He writes:  

 
19 Bollas (2015) interprets the performance of a remarkable ten-year-old schizophrenic boy he worked with 

to vividly illustrate the internal dialogue between I and me. The boy used two chairs at a lunch table to talk 

to himself. He switched quickly between the two chairs, gesticulating in one chair, and smiling and 

occasionally laughing in the other. As the boy explained, in one chair he was the I; in the other, the me. The 

boy explicitly identified his performance as being between I and me (pp. 114-115).  
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Inner speech — the movement of assumed knowledge — must process thoughts deriving 

from many origins. In that moment-to-moment movement that constitutes unconscious 

thought, we do not know how much of what we think is from the me — the storehouse of 

the subject’s experience of being — and how much from the I, the presumptuous 

occupant of the organization of mental representations. (Bollas, 2015, p. 117) 

If my interpretation of Bollas (2015) is correct, it follows from his analysis that categorizing 

thought that originates in the unconscious as experiential or conceptual is intrinsically difficult. 

Our dim awareness of the origin of our unconscious thought, its speed, and its complexity make 

meaningful analytical classification between its experiential and conceptual dimensions 

problematic. Associating unconscious thought with one aspect of the dual-faceted self over the 

other is an equally difficult undertaking. 

In conclusion, the unconscious is important because it generates thought that finds 

expression in both the minimal and narrative selves. It is mysterious because so much of this 

thought is of obscure origin. 

Visual Perspectives of the Self 

This dissertation examines the use of visual imagery of the self, and in spatial time construals. 

Although the ethnographic data in this dissertation focuses largely on a past event that has 

completed (the Tajik civil war) — which obviously implicates memory, and thus visual 

perspectives of memories — the spatiotemporal self is about more than memory.  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, this visual imagery takes one of two visual perspectives 

during the recall of events: the perspective of looking at an event from one’s own eyes (first-

person), and the perspective of a real or imagined observer seeing one’s self during an event 

(third-person). In both perspectives the self is present. In the first-person perspective, the self is 
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present as a subject looking out, and in the third-person, as a subject that sees itself as an object in 

the scene.  

Libby and Eibach have investigated the relationship between visual perspective and the 

experiential and conceptual selves (Libby & Eibach, 2002, 2009, 2011a, 2011b; Libby et al., 

2005; Libby et al., 2009; Libby et al., 2007; Libby et al., 2014; Libby et al., 2011). By visual 

perspective, they mean “visual viewpoint” (Libby & Eibach, 2011b, p. 188), which is a synonym 

for point-of-view. In a study on remembered events, Libby and Eibach (2011b) explain the two 

perspectives to their study participants as follows: 

Some images you may see from the first-person perspective, which means you see the 

event from the visual perspective you had when the event was originally occurring; in 

other words, in your memory you are looking out at your surroundings through your own 

eyes. 

Some images you may see from the third-person perspective, which means you 

see the event from the visual perspective an observer would have had when the event was 

originally occurring; in other words, in your memory you can actually see yourself, as 

well as your surroundings. (pp. 188-189) 

Libby and Eibach (2011b) write “Many scholars have suggested that there are two facets of the 

self — one defined by experiential awareness and the other by conceptual knowledge” (p. 198). 

Libby and Eibach call the combination of the experiential and conceptual selves the dual-faceted 

self. They distinguish the differences in mental processing that arise from the ways in which 

people “‘see’ events in their mind’s eye when they think about them” (p. 186). They write “When 

picturing events people often use their own first-person perspective, looking out at the situation 

through their own eyes. However, other times people use a third-person perspective, so that they 

see themselves in the image from the visual perspective an observer would have” (p. 186). They 

note “empirical investigations verify that although first-person imagery is generally more 
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common than third-person imagery, most people experience images from both perspectives and 

can dynamically shift perspective at will” (2009, p. 360). 

Several academics contributing to the founding of the discipline of psychology, including 

Francis Galton and Freud, noted the use of first- and third-person visual perspectives of the self 

(Libby & Eibach, 2011b, p. 187; Rice, 2010, pp. 228-229). Regrettably, subsequent scholarship 

neglected the possibility of a third-person visual perspective during memory recall: after Freud, 

“the topic of visual perspective in memory went unmentioned for nearly 100 years” (Rice, 2010, 

p. 229). Brewer (1996) argues “Many philosophers (e.g., Bergson, 1896/1911; Brockelman, 1975; 

Earle, 1956; Furlong, 1951; B. Smith, 1966) assumed that memory imagery displays the original 

experience; therefore, it appears that they would have to hold that visual memory images are 

perceived from the same point of view as the original experience” (pp. 23-24). If Brewer is 

correct, this serious oversight by several generations of philosophers illustrates the taken-for-

granted nature of our thought processes.  

Given the proliferation of terms used to describe aspects of the self, unsurprisingly there 

are several overlapping terms relating to visual perspectives of the self (Table 6). Table 6 is 

indicative, not exhaustive — authors use a variety of terms in the same text to clarify what they 

mean by perspective. For example, Niese et al. (2018) mention “external third-person visual 

perspective” in addition to the shorter “third-person perspective”. Table 6 differentiates “First-

person perspective” from “1st person perspective” because they might appear to be different to 

online databases during keyword searches. 
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Table 6: Varieties of terms describing visual perspectives of the self 

First-person 

Terms 

Third-person 

Terms 

Sources 

First-person 

memory 

perspective 

Third-person 

memory perspective 

Libby and Eibach (2002) 

First-person 

perspective 

Third-person 

perspective 

Butler et al. (2016); Libby and Eibach (2009, 

2011a, 2011b, 2013); Libby et al. (2005); Libby 

et al. (2009); Libby et al. (2007); Libby et al. 

(2014); Libby et al. (2011); Niese et al. (2018); 

Rice (2010); Tausen et al. (2019) 

1st person 

perspective 

3rd person 

perspective 

Sutin and Robins (2008) 

Field perspective Observer perspective Conway (2009); Hamilton and Cole (2017); 

McCarroll (2017); McIsaac and Eich (2002, 

2004); Mooren et al. (2019); Nigro and Neisser 

(1983); Potheegadoo et al. (2013); Robinaugh 

and McNally (2010); Robinson and Swanson 

(1993); Siedlecki (2015) 

 Fly on the wall Kross and Ayduk (2017); White et al. (2018) 

Self-immersion Self-distancing Kross and Ayduk (2011); Kross and Ayduk 

(2017); White et al. (2018) 
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Internal 

perspective 

External Perspective Brunyé et al. (2009) 

Own-eyes 

perspective 

Observer perspective St. Jacques (2019) 

In this dissertation I focus on Libby and Eibach’s contributions because they have done more than 

other scholars in recent years to advance research on visual perspective and the dual-faceted self.  

Before discussing Libby and Eibach’s research, allow me to stress a seemingly obvious 

point — investigating the relationship between visual perspective and the minimal and narrative 

selves leaves a narrow domain in which to work. Because I focus on visual imagery of the self, 

the task is not to determine how we visually experience the world. While it is true that from both 

the first- and third-person perspectives we do see the world as we take in events, what Gibson 

(1950) calls the visual world’s “most fundamental properties” (p. 3) —  that among other 

properties “it is colored, shadowed, illuminated, and textured” for instance (p. 3) — is not the 

spatiotemporal self’s concern. Likewise, I am ignoring what Brewer (1996) calls “characteristics 

of memory imagery” (p. 23). For instance, I am largely disregarding the fact that unlike 

perception, memory imagery is “sketchy, simplified, and schematic”, notwithstanding the 

possibility it “often contains irrelevant detail” (p. 23). The focus is rather on how we see our self 

in the world. Furthermore, I ignore any visual transformations of the self that occur when we 

change visual perspective. I am thus unconcerned by — to borrow a phrase from Erle (2016) — 

“imagining rotations, movements, and changes in shape” (p. 40). All I am concerned with is 

switches in visual perspective among first- and third-person. Likewise, I am not attending to 

visual transformations of the world during or after that switch in visual perspective occurs. That 

means ignoring a veritable smorgasbord of visual meaning. To see what that visual meaning 

might be, consider the projection of music to a sizeable audience — those who manage the 
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music’s diffusion can choose to expand the “varieties of spatial perspective composed into a 

[musical] piece”, such that they “make the distant more distant, exaggerate closeness, exaggerate 

distance, play with the height of the image, thereby adapting the space composed into the music 

to the dimensions of the listening space” (Austin & Smalley, 2000, p. 12). Making the visual 

equivalent of these acoustic exaggerations and adaptations is undoubtedly common in our mental 

recall of many events. But again, that is not my emphasis when developing the spatiotemporal 

self.  

The irony of a tight focus is that the changes that do occur with a simple change in visual 

perspective of the self are not merely meaningful — they are substantial. Before discussing what 

these changes are, let me note two theoretical approaches to these changes are possible: (1) a 

weak approach (my own term), where the role of these two visual perspectives is elucidated 

without tying them to the idea of a self having what Libby and Eibach (2011b) call “a dual-

faceted structure” (p. 188); and (2) a strong approach (also my own term), where this role is 

associated with the idea that the self has this dual-faceted structure.  

Libby and Eibach (2011b) enthusiastically assert the validity of the strong approach: they 

argue the “distinction between the two facets of the self is crucial to understanding the 

psychological function of imagery perspective in representing life events” (p. 198). Not all 

scholars theorizing visual imagery of the self do so in connection to the dual-faceted self, 

however. That is certainly the case when I later review work by other scholars on visual 

perspectives of the self and memory. 

Introducing Libby and Eibach’s Analysis 

Of all their publications, for my purposes Libby and Eibach (2011b) is the most important, 

because it contains a literature review and proposes a theoretical model that ties visual 

perspective to the dual-faceted self. Libby and Eibach (2011b) summarize their literature review 
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of visual perspective and the self by writing “imagery perspective both influences and is 

influenced by the information people recall about events (Abelson, 1975; Nigro & Neisser, 1983), 

the emotions and physical sensations they experience as they picture them (Robinson & Swanson, 

1993), and the behaviors in which they subsequently engage (Libby, Shaeffer, Eibach, & 

Slemmer, 2007a)” (p. 187). Taking stock of research on visual perspectives of the self, they state: 

The visual perspective people use to picture an event is tied to the level of meaning they 

see in it. From the first-person perspective, people make meaning of events in a bottom-

up fashion, incorporating information about the experience evoked by concrete features 

of the pictured situation and defining the event in terms of these constituent aspects. 

From the third-person perspective, people make meaning of events in a top-down fashion, 

integrating the pictured event with a broader context and defining the event in terms of 

the abstract meaning that results. Further, experiments investigating the determinants of 

imagery perspective demonstrate that people shift perspective according to this 

representational function, adopting the first-person perspective when they seek to 

understand the experience of an event’s concrete details and the third-person perspective 

when they seek to understand that event in relation to its broader context. Together, these 

findings establish imagery perspective as a representational tool. (p. 223) 

Visual imagery perspective’s role as a representational tool should not be confused with it being 

merely conceptual, propositional, or “a mere epiphenomenon of thought” (p. 236). Instead Libby 

and Eibach urge us to understand it as a mechanism that “is implicated in many fundamental 

social-cognitive functions” (p. 236), among them “self-judgment, emotion, motivation, and 

behavior” (p. 197). In short, visual perspective influences what we think, rather than being merely 

an outcome of thought. 

Several specific research findings discussed in Libby and Eibach (2011b) are directly 

taken up in this dissertation’s data analysis. First, when people use the third-person perspective, 
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they are more likely to “incorporate information about events beyond the incident itself” (p. 191). 

Second, Libby and Eibach (2011b) clarify what it means to describe an action. They draw upon 

Vallacher and Wegner (1989) to note that  

Any action (e.g., voting) can be defined in many different ways, and these descriptions 

can be ordered on a continuum from concrete (e.g., pulling a lever) to abstract (e.g., 

influencing the election, being a good citizen). Concrete construals define an action in 

terms of its constituent steps, whereas abstract construals define an action in relation to 

its broader context — for example, the causes or consequences of the action, the 

characteristics or motivations of the actor. . . . Subjectively, people are doing something 

different when they are “influencing the election” than when they are “pulling a lever,” 

despite the fact that objectively the action — voting — is the same. (Libby & Eibach, 

2011b, p. 193)  

Libby and Eibach then point out visual imagery performs an analogous function: “The same 

action can be pictured from one perspective or the other. Psychologically, however, a change in 

perspective functions like a change in the action itself” (p. 193). They also note the two-way 

causal relationship between visual imagery and event abstraction: abstract descriptions increase 

the adoption of a third-person perspective, and third-person perspectives result in more abstract 

descriptions (p. 193). 

A third finding in Libby and Eibach (2011b) to take up in this dissertation’s data analysis 

is the possibility that adopting one visual perspective primes subsequent thought. Studies show 

“the perspective from which the initial actions were depicted systematically influenced the 

interpretation of subsequent actions and events” (p. 196). To what extent priming occurs in an 

ethnographic rather than laboratory context is an open question. 

A fourth finding relates to imagery perspective of the self and emotion. War survivors 

can maintain strong emotional responses to their wartime experiences decades after they 
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occurred, making Libby and Eibach’s findings on imagery perspective and emotion highly 

relevant. Libby and Eibach write scholars often assume “that third-person imagery reduces the 

power of pictured events to elicit emotion” (p. 209). After reviewing several studies on the 

relationship between imagery perspective of the self and emotion, Libby and Eibach (2011b) 

argue against this assumption, writing: 

Rather than directly determining the emotional impact of picturing an event, imagery 

perspective determines whether people focus on the concrete situational details and the 

experience those evoke or whether people focus on an event’s meaning in the context of 

their lives more broadly. Whether third-person imagery increases or decreases emotional 

response relative to first-person imagery depends on which construal evokes a stronger 

emotional response. (p. 215) 

Objectivity and Third-Person Imagery for the Dual-Faceted Self 

Libby and Eibach (2011b) make a critical point about objectivity and the third-person visual 

perspective of the self: they argue it is wrong to assume that the third person imagery associated 

with the narrative self is predominantly detached, distant, and objective. Their point is critical 

because so much flows from it: its implications for the self include not only emotion, but also 

truth, conceptions of in- and out-group membership, construals of the self in time, and so forth. 

I have argued the third-person visual perspective uses reflective self-consciousness. The 

section Two Modes of Self-Consciousness: Pre-Reflective and Reflective (p. 72) showed that 

while reflective self-consciousness can potentially be detached and distanced when we 

contemplate ourselves, it is more likely to stress beliefs we are disposed to. Libby and Eibach 

(2011b) elaborate on this point, arguing picturing an event from one’s own third-person 

perspective reflects “the meaning of the event in relation to the beliefs and theories that define 
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one’s own understanding of the self, rather than the meaning a detached, objective observer might 

infer” (p. 199). 

Returning to the theme of emotion, Libby and Eibach (2011b) observe some scholars 

have argued “picturing events from the third-person perspective promotes a self-distanced, 

objective interpretation of events that dampens their present emotional impact” (p. 223) — 

building on their point about emotion I noted above, this is a claim Libby and Eibach strongly 

contest. Instead, they argue, among other traits third-person imagery can “enhance the emotional 

impact of pictured events, increasing feelings of shame, regret, distress, and enthusiasm” (p. 224).  

Libby and Eibach’s point about detachment and objectivity has important implications 

for construals of the self in time, too. Discussing events and the self in the past and future, Libby 

and Eibach (2011b) argue: 

Third-person imagery does not entail detaching the event from the self altogether. In fact, 

third-person imagery leads people to understand the event in relation to broader self-

knowledge, which could result either in bolstering or diminishing the connection between 

present and past selves on a conceptual level. For this reason, picturing a past or future 

self from the third-person perspective is not the same as detaching it from the self 

altogether, as would be the case with imagining the event happen [sic] to another person 

or imagining being another person watching the self. (p. 224) 

I agree with Libby and Eibach’s point about detachment and third-person imagery of the self — 

as I will demonstrate, my ethnographic data indicates they are correct. However, with respect to 

objectivity I think it is vital to clarify objectivity’s meaning once again. Gallagher (2012) notes 

“two senses of objectivity” are found in phenomenology: “Objectivity in the sense of excluding 

biases”, and “Objectivity in the sense of studying something as an object (and this usually means, 

‘from the outside’)” (p. 57). It is this latter sense of objectivity that is operative in reflective self-

consciousness. It is, as I stated on p. 48, the act of reflecting on things, putting things in context, 
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and making connections between ideas. That is what can happen when we ponder events and 

other things as objects, including ourselves. As such it is entirely consistent with Libby and 

Eibach’s point about third-person imagery and broader self-knowledge. 

The Meaning of “Looking Through Your Own Eyes” 

My fieldwork demonstrated explaining the meaning of first- and third-person visual perspectives 

of the self to ethnographic respondents can be difficult — putting aside issues like translation and 

levels of education, it is genuinely challenging to find the right metaphors to convey their 

meaning. That difficulty even extends to discussions of the two visual perspectives in Libby and 

Eibach (2011b). 

Let me first set the scene. Libby and Eibach identify a group of scholars going back to 

William James that theorize the self as dual-faceted. James, as seen in the section Distinct but 

Integrated: Levels of the Self in the Brain (p. 65), distinguished between I and me. Libby and 

Eibach (2011b) characterize James’ I as “self as experiencer”, and his me as “self as object” (p. 

198). As discussed earlier, other scholars who build on James’ formulation are Gallagher (2000), 

Damasio (2010), Bollas (2015), and Mead (1934/1962). 

Libby and Eibach (2011b) are careful to note an important difference between their 

understanding of the third-person view of the self and that of George Herbert Mead. They 

disagree with Mead’s idea that “when people adopt the third-person perspective, they are viewing 

themselves through an internalized other’s eyes” (p. 231).20 Instead, when people use a third-

 
20Gallagher and Zahavi (2012) argue that George Herbert Mead claimed “self-consciousness is a matter of 

becoming an object to oneself in virtue of one’s social relations to others, i.e. that self-consciousness is 

constituted by adopting the perspective of the other towards oneself” (p. 54). For instance, Mead 

(1934/1962) memorably wrote “A man alone has, fortunately or unfortunately, access to his own toothache, 

but that is not what we mean by self-consciousness” (p. 163). For an insightful discussion of Mead’s 

concepts of self — which vary and subsequently are open to interpretation and debate — see Aboulafia 

(2016). 
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person perspective, they argue “people tend to view themselves through their own eyes, applying 

their own self-theories, explicit attitudes, and personal goals to make meaning of events” (p. 231, 

my emphasis). 

The term “through their own eyes” is visually equivalent to “through your own eyes”. 

The difference in terminology arises only because the former uses a third-person narrative 

perspective, and the latter uses a second-person narrative perspective. 

Unfortunately Libby and Eibach (2011b) are not consistent in their application of the 

term “through their own eyes”. Table 7 illustrates this. When discussing the third-person visual 

perspective of the self, Libby and Eibach (2011b) use the metaphors THROUGH THEIR OWN EYES 

and THROUGH SOMEONE ELSE’S EYES. Not only is this confusing, it also contradicts the idea 

discussed in the previous subsection of this dissertation that the third-person visual perspective is 

not about “imagining being another person watching the self”.  
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Table 7: Eyes and visual perspectives of the self in Libby and Eibach (2011) 

Visual Perspective 

of the Self 

Through your own eyes Through someone else’s eyes 

First-person “You see the event from the visual 

perspective you had when the event 

was originally occurring; in other 

words, in your memory you are 

looking out at your surroundings 

through your own eyes” (p. 188). 

 

Third-person “People tend to view themselves 

through their own eyes” (p. 231). 

“You see the event from the 

visual perspective an observer 

would have had when the event 

was originally occurring; in 

other words, in your memory 

you can actually see yourself, as 

well as your surroundings” (p. 

189). 

 To be fair to Libby and Eibach, when using the THROUGH SOMEONE ELSE’S EYES metaphor, they 

do elaborate on it by stating “in your memory you can actually see yourself”. The problem 

remains, however — you are seeing yourself from the visual perspective of another. 

While undoubtedly confusing, the apparent contradiction between the two metaphors is 

resolvable. The meaning of the term “through your own eyes” depends on its context. It means 

the literal act of phenomenologically seeing (or anticipating, imagining, or recalling doing so). 
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But “through your own eyes” also refers to the ideas of ownership and agency seen earlier in the 

section Ownership, Agency, and Attribution (p. 69). It is this second sense Libby and Eibach are 

using when applying it to the third-person visual perspective. They are saying that when you take 

the visual perspective of another person to see yourself in a scene, it is nonetheless you who is 

doing it — you own and direct the experience of taking that visual perspective. It is helpful to 

also return to the ideas in the section Two Modes of Self-Consciousness: Pre-Reflective and 

Reflective (p. 72). Recall that with reflective self-consciousness (used by third-person visual 

perspective of the self), the experience of reflective self-consciousness comes in two forms: (1) 

the reflecting experience itself, and (2) the experience being reflected on, which is the object of 

the reflecting experience. When Libby and Eibach write that when using the third-person visual 

perspective of the self, “people tend to view themselves through their own eyes”, the two forms 

of reflective self-consciousness are operative. First, Libby and Eibach are clarifying a person’s 

own self is the object of reflection (the second form of reflective self-consciousness). Second, 

they are drawing attention to the reflecting experience itself (the first form of reflective self-

consciousness) by applying the metaphor THROUGH THEIR OWN EYES. One could substitute that 

metaphor with another metaphor, the “mind’s eye”, and the meaning would be identical.  

Visual Perspectives of the Self and Memory 

In the opening chapter I asserted that time is a dimension of reality, and memory is a mechanism. 

Moreover, in the Chapter 1 section Five Paradigmatic Assumptions (p. 11) I argued the 

spatiotemporal self focuses on visual perspective in time and the self, rather than the narrower 

question of visual perspective and memory, because time is a dimension of reality, and memory is 

a mechanism. Nonetheless, because memory is a critically important mechanism by which to 

know the past, the role of visual perspective in memory is a vital element of the spatiotemporal 

self. In this section I focus on three aspects of memory: attributes of it that relate to the civil war 
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experiences of my ethnographic respondents, the role of visual perspective in memory recall, and 

aspects of the relationship between time and memory.  

Psychologists distinguish between episodic and autobiographical memory. The APA 

Dictionary of Psychology states episodic memory is “the ability to remember personally 

experienced events associated with a particular time and place” (American Psychological 

Association, n.d.-b). It defines autobiographical memory as 

a person’s memory for episodes or experiences that occurred in his or her own life. Often 

the terms autobiographical memory and episodic memory are used interchangeably. 

However, autobiographical memory can consist of information stored in episodic 

memory (i.e., of events experienced at a particular time and place), semantic memory 

(i.e., of knowledge of general facts and concepts that give meaning to information), or a 

mix of the two. (American Psychological Association, n.d.-a)  

Episodic and autobiographical memory systems are connected. Memory researcher Martin A. 

Conway (2009) writes “episodic memories are embedded in a more complex conceptual system 

in which they can become the basis of autobiographical memories” (p. 2305). 

Conway (2009) argues episodic memories are intrinsically associated with a “conceptual 

context” (p. 2305). He argues episodic memories at their most simple consist of an episodic 

element and a conceptual frame. He writes:  

Episodic elements are the most event-specific, most experience near representations in 

long-term memory. They are often in the form of visual images (which may be the main 

representational format of episodic memories) and they represent moments of experience 

or summaries of moments of experience, particularly and perhaps exclusively moments 

of conscious experience. (Conway, 2009, p. 2308). 

In broad agreement with the significance of nonconscious processing and unconscious thought  

discussed earlier, Conway (2009) asserts “exactly how knowledge is extracted from experience 
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and represented in an episodic memory is unknown”, but “it seems that in everyday experience 

this is a largely non-conscious process and not within intentional control” (p. 2307).  

Flashbulb memories are a unique type of episodic memory. They are of great import to 

the memories of war experiences this dissertation analyzes. Talarico and Rubin (2003) define 

them as being “extremely vivid, long-lasting memories for unexpected, emotionally laden, and 

consequential events” (p. 455). Flashbulb memories are unlike normal episodic memories in key 

respects. Conway (2009) argues episodic memories mostly “are not literal records of experience” 

— instead they “are summary records of experience” (p. 2305). But “in certain special cases . . . 

they may contain fragments that are close to being literal, veridical, records of experience” (pp. 

2305-2306). These special cases include “so called ‘flashbulb’ memories”, which are memories 

of “highly personally important self-defining experiences and . . .  memories of significant public 

events”, including experiences that are traumatic (p. 2306). Although not all the details of these 

types of episodic memories are likely to be literal representations of experience, he argues “the 

only point is that some are correct and appear to be very close to actual experience” (p. 2306). 

Moreover “they can also cause an intense feeling of reliving when brought into consciousness” 

(p. 2306). 

Among the nine properties of episodic memories Conway (2009) identifies, three relate 

to time: (1) that they “represent short time slices of experience”; (2) that “they are represented on 

a temporal dimension roughly in order of occurrence”; and (3) that “they are subject to rapid 

forgetting” (p. 2306). With respect to (1), Conway relates episodic memories to the human 

proclivity to set goals and monitor progress in achieving them. Regarding (2), Conway argues 

temporal order, i.e. sequence, is important to episodic memory. He indicates this sequential aspect 

of episodic memory likely engenders “feelings of beforeness and afterness”, adding these feelings 

are “ultimately about the direction of time that must also include at least an anticipatory sense of 
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the immediate future” (p. 2307). He suggests patients who have experienced brain damage “often 

complain of losing feelings like these . . . and because of that are disoriented in time” (p. 2307).  

Intriguingly, Conway (2009) associates episodic memory’s temporal capabilities with 

both before/after and past/now/future — or to use the terms of spatial time construals, with S-time 

and D-time. Conway tightly integrates episodic memory with episodic consciousness in what he 

calls a “remembering-imaging window” that ties experience to anticipation (p. 2307). He argues 

“remembering the past and imaging the future take place in the same [brain] system”, such that 

with respect to brain activations, “remembering and imaging barely differ” (p. 2307). 

Finally, with respect to (3), the rapid forgetting of episodic memories — this property is 

not so much a temporal attribute of episodic memory as it is something that happens to memory 

during the passing of time. Conway suggests that “only a relatively small proportion of episodic 

memories remains accessible in long-term memory”, probably because they contribute to future 

goals (p. 2307). Flashbulb memories are different. Drawing on the work of Talarico and Rubin 

(2003), Butler et al. (2016) argue that flashbulb memories might retain their “exceptional 

vividness” because they are repeatedly retrieved (p. 239).  

The role of visual imagery in how we remember events is difficult to overstate. Conway 

(2009) notes “It has long been known that episodic memories are dominated by imagery and 

particularly by visual imagery” (p. 2306). Critically for the spatiotemporal self, he adds “it seems 

that visual episodic memories always have a [visual] perspective” (p. 2306).  

The role of visual imagery in autobiographical memory is similarly powerful. Conway, 

Meares, et al. (2004) write 

A diverse range of evidence converges on the view that by far the majority of specific 

autobiographical memories are accompanied by visual imagery. Indeed, brain damage to 

areas known to support visual imagery can, as a secondary consequence, give rise to 
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retrograde amnesia. This is because images associated with memories can no longer be 

consciously experienced. (p. 526, my emphasis)21 

In a 2010 article, the psychologist and neuroscientist Heather J. Rice reviewed research on visual 

perspective and memory retrieval, focusing on autobiographical memory. Rice (2010) writes that 

researchers have investigated the relationship between visual perspective and autobiographical 

memory retrieval since the 1980s, conceiving the relationship as a “cognitive strategy” as 

opposed to examining it from a psychoanalytic perspective (p. 229).  

In her review article Rice (2010) argues research on visual perspective and memory has 

typically occurred during the investigation of several other interrelated factors, rather than visual 

perspective being the primary focus (p. 249). She identifies three broad approaches among the 

studies she reviewed: (1) emotional intensity, emotional valence, and visual perspective; (2) self-

awareness, self-concept, and visual perspective; and (3) temporal distance, vividness, constructive 

processes, and visual perspective. Unfortunately Rice also found that many studies were 

“correlational or quasi-experimental” (p. 249). The lack of primary focus on visual perspective 

and the semi-experimental nature of much of the research make it difficult to draw wide-ranging 

conclusions from it.  

These serious limitations notwithstanding, Rice (2010) identifies two findings of 

significant value to the spatiotemporal self that are well-supported by the literature. The first is 

that the first-person visual perspective “is the default perspective used during [memory] retrieval” 

(p. 232). The second is that “temporal distance” (how old the memory is) affects the perspective 

used to retrieve autobiographical memories — third-person perspective memories are older and 

 
21 Conway et al. are discussing visual imagery in the mind itself. But we are not limited to our mind’s eye, 

obviously. While discussing memory in oral cultures, anthropologist Jack Goody notes visual mnemonics 

such as “material objects and sometimes graphic signs” serve to “jog the internal memory” (Goody, 1998, 

p. 76). 
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less vivid than first-person perspective memories (p. 244). Subsequent research concurs with 

these two findings. For example, Butler et al. (2016) argue “recent memories are generally 

recalled from a first-person perspective whereas older memories are often recalled from a third-

person perspective” (p. 237). They suggest multiple reasons might explain this shift from first- to 

third-person. Butler et al. (2016) argue first-person memories require more “visual information 

from the original event” — information that can be forgotten as time passes (p. 238). Butler et al. 

draw upon prior research (Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; Robinson & Swanson, 1993; Williams & 

Moulds, 2008) to also argue “when memories are naturally remembered from a first-person 

perspective, shifting to a third-person perspective results in decreased vividness, sense of reliving, 

and intensity of emotion” (Butler et al., 2016, p. 238). The claim that shifting to a third-person 

visual perspective decreases emotional intensity stands in stark contrast to that made by Libby 

and Eibach discussed earlier on pp. 107-108. 

Consistent with Libby and Eibach’s claim that visual perspective shapes thought and is 

not merely an outcome of it, in a review of research on visual perspective and memory, cognitive 

neuroscientist Peggy L. St. Jacques (2019) argues visual perspective is not merely an outcome of 

changes in memory or a sign of memory’s constructive nature. Instead, she argues, visual 

perspective can “influence the characteristics of memories when people actively shift their visual 

perspective during retrieval from their default perspective to an alternative point of view with 

respect to how events were initially encoded or spontaneously retrieved” (p. 450). She adds “An 

emerging body of research demonstrates that shifting visual perspective during memory retrieval 

modifies how memories are subsequently remembered” (p. 450). She also writes that “adopting a 

novel visual perspective during remembering also relies on the same constructive processes that 

support imagination” (p. 453). 
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Primordial Feelings and the Dual-Faceted Self 

Primordial feelings are important to the theorization of the dual-faceted self. Commenting on 

several studies that manipulated either the visual perspective of characters in a story or 

participants’ own previous actions, Libby and Eibach (2011b) write “regardless of whether the 

actor in the event was a story character or the self, participants recalled more information about 

the actor’s bodily sensations, affective reactions, and psychological states when they pictured the 

events from the first-person than from the third-person perspective” (p. 190, my emphasis). 

Recall Damasio’s remarkable claims about primordial feelings (p. 58) — specifically that 

“primordial feelings precede all other feelings”, that “all feelings of emotion are variations of the 

ongoing primordial feelings”, and that “all feelings caused by the interaction of objects with the 

organism are variations of the ongoing primordial feelings” (Damasio, 2010, p. 193). If Damasio 

is correct, then when we mentally place our sense of self into a body (ours or perhaps even 

someone else’s via mental simulation), we open ourselves to experiencing deeply rooted 

primordial feelings that are minimized or even unavailable when we view our body as an object. 

Building on his discussion of primordial feelings, Damasio (2010) distinguishes between 

having “a mere point of view” and “having a standpoint” (p. 198). That is significant for the dual-

faceted self, given Libby and Eibach’s stress on visual perspective, which is a synonym for visual 

point of view. For Damasio, standpoints are rooted in the body — or as he puts it, “the standpoint 

is my body” (p. 185). Consider what it means to see. We do not just have a point of view when 

we see because as Damasio argues, “we know that we see with our eyes, but we also feel 

ourselves seeing with our eyes” (p. 196). Specifically, we use “eye musculature with which we 

move the eyes”, mechanisms within the eyes to adjust focus and manipulate how much light is let 

in, and “muscles around the eyes, those with which we can frown, or blink, or signify mirth” (p. 

197). Damasio argues the same applies to touch, smell, hearing, spatial balance, and taste — we 
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have bodily mechanisms that give us a “standpoint for whatever is happening outside the mind” 

(p. 198). 

Damasio clearly has a valid point. When we use the third-person perspective to turn our 

body into an object — when we use the mind’s eye to reflect on the self — there is no eye to 

blink or brow to frown. It is thus tempting to simply conclude the first-person point of view is in 

fact a standpoint, and the third-person point of view is a perspective. But it is not quite so simple, 

because during pre-reflective self-consciousness we can be absorbed in whatever we are doing 

and forget the body. As Gallagher (2012) puts it, “to the extent that I am aware of my action . . .  I 

tend to be aware of what I am doing rather than the details of how I am doing it, e.g., what 

muscles I am using” (p. 169, my emphasis). 

There is more to primordial feelings than distinguishing between perspectives and 

standpoints. I suspect Damasio is correct to assign an expansive role to primordial feelings. The 

implications of his claim are tremendously significant. To illustrate how, I turn to Lederach 

(2005). He argues “people who live in and survive settings of great violence” develop their senses 

to such an extent that they survive “by using all of their senses. They not only see, they smell, 

taste, and feel our [peacebuilding] processes” (pp. 109-110). One leader of an underground 

movement contemplating a dialogue proposal “lifted his face and sniffed the air” before 

commenting that his colleagues would “smell something wrong” with the proposal (p. 109). Of 

the incident, Lederach comments “I have noticed ever since how often people whose lives depend 

on what happens assess proposals and processes through olfactory intuition” (p. 110). 

Lederach also finds great meaning in the “sensuous perceptions” that arise from enemies 

sharing a meal (p. 110). He writes: 

Eating equalizes, humanizes, and creates a different space. Eating creates a space that 

includes sight, smell, taste, and conversation to be heard. I often find that negotiators, 

when eating together, bounce ideas that they would reluctantly externalize in formal 
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negotiations. Around moments of eating, a feeling of transcendence emerges. By way of 

food and drink around a table, the old world is suspended momentarily. A new world is 

entered. . . . It is as if, when a space is created that incites the broader use of sensuous 

faculties, people become more human. (p. 110) 

As I will briefly mention on p. 212, after a battle in the Tajik civil war, combatants from opposing 

sides shared a peacemaking meal.  

The forces at work in the phenomena Lederach discusses deserve further research, but I 

will note here that one explanation for why people smell peace processes no doubt directly relates 

to their existential fears. Knowing that people want to kill you focuses attention onto the body at 

least as much as it does onto more abstract phenomena like proposals and processes. When 

someone smells a peace process, they are taking a phenomenological, first-person perspective of 

it. Gallagher (2012) notes that “the body, as experienced or lived from the first-person 

perspective, can extend into the environment, in a way that the objective body cannot” (p. 152). 

The act of smelling a peace process as opposed to viewing it from a predominantly objective 

manner signifies the necessity of evaluating a peace process through an existential lens using a 

first-person visual perspective of the self. 

The Malleability of Experience and Conception in the Mind 

The narrative self has an experiential dimension — as discussed on p. 74, the act of reflection is 

an experience itself. That is obviously true. Consider a hypothetical wartime situation in which 

you confront a fellow military officer who brazenly and needlessly killed a civilian who had done 

no wrong. You loathe what your colleague did, but as you are talking with your colleague, it 

dawns on you that your colleague has no problem with it. As you both reflect on and discuss what 

happened, a feeling of disgust wells up within you. When you later reflect on the conversation, 

you remember the disgust you experienced during the confrontation.  
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If conceptual deliberation has an experiential dimension, where does that leave the idea 

of having minimal (experiential) and narrative (conceptual) selves? Does the distinction between 

experience and conception collapse in on itself, making the idea misleading? The idea would 

indeed be misleading if one were to naïvely posit a rigid distinction between the two. On p. 78 I 

quoted Bellah’s argument that “experience and representation belong inexorably together” 

(Bellah, 2011, p. 11). However, Bellah did not subsequently advocate abandoning the terms 

experience and representation. Instead he urged his readers to understand their relationship. The 

same applies to the idea of the minimal self and narrative self. The distinction they signify is 

useful, so long as one remembers that the act of reflection is experiential too. 

In the section Distinct but Integrated: Levels of the Self in the Brain (p. 65), I looked at 

the implications of the ability of meditators to uncouple self-narration from momentary 

awareness. As Farb et al. (2007) note, this uncoupling is significant because the narrative self and 

the minimal self are “habitually integrated” in non-meditators (p. 319). Farb et al. raise another 

significant finding for this dissertation — they link objectivity to the minimal self in the 

meditators they studied. Their study indicates changes in the meditators’ brains indicated the 

attentive mode of their minimal self supported “a more self-detached and objective analysis” of 

inner and outer events (they use the technical terms interoceptive and exteroceptive respectively), 

rather than what would otherwise be “their affective or subjective self-referential value” (p. 319). 

They note that a relevant brain region in this attentive, objective and experiential mode “is 

involved in switching between first and third person perspectives” (p. 319). They also note 

“stimulation of this region has been associated with ‘out of body experiences’ (Blanke et al., 

2002) where an individual experiences stepping outside of themselves, affording a detached 

perspective on their corporeal self” (p. 319). 

Two implications arise from Farb et al.’s finding. First, the possibility that the minimal 

self can be trained to take on qualities of the narrative self is another demonstration that 
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demarcating selves is an analytical tool as opposed to a statement on brain componentry or mind 

modules. With proper training or exposure to certain conditions, the brain can act in powerful 

ways that are not the norm. Second, one must allow for the possibility that tremendously forceful 

wartime events can temporarily or even permanently distort normal mental processes. The mind 

is powerful, but so too are social forces. 

An illustration of the force of wartime events arose after I presented an early version of 

my research findings at a conference. In response to my presentation, which included a discussion 

of first and third-person perspectives of the self during the recollection of warlike events, an 

American audience member recounted a vivid personal experience from the 1980s in which he 

had been kidnapped by a violent militant group during a civil war. The audience member said that 

early on in his kidnapping, when he first realized the truth of what was happening to him, he 

switched to an out-of-body point of view. During this third-person perspective of himself, he told 

himself again and again that he should not be being kidnapped because he was a journalist. He 

was adopting a distinctly conceptual view of himself, where the reality he was experiencing was 

diametrically opposed to that a journalist ought to experience. He told the audience he had to 

consciously force himself to snap out of the third-person point of view, because he realized he 

had to be able to take care of himself. He said the memory of this experience had never left him 

and had always puzzled him.22 

 
22 Farb et al. (2007) identify the region of the brain associated with out-of-body experiences. They observe 

that Blanke et al. (2002) demonstrate stimulation of this region is associated with these experiences. Blanke 

et al. (2004) distinguishes between out‐of‐body experiences and autoscopy, the latter of which “is 

characterized by the experience of seeing one’s body in extrapersonal space” (p. 243). Heydrich and Blanke 

(2013) further classify illusory own-body perceptions into heautoscopy, out-of-body experience and 

autoscopic hallucinations. They call the visual perspective associated with an out-of-body experience an 

“abnormal first-person perspective” (p. 791).  
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Time and the Self 

My discussion of time in this dissertation rests on two suppositions that might appear to conflict 

with each other. First, people construe reality using spatial time construals because the 

relationship between time and space is strong and enduring. Second, people — especially those 

whose lives are touched by war, interpersonal violence, and other dramatic events — are also 

capable of living with notions of time so expansive that they challenge everyday notions of past 

and future. The next seven sections investigate how both can be true.  

The Relationship Between Time and Space 

Scholars from several academic disciplines theorize the strong relationship between time and 

space in cognition, language, and in cultural technologies and artifacts. Munn (1992) writes “time 

and space are integral to each other” (p. 94). Moreover, she argues, in the world of lived as 

opposed to theoretical life, “spatial and temporal dimensions cannot be disentangled” (p. 94). 

Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) write “humans conceptualize time primarily in terms of space” (p. 

220). Linguists Alice Gaby and Eve Sweetser (2017) write “the association between space and 

time is arguably a human universal, documented as preceding the development of language, both 

ontogenetically in human infants (Srinivasan and Carey 2010, de Hevia et al. 2014) and 

phylogenetically in other species of great ape (Merritt, Casasanto, and Brannon 2010)” (p. 635). 

Psychologist Lindsey Drayton and neuroscientist Moran Furman (2018) write the “special 

relationship between space and time . . . . appears in many forms — from the ways in which time 

and space are intertwined in language, to the way that representations of time and space are 

linked at the neural level” (p. 642). 

Evidence of the spatialization of time is found in language, hand gestures, and cultural 

artifacts (Gaby & Sweetser, 2017; Núñez et al., 2012; Núñez & Sweetser, 2006), as well as in 

“nonlinguistic cognition, as evidenced by eye movements, posture, and responses to problem-
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solving tasks”(Gaby & Sweetser, 2017, p. 650). Cultural artifacts that spatialize time include 

“graphs, timelines, orthography, clocks, sundials, hourglasses, and calendars” (Boroditsky, 2018, 

p. 653), as well as comic strips, Indigenous technologies like Lakota “winter counts”, and the 

forward and back buttons in web browsers (Núñez & Cooperrider, 2013, p. 224). 

Although the strong relationship between time and space is almost certainly universal, 

unsurprisingly the expression of this relationship varies “dramatically” in nonlinguistic cognition, 

language, and in cultural forms (Gaby & Sweetser, 2017, pp. 641,650). Núñez et al. (2012) argue 

“Abstract concepts are commonly grounded in spatial concepts. However . . . exactly which 

spatial concepts are recruited is culturally shaped, not universally given” (p. 34). Moreover, as 

Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) explain, “cultures appear to vary considerably in the ‘degree’ to 

which SCTs [spatial construals of time] surface in both linguistic expressions and in cultural 

representations” (p. 223). Linguistic enactments of spatial time construals change through time, 

too — for instance, Bartolotta (2018) uses Vedic Sanskrit and Homeric Greek to discuss changes 

in the spatial time construals in ancient as opposed to classic Indo-European. 

Why time and space are so strongly connected is not fully understood. One likely 

explanation is neural reuse. Cognitive scientist Michael L. Anderson (2010) argues “it is quite 

common for neural circuits established for one purpose to be exapted (exploited, recycled, 

redeployed) during evolution or normal development, and be put to different uses, often without 

losing their original functions” (p. 245). Along those lines, neuroscientist Dean Buonomano 

writes:  

I suspect space and time are entwined within our neural circuits for at least two reasons. 

First, like evolution itself, the brain has a very opportunistic modus operandi: it’s always 

borrowing and recycling existing features. It is likely that our ability to understand the 

concept of time was achieved in part by coopting circuits that evolved to navigate and 

conceptualize space. Secondly, the brain is an expert at scavenging information from 
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patterns in the external world, and since spatial and temporal intervals are strongly 

correlated, the brain uses distances to optimize its estimates of the passage of time. 

(Buonomano, 2017, “The Spatialization of Time in Neuroscience” section) 

Núñez and Cooperrider assert that the neural reuse of spatial construals to construe time is not 

limitless — on p. 89 of this dissertation I mentioned their point that the mind recruits “a limited 

subset of possible spatial experiences” to construe experiences of time (Núñez & Cooperrider, 

2013, p. 224). 

The idea of limits to the reuse of space to construe time is important. It means the 

relationship between time and space is not a one-to-one relationship between every aspect of time 

and every aspect of space. Not all aspects of the human experience of space can be understood 

temporally. The reverse is also true: not all aspects of the human experience of time can be 

understood spatially.  

Computer scientist Antony Galton (2011) explores the limits to the spatialization of time 

by investigating four attributes of time: extension, linearity, directedness, and transience. Bender 

and Beller (2014) deftly summarize Galton’s attributes: “Extension implies that time has separate 

parts (such as distinct moments); linearity implies that of any three distinct moments, one has to 

be between the other two; directionality implies an asymmetry between past and future; and 

transience implies the fleetingness of every single moment” (p. 345). Galton (2011) argues these 

four attributes also function as attributes of space, but with one critical proviso — “as we go 

down the list of temporal attributes, they become progressively less apt as attributes of space” (p. 

699). Whereas “extension is straightforwardly an attribute of space as well as of time”, it is 

transience “that is most unequivocally not an attribute of space” (p. 699). For Galton, transience 

is about motion in space. Motion involves space, but is not an attribute of space in and of itself. 

He argues “motion may be defined as change of position, and it is the change part of this 
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definition rather than the position part which correlates with the transience of time” (p. 702). 

Galton (2011) concludes: 

Many of what are presented as spatial metaphors for time are in fact change-based 

metaphors, and as such they are not purely spatial. To the extent that time can be 

adequately described using purely spatial metaphors, we may say that time itself is like 

space, or even a kind of space. This is the thinking that lies behind claims that the 

dimensions of time and space together form a unified space-time continuum within which 

the processes and events that constitute the life-history of our universe are located. But 

this picture entirely ignores the aspect of transience. 

The transience of time is an essential and apparently irreducible feature of the 

world as we experience it. It is something that we have to take for granted, there being 

nothing else in terms of which we can describe or explain it that does not already 

exemplify temporal transience. (p. 703) 

Gaby and Sweetser (2017) open their discussion of the relationship between time and space with 

an image that illustrates Galton’s concern about transience and space: “Over the course of an 

average day, our experience of time is linked to spatial locations countless times. Every motion 

event — such as catching the train to work — involves a correspondence between a change in 

position and the passage of time (the train is at position α at time α, then position β at time β)” (p. 

635 , my emphasis). Irrespective of whether Gaby and Sweetser intended to illustrate Galton’s 

point about a change in position correlating more closely with the passage of time (i.e. transience) 

than space itself, from Galton’s theoretical perspective, that is what they do. 

The upshot of Galton’s argument is twofold. First, Munn is clearly correct: time and 

space are integral to each other; they are entangled. Second, transience is a meaningful temporal 

attribute in and of itself that cannot be reduced to space. I will revisit the topic of transience when 
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discussing S-time, and when applying spatial time construals to Lederach’s understanding of how 

time works. 

Three Core Spatial Time Construals 

Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) identify three core spatial time concepts, arguing their specific 

“features are best treated as candidate universals whose status may change as more cross-cultural 

work is conducted” (p. 224). The three core spatial time concepts are deictic time (D-time), 

sequence time (S-time) and temporal span (T-span). As I mentioned in Chapter 1, D-time is about 

the past, present, and future; S-time is about before and after (or earlier and later); and T-span is 

about duration. 

Of enormous relevance to the spatiotemporal self is that D-time and S-time have an 

intrinsic sense of visual-perspective. We conceptualize D-time using both the first and third-

person perspectives — exactly those visual perspectives so vital to the dual-faceted self. 

Researchers thus far have only clearly connected S-time with the third-person perspective. Núñez 

and Cooperrider (2013) do not use the terms first- and third person perspective, preferring instead 

to use internal and external perspective respectively. 

Statements in English such as “we’ve put the civil war behind us now” or “the end of the 

battle is rapidly approaching” use internal D-time. Internal D-time always uses a first-person 

visual perspective in which the ego is looking out through its own eyes (Figure 7). D-time takes 

the sense of “now” (the present) intrinsic to consciousness, and uses it as a “temporal landmark” 

in which past and future are always relative to it (Núñez & Cooperrider, 2013, p. 222). Núñez and 

Cooperrider note now acts as a “deictic center” — as it changes, so do referents like “tomorrow” 

(p. 220). In Figure 7 the deictic center “now” is co-located with the ego (self). 
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Figure 7: Internal D-time 

Internal D-time uses the sagittal axis, which runs through the body, typically from front-to-back 

(with the future in front and the past behind), or more unusually from back-to-front (with the past 

in front, and the future behind), with other variations possible like the future being uphill (Gaby 

& Sweetser, 2017, pp. 642-644). Figure 7 through Figure 10 are adapted from a single figure in 

Núñez and Cooperrider (2013). I have simplified the figures to show D-time and S-time as used 

in English, ignoring cultural variations. Most languages (including Tajiki) and cultures spatially 

locate the future in front of the body, and the past behind. For example, the English language 
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phrase “Going forward, we will . . . ” is a by now ubiquitous example of locating the future in 

front. However, phenomena like war can affect the spatial location of some past events in thought 

independently of language, which I address in the section Spatial Time Construals and the Past 

That Lies Before Us on p. 151. 

Internal D-time has two variants. “We’ve put the civil war behind us now” demonstrates 

the EGO MOVING case, which has a static landscape: in this instance, the ego (“we”) moves 

through a landscape in which the civil war is a temporal event that stays in its position; as we 

move forward, we leave it behind. “The end of the battle is rapidly approaching” is an instance of 

internal D-time’s second variant, the TIME MOVING case. We are in fixed position, and the future 

event (the battle’s end) is approaching us from the front. “This hospital stay is really dragging on” 

is another example of TIME MOVING internal D-time, whereas “you are racing through your meal” 

is an example of EGO MOVING internal D-time. 

Assessing the spatial nature of the two variations of internal D-time, Bender and Beller 

(2014) cite Talmy (2000) and Traugott (1978) to state the two variations “are simply two 

different perspectives on the exact same scene — mirror images or figure/ground reversals of 

each other” (p. 347). That reversal explains why there are no arrowheads on the sagittal axis in 

Figure 7. Zheng et al. (2019) evaluate the role of emotion in determining which of the two 

variations of internal D-time someone chooses to mentally represent a future event. They 

conclude desirable events make the adoption of the EGO MOVING case more likely, whereas 

events people would prefer to avoid result in the TIME MOVING case. They argue “this is not hard 

to comprehend because looking forward to positive events and keeping away from negative ones 

is consistent with the human nature of seeking pleasure and avoiding pain” (p. 10). However, they 

note their findings are complicated by a person’s emotional state in the present as they 

contemplate future events. 
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Expressions like “the civil war made me the man I am today” and “during the civil war, 

people in our village went hungry” use external D-time (Figure 8). External D-time always uses a 

third-person visual perspective. Instead of the deictic center being co-located with the ego, as in 

the case of internal D-time, it “is displaced to an external locus” (Núñez & Cooperrider, 2013, p. 

222). The axis in Figure 8 is lateral, running from left-to-right. In literate cultures, writing 

direction heavily influences whether the past is on the left or the right, or top or bottom, for both 

external D-time and S-time (Gaby & Sweetser, 2017; Núñez & Cooperrider, 2013). Technologies 

like calendars, flowcharts, and timelines make it seem natural for literate cultures to conceive of 

the axis as a mental timeline (Gaby & Sweetser, 2017; Núñez & Cooperrider, 2013; Sinha & 

Gärdenfors, 2014). 
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Figure 8: External D-time 

To illustrate both external D-time (Figure 8) and S-time (Figure 9), Núñez and Cooperrider 

(2013) place the mental timeline in front of a head, in contrast to the line running through or 

beneath the feet of a body as in internal D-time (Figure 7). That is why external D-time and S-

time use a third-person visual perspective, of course — the third-person visual perspective simply 

visualizes the ego being displaced onto an external locus.  

Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) do not discuss differing modes of self-consciousness with 

respect to spatial time construals. From my theoretical perspective, internal D-time is associated 

with pre-reflective self-consciousness, whereas external D-time and S-time use a reflective mode 
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of consciousness. The differing modes of self-consciousness are reflected in the figures. The 

figure representing internal D-time features a whole body, exemplifying the phenomenological 

character of pre-reflective self-consciousness. The figures representing external D-time and S-

time feature only a head, exemplifying the conceptual character of reflective self-consciousness.  

A clue to identify the difference between internal and external D-time is that with internal 

D-time, the ego moves or can potentially move on a path through a temporal landscape (ego-

moving case), or the temporal landscape moves or can potentially move on a path in relation to 

the ego (time-moving case). With external D-time, if the temporal landscape moves, it does not 

move in relation to the ego, e.g. “It is now 20 minutes ahead of 1 p.m.” (Núñez & Sweetser, 2006, 

pp. 408-412). As such, an expression like “the future looks bright” is an example of the time-

moving variant of internal D-time, because although the bright future is not moving toward the 

ego, it could be, as in “the future is becoming brighter”. 

S-time “concerns the relation of one temporal landmark to another, with no mandatory 

anchoring to the present moment” (Núñez & Cooperrider, 2013, p. 220). That is, events act as 

landmarks. Because there is as yet no real indication that S-time ever has an internal variant, for 

now it always uses a third-person visual perspective (Figure 9). An example of S-time is “Before 

the civil war, people in my city lived well.” Because S-time has no deictic center — no sense of 

now — a thought like “before the civil war, people in my city lived well” will make sense 

regardless of when it comes to mind. 
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Figure 9: S-time 

In contrast to both internal and external D-time, S-time lacks a mandatory deictic center, because 

“there is simply no future and no past in S-time, just earlier-than and later-than relationships” 

(Núñez & Cooperrider, 2013, p. 220). Consequently, a statement referring to earlier or later than 

an event or other temporal landmark is S-time; a statement referring to earlier or later than now is 

external D-time. 

S-time is analogous to John McTaggart’s well-known B-series time concept, and D-time 

is the counterpart to McTaggart’s A-series time. Núñez and Cooperrider note “as different as they 

are, D-time and S-time share a central feature: they both refer to ‘series’ of ordered temporal 
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events” (p. 221). In other words, D-time and S-time “refer to ordered series of events or 

landmarks that are themselves temporal entities” (p. 223). 

The fact that Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) refer to a series of events is significant. They 

distinguish between event series and what they call “micro-features of events”: 

Linguists have long examined more fine-grained features of event structure, under the 

labels of ‘aspect’ and ‘aktionsart’. It remains an interesting possibility that these micro-

features of events are construed spatially as well, but cognitive scientists to date have 

primarily focused on the spatial construal of event series (D-time and S-time) and of 

duration (T-span). (p. 221) 

The implication for the spatiotemporal self of distinguishing between (1) a series of events and 

(2) the fine-grained details of an event is meaningful. When ethnographic respondents talk about 

an event, it is unrealistic to expect to find D-time and S-time in every fine-grained detail of the 

event, even when those fine details linguistically encode time through tense and aspect. 

Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) write T-span (Figure 10) “refers to durations, perceivable 

or quantifiable temporal magnitudes — temporal spans — than [sic] can be compared to each 

other”, like “‘five minutes’, ‘the whole morning’, or ‘several months’” (pp. 221,223). They note 

T-span is “radically different” from its D-time and S-time counterparts (pp. 221,223). Unlike D-

time and S-time, T-span is wholly conceptual: Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) write “the 

conceptual nature of T-span can be more easily grasped when considering durations that 

transcend known biological mechanisms for time tracking, such as millennia” (p. 221). 

Additionally, T-span does not require temporal landmarks, even though it can be attached to 

them, e.g. “the war was five long years.” 
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Figure 10: T-span 

Needless to say, T-span does not have a visual perspective associated with it, which is of real 

significance to the spatiotemporal self.  

As I discussed on p. 13 in Chapter 1, Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) argue that in contrast 

to Western philosophical tradition, the three spatial time construals demonstrate the concept of 

time is not monolithic. Núñez and Cooperrider argue time is a mosaic of overlapping cognitive 

processes with complex and as yet not well understood connections to cultural, maturational, and 

evolutionary phenomena (p. 227). In other words, what we call “time” is a set of concepts, 

perceptions and interpretations that are clearly distinguishable but nonetheless related to each 

other. And indeed, in daily life, we effortlessly use and combine the three spatial time construals 

— deictic, sequence, and duration — to represent our rich lived temporal experience. For 

example, the D-time expression “in the past, people went hungry in our village” can be modified 

to “20 years ago, people went hungry in our village”, which combines T-span and external D-

time. The expression can be further modified to include S-time: “20 years ago, people went 

hungry in our village, but then food aid arrived and we were saved”. Not all combinations are 

valid, however. For example, as Núñez and Sweetser (2006) note, researchers have not observed 
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a language that combines the two variants of internal D-time as in “We and Christmas are 

approaching each other” (p. 411). 

The discussion earlier in this chapter on the dual-faceted self demonstrated that visual 

perspectives of the self are not merely the outcome of an already formed thought-process — they 

also meaningfully influence thought and even behavior (p. 105). No such theoretical claim is 

made in the literature on spatial time construals, but it is reasonable to explore if a similar 

dynamic exists. Specifically, if someone adopts a third-person visual perspective of themselves in 

relation to an event, does it cause them to construe time using external D-time or S-time? 

Similarly, does adopting a first-person visual perspective cause them to construe time using 

internal D-time? 

Combinations of S-time and D-time  

Cognitive scientists Chris Sinha and Peter Gärdenfors (2014) argue S-time relations in the right 

circumstances “often blend aspects of both D-time and S-time” (p. 8). That is, when S-time is 

expressed via a metaphor representing spatial position, Sinha and Gärdenfors argue S-time takes 

on some of the attributes of D-time. By way of example, they contrast the statement “check-in is 

before security” with “check-in is ahead of security” (p. 8). They argue “check-in is before 

security” is an instance of a nonmetaphoric S-time expression, whereas “check-in is ahead of 

security” is an instance of S-time expressed using a positional metaphor. “Check-in is ahead of 

security” fits the requirements of S-time — it has two temporal landmarks, check-in and security, 

with the former being related to the latter. Furthermore, there is no explicit sense of now. But 

Sinha and Gärdenfors note positional metaphors of this kind “can be oriented along a direction 

anchored to the perspective of the speaker, experiencer, or imagined third party” (p. 8) — that is, 

from the visual perspective of an individual and their mental timeline, check-in is spatially 

located ahead of security (even if not located as such in actual space). Sinha and Gärdenfors 
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(2014) do not differentiate between internal and external D-time; consequently they do not 

discuss whether they believe internal D-time and its sagittal axis or external D-time and its lateral 

axis best represent the ego’s visual perspective. In a way it does not matter — which visual 

perspective an individual adopts will depend on what they are thinking.  

A more fundamental point arises from Sinha and Gärdenfors’ analysis, however, with 

practical implications for this dissertation’s analysis. Instead of instances of S-time that use 

positional metaphor being a blend of S-time and D-time, is it instead better to conceive of the 

instance of S-time generating an instance of D-time, somewhat parallel to the way that for Peirce 

(1985) all signs contain an interpretant that is itself another sign? For instance, regarding the 

“check-in is ahead of security” example, if a neophyte traveler in an airport heard that statement, 

after realizing it refers to a sequence of two steps (which in this example constitute a rule) that 

must be followed regardless of which day they occur, presumably the traveler would be prompted 

to immediately reflect on their own situation in the here and now. As such, the traveler 

effortlessly transitions from thinking about the sequence that is always applicable to everyone, to 

what they must personally do if they want to catch their flight that day. S-time seamlessly turns 

into D-time. A preference for the term “check-in is ahead of security” over “check-in is before 

security” may reflect a nonconscious recognition of the practicality of the transition. If so, rather 

than a blend of S-time and D-time, it is more a case of them acting in conjunction with one 

another. 

Compelling combinations of S-time and D-time are probably not limited to positional 

metaphors. Calendars and clocks represent both S-time and external D-time. Sinha and 

Gärdenfors (2014) state “calendric time is, by definition, S-time representation” (p. 3). They are 

clearly correct to note “calendars and clocks represent conventional, metric [i.e. chronological] S-

time interval sequences” (p. 6). But as Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) also note, when reading a 

calendar “it is always possible to locate ‘today’, as well as ‘yesterday’ and ‘tomorrow’” (p. 223). 
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One of the major points of a clock is to represent now, of course, not just S-time interval 

sequences.  

The forgoing discussion raises an obvious question — how should unclear or puzzling 

cases of temporal phenomena that could be both S-time and D-time be categorized? Should they 

be categorized as a blend of the two, or as indicative of a generative function? That is largely an 

analytical choice, rather than an empirical one.  

Incidentally, Sinha and Gärdenfors (2014) argue all cultures use the spatial time 

construals D-time and S-time. But they also argue against “the widespread assumption that time 

is everywhere, for all people, a distinct cognitive domain or dimension” (p. 1). That contrasts 

with my own contention that time is a dimension of reality, as briefly mentioned in Chapter 1. 

They argue time is not a distinct dimension of reality because “event representation is the 

fundamental basis of the human understanding of, and communication about, time” (p. 8). That 

is, “the cognitive and linguistic representation of events, and inter-event relationships, is the key 

to understanding the human conceptualization of time” (p. 1). I agree that event representation is 

truly important.23 However, I am skeptical that event representation is so fundamental that it 

crowds out time as a dimension of reality. I revisit this argument in Chapter 5.  

Finally, Sinha and Gärdenfors (2014) note “calendric systems usually possess a recursive 

structure such that different time intervals are embedded within each other” (pp. 5-6). As my 

ethnographic data shows, temporal recursion is present among the statements made by my 

 
23 When writing this dissertation, I had planned to include an analysis of my ethnographic data using ideas 

on time and events developed by anthropologist Valerio Valeri (2014), in which Valeri distinguishes 

between syntagmatic relations and paradigmatic relations. However, the data I collected did not prove 

conducive to Valeri’s ideas because all the events most meaningful to my ethnographic respondents were 

from their direct experience. As Valeri (2014) himself notes, that made all of them instances of syntagmatic 

relations (p. 126). 
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ethnographic respondents. I use the term layer instead of recursion, but the general principle is 

similar.  

Overlapping Mental Representations of S-time and Order 

In the earlier section The Relationship Between Time and Space (p. 123) I mentioned a likely 

explanation for the relationship between time and space — the cooptation of brain circuits from 

one domain to another. I used that idea to discuss the limits to the reuse of space to construe time. 

There is another implication of neural reuse, however. Brain circuitry to represent space could be 

reused to construe other domains in addition to time. Multiple domains would then share neural 

resources.  

Two such domains are order and magnitude, which relate to S-time and T-span 

respectively. In this section I focus on order and S-time because of their relevance to my 

ethnographic data. Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) caution that S-time (like T-span) may not be 

“exclusively and inherently ‘temporal’” (p. 227). In other words, what S-time represents might 

also serve purposes other than before/after and earlier/later — depending on the context, S-time 

might instead be representing order. Incidentally, the concept of order is itself bound to dual-

purpose representations in at least one other mental domain: we distinguish between cardinal and 

ordinal numbers, i.e. between counting things and ordering them. Just as it would be obviously 

wrong to assume numbers represent only one or the other, it might also be wrong to assume the 

brain circuitry representing S-time is only about time. Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) speculate 

that “S-time concepts may in fact just be incidentally temporal — that is, manifestations of a 

more generic ordinal concept recruited (and spatialized) ad hoc” (p. 227). 

An outcome of neural reuse, then, is exactly as Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) state: 

“Concepts of time —  and their construals — are not uniform and they may partly overlap with 

and draw on concepts of other domains” (p. 227). That much is clear. What is less clear, however, 
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is how to then approach S-time analytically. The notion that S-time overlaps with order raises the 

same analytical question I raised in the previous section when discussing S-time and D-time 

hybrids. Do thoughts about the order of the features of an event blend with S-time representations 

of them, or do they generate S-time representations? 

This question of whether order and S-time are blended or generative is critical to the 

development of the spatiotemporal self because ethnographic reports about past events are 

typically saturated with accounts about the order things happened in. Ethnographic respondents 

report this happened, then that happened, and so on. Practically then, when respondents do so, 

analytically speaking are they referring to an aspect of time (and thus S-time), or merely the order 

in which things occurred, or a blend of both?  

I see analytical value in distinguishing between order and S-time, and seeing the 

relationship between the two as generative. The reason is simple: thinking about the order of 

things happening generates thought about their temporal order (i.e. before/after and earlier/later). 

The difference between order and temporal order is subtle but meaningful. It is meaningful 

because they are different. We can think about the order of events without thinking about their 

temporal order because we often take for granted the temporal attribute of transience, which is a 

constant in our lives. The difference between order and temporal order is subtle because order 

cannot be decisively dissociated from temporal order. The distinction between them is not as neat 

as the distinction between number concepts like cardinal and ordinal, for instance. The temporal 

attribute of transience means that as soon as any series of events (or features of a single event) are 

placed in order, it immediately follows that their appearance in time matters conceptually — 

should we care to think about it. When things happen in order rather than simultaneously, 

something simply must happen before or after something else.  
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Three Models of Time 

The next section of this dissertation analyzes John Paul Lederach’s ideas on time and 

peacebuilding in the light of spatial time construals. To aid the analysis, in this section I discuss 

three models of time from Bender and Beller (2014). These models are useful in the analysis of 

Lederach’s ideas. These models of time exist because as Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) write, 

“D-time, S-time, and T-Span constitute core concepts, but they do not necessarily exhaust all the 

desired properties involved in everyday notions of time” (p. 225). 

Bender and Beller (2014) distinguish properties of time from concepts of time. Galton’s 

time attributes discussed earlier are an example of properties of time. Time concepts are higher 

order. From my theoretical perspective they are better characterized as models of time rather than 

concepts, so that is the term I adopt here. Calling them models rather than concepts also helps 

avoid confusion with the term construal.  

Bender and Beller specify three broad time models — linear, cyclical, and radial (Figure 

11).24 Bender and Beller (2014) write “The concept of linear time is compatible with the 

experience of passing time and the irreversible courses of events. Typically, this concept also 

implies directionality. . . . Cognitive scientists tend to consider the linear concept as the prevailing 

concept of time in human thinking, and conceptualize its representation by a mental time line” (p. 

345). In their review of research on spatial time construals in 19 languages and dialects, seven of 

which are Indigenous, Bender and Beller conclude it is accurate to characterize linear time as the 

predominant time model (pp. 372-373).  

 
24 Figure 11 is my rendering of Table 3 from Bender and Beller (2014), with the text in the bottom-right 

edited for clarity. 
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Figure 11: Bender and Beller’s models of time 

As noted by many authors in addition to Bender and Beller, e.g. (Gell, 1992; Munn, 

1992; Núñez & Cooperrider, 2013), cyclical time is a type of linear time, except “the line forms a 

closed loop”, with other variations possible such as spirals or helixes (Bender & Beller, 2014, pp. 

345-346). Bender and Beller write cyclical time reflects “our experience of recurring time periods 

that structures our life” (p. 346), and is present in both non-Western and Western cultures (p. 

373). Like linear time, circular time features in Lederach’s understanding of time and 

peacebuilding. 

Bender and Beller (2014) note radial time is egocentric, and presupposes a deictic center 

(p. 373). Radial time “reflects the precision of memory (of the past) and anticipation (of the 

future), which is most pronounced for proximal events and decreases with distance from the 

subjective now, symmetrically into past and future” (p. 346). That is, radial time assumes more 

distant events in the past or future are less vivid, much like a bright light becomes dimmer at a 

distance. Bender and Beller argue “radial time has received the least amount of [theoretical] 

attention” (p. 346).  
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As I will demonstrate, radial time provides a partial explanation for an aspect of 

Lederach’s understanding of how time works during peacebuilding. From my theoretical 

perspective, a weakness of radial time is that memory only sometimes matches the model of it in 

radial time. When the distant past is alive — as is so often the case with warlike violence — 

distant events are not less meaningful than more recent events, and meaningful episodic 

memories from the distant past are not necessarily less precise than more recent episodic 

memories. 

An Expansive Notion of Self and Time Amidst the Uncertainty of War 

In this section and the next I discuss time, the self, and peacebuilding as found in the ideas of 

Lederach (2005). Lederach does not use spatial time construals. I attempt to recast Lederach’s 

understanding of time using the spatial time construals D-time, S-time, and T-span. Lederach’s 

analysis illustrates that conceiving of time as solely linear is untenable. Analyzing his ideas 

through the lens of spatial time construals also illustrates that linearity cannot be expunged, 

however. 

A chapter of Lederach’s The Moral Imagination (2005) is titled “On Time: The Past That 

Lies before Us”. The chapter details Lederach’s thinking about time and peacebuilding. It also 

illustrates the evolution of his ideas — as I mentioned in Chapter 1, he changed his own ideas by 

learning from peoples seeking to emerge from protracted violent conflict. Paramount among 

those who changed his thinking were Indigenous peoples.  

Lederach (2005) argues time is a vexing issue for conflict resolution and peacebuilding in 

large part because it reflects culturally stunted temporal norms, in addition to being under-

theorized. He says the Western ethos has an “extraordinarily narrow” imagination of time and 

place (p. 147). “The professions of conflict resolution and peacebuilding”, he argues, “are 

spacetime challenged” (p. 146). Lederach’s criticisms of conflict resolution and peacebuilding are 
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not hyperbolic. As Barbara Tint (2010) notes “many mediation and conflict resolution texts do 

not address the past at all, focusing instead on strategies and approaches for dealing with the 

present and the future” (p. 247).25 

Lederach’s sense of time begins with the self. For Lederach (2005), the self is a telling, 

which is a theoretical perspective strongly reminiscent of the self-as-story approach to the 

narrative self (discussed on p. 51). Lederach’s stance is far from unique, of course. Bellah (2011) 

draws upon Bruner (1990) and the psychoanalyst Roy Schafer to argue “the self is a telling”, 

because we tell stories to ourselves such that we are both the storyteller and the audience (pp. 34-

35). Emphasizing the social dimension of the self, Bellah adds the self is “inevitably a telling 

about others as well as the self” (p. 35). For Bellah both personal identity and social identity 

reside in the telling — he writes “Families, nations, religions (but also corporations, universities, 

departments of sociology) know who they are by the stories they tell” (p. 35). 

Lederach (2005) writes narrative is “the deep, formative telling of one’s story” (p. 143). 

Like Bellah, for Lederach narrative is about others as well as oneself. He argues people 

experiencing protracted violent conflict tell the creation story of who they are as a people, a 

survival story of where they are going — and if their story as a people is not broken or destroyed, 

a sense of how they will get to their desired future (Figure 12).26 Their origin narratives are 

buttressed by (1) remembered history — a “landscape of social memory that is kept alive” (p. 

142); (2) lived history — what they have directly experienced in their lifetimes; and (3) recent 

events. Lederach (2005) calls each of these temporal segments “a circle of time”, although they 

are schematically rendered as ellipses. The vision of a desired future is supplemented with ideas 

 
25 Failing to address the past is not only because of stunted temporal norms. For instance, Weine (2006) 

observes “the peace worker wants to build cultures of peace and reconciliation today, despite what 

happened before” (p. 94). 
26 Figure 12 is my rendition of a doodle in Lederach (2005). 
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of necessary social change and immediate preparatory steps. But these are details within a 

broader narrative that “connects the remote past of who we are with the remote future of how we 

will survive in the context of an expansive present where we share space and relationship” (p. 

146). The three questions at the heart of the narrative Lederach elucidates — Who are we? Where 

are we going? How we will get there? — spring from the same source as three questions 

identified by linguists Roman Jakobson and Dell Hymes, summarized by Beeman (2005b): “Who 

am I? What is going on? and What do I hope to accomplish?” (p. 1). 

A compelling example of an expansive present Lederach presents is that of the Mohawk 

Nation, whose decision-making considers seven generations into the past and seven generations 

into the future, creating what Lederach calls an “active present” of 14 generations (p. 133). 

Commenting on 1990 crisis negotiations between the Mohawk Nation and the Quebec and 

Canadian governments, Lederach (2005) writes: 

For the Mohawk, the past was alive. It accompanied every step of their journey. The very 

nature of who they were in that crisis and how they were in relationship with other 

peoples and nations arose from a historical context that was alive in their physical and 

social geography. Most important, the past was alive in the responsibility they felt for the 

well-being of the lands and the lives of their great-grandchildren. For the Mohawk, it was 

as if the negotiation table were an expansive space of time that connected the voices of a 

distant but very much alive past with a distant but very much present future. The active 

present was fourteen generations. (p. 133) 
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Figure 12: Lederach’s peacebuilding framework 

The temporal assumptions in Figure 12 are consistent with spatial time construals 

external D-time, S-time, and T-span, with one significant exception that I discuss below. Figure 

13 overlays Figure 12 with spatial time construals. What Lederach calls the active present is T-
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span, whether it be a duration of 14 generations or some other value. That its temporal span 

always includes the deictic center now (and thus includes D-time) is not irrelevant, but as I 

discussed in the section Three Core Spatial Time Construals (p. 127), spatial time construals are 

often combined. I return to this topic below when discussing external D-time. Figure 13 assumes 

the active present starts somewhere in remembered history and ends somewhere in future social 

change. In practice, where the active present starts and ends will of course depend on the 

particulars of the situation. 
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Figure 13: The three core spatial time construals in Lederach’s peacebuilding 

framework 

Starting on the left, the sequence of narrative, remembered history, and so on through to 

the desired future on the right, can only be S-time. The arrow pointing to crisis conveys the sense 
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that S-time is ordered, with the rightward direction reflecting the familiar left-to-right direction of 

written English. The sequence is linear in the sense that whatever set of events come to transpire, 

they occur one after the other, irrespective of whether the events represent a regression from or a 

step toward a desired future.  

From the perspective of a people trying to emerge from protracted violent conflict, the 

sense of now — in the narrow sense, not the expansive, active present sense — is conveyed by 

the center of the figure, at the space where the three sets of ellipses converge. The sets of ellipses 

emanating from it neatly convey that the narrow sense of now is embedded in a more expansive 

active present. The figure’s inclusion of now means it necessarily incorporates external D-time. 

Because the deictic center is displaced in external D-time, and the ego looks onto D-time from an 

external (i.e. third-person) visual perspective, the mind’s eye can visually comprehend the 

entirety of the distant past and imagined future in one take. 

About the claim that the active present is construed as both T-span and external D-time, 

consider this: the sense of now from D-time in the active present acts as a temporal landmark for 

T-span. And much like S-time and D-time can combine in ways that we may conceive of as either 

a blend of the two, or as a generative function, so too can D-time and T-span. Again, theorizing 

them as a blend or as a generative function is an analytical choice. 

The three core spatial time construals fail to represent the entirety of Lederach’s sense of 

time in one important respect: external D-time’s linearity. Note the arrowheads at either ends of 

the top- and bottom-most arrows in  Figure 12 — they go from the center in both directions. They 

arise from Lederach’s decisive rejection of a linear sense of deictic time. Lederach (2005) argues 

understanding “that collective narrative and survival are connected” repudiates the idea that time 

is “a commodity found in a linear sequence where the remote past and remote future are separated 

at the extreme ends” (p. 146). He urges his peacebuilding and conflict resolution colleagues “to 

link the past and the future rather than force a false choice between them” (p. 147). As I quoted 
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him in the opening pages of Chapter 1, Lederach also argues that “peacebuilding requires respect 

for the center and the edges of time and space, where the deep past and the horizon of our future 

are sewn together, creating a circle of time” (p. 147). 

One theoretical response to Lederach’s assertion that external D-time is circular is to 

adopt one of the nonlinear models of time theorized by Bender and Beller (2014), discussed in the 

previous section. That is precisely what Lederach does, of course, when he states the deep past 

and future horizon create a circle of time. Treating external D-time as circular has the advantage 

of being conceptually simple. Its simplicity is its weakness, however. Conceptually it does not 

demand much other than requiring the connection of past and future.  

A variant of radial time is more theoretically interesting. External D-time and T-span can 

combine to create a model that embraces past and future without insisting that strength diminishes 

as the distance from the deictic center increases. The very structure of  Figure 12 suggests D-time 

radiating out from now, the deictic center. Just as T-span can embrace the entirety of the active 

present without bias to either past, future, or any point in between, T-span can also be made to 

embrace the entirety of the deep past and the horizon of the future as portrayed in  Figure 12. The 

advantage of this variant of the radial model is that it encompasses past and future while still 

allowing for external D-time’s directionality from the past to the future. Its disadvantage is that it 

is not as conceptually simple as the circular model of external D-time.  

No matter whether a circular or a variant of radial time is adopted, both models must 

confront the reality that time is transient. It bears reaffirming: time is not a static medium. Even if 

a model of time is conceived of as static, when applied to life it will be put in motion. Transience 

demands that both models must be in motion in space. A transient circular model of time might be 

a ball rolling through space; a radial-like model might be an orb traversing along a path. Either 

way, once in motion, the temporal property directionality comes into play. And directionality 
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suggests another temporal property, linearity. Transience means linearity cannot be completely 

purged, even in circular or radial models of time. 

Spatial Time Construals and the Past That Lies Before Us 

As mentioned in the opening pages of this dissertation and in the previous section, Lederach not 

only theorizes an expansive notion of time connecting past and future — he also conceives of the 

past as alive. Another way of saying the violent past is alive is to say it seems recent regardless of 

when it occurred (Argenti, 2007; Bevernage, 2012; Haanstad, 2009; Lorenz & Bevernage, 2013). 

Journalist Chris Hedges (2002) maintains that in the midst of war “it is the dead who rule” (p. 

94). In some instances, wartime violence from even thousands of years ago can seem recent: “For 

ordinary Iranians, the waves of external conquest which have buried their land over the centuries: 

Alexander and the Greeks, the Arabs, Ghengis Khan and the Mongols — are as alive as if they 

happened yesterday” (Beeman, 2005a, p. 27). The T-span marking the violent past and the 

present is collapsed so that the past is experienced as integral to the present. Or as Birth (2006a) 

puts it, “the past is immanent” (p. 169).  

To fully understand the idea of the past as alive, Lederach (2005) suggests his fellow 

peacebuilding and conflict resolution professionals develop “a deep capacity to imagine the past 

that lies before us” (p. 138). The idea is truly important to him: the phrase “the past that lies 

before us” appears six times in the text of his chapter on time and peacebuilding, in addition to 

appearing in the chapter’s subtitle. Despite how important the idea is, however, Lederach’s 

peacebuilding framework (Figure 12) does not portray the past as being in front. The cause of its 

omission is simple: Figure 12 represents external D-time (as well as S-time and T-span), whereas 

“the past that lies before us” is a form of internal D-time. It is difficult if not impossible to 

conceive of a diagram that elegantly represents both internal and external D-time simultaneously. 
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Placing the past in front goes against the grain of not only English, but most languages 

and probably most cultures. For Núñez and Cooperrider (2013), placing the future in front and the 

past behind is “a widespread pattern” (p. 222). Exactly what proportion of languages 

metaphorically place the future in front is unknown, but de la Fuente et al. (2014) and Gaby and 

Sweetser (2017) assert many if not most do. The reason why most languages and cultures place 

the future in front might be because of the human experience of forward motion along a path. As 

psychologists and cognitive scientists de la Fuente et al. (2014) put it, “Human bodies have an 

intrinsic front, which determines how they move forward through space (literally) and through 

time (metaphorically). When people walk along a path, the points they have already passed lie 

behind them, and the points they will travel to in the future lie ahead of them” (p. 1). 

The Andean language Aymara is an example of a language that metaphorically places the 

past in front (Núñez & Sweetser, 2006). But the case of the speakers of a Moroccan dialect of 

Arabic, Darija, is more relevant to Lederach’s exhortation to peacebuilders to place the past in 

front. Standard Arabic is like English in placing the future in front; Darija does the same. 

However, as revealed by everyday gestures and lab-based experiments, Darija speakers think of 

the past as being in front (de la Fuente et al., 2014). That is, the way Darija speakers conceptually 

map time onto space is the reverse of how they express those same mappings using the 

spatiotemporal metaphors in their spoken and written language.  

From a social perspective, broadly speaking there are two possible levels to explain the 

reversal between how speakers talk and think about space-time mappings: (1) a societal wide 

explanation that highlights culture, whether at the level of the nation or the broader community, 

and (2) an individual’s life circumstances that highlight their specific life experiences, or other 

factors like their age. In their study of Moroccans and Spaniards, de la Fuente et al. (2014) do 

both. They argue Moroccan culture, in contrast to Spanish culture, encourages Darija speakers to 
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pay attention to the past.27 To analyze cognitive space-time mappings within a culture, de la 

Fuente et al. also examine age based differences, finding that “older Spaniards, who are likely to 

be more past focused compared with younger Spaniards, were also more likely to produce a past-

in-front mapping” (p. 8). They also found that younger Spaniards could be induced to place the 

past in front by focusing their attention on the past (p. 7).   

To explain their research results, de la Fuente et al. (2014) discuss what they call a 

“temporal-focus hypothesis” in which people who focus on the future place the future in front, 

and those who focus on the past place the past in front: “in people’s mental models, they should 

place in front of them whichever pole of the spacetime continuum they tend to ‘focus on’ 

metaphorically — locating it where they could focus on it literally with their eyes if events in 

time were visible objects” (p. 7). De la Fuente et al. contrast their temporal-focus hypothesis with 

a competing explanation in which the past is “in front because the past is known (i.e., seen) and 

the future unknown (i.e., unseen)” (p. 8). They write “Placing what is known in front of us is not 

the same as placing what we focus on in front of us: The future can be placed in front because we 

focus our attention on it, even though it cannot be known” (p. 8). 

The implication of de la Fuente et al.’s study for war survivors is clear. Wartime events 

can be deeply meaningful to survivors. The extent to which survivors pay attention to the wartime 

past will influence the extent to which the wartime past lies in front, not behind. When this occurs 

among enough survivors, a subculture can develop that places the violent past in front.  

De la Fuente et al. conclude with an important observation: “Since implicit space-time 

mappings can change more flexibly than explicit spatial metaphors for time in language, the way 

 
27 De la Fuente et al. draw on the work of medical anthropologist Josep Lluís Mateo Dieste (2010) to argue 

“compared with many Europeans and Americans, Moroccans tend to focus more on past times and older 

generations, they are more observant of ancient rituals, and they place more value on tradition” (de la 

Fuente et al., 2014, p. 3). 
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people are thinking about time at any moment may be exactly reversed from the way they are 

talking about it” (p. 8). If the language spoken by war survivors uses spatiotemporal metaphors 

that place the future in front (like English and Tajiki), those spatiotemporal metaphors would 

mislead researchers who mistakenly assume spoken language metaphors directly represent the 

conceptual thought of the speaker at that moment. 

One possibility Lederach raises not discussed by de la Fuente et al. is that of the past and 

future being connected, which implies both are in front.28 That is, if someone is paying attention 

to both the past and the future simultaneously, both will appear in front. Spoken language 

metaphors that present both the past and the future in front are likely rare, or perhaps even non-

existent. If so, that is more evidence in favor of the cognitive flexibility we humans enjoy.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has at numerous points stressed the complexity of the self, time, and topics related to 

them — complexity that is reflected in the ethnographic data. But as the cognitive psychologist 

and linguist Steven Pinker is fond of saying in his talks and publications about good academic 

writing, we know the subject is complex — tell us what you are going to do about it (Pinker, 

2014; The Royal Institution, 2015, October 28). Happily, in this chapter several questions have 

arisen with which to give direction to the specific problem of what war does to a survivor’s sense 

of time, and the more general problem of developing the spatiotemporal self paradigm. I will 

confront and attempt to answer these questions in the data analysis and conclusions in Chapters 4 

and 5. 

The following questions are variations on a basic question: does the ethnographic data 

support or refute the theoretical claims arising from the literature? Specifically: 

 
28 Daniel Casasanto says he has unpublished data that demonstrates people can conceive both past and 

future being in front (personal communication, June 2020). 
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1. Regarding the dual-faceted self, is a first-person visual perspective associated with the 

minimal (experiential) self? That is, is the first-person visual perspective associated with 

a phenomenological description of events, lives, or society, illustrating or emphasizing 

experience? Is the third-person visual perspective associated with the narrative 

(conceptual) self? That is, is the third-person visual perspective associated with a broader 

conceptual or more abstract description of events, lives, or society, illustrating or 

emphasizing their meaning? Does the third-person visual perspective incorporate 

information about events beyond the incident itself? 

2. Regarding spatial construals of time, are phenomenologically oriented descriptions 

associated with a relatively brief temporal span, and with internal D-time? Are 

conceptually oriented descriptions associated with a longer or more expansive temporal 

span, and with external D-time or S-time? If so, does adopting a visual perspective of the 

self effectively mean adopting the associated spatial time construal? 

3. Is the violent past alive? That is, does it seem recent, regardless of when the violence 

occurred? If so, what does it mean for it to be alive, practically? 

4. Does the use of one visual perspective prime subsequent thought? 

5. Do civil war memories important to ethnographic respondents mostly use a first- or third-

person visual perspective? Specifically, do older memories use a third-person 

perspective? How about flashbulb-like memories? 

6. What role does visual perspective play in emotion? Does shifting to a third-person visual 

perspective cause decreased vividness, a sense of reliving, or an intensity of emotion? 

7. Are attributions of things that have happened generated by the minimal self or the 

narrative self? (What I have termed the attribution problem.) 

8. Does any ethnographic data clearly demonstrate the unconscious prompting thought? 
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CHAPTER THREE: Wartime Accounts 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, trauma has become a culturally pervasive explanation for the mental 

state of those affected by war. Trauma prompts us to question if survivors of violent calamities 

are psychically damaged, which has important moral, legal, and social consequences (Fassin & 

Rechtman, 2009). Trauma’s cultural dominance primes psychic damage to be the default 

explanation for why survivors feel war to be recent. But even if we do not simply assume there is 

something wrong with survivors, we are still confronted by the fact that a survivor’s subjective 

experience of time differs radically from objective reality. In that sense the time of war survivors 

might seem to be a departure from expected reality. In short, one might instead assume their 

temporal experience is abnormal.  

Compounding matters, a topic like the experience of time after war can seem ethereal and 

impractical. Consequently, one might imagine a war survivor’s temporal experience is 

unimportant compared to more pressing concerns.  

To confront such expectations, and to set the stage for my ethnographic respondents’ 

experiences, I use the mountainous landscape of Yazgulom and a neighboring valley to illustrate 

why the experience of time after war is normal and meaningful. Mountains can prompt new ways 

to think about time. 

A Mountainous Presence 

Mountaineer and Asian studies scholar Edwin Bernbaum (1997) writes “mountains can offer a 

vision of something pure and eternal, beyond the corruptions of time” (p. xxi). He adds 

“mountains rise over the surrounding countryside in undisputed splendor, sovereigns of the 

valleys, plains and lesser hills beneath them” (p. xvi). When first visiting Yazgulom, initial 
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impressions of it are dominated by its majestic mountains. Any discussion of Yazgulom that does 

not convey their presence is incomplete. 

 

Figure 14: The raw immensity of a mountainside in Motravn (2016) 

Yazgulom is a narrow mountain valley whose gnarled, steep sides are for the most part totally 

bereft of any vegetation, even grass. Tens of millions of years of rain, wind and earthquakes have 

battered the valley walls and slopes, producing surprising amounts of sedimentation that gathers 

in densely packed motionless flows of stones and dirt that can reach high up the valley sides. 

Despite the erosion, the valley’s rockface remains imposing and impenetrable. The valley’s 

cragged flanks so tower over everything else that one never forgets they are surrounded by rock 

in every direction. Occasionally, when looking up to the deep blue sky, past the vast expanse of 

rock, one could feel the sky’s presence. How different time and space seemed on such occasions. 

Space was compressed; it was as if the upper atmosphere was close, and space was in reach. The 
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Earth was home, a sanctuary, but it was in space. The rocks were ancient and we are not; but the 

Earth did not seem so old when in the cosmic expanse of space. 

Compared to the major valleys in the Pamir mountains, Yazgulom is tucked out of the 

way. It does not lead anywhere else habitable by humans, making it easy to pass by and miss. 

Unless one has reason to visit it, or knows someone who lives there, knowing nothing about it is 

typical for most Tajiks and foreigners alike. 

 

Figure 15: Panorama of Motravn (2016) 

The Pamir formed when the Indian continental plate collided with the Eurasian 

continental plate. The Pamir and the western Tian Shan form “the northwestern tip of the India-

Asia collision zone” (Daniel et al., 2017, p. 342). Fuchs et al. (2013) write the Pamir constitute 

“one of Earth’s largest and most rapidly deforming intra-continental orogens” (p. 1985).1 The 

India-Asia collision started some 40–50 million years ago (Wicander & Monroe, 2016), although 

some scholars suggest it may have begun as long as 63–65 million years ago (Ding et al., 2017).  

 
1 “An orogeny is an episode of intense rock deformation, or mountain building, that results from 

compressive forces generated by colliding plates. As one plate is subducted under another plate, 

sedimentary and volcanic rocks are folded and faulted along the plate margin while the more deeply buried 

rocks are subjected to regional metamorphism” (Wicander & Monroe, 2016, p. 59). 
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To the north of Yazgulom lies the valley of Vanj. Separating them is a portion of what 

geologists call the Yazgulom Dome, the bulk of which extends considerably further to the north 

and east of the Yazgulom valley itself. As it emerged, the Yazgulom Dome “exhumed high-

grade, middle to lower crustal metamorphic rocks of Cenozoic age” (Fuchs et al., 2013, p. 1986), 

placing their age within the last 66 million years.2 The Yazgulom Dome, along with other central 

Pamir domes, “were all exhumed from about the same 25–35 km depth beginning at essentially 

the same time: 22–20 Ma [22–20 million years ago]” (Hacker et al., 2017, p. 1761). Fuchs et al. 

(2013) argue “cooling ages date the peak exhumation” of the Yazgulom Dome to around 15 

million years ago (p. 1998). 

 

 

Figure 16: Looking east from the outskirts of the village Bidun (2016) 

 
2 Metamorphic rock is “any rock altered in the solid state from preexisting rocks by any combination of 

heat, pressure, and chemically active fluids” (Wicander & Monroe, 2016, p. 425). 
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The Vanj and Yazgulom valleys are neighbors whose lower ends both open into the Panj 

(also spelled Pyandzh or Pyanj) river valley, their rivers draining from east to west. Yet the two 

valleys are starkly different, even to the untrained eye. Vanj is much wider than Yazgulom (see 

Figure 17). The shape of Vanj’s valley consists of such languorously flowing curves that it is 

practically straight, whereas the majority of Yazgulom is made of turns that by comparison are 

abrupt (even if not spectacularly so), especially in the lower part inhabited by humans. How could 

the two valleys be so different? Geologists do not yet definitively know why. At least three major 

factors are in play. 3 The first is glaciers. When they exist they “are far more effective agents of 

erosion” than running water (Plummer et al., 2016, p. 288). Glaciers may have influenced both 

valleys’ shapes, but we do not know to what extent. In the upper end of Vanj sits the remainder of 

a formerly larger glacier. Further research might tell us if this glacier once filled the valley, 

widening it as it ground its way to perhaps as far as the Panj river. However, as M. C. Fuchs 

notes, “it would be far too much to explain the entire valley morphology with a glacial advance.” 

Moreover, glacial activity should have occurred in Yazgulom too, because the climate initiates 

glacial advances. If Vanj was widened by a glacier and Yazgulom was not, an explanation is 

required, because one ought to go with the other. The second major factor in the two valleys’ 

shapes is tectonic activity. Yazgulom’s winding shape might result from how the Yazgulom 

Dome was exhumed, and the density and type of its rocks. It might be that Vanj’s straight shape 

is the product of it being on the boundary of the central and northern Pamir. The boundary 

between central and northern Pamir is meaningful — as Daniel et al. (2017) note, the Paleotethys 

suture runs through Vanj, marking the line where two continental plates collided in the Triassic 

period, some 200 million years before the Yazgulom Dome emerged. The third major factor in 

 
3 I am indebted to geo-scientist Margret C. Fuchs for her generous explanation via personal communication 

of the geological forces that have contributed to the formation of Yazgulom and Vanj. 
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the two valleys’ shapes is what M. C. Fuchs identifies as internal feedbacks. The Yazgulom 

valley could be a lot younger than the Vanj valley — she argues the westward flowing Vanj river 

seems to have been in place for a long time, unlike the Yazgulom river. Consequently, the 

Yazgulom river has not had the chance to excavate the valley, modifying the valley to where it 

“wants to flow”. She suggests it might be that a “tectonic event (or some other trigger) could have 

re-organized the drainage” of Yazgulom, causing its river to change from a northward flow to its 

present-day westward flow. 

 

Figure 17: View of Vanj looking southwest from one of its lower villages (2016) 

There are several parallels between mountain geology, time, and war. The first is how we 

think about them — or rather, can come to think about them. With rare exceptions, everyone 

experiences both the Earth’s crust beneath their feet and time. They are truly ubiquitous. Yet 

without sufficient conceptual understanding of them, our experience of them takes us only so far. 

Knowing how, when, and from where mountains and valleys emerge, and why they form, 

transforms them from static presences into dynamic components of a broader planetary system. 

When we gain a meaningful understanding of the geological forces that propel continents and 

raise mountains, we can appreciate mountains and valleys in a new way — as something more 

than a mere platform upon which life lives and dies. Likewise, when we gain a fuller 

understanding of the human sense of time — how we experience it and conceptualize it — we 
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transform time from merely being a static medium in which life occurs to a dynamic medium 

with its own logic and pathways. Time becomes something worth pondering. 

The second parallel is that just as mountains have an undeniable presence, so does violent 

conflict, regardless of when it occurred. Coming to know that the northern part of Vanj is a 

couple of hundred million years older than neighboring Yazgulom makes little to no difference 

pragmatically — experientially, the grandeur of the two valleys is unchanged. They are both 

magnificent. Few who have experienced war see it as magnificent, but regardless of one’s 

feelings for it, war is tremendously significant. For its survivors, wartime events seem like 

yesterday because of that special significance. It matters not whether the temporal span between 

when war occurred and the present is measured in years, decades or centuries. Wartime events 

stand out because they are important. War rises above the mundane. Or as Hedges (2002) puts it 

in the title of his book, “war is a force that gives us meaning”. 

Finally, the third parallel is that geologists explicitly conceptualize time using spatial 

time construals. In addition to T-span, they use two spatial time construals that match precisely 

with D-time and S-time. Geology’s D-time is called numerical dating, which “provides specific 

dates for rock units or events expressed in years before the present” (Wicander & Monroe, 2016, 

p. 66). S-time corresponds exactly to relative dating, which “is placing geologic events in 

sequential order as determined from their positions in the geologic record. Relative dating does 

not tell us how long ago a particular event took place, only that one event preceded another” 

(Wicander & Monroe, 2016, p. 66). 

Yazgulom, Yazgulomis, and the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast 

Yazgulom is found in the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast (GBAO), also known as the 

Tajik Pamirs. Pamiris and non-Pamiris tend to use the terms Badakhshan and Pamirs 

interchangeably. The Pamirs are both mountainous and isolated. Only a few roads enter and 
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traverse the Pamirs. The major road is the M41, also called the Pamir Highway. Access to parts of 

GBAO can be difficult during winter, and even today some populated parts of the Pamirs have no 

vehicular access no matter what time of the year. 

The surface area of GBAO is approximately 64,000 km, “nearly half of the total surface 

area of Tajikistan” (Middleton, 2016, p. 245). Although it dominates the entire eastern part of the 

country, it is relatively lightly populated, with an estimated population of 216,000 (Middleton, 

2016, p. 245).4  The historic territory of Badakhshan is found in what is today Tajikistan and 

Afghanistan, with the Panj river serving as the international border. Badakhshan is split in two as 

a consequence of the 1895 Pamir Agreement between Russia and Britain during their “Great 

Game”.5  

Khorog (Tajik: Хоруғ, also spelled Khorugh) is GBAO’s capital, located in the Western 

Pamirs at the confluence of the Ghund (also spelled Gunt and Gund) and Panj rivers, alongside 

the border with Afghanistan. Khorog’s population is roughly 30,000. 

Alternate spellings for Yazgulom include Yazghulam, Yazghulom, Yazgulam, 

Yazgulyam, Yazgulem, and Yasgulem. The six primary settlements in Yazgulom are Motravn 

(the largest and closest to the valley entrance; Tajiki: Мотравн), Shawed, Bidun, Vishkharv, 

Andarbag, and (farthest from the entrance) Zhamak.6 Past Zhamak in a part of the valley 

inaccessible by road is the hamlet of Zaich, which has 12 families. Motravn and Zhamak are both 

 
4 Bliss (2005) estimates GBAO’s entire population in 1900 was approximately 30,000 (p. 48). As an 

example of how sparsely populated GBAO was historically, Bliss notes the Danish military officer Ole 

Olufsen reported that in 1898/99 there were only 33 houses between Khorog and present day Ishkashim, 

which did not exist then (Bliss, 2005, p. 47; Olufsen, 1904, pp. 56-57). 
5 Bliss (2005) thoughtfully discusses the history of the British and Russian machinations in the region (pp. 

67-74). 
6 Alternate spellings include Shavud, Budun, and Zhamag (Tiessen et al., 2010). 
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1.8 km at their longest points as the crow flies. Each village is separated by an average of 3 km by 

gravel road, with a minimum of 800 m and a maximum of 5.2 km.  

The Yazgulomi population today probably number around 10,000 when including those 

Yazgulomis who live elsewhere in Tajikistan. In 2003 and 2004, Tiessen et al. (2010) used local 

government statistics to determine that the population in the Yazgulom valley was just over 

6,000. Drawing on less reliable reports, Tiessen et al. (2010) estimated the total population of 

Yazgulomis living in Tajikistan to be about 9,000. In 1915, the Hungarian-born British 

archaeologist Sir Marc Aurel Stein found only 190 families in Yazgulom (1933, p. 322). Lemon 

(2013) found cousin marriage to be entrenched.  

Yazgulomis speak their own language, Yazgulomi, which is a member of the Pamir 

language group. A closely related language Old Wanji was spoken in neighboring Vanj, but is 

now extinct (Edelman & Dodykhudoeva, 2009, p. 776). Edelman and Dodykhudoeva (2009) 

place Yazgulomi in the “‘North Pamir’ group” and say it derives “from several distinct proto-

dialects of East Iranian origin” (p. 773). They elaborate: 

The Pamir languages are the successors of several distinct ancient East Iranian dialects 

that penetrated the region, though probably not simultaneously. It is rather difficult to 

ascertain the time of divergence of this group from the other Iranian languages, but it 

most likely coincided with the period of the disintegration of the common East Iranian 

proto-language some time before the end of the first millennium BC. (p. 775) 

The date of the first human settlement in Yazgulom is to my best knowledge unknown. 

Yazgulom Battle 

On Monday April 10, 1995, a three-day battle ended when over the space of an hour, 24 

Yazgulomi combatants died at the entrance to their valley. It is difficult to definitively verify the 

exact number of deaths. One witness says 26 died, for instance; another claims it was 25. Since 6 
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p.m. on April 8, the Yazgulomi combatants had been fighting Tajik government and Russian 

troops, who they feared would invade. The Yazgulomi combatants wanted to seize the position 

held by the Tajik government and Russian troops. Although the number killed is miniscule in 

comparison to all those lost in Tajikistan’s civil war, it was a devastating loss for the Yazgulomi 

people. The combatants who lost their lives were all young men. One was just 15. The 

combatants, members of the United Tajik Opposition, called themselves mujahedin. 

When the band of combatants set off they were originally 25 — one mujahed survived by 

fleeing from the battle (he now lives in Russia). They had split off from a larger group of more 

than 100 men, leaving more than 75 behind. The group had been sheltering from enemy fire 

behind a stubby outcrop of solid rock and sediment that juts out into the valley floor. The outcrop 

marks one of two points between Yazgulom’s first village Motravn and the valley entrance in 

which the valley changes direction. The outcrop provided plenty of protection from enemy fire, 

being about 12 m high at its lowest point, rising gradually to about 40 m or so at its highest, and 

jutting out about 100 m.  

On the first day of the three-day battle, behind the top of the outcrop on the southern 

flank’s mountain slopes, under cover of a rocky ledge that was almost cave-like, the mujahedin 

hid weapons and ammunition. Some otherwise noncombatant villagers helped them carry the 

weapons and ammunition there. 

The distance from the outcrop to the location of the fighters’ deaths is 1.2 km directly 

along the only road into Yazgulom. As during Tajikistan’s civil war, today the road is partially 

paved, with what remains of the asphalt having long seen its better days. Nonetheless, until it 

reaches Motravn the road is well-graded.  

The 25 mujahedin did not walk down the road, however — at least not initially. Under 

the cover of darkness, they left the protection of the outcrop, traversing a narrow strip of land 

between the Yazgulom river and the road. The road is several meters above the river. Jagged 
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boulders that were once part of the steep valley walls and slopes dot the landscape they crossed, 

especially alongside the river. Scattered among the grey and white stones that predominate along 

the river’s course are varieties whose mottled appearance resembles marble. Present too along the 

water’s edge are unexpected bursts of vibrant color provided by well-rounded yellow, green, and 

maroon stones. The river is brown in color, rich in silt. Yazgulomis enthusiastically praise the silt 

for its medicinal qualities. Small plants are common beside the river, hardy and wiry enough to 

survive when the river overflows its banks. 

I wonder now if at some point in the hours and days before the fighting began, any of the 

men whose death was imminent had taken in some of these features in the land. I wonder too if 

they had the chance to ponder their mortality, their fragility, and the transient nature of their lives.  

During the three days of fighting, such self-reflection would likely have been difficult, of 

course. Fighting continued at night. The mujahedin got very little sleep. After the battle, when the 

two sides talked, the Russians told the Yazgulomis that the combat’s unrelenting intensity meant 

“they didn’t have one minute for themselves.” Questioning the nature of the fighting itself, they 

said “What kind of war is it? No time for eating or resting, only fighting, fighting, fighting.” 

In addition to the danger posed by snipers, mortars with a 2–3 km range were being fired 

by both sides. The Russian soldiers launched parachute flares to illuminate the Yazgulomi 

positions, a technology the Yazgulomis lacked.  

Soon after leaving the outcrop, the 25 mujahedin left the narrow strip of land and walked 

directly alongside the river, below a rock-strewn alluvial plain almost 500 m long and 130 m 

wide at its maximum girth. Figure 18 shows the alluvial plain, looking toward a foothill at the 

entrance to Yazgulom. The plain is wholly unsuitable for agriculture or housing; only a thin 

smattering of grass has managed to gain a foothold on patches of it. All-in-all, the width of the 

valley floor between the outcrop and the entrance is about 200 m from flank to flank. Both sides 

of the valley rise steeply, rapidly rising 1000 m on the northern flank, which is on the other side 
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of the river from the road. The southern flank is even higher, eventually rising 2000 m above the 

valley floor.  

 

Figure 18: The entrance to Yazgulom (2016) 

As the mujahedin headed toward their destination at the valley entrance, if they had made 

their journey during daylight hours, they would have seen in front of them the imposing sight of a 

mountain range located on the Afghan side of the Panj River. As I noted above, the river forms 

the border between Afghanistan and Tajikistan. At the foot of the mountains is the Afghan village 

Amurn (Afghan: آمورن, also spelled Amran, Amurd, and Omyrd). In Amurn were more 

mujahedin — a mix of Arabs, Yazgulomis, some from Dushanbe (Tajikistan’s capital city), and 
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finally some from the settlement Khekhik (my spelling), which is between Yazgulom and Vanj 

on the M41 highway that runs through the Pamirs.7 

Assuming they were on the valley floor, what the 25 mujahedin would not have seen until 

they had passed the alluvial plain, however, is Amurn. The peak of the foothill at Yazgulom’s 

entrance is 40 m higher than the alluvial plain. The foothill dominates the valley entrance. The 

road into Yazgulom passes over its moderate slopes and flattened peak. Whether entering or 

leaving the valley, the foothill acts as a natural physical and psychological barrier. One is not in 

or out of Yazgulom until passing it. It is on this foothill that the 24 mujahedin died. 

The foothill’s ability to dominate the valley entrance is notable given the Yazgulom river 

has cut away its entire northern half. So decisive has been the river’s action that the northern edge 

of the foothill drops away precipitously in a sheer vertical drop. The moderate slopes of the 

remaining half of the foothill might suggest nature could have formed it primarily from sediment 

or even dirt. The vertical drop of the foothill’s northern edge refutes any such supposition. The 

river’s vertical cut through the foothill reveals raw, muscular, solid rock, with layered orange-

brown and grey-white hues exactly like that of the steep valley slopes on either side of the 

foothill.  

The secret to why the foothill dominates the valley entrance despite half of it having been 

carved away is a final change in direction made by the valley. Some 400 m before the foothill’s 

peak, the valley and its river take a 45° turn to the north. Consequently, after having turned the 

corner around the outcrop and while crossing the alluvial plain to leave the valley, the foothill’s 

cutaway is visible, but seeing through it is not. The view through the cutaway is blocked by the 

 
7 While briefly discussing the Yazgulom battle, an anonymous Pamiri historian in Levi-Sanchez (2017) 

writes “Gharmi Opposition fighters appeared across the border on the Afghan side. They took control of the 

main road and engaged in fighting with the Russians” (p. 58). None of my respondents mentioned Gharmi 

combatants, but it is possible they too were present in Amurn. 
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valley’s northern slope, which rises like a craggy wall from the river below. Only with the 

alluvial plain to your back and already on the road leading up the foothill can you see through the 

cutaway and out onto the floor of the Panj river valley that Yazgulom meets.  

If anything, from outside the valley looking in, the foothill appears even more prominent. 

The foothill seamlessly joins the base of the mountain that forms Yazgulom’s steep southern 

slopes. From outside Yazgulom, the foothill subsequently appears much wider than from the 

inside. Adding to the impression of the foothill’s width when outside Yazgulom is a 750 m wide 

plain lying at its base, containing a small Tajik army base alongside agricultural fields. The 

Russian border patrol had a presence at the base starting in 1991. Across the plain runs the M41 

highway. Unless you are passing over the highway’s bridge that crosses the Yazgulom River 

before it empties into the Panj River, you cannot see the Yazgulom valley floor — and even so, 

due to the valley’s change in direction, when on the highway’s bridge you cannot see far.   

The 25 mujahedin were vulnerable. When they set out, they knew they could die. They 

were guerilla fighters. Sometime before the three days of combat — perhaps a month or so earlier 

— Tajik government troops went into position on top of the foothill. Russian soldiers had built 

them trenches, which was no doubt tough work given the terrain (Figure 19). But it was necessary 

work. Being embedded on the foothill’s top put the Tajik government troops in a prime position 

to control access in and out of the valley. Clearly, the band of mujahedin could not simply sneak 

toward the valley entrance alongside the river, for it would have brought them directly under the 

foothill’s northern edge, where they would have been quickly shot by the Tajik government 

troops positioned high above them. 
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Figure 19: View into Yazgulom from a fortified rise on top of the foothill (2011) 

Consequently, at the end of the alluvial plain, the mujahedin left the riverbank and 

headed up to the road to ascend the foothill, hugging the mountainside to avoid being shot by 

Russian snipers positioned above them. It is unclear when precisely the 25 mujahedin arrived. 

One fellow mujahed suggests it was about 4 p.m., which is of course many hours after they set 

off. A Yazgulomi man Odil recalls having already taken the dead mujahedin’s bodies to Motravn 

by about 6 p.m. (recounted below on p. 206 onward). He believes they were killed in the 

morning. Unclear also is whether some or all of the 25 had detoured over a section of the northern 

flank’s steep, arduous slopes before heading up the road to the top of the foothill. Although it 

would have been an extremely difficult route, it would have provided some protection from being 

shot by Russian snipers high above them on the southern flank. 
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At the top of the foothill, the 25 mujahedin engaged the Tajik government troops 

embedded on the foothill in combat (Figure 19 and Figure 21). So close were the respective sides 

that some undertook hand-to-hand combat. How many Tajik government troops died during this 

combat is unknown. 

 

Figure 20: Memorial to two dead soldiers (2011)8 

 
8 The memorial is also visible in Figure 19. The names recorded on the memorial have faded. They are 

probably “Tukhliev A. D.” and “Elnazarov I.” Both names are Turkish/Uzbek in origin, not Tajik. The 

symbol of two laurel branches beneath the names is common in Soviet military memorials. The date 

indicates the deaths occurred on April 7, one day before the three-day battle began. Given these 

characteristics, and the memorial’s location, the dead men were probably Russian-commanded border 

guards (personal communication, anonymous Tajik scholar). According to UNMOT, “On 7 April a convoy 

of 180 members of the Kazakh contingent of the Russian border forces was ambushed by opposition 

fighters, east of Kalaikhumb in Gorno-Badakshan. Twenty soldiers were reported killed and 26 injured” 

(U.N. Security Council, 1995, p. 4). Referring to the Yazgulom battle — and missing April 10 — UNMOT 
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The weather during the previous two days had been cloudy, which was highly 

advantageous to the mujahedin. Clouds meant the Russians could not operate their helicopters 

and planes in the Pamirs. Such military hardware gave them a significant advantage over the 

mujahedin, who lacked access to any such aircraft. On the third day of fighting, the skies were 

clear enough for three Russian helicopters to fly in from a base outside the Pamirs. The arrival of 

these helicopters was to prove catastrophic for the band of Yazgulomi mujahedin. 

Sino, Rustam and a small number of other mujahedin were positioned together on the 

valley’s southern flanks, on a motionless flow of sediment above the outcrop. Apart from a large 

rock, one of several on the 30° slope they were located on, they had nothing else to protect them 

from enemy fire. They were perilously exposed. On the other side of the valley, government 

troops were positioned on the northern flanks. Above them, the southern flank’s slope became 

significantly steeper and more rugged. Somewhere above and possibly behind them, high on the 

mountainside, were approximately 100 Russian soldiers. However, above the Russians were 

about 25 more mujahedin, who had arrived just two days before the combat started. Their 

presence limited the combat effectiveness of the Russian position beneath them. One mujahed 

says these mujahedin killed many of the Russian soldiers positioned below them. 

Sino and Rustam’s position, although dangerous, gave them a clear view of the foothill 

and the plain outside Yazgulom over which the highway runs. They could see government troops 

at ground level. Sino’s responsibility was to shoot the Russian troops, and Rustam’s the 

helicopters.  

Immediately after the 25 mujahedin reached the top of the foothill and started fighting the 

Tajik government troops, the Russian helicopters arrived. Two of the helicopters landed on the 

 
also reported that “On 8 and 9 April, opposition fighters attacked the Russian border forces in Dashti-

Yazgulem in Gorno-Badakshan” (U.N. Security Council, 1995, p. 4). 
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plain outside Yazgulom. Highly trained, combat hardened Russian soldiers hastily emerged. The 

two helicopters carrying the Russian soldiers arrived and departed rapidly. The new arrivals were 

elite soldiers. The third helicopter protected the other two helicopters, flying high over the 

Yazgulom valley and Amurn, firing at mujahedin in both places. After initially passing nearby 

Sino and Rustam, the third helicopter kept its distance from them, probably having recognized the 

threat of their surface-to-air missiles.  

Rustam fired missiles at the three helicopters, but with every shot he missed. The Russian 

soldiers from the helicopters ascended the southern slopes of the entrance to Yazgulom, above the 

foothill. Sino says he hid when he saw the helicopters. He was unlikely to have been the only 

mujahed who did so. 

The elite Russian soldiers fired automatically propelled grenades onto the 25 mujahedin 

from as close as 10–15 m away. The grenades were designed to devastate ground troops. They 

were effective weapons against the Yazgulomi mujahedin. After the grenades, the elite Russian 

soldiers approached the mujahedin and shot any remaining survivors. 
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Figure 21: Top of the foothill upon which the mujahedin died in 1995 (2016) 

The photo in Figure 21 is near the top right of the photo in Figure 19. The area above the 

road is where many of the band of Yazgulomis lost their lives. The red post in with two Cyrillic 

letters on top signifies the Tajik word naravid — do not go to that place. The white stones 

indicate the border of the mine clearing operation.  

The Yazgulom battle was one of several battles in early April that contributed to the 

downfall of a temporary ceasefire that the Tajik Government and United Tajik Opposition (UTO) 

had agreed to on September 17, 1994 in Tehran. In previous months, the agreement had already 

been violated by both sides. The Tajik government violated it by deploying its troops in GBAO, 

and the UTO violated it on the occasions its fighters crossed the border from Afghanistan (U.N. 

Security Council, 1995, p. 3). 
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Sino’s Shooting 

Sino is a peasant from the village Motravn. His parents are from Motravn. His wife is from 

Motravn. They were classmates for 10 years. When I met him in 2016, he had been married more 

than 30 years. He was thin but strongly built, with a raspy voice.  

During the Yazgulom battle, a sniper shot Sino’s left leg just above the knee, almost 

killing him. He was shielded by a rock, but his leg was sticking out. The way he tells it, he was 

shot only after the mujahedin had surrendered, which is a war crime. The way his friend Parviz 

tells it, Sino was shot during the heat of the battle, a bit before the 24 mujahedin’s deaths. The 

two accounts are impossible to reconcile — evidently, at least one of the two men’s spoken 

accounts is mistaken or misleading.  

Many Tajiks I talked with about the civil war were generous and open about their 

wartime experiences, including when talking about extremely painful experiences such as the 

murder of their spouses or children. Sino was not one of them. Sino’s relative reluctance to talk 

could be due to several factors. Perhaps he had felt what Hedges (2002) calls “the mask of war” 

slip away, leaving him feeling “soiled and spent” by its “rot and corruption” (p. 164). Perhaps he 

felt a sense of shame or anger about what transpired. Or perhaps his reasons were more 

immediate, such as him not being impressed by me personally. Whatever his reasons, his 

reluctance is understandable — it would be scarcely believable if everyone wanted to openly talk 

to an ethnographer about their painful experiences of war. During my interview with him, based 

on his body language and sometimes blatantly perfunctory responses to my questions about the 

civil war, I concluded aspects of his discussion were unreliable. I include here his observations 

regardless. 

Sino was in his 30s during the war. Like many Yazgulomi men he has worked in Russia. 

He worked in Saint Petersburg, but like most Yazgulomis, calls it by its Soviet era name, 

Leningrad. When the Tajik civil war started, he was working in a factory in Dushanbe alongside 
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Tajiks from all over the country. In November 1992, to escape being caught in the violence he 

fled from Dushanbe to join his family in Yazgulom on the back of a Kamaz truck that was jam-

packed with as many as 80 men, women, and children. Being winter, the route through the 

mountains was cold. Fortunately, no one died during the journey, which would have taken at least 

15 hours. 

Unlike a significant number of Pamiris, Sino was never a refugee in Afghanistan during 

Tajikistan’s civil war. He says he learned how to operate a weapon only during the civil war. He 

did not find it difficult to fire a Kalashnikov. One of his responsibilities as a mujahed was being a 

cook. 

Sino identifies the arrival of Russian forces at the entrance to Yazgulom as instigating the 

violent conflict. Yazgulomis feared they would invade. The Russians did not pose the same threat 

when in Khorog. Sino believes the three days of fighting began when Russians started shooting at 

Yazgulomis. His assertion that the Russians started shooting is contradicted by Parviz and Odil, 

who assert it was the mujahedin who started shooting. 

Sino felt safer on the mountainside than on the valley floor. He feared having to fight in 

the plains, because that meant dying in the plains. Before he was shot, he thought he would 

invariably end up fighting in the plains. 
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Figure 22: A Russian BTR-60 armored personnel carrier on the foothill (2011) 

When Sino was shot, he was with three to seven others. All said, there were about 20 

mujahedin on or about that part of the mountainside at the time. He says he was shot 20 minutes 

after a companion with him on the mountainside was also hit by a sniper. Sino says that like him, 

that mujahed was shot after the surrender. When the fellow sniper victim was shot, he was just 5 

m from Sino, saying his prayers. That mujahed was shot in the shoulder. His face turned yellow 

and then white. It was the first time Sino had seen someone being shot. 

As for Sino’s own shooting, it broke his leg. Bone was sticking out. He was losing a lot 

of blood. He was screaming and moaning from the pain. He feared he would die. One of the men 

with him applied a tourniquet. Sino thinks the man did a good job with the tourniquet.  

Parviz’s recollection of Sino’s shooting is starkly different, which I discuss below. Parviz 

has a vivid memory of being continually shot at by Russian troops while carrying Sino down with 
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the help of another mujahed, Soleh. In Sino’s recollection, however, no further shots were fired, 

because the surrender had already occurred. 

What Parviz and Sino both agree on is that Sino was initially taken to Motravn’s medical 

center, before being transferred to Khorog’s hospital after the armed combat had ceased. Sino was 

taken to the Pamiri provincial capital Khorog in a Kamaz truck owned by Commander Tolib, who 

went on to play a pivotal role in the immediate leadup to a 2012 battle in Khorog (I discuss 

aspects of that battle later in this chapter). Tolib is a friend of Sino. 

When Sino returned to Motravn from the hospital in Khorog, he was transported by 

Russians. Two Russians accompanied him. One was a Major, and the other was a Lieutenant 

Colonel. They told him “That’s war. War is war. This is what happens in war.” Sino replied to 

them, “Yes, this happened to me.” They said, “It’s because of the government.” When they 

arrived in Motravn, they had tea with Sino in the yard of his home, and left. They did not 

apologize for what happened to him. With 20 or 30 snipers, it was difficult if not impossible to 

know who had shot him. 

Sino asserts the Russian helicopters and planes never shot into Yazgulom’s villages. 

Instead, they would shoot into the mountains, intending to kill only mujahedin, not non-

combatants. A pregnant woman was killed in Bidun during an aerial incursion by the Russians, 

but Sino believes a rock from the valley’s mountainsides fell off, hit the woman, and killed her.  

Like every Yazgulomi I spoke with about the Russians’ role during the civil war, Sino 

bore no ill will toward them. When I asked him if Russian soldiers from that time were to visit 

Yazgulom, to meet and get to know their former adversaries, again like every Yazgulomi he said 

they would be welcome and safe from danger. 

I was unable to discuss any temporal and visual perspectives of the self with Sino 

because he made clear he did not want to discuss his experiences further. 
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Sino’s Friend Parviz, a Mortar Operator 

Sino’s friend Parviz operated a mortar during the three-day battle. Like Sino, Parviz was born in 

Motravn. These days he has occasional work as a laborer. His skin is marked by hours spent 

working under the sun. He delights in philosophical conversation, confidently expounding his 

ideas in a deep voice.  

Parviz was in his 30s during the civil war. He had returned to Yazgulom on or about late 

1991 after having spent more than a decade in other parts of the Soviet Union. He was older than 

all the 24 Yazgulomi combatants who died on the foothill. 

Parviz does not remember exactly when he went to Afghanistan. He was there sometime 

between 1993 and 1995. During the civil war, a blockade meant Yazgulomis had no access to 

outside sources of clothing and food. So along with other Pamiris, Parviz went to Afghanistan as 

a refugee. Although many Tajiks of his age served on the Soviet side in the 1979-89 Soviet-

Afghan war (Epkenhans, 2016, p. 7), Parviz was not one of them. Parviz became a mujahed in 

Afghanistan. The way he puts it, he had little choice. He recalls propaganda from that time saying 

that if the government wins, they would kill everybody in the Pamirs.  

In Afghanistan Parviz recognized the leadership of Abdulloh Nuri (1947-2006),9 who 

headed what Parviz referred to as the “temporary government of Tajiks”. Nuri was one of the 

founders in 1973 of the group that would go on to become the Islamic Renaissance Party of 

Tajikistan (IRPT) (Epkenhans, 2016; Mullojonov, 2015), which was the strongest force in the 

UTO. From March 1993 until January 1996, the UTO gained a “foothold in the Northern regions 

 
9 Also spelled Abdullo Nuri.  
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of Afghanistan”, launching “an exhausting guerilla war against the Tajik Government” 

(Mullojonov, 2015, p. 198).10 

During his training in Afghanistan to become a mujahed, Parviz learned mujahedin 

tactics. He already knew how to operate a weapon, having learned how to fire a Kalashnikov 

while attending middle school in Yazgulom. He said “They taught us [how to fire guns] at the 

course we had for military training. Then we also passed exams. We would go to the plain and 

actually use the weapons to pass the exams, to show that we have learned how to use them.” 

The mujahedin purchased weapons in Afghanistan. As Parviz put it, “Whatever we 

brought, the weapons, we would bring from Afghanistan.” The mujahedin “would buy the 

weapons from houses. The houses had weapons from the war between the Soviet Union and 

Afghanistan. So the mujahedin, Abdulloh Nuri, they would buy weapons from different houses. 

[The Afghans] would bring them to the bazaar, for example, and trade them. So we wouldn’t buy 

the weapons from the Afghan government. We would buy them from actual people, families, who 

kept weapons.” 

When I asked Parviz what the mujahedin’s activities were in Yazgulom, he said their 

goal was to “protect the village.” By this he meant stopping the incursion of Russian and Tajik 

government troops into the valley. Parviz was keen to highlight the importance of the Russian 

army’s presence in Badakhshan — immediately after stating the mujahedin’s goal, he observed 

“because there were not just the Tajik government army, here in this region, there was the 

Russian army.” He then highlighted the Russians’ desire for on-the-ground intelligence from 

Yazgulom, including intelligence that was gained through spying. It was common knowledge in 

Yazgulom that the Russians must have had local informants in the valley during the civil war. For 

 
10 In Afghanistan the UTO was based in Taleqan (also spelled Taliqan and Taloqan), located in Takhar 

province (Mullojonov, 2015, pp. 338-339; Rubin, 1993, p. 84). By road it is about 130 km from the Tajik 

border via the town Kunduz. 
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Parviz, the Russian army’s “plan was to come here and check out how many people live here, 

how many mujahedin — they wanted to take over this place. . . . They wanted to watch and see 

how many weapons, check out how many weapons the mujahedin had. How many mujahedin 

were here. How to enter the valley. Things like this.” 

Parviz was far from alone in emphasizing the Russian’s participation in the civil war. 

From another part of GBAO, Driscoll (2015) reports: 

Kalikhum was effectively cut off from the capital for nearly nineteen months during the 

war. This led to a great deal of starvation and many deaths from exposure. But when this 

period was described spontaneously by schoolteachers, government workers, NGO 

workers, and medical professionals — the most educated citizens of the village, who 

would be the ones to know better, if anyone would — the suffering was consistently 

blamed on “the Russians” who “bombed the roads.” (p. 18) 

There are several ways to interpret an emphasis on the Russians in Pamiri civil war narratives, 

none of which are mutually exclusive. First is the idea that the civil war was the fault of outsiders: 

In most memoirs and official narratives of the Tajik Civil War, the Tajiks are presented 

as a peaceful, sedentary, cultured and diligent people and the civil war as “imposed” by 

foreign forces. Notably both, the government of Emomalī Rahmonov and the United 

Tajik Opposition (UTO) under the leadership of Abdullo Nurī, agreed on the hidden 

foreign hand, which imposed the civil war on the Tajik people. (Epkenhans, 2016, p. 10) 

It is likely Parviz is aware of these narratives. He could be influenced by them. Nonetheless, I 

never once heard him articulate such a narrative. And in any case, as Epkenhans (2018) details, 

official narratives changed (discussed below on p. 197). A second interpretation — which strikes 

me as more relevant in this instance — is the reality that Russian military capabilities were far 
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superior to that of the Tajik government and the mujahedin.11 The intervention by Russia’s highly 

trained professional soldiers on the third day of combat in Yazgulom proved truly decisive. A 

third interpretation is that Parviz at that time identified Russia as an enemy of Islam in Central 

Asia more broadly. He saw himself as part of a supranational movement fighting for Islam, 

saying “the period when Russia was fighting there in Afghanistan, that war was also with the 

mujahedin.” He argued that the Russian soldiers who emerged from the helicopters had fought 

“against the Muslims of Chechnya.” 

Parviz was present when the Russians first arrived at the entrance to Yazgulom, before 

the combat. They arrived in a large vehicle carrying armed troops. The Russians asked to talk to 

the Yazgulom mujahedin’s commander, Zayniddin. 

Like many Tajiks of his generation, Zayniddin was not especially knowledgeable about 

Islam. His knowledge of the Qur’an was described as “not much” by Odil, who said “He didn’t 

have a good religious education. But he would say his prayers.” He could read neither Persian nor 

Arabic.12 

 
11 Russians in Tajikistan served in a few different military organizations, each with distinct command 

responsibilities. A little over two years after Tajikistan’s independence, Human Rights Watch (1993) 

reported “Two-thirds of the officers in the Tajikistan Ministry of Defense are Russian” (p. xx). 

Additionally, “Russia’s military commitment in Tajikistan consists of the 201st Motorized Division, 

subordinate to the Russian Federation Ministry of Defense . . .  and the border guards, who are subordinate 

to the Russian Federation Ministry of Security” (p. xx). Rubin (1993) differs from Human Rights Watch, 

asserting the border guards “once belonged to the GKNB, but had subsequently been transferred to a 

special command in the Ministry of Defence in Moscow” (p. 73). Regardless of the border guard chain of 

command, the point stands that Russian officers serving in the Tajikistan Ministry of Defense were distinct 

from those employed by Moscow.  
12 In a scathing denunciation of Zayniddin, Bliss (2005) — who visited Yazgulom during the civil war — 

argues “The first impression of the [armed opposition] group in the Yasgulem valley, who were trying to 

teach the people Islamic ways, was that they were misusing Islam solely in order to further personal 

interests. Neither the leader of the group nor his armed followers had the slightest knowledge of the Koran. 
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Zayniddin was originally from Küybishev (Tajik: Куйбышев) in what is today called 

Jomi District, in Khatlon Province.13 Yazgulomis had been forcibly transferred to Küybishev and 

Qumsangir (also in Khatlon) in 1954 (see discussion on p. 295). Zayniddin’s father decided to 

stay in Küybishev instead of returning to Yazgulom. When the civil war started, Yazgulomis who 

remained in Küybishev and Qumsangir fled to Yazgulom. Many of Zayniddin’s followers were 

from Küybishev and Qumsangir. These Yazgulomis, although internally displaced, were never 

outsiders. They all spoke excellent if not fluent Yazgulomi. Tracing their ancestry in the valley 

was not difficult, because their forced relocation happened within living memory. Zayniddin’s 

ancestry was from Zhamak. As Parviz described the people of Yazgulom, “We are one big family 

here.” Everybody is related in one way or another, and all know it. A man who lived in Motravn, 

Akmal (who I discuss below on p. 236) told me “Zayniddin was a friend. We knew him before 

the war also, from Dushanbe. . . . Whenever we went to Dushanbe, and we would meet, we knew 

each other, we would greet each other. From Yazgulom, when people go to the city for a wedding 

or something, everyone meets each other, and everybody knows each other.” 

 
Although they were officially Sunnis, they neither knew the basic prayers, nor were they able to recite a 

passage from the Koran, let alone read it” (p. 236). Bliss describes Zayniddin’s men as religious fanatics.  
13 Küybishev (also spelled Kuybyshev) is named after Valerian Kuybyshev (1888–1935). Iraj Bashiri notes 

that Kuybyshev was “one of the major leaders of the Communist Party and the Soviet government” 

(Masov, 1996, p. 16). Bashiri also notes that “his many contributions to the prosperity of Tajikistan have 

prompted the Tajiks to name regions, schools, stations, and streets in his honor” (Masov, 1996, p. 16). 
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Figure 23: Zayniddin in Bidun, Yazgulom circa 199614 

In Figure 23, Zayniddin (in the middle) is flanked by Yodgor Faizov (on the left side of the 

photo) and Robert Middleton (on the right), who were employees of the Aga Khan Foundation. 

The man in the background between Zayniddin and Faizov is probably Islomiddin Doshtov, a 

well-known singer-musician in GBAO. Faizov and Middleton were visiting Yazgulom to 

distribute humanitarian aid.15  

 
14 Photo by Aleem Walji. Used with permission. 
15 Middleton shared via personal communication his recollection of visiting Yazgulom, which I include 

here with minor spelling changes: “Vanj and Yazgulom valleys had been taken over by Tajik (Sunni) 

insurgents from the Afghan side. There was an uneasy unofficial truce between the Russian border guards 

and the insurgents, check posts within several hundred meters of each other at the entrance to the valleys. 

Generally they stayed out of each other’s way. My task was to continue to deliver humanitarian supplies to 
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Zayniddin went to the Russians and they talked. Armed mujahedin observed their talks. 

Russian snipers were at the ready too. No violence occurred. The Russians left, and joined the 

Tajik government forces in their base in the plain through which runs the M41 highway, facing 

the entrance to Yazgulom. 

In his position as the valley’s commander, Zayniddin naturally had some autonomy, but 

ultimately was under orders from the UTO leadership in Afghanistan. In addition to Abdulloh 

Nuri, Abu Abdullo was another important figure in deciding the military strategy employed by 

the Yazgulomi mujahedin. 

 
both valleys and I had to negotiate free passage for the trucks. At the entrance to Yazgulom I was stopped 

at the check post. With Yodgor’s help and a volley from the Kalashnikov of the ‘sentry’ the commander 

was summoned. I explained my mission and that if the food did not get through he and his fellow 

militiamen would be blamed by the local population for their suffering. It worked and on we went to Bidun 

where we were greeted by Zayniddin.” Middleton notes the women in the photo are behind closed windows 

and curtains in the background, whereas “at all other meetings in GBAO both women and men participated 

directly.” Middleton continues “Zayniddin asked what he could do for me — I replied that I would like to 

dance (I knew that this was a provocation, but I danced everywhere in GBAO as a symbol of my 

understanding of local culture). He hesitated but said that since I was his guest it was OK — the singer got 

his rhubob and others dafs and the men danced — a few young girls (12–13) joined, plus one old lady. I 

think it must have been a sensation, as there had been neither music nor dancing since the arrival of 

Zayniddin and his men. The humanitarian deliveries got through without a problem and, I think, without 

any bribes.” Bliss (2005) writes Zayniddin’s men “put pressure on the local population to prohibit music 

and dancing in public and also to prohibit men and women from socializing together in private” (p. 236). 

During my fieldwork, I did not question my ethnographic informants if they experienced Zayniddin and his 

men as culturally repressive, or as religious extremists (which I regret); none mentioned it of their own 

accord. A clear difference in perspective is that Middleton describes the opposition combatants as “Tajik 

(Sunni) insurgents from the Afghan side”; by contrast, for Yazgulomis, the opposition combatants in 

Yazgulom were Yazgulomi, with the addition of the occasional foreign fighter like Abu Dawood, 

introduced on p. 211. 
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Anticipating an invasion by Russian tanks and armored personal carriers, the mujahedin 

laid landmines at the entrance to the valley. While in Afghanistan, the mujahedin had studied how 

different countries lay mines — how Russians did it, how the English did it, and how the 

Americans did it. Parviz believes the Afghan mujahedin killed many Soviet troops using 

landmines. The Yazgulomi mujahedin made maps so as not to lose track of the location of their 

mines.  

The Russian invasion never took place. Some Russians were nonetheless killed by the 

mines. Parviz says the mujahedin removed their mines after the hostilities had ceased, but 

Russians then laid mines of their own. According to the Landmine & Cluster Munition Monitor 

(2018) “Tajikistan’s border with Afghanistan was mined by Russian forces in 1992–1998”. They 

assert the Tajik-Afghan border still contains 60,357 anti-personnel mines. In 2016, active de-

mining operations were ongoing at the entrance to Yazgulom in the precise location where many 

of the 24 mujahedin had died. A rudimentary warning sign made from a block of concrete painted 

red sits at the top of the foothill. The word “NA” (short for “no”, meaning “do not go”), painted 

white, conveys the sign’s meaning. Immediately below the text is a small white arrow pointing 

toward the mined area (Figure 21).  As of the end of 2017, Vanj district — of which Yazgulom is 

a part — had five confirmed hazardous mine areas, totaling 908,119 m2 (Landmine & Cluster 

Munition Monitor, 2018). Parviz says one person working on mine removal in Yazgulom has lost 

a leg.  

Parviz fired his mortar approximately 500 times during the three days of fighting. He 

changed location where he was shooting from three or four times. Initially he fired from the 

valley floor, on either side of the river. Further up the valley from the outcrop (in the direction of 

Motravn), there is the grave of an important person from the past, but these days nobody knows 

who it is. At the time of the battle a footbridge existed there, which is no longer present. During 

the battle Yazgulomi combatants including Parviz used it to cross to-and-fro. 
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After firing his mortar from the valley floor, Parviz then took to shooting from the 

southern flank, above Sino’s position. Overall, he estimates he was about 2 or 3 km from the 

Russian forces. Using satellite imagery in Google Earth, I estimate he was sometimes as close as 

1.5 km. 

Operating the mortar required a team of about 10 mujahedin. Firing from that distance, he 

could not see his targets or often even the explosions caused by his mortar, “because many places 

we had to shoot were hidden.” Spotters on the mountainside located where the enemy was, and 

relayed the direction and distance to fire using a lightweight radio. Russians used the same 

approach when they fired their mortars into Yazgulom. The mortar had adjustable legs, and a 

device to help guide the mortar shell’s trajectory. 

Parviz said “I could have picked being a sniper too, but I picked [the mortar] myself, this 

responsibility myself, because I knew how to use it better.” Parviz’s responsibility was to kill 

Tajik and Russian ground troops. When I asked him if he killed Russians with his mortar, he 

replied he did. He added, “It was war. If I didn’t kill them, they would kill us. That’s the rule of 

the war.” Snipers from the other side attempted to shoot him during the three-day battle too, of 

course. He says simply, “they did shoot at me, but it was not my fate to be shot.”  

Parviz Carries Sino to Safety 

As I mentioned earlier, Parviz was motivated by a desire to protect Yazgulom’s villages from the 

Russians. I wanted to know how Parviz defended himself personally too, but my question was not 

specific enough:  

Damon: So how did you defend yourself against the Russians? 

Parviz: We hid in the mountains. Because we didn’t want them to enter 

the village, because in the village there were women, children, old 

women living. They couldn’t defend themselves. One aim was to prevent 
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them from entering the village. That’s why we stood against them in the 

plain, at the entrance. 

Damon: My question is, how did you, as an individual, protect yourself 

when you were firing the weapon from the Russians shooting you? Not 

protecting the village, but protecting yourself? 

Parviz used a specific event to give a lengthy, complex response to my question. He discussed 

Sino’s shooting for the first time. At that point I had not met Sino. Because I knew nothing about 

the incident, Parviz needed to explain what happened.  

Of note is that the event illustrated not Parviz protecting himself from the Russians, but 

the danger he exposed himself to. His recollection was tricky to translate. My translator needed to 

twice clarify with him what he meant. In his account, Parviz refers to a Yazgulomi man named 

Soleh, who is a friend of Sino and Parviz. I have removed an identifying detail about Soleh from 

Parviz’s account: 

Parviz: One of our guys [Sino] was shot in his leg — a sniper did it. 

He was not in a hiding place, he was in an open, visible place. The 

[Russian] snipers could see the whole valley and plain. We were hiding 

somewhere. Then they [my fellow mujahedin] came and gave us the news 

that the Russians had shot this person in the leg. Nobody could dare go 

there — where everything was visible and there was the danger of 

snipers shooting at you. It’s tough taking him out of a place where 

snipers shoot. Then myself and another person [Soleh], we went up close 

together. Nobody else dared to go because they were scared. For anybody 

during the war life is dear. Not everybody dares [to put their life in 

danger]. If you ride on [have control over] your intention such that 

[you tell yourself] whether they shoot me, I’ll either die or not. 

Meaning like how a government offers insurance — meaning when something 

is insured, like a house that is insured, when the house collapses, 
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they will give you the money for the house. Humans are also like that. 

First you ride on your intention, then you go. If you don’t ride on 

your intention, you’ll get scared. For Soleimon in a snake’s place, you 

take him — that person — and bring him to a hiding place. Then, with 

this intention, we [Soleh and I] went and brought him. 

The term Parviz used for insurance was sigorta. There is an insurance company named Tajik 

Sigorta. It is unclear who Soleimon was — King Solomon, maybe? My translator was more 

focused on understanding the basics of Parviz’s account, so its meaning was not clarified. She 

asked: 

Translator [to Parviz]: The person who had been shot in the leg? 

Parviz: Yes. [There was] also one person [Rustam, who was in charge of] 

anti-helicopter weapons. The two of them were close to each other, they 

had a heavy weapon for ground forces, on the land. So they [snipers] 

shot him [Sino] in the leg here, the guy [Rustam] tied his leg there at 

the other end [in the wrong place]. So [Sino] had bled too much. When 

we got there, we [Soleh and I] saw a lot of blood. Then we got woolen 

blankets. 

Parviz and Soleh fashioned the woolen blankets into a rudimentary stretcher to bring Soleh down 

the mountainside (Parviz later clarified that two other men took over and brought Sino down the 

last section). Unfortunately for Sino, the tourniquet had mistakenly been applied below the bullet 

wound, not above it, so it did little if anything to stem the blood loss:  

Translator [to Parviz]: Did he [Sino] himself tend to his wound? 

Parviz: No, his friend [Rustam] did it for him — the guy who was with 

him. That’s why a lot of blood came out, because [that friend] did not 

understand how to tend to a wound, and tied his leg in the wrong place. 

A lot of blood came out, he had no idea. When he [Rustam] saw so much 

blood, he rushed to stop the bleeding but did it wrong. So too much 
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blood came out. Then we went and brought the blanket. We went with a 

lot of difficulty — with the snipers all in front of us, above us, and 

around us. Nonetheless, we brought it and took him [Sino] to a [safe] 

place. After that we took him to the hospital in Khorog. Now he is 

alive, but he has a limp a little. At that time, the bullet had hit his 

bone, it broke his bone. So one leg is now shorter than the other. 

No one on the mountainside knew that the tourniquet was wrongly applied. They learned only 

later.  

Later in the conversation I asked Parviz what his strongest memory was from the three 

days of the battle. He replied “The memory of us, me and the other person [Soleh], going down to 

bring that injured person [Sino]. Because if we didn’t go, he would have died. He was losing a lot 

of blood.” Our conversation continued: 

Damon: Do you still think about that moment these days? Like if we 

weren’t talking to you, sometimes would this come to your mind? 

Parviz: Yes, it’s in my mind and in my heart.  

Damon: When does it come to your thinking? At nighttime? During the 

daytime? 

Parviz: Whenever you remember your friends, you remember those days 

too. Like for example when they killed Ali and Nodir. 

Damon: That memory of carrying your friend, was it the left leg or the 

right leg? 

Parviz: I don’t know exactly, I think it was his right leg. 

Damon: Your friend with his leg, does that seem like a recent memory, 

or does it seem like 21 years ago? 

Parviz: When I think about them, it seems like it all happened 

yesterday. When we talk about wartime, everything comes to my mind, in 

front of my mind. 
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Damon [to my translator]: When you say in front, are you translating, 

does he himself say in front? 

Translator [to me]: Literally “in front of my mind”. 

I then explained the two visual perspectives of the self. His response was unexpected. He said: 

Parviz: I feel like I see it with my eyes — not these eyes, but the 

eyes of my heart. My heart tells me that I see myself carrying that 

person. 

Damon: Okay, so... 

Parviz: When we picked him up, he was crying out loud, shouting, 

because he was in a lot of pain. And then, we also needed to, there 

were the shootings, so we needed to carry him up [over] a rock and go 

to the other side, so it was like we had to carry him up, it was 

difficult. And we also, when we were carrying him, we had to kind of 

bend down, keep low to the ground, so we wouldn’t get shot. And I 

remember the bullets passing our head, and I heard the sound of them 

passing by my head. And when he was moving a lot, he would be in a lot 

of pain, crying a lot so we had to put him down, and rest a little. 

Parviz then immediately spoke about a controversial Yazgulomi mystical-religious movement he 

is part of, led by his friend Sodiq. I briefly discuss this movement shortly, but meanwhile it is 

worth observing how effortlessly Parviz pivoted from talking about the war to talking about the 

religious movement: 

Parviz: War is scary, and you are scared for your life. But only 

special people like prophets, or very wise people, like Rumi, Hafez, 

would not be scared for their lives. If you can polish your soul or 

your mind, it’s good to achieve that high rank of not being scared for 

your life. There are people in Yazgulom who like to achieve that higher 

ranking. They are not religious people. Because according to them, 
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religion is in a lower place compared to truth. Truth is higher than 

religion. Sometimes religion stands against truth. So they don’t care 

much about religion or the mullahs. But they care about the ultimate 

truth. They are trying to look for it. Like for example, once there is 

a story. Hafez went to a mosque. People were praying behind a mullah. 

Inside, someone told Hafez that this mullah is not praying to God, but 

he is praying to Satan. All the people who were behind him were also 

praying to Satan. So Hafez didn’t say his prayers there, and left the 

mosque. 

I wanted to return to discussing the battle: 

Damon: When you and Soleh were carrying Sino [down the mountainside], 

please tell us anything that comes to your mind from that time. What 

you heard, what you saw, what you felt. 

Parviz: The sound of the bullet as its passing, and Sino when he was 

moaning with pain. 

Damon: For example, what were his moans like? 

Parviz: From pain in his leg. He was scared for his life. 

Damon: Did you have a proper stretcher? Or was it something like two 

pieces of rope? 

Parviz: In a blanket. In a wool blanket. It was a wool blanket. We took 

each side. So it was not a stretcher. 

Damon: Was Sino able to speak with you? 

Parviz: Yes, he talked when we took him up, we gave him water, cold 

water. He maybe drank a liter of water. He drank a lot of water. When 

we took him to the hospital, his leg was swollen a lot. All his body 

was pale, white like plaster. 
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Several days later I again talked with Parviz about the battle. I wanted to know more about which 

visual perspective of the self he was using as he recalled scenes from the battle.  

Damon: Parviz what I would like you to do, is close your eyes, imagine 

that rock where Sino was, and then just tell us what comes to your 

mind. Any sounds, anything you see, anything you think, anything you 

hear. 

Parviz: That scene where I saw Sino first, it’s like it’s shaped on my 

heart and I can hear the sound of helicopters, and shooting, everything 

around me. Those fearful days, we won’t forget.  

Damon: When you see Sino there, do you see your own body in the memory, 

or do you only see other people? 

Parviz: I see myself, because I was there myself. 

Damon: Do you see yourself from the back, from the front? Do you see 

your own face? Do you see your back? What do you see about yourself? 

Parviz: From the front, I saw mostly from the front 

Damon: What do you look like? 

Translator: [to me] I was explaining to him, for example giving 

examples like how did his face look like, or his clothes, and then he 

said “I was wearing mujahedin clothes. The clothes we had brought from 

Afghanistan.” 

Damon: So you never have a memory where you only see the other people. 

Parviz: Yes I see myself, I imagine myself. The way I fought at night, 

the way I took Sino down, it won’t leave my mind. 

At this point I used my mobile phone and its camera to clarify with Parviz the distinction between 

the first- and third-person visual perspectives of the self. That proved to be an essential aid. For 

the first time, Parviz understood what I meant by the difference in the two visual perspectives. He 
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strongly asserted his dominant memory of the event used the first-person visual perspective. I 

then asked him to use the third-person visual perspective: 

Damon: We want to try an exercise now. What I want you to do, is 

picture that same time, and place. But this time, I want you to be 

looking at that place and time, but as if you are looking from five 

meters away, and you can see yourself there. And I want you to tell us 

what you can see. 

Parviz: At the beginning of the battle, we were in those cave-like 

shelters. Then they came and said they shot Sino in the leg. And they 

asked, who will go and bring him, he’s lost a lot of blood. He is not 

in good condition. Myself and Soleh said we will go and bring Sino. We 

couldn’t predict. We said yes, we will go, we volunteer to go and get 

Sino’s body. But you can’t predict that you might get shot on the way. 

So we said, if God wants, inshallah, we go and, if nothing happens, we 

go and bring the body, Sino. You can say, I’ll go and bring Sino. You 

can predict. But you don’t know that you really can do that or not. In 

the meantime you may get shot. You call this God’s taufiq, or God’s 

help in success. If God gives you that, then you can do what you say 

you want to do. With God’s help, we went and brought Sino. But the 

bullets were shooting at us like rain, passing by our feet, passing by 

our body. Now it’s in my mind, I’m thinking about how we picked him. We 

put him on the [makeshift] stretcher, whatever we were using to bring 

him. Because this is recorded in my heart. If it hadn’t been recorded 

in my heart, I wouldn’t have been able to tell you about it now. 

Parviz’s Changing Ideas of the Past 

In the years since the civil war, Parviz has come to see the UTO he was once part of in a critical 

new light. His criticism of UTO leader Abdulloh Nuri is notably trenchant. He says, “I went to 
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Afghanistan. I saw with my own eyes that children were sick. Older people were sick of malaria 

and other sicknesses, and they were dying. But Abdulloh Nuri didn’t care about this. He was just 

collecting money for himself and for his party, to continue the war.” He argued foreign 

governments provided aid for Tajik refugees in Afghanistan, “but Abdulloh Nuri would put the 

money in his own pocket.”16 He says the Tajik refugees in Afghanistan “were forced to marry 

their young daughters off to Afghans with no money.” This latter criticism is especially stinging 

given the desperate situation many Tajik families found themselves in during the civil war. Bliss 

(2005) draws on Bruker (1997) to argue “it was supposedly not rare for 11- to 12-year-old girls to 

be sold for a sack of wheat” (p. 4). Citing Bruker (1997) directly, Bliss notes “Apparently 11- to 

12-year-old girls were actually sold into prostitution: ‘a family would consider it a big luck if the 

family can get a bag of flour or other food staff [sic] in exchange for a girl’” (Bliss, 2005, p. 

359).17 

In contrast to his criticism of Nuri, Parviz is fulsome in his praise of Tajik President 

Emomali Rahmon. Referring to the heavy burden borne by Afghans for their long running war, 

Parviz observed “Emomali Rahmon took out this bad tooth of Tajikistan and threw it away. We 

 
16 By contrast, Mullojonov (2015) writes the UTO were able to “organize a rather steady delivery of the 

most needed supplies to the refugee camps” in Afghanistan (p. 338).  
17 The sexual exploitation of Pamiri females was not limited to the Afghan side of the border. The 

anonymous historian in Levi-Sanchez (2017) describes a Minister in the UTO forces, General Rizwan, and 

his combatants “‘marrying’ the local girls and harassing their fathers and brothers” in Darwaz (p. 57). 

Darwaz (also spelled Darvoz) is a district in GBAO. Its capital is Qal’ai Khumb (also spelled Kalai-Khumb 

or Kalikhum, the same place Driscoll discusses above on p. 182). Qal’ai Khumb is 99 km from Yazgulom 

by road. The anonymous historian in Levi-Sanchez (2017) notes a Khorog-based opposition commander 

forced Rizwan back into Afghanistan “after allegations about the misconduct of the Tajik Opposition 

spread far and wide” (p. 57). Rizwan and his men’s appalling conduct eventually led to the Russian border 

guards winning over the local population, at which point they “began purging the political opposition in 

Darwaz” (p. 57).  
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were having a life like Afghanistan.” He added, “Why do people praise the president? People 

remember the time of war here. Nobody took charge of creating peace but Emomali Rahmon. I 

remember there were so many people who became refugees in Afghanistan. And he brought them 

back. More than 10,000 children got killed.” Parviz remains impressed by Rahmon’s 

determination in the aftermath of the war to return Tajik refugees in Afghanistan: “Emomali 

Rahmon said that ‘I will bring back [the refugees], even if one single Tajik refugee is left in 

Afghanistan,’ and he did it.” Also meaningful to Parviz is a major road that was built during 

Rahmon’s administration. The road links Badakhshan and Dushanbe, and is passable during 

winter. He explained, “There was a different road [from Dushanbe to Badakhshan passing 

through] Darvoz, behind the mountains. . . . It was dangerous. People would die in winter. Roads 

would get blocked. During the Soviet time, there were talks of plans of building this road, but 

nobody did it. But then Emomali Rahmon when he became president, he built this road.” 

In a sensitive and excellent study, Epkenhans (2018) analyzes the changing strategies 

employed by Tajikistan’s political elites on how to best remember the Tajik civil war. He argues 

“the Tajik government has manipulated the commemoration of the civil war and its origins since 

1993” (p. 198). He identifies three phases: “firstly, the period of oblivion (until 2005); secondly, 

the period of contested commemoration (2005–2015); and finally, the period of authoritarian 

monopolization and historical erasure” (p. 198). The first phase blames the civil war on the Soviet 

Union’s dissolution, “with the Tajiks playing a rather passive role” where they are at the mercy of 

manipulative foreign forces (p. 203). During the second phase, Epkenhans writes “The 

government gradually abandoned the idea that . . . the outbreak of the civil war was to some 

extent contingent and instigated by ominous external forces” (p. 210). Instead, “the official 

government narrative unambiguously calls the opposition to account for the outbreak of the civil 

war and presents Rahmon as the one who single-handedly restored peace, stability and statehood” 

(p. 210). In 2015, Rahmon’s government banned the IRPT and brazenly persecuted its leadership. 
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Epkenhans notes in this third phase, starting in 2015, Rahmon suspended a “decade of relative 

plurality and shifted to a hard-authoritarian regime, monopolizing the memory culture in 

Tajikistan” (p. 199). The government media “has been conducting a long-term defamation 

campaign against the IRPT since the mid-2000s”, which only intensified in the run up to the 

IRPT’s ban in 2015 (p. 212). Consequently, “the history of the IRPT has been rewritten and the 

role of Nurī marginalized” (p. 213). Extraordinarily, “former members of the IRPT, in particular, 

have contributed to this rewriting and posthumous defamation of Nurī” (p. 213). By way of 

example, Epkenhans (2018) cites a statement in Karim (2015, September 30) from former IRPT 

commander Abdurahim Karim, who proclaimed the  

IRPT and its misled followers are a source of war and violence. At no time in history has 

the religion of Islam needed — nor will it need — a party or movement. . . . It is obvious 

that only the upright manliness (ǧavonmardī bevosita) of the head of the state, the 

President of the Republic of Tajikistan, His Excellency, the venerable Emomalī Rahmon, 

ensured the security of the society and saved the lives of citizens. (Epkenhans, 2018, p. 

213) 
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Figure 24: Twentieth anniversary of independence display in Motravn (2016) 

In Motravn’s government-run medical center a large display celebrates the twentieth 

anniversary of Tajikistan’s independence (Figure 24). Its topic suggests it was installed in 2011 

— midway through what Epkenhans (2018) calls the “period of contested commemoration” (p. 

198).  Among the photos of government buildings and infrastructure (including the road 

mentioned by Parviz) are two prominent photos of President Rahmon. Beneath the larger of his 

two portraits is a photo of him signing a 1996 ceasefire agreement in Dushanbe. Seated at the 

same table is UTO leader Abdulloh Nuri. A quote attributed to President Rahmon says 

“Independence is the thousand-year wish and goal of the honorable and civilized Tajik people”. 

In future when the display is replaced, barring a change in government policy it would be 

surprising to see Abdulloh Nuri be part of its replacement. 
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Parviz’s Take on the GKNB 

In this social context of defamatory propaganda, Parviz’s denunciation of the IRPT and its late 

leader Abdulloh Nuri is unsurprising. When I asked him if he believed everything he saw on 

Tajik television, he replied “Many of them are correct. Exact.” Yet I believe it is a serious 

mistake to assume Parviz is merely being duped by state propaganda. As Epkenhans (2018) notes, 

“a complex reciprocity between official narratives and local variations” occurs in “how the 

people of Tajikistan, the recipients of the official historiography, remember the civil war” (p. 

199).  

The state’s role in dynamics local to Yazgulom are critical to Parviz’s understanding of 

the IRPT’s conduct in the civil war. The state provides minimal basic services like education and 

health in Yazgulom. By way of example, in 2011 I was present in Yazgulom when education 

officials came to collect books to be deposited in the National Library of Tajikistan, then under 

construction. The 45,000-square-meter library, which President Rahmon inaugurated on March 

20, 2012, is reputed to have cost USD $40 million (Parshin, 2012). The government required 

every school child and every teacher to contribute one book to it. Piled into a visiting education 

official’s car were relatively worthless books, many of which were the same. A common one was 

“The Life of Lenin”.18 

The state does, however, maintain a powerful system of surveillance, repression, and 

control. The State Committee for National Security (SCNS / GKNB, informally known as the 

KGB) maintains a regional department office in Yazgulom (Press Service of President of 

 
18 To be clear, my criticism of the Tajik state’s education and health services is directed at their lack of 

resources, not their employees. My experience whenever I visited hospitals and medical centers in 

Tajikistan was one of being attended to by unfailingly kind medical professionals. I required their services, 

for example, after being bitten by an enormous mastiff. On another occasion — my first visit to Yazgulom 

— I was put on intravenous fluids after having passed out. 
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Republic of Tajikistan, 2016).19 Its system of surveillance, repression and control appears to be 

effective. Yazgulomis have little choice but to adapt to it. As one Yazgulomi put it “People know 

how to take care of themselves. They won’t say things that will get them in trouble.”  The 

consequences of getting into trouble, this Yazgulomi said, include being “removed from the 

village.” 

The GKNB penetrates deeply into many levels and institutions of Tajik society, 

repressing opposition to the government — real, potential, and imagined — through a brazen mix 

of coercion, extortion, fear, and violence.  Kucera (2013) quotes Susan Corke, director of Eurasia 

Programs at Freedom House, who states “The GKNB is a notoriously corrupt and repressive 

institution, allegedly involved in drug smuggling and openly engaged in repression of legitimate 

political dissent.” 

On June 25, 2016, President Rahmon addressed Yazgulomis and government dignitaries 

in a speech in Motravn. My wife and I had arrived in Yazgulom two days prior, intending to take 

in Rahmon’s speech and observe what Yazgulomis made of his visit. Speeches by the Tajik 

President in rural areas are expensive affairs, involving an elaborate security operation that mixes 

Rahmon’s elite security, the GKNB, a vast number of regular police from the region being 

visited, and other officials. 

Very shortly after our arrival in Yazgulom two days prior to the speech, two security 

agents met us. One was dressed in military clothing, and the other in plain clothes. They told us 

we had to leave immediately. They blamed us for not having the correct documentation. They 

 
19 The establishing of a GKNB office in Yazgulom fits a trend identified by Marat (2016), in which the 

Tajik government is expanding its coercive powers into rural areas. She argues that Tajikistan, like 

Kazakhstan, has “upgraded police forces in rural areas to improve intelligence-gathering on the local 

population and anticipate future anti-government activities”, framing “their repressive actions as an 

inclusive process to resolve the grievances of the affected populations” (p. 536). 
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said we needed a letter from the Academy of Sciences saying the places we wanted to work in. 

We said we could get it. They then claimed that we needed to be on the list of invitees, since we 

are not from the area. 

I openly expressed my displeasure to the agents after fruitlessly discussing the issue with 

them. A Yazgulomi who knew me from a previous visit told me that he was afraid of the GKNB, 

and that they could cause problems for him. He wanted us to leave quietly and without issue. 

A young woman observed my confrontation with the presumed GKNB agents and 

contacted a friend by telephone. Her friend, it turned out, was the head of security in Vanj district, 

which includes Yazgulom. After some delay (possibly caused by travelling from Vanj), the 

security head came directly to speak with my wife and I. He was dressed in military fatigues. And 

like the first pair, he had a partner, who was dressed in plain clothes.  

I explained to the security head that this event was bigger than just the situation itself. I 

argued it would make Tajikistan look bad in the eyes of academics, because people would not 

understand why the government forced us out unless it had something to hide (and indeed, some 

weeks later, a Yazgulomi made the same point about the government having something to hide). 

We were obviously not a security threat to the President. I pointed out that Yazgulom has barely 

been studied by academic researchers, and Tajikistan not much either. I argued foreigners do not 

understand the country. 

The security head replied it does not matter that foreigners do not understand Tajikistan, 

because Tajiks do not understand the U.S. (His observation about Tajiks not understanding the 

U.S. was not unfounded — he had received two years of security training in the U.S.) My wife 

told him we are trying to help people understand. I suggested to the security head that it is 

embarrassing for the government that we were being ordered to leave. He replied that we were 

not being ordered — instead, he was asking us to “please leave”. He clarified he was doing us a 

favor, because otherwise his colleagues would have forcibly escorted us out. He was gracious 
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enough to honor my request that he speak with the head of the GKNB, Saimumin Yatimov, to see 

if we could stay in Yazgulom to observe the President’s speech. He spoke by phone to Yatimov, 

who was not in Yazgulom. It seems Yatimov abruptly ordered the security head that we had to 

leave forthwith. We were in no position to argue any further, and departed Yazgulom.  

Notwithstanding the security head honoring my request to contact Yatimov, if the 

security head or any of the other agents listened to our arguments, they gave little impression of 

taking them seriously. My Yazgulomi friend said “the GKNB never listen” — which strikes me 

as humorous now, given the substantial effort the GKNB puts into surveillance. It was not funny 

at the time.  

Fear of the GKNB was palpable among many of my respondents, in and out of 

Yazgulom, affecting what they would say or if they would talk to me at all. Fear of saying the 

wrong thing — such as being in any way critical of the President — was especially noticeable 

among those who had government jobs. Among all my ethnographic respondents in Tajikistan, 

several feared being killed because of their activities, and one for merely talking to me. This latter 

individual expressed fear that “one day I’m asleep here [in my home], they [the GKNB] would 

come one night, during the night while I’m asleep, put something on my head, and kill me.” 

Such fears were far from uniform, however, and could vary greatly even within the same 

household. Some respondents, like Parviz, had no concern whatsoever. He had been called in for 

interview several times by the GKNB. They questioned him and took a written statement. They 

wanted information on a religious movement originating in Yazgulom that Parviz is a devoted 

member of.  

The religious movement is headed by a charismatic Yazgulomi from Motravn, Sodiq 

(who I introduce more fully on p. 284). Depending on who is doing the counting, Sodiq has about 

40–150 followers, some of whom are women and girls. All are Yazgulomi, but not all are in 

Yazgulom — some are in the capital Dushanbe, and others are in Russia. Sodiq is from Motravn, 
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and has a home there and in Dushanbe. Most of his followers are from Motravn, but he has 

followers in other villages too. The movement has split families and ended friendships. Passions 

are high. Serious violent incidents have occurred in and out of Yazgulom. Parviz is no longer 

close with Sino, who is against Sodiq’s movement (which might be another reason why Sino was 

not forthcoming with me, as I had talked with Parviz at length prior to meeting him). Parviz’s 

own siblings are against the movement too. His siblings are far from alone in their rejection of 

Sodiq’s movement. Parviz says “there are a lot of them [against Sodiq] in Yazgulom. It’s a big 

challenge.”  

Sodiq’s movement emphasizes Islamic mysticism and Persian poetry. Parviz says Sodiq 

“knows lots of secrets of the Mahdi.” Belief in the Mahdi as “the restorer of true religion and 

justice who . . . will appear and rule before the end of the world” is widespread in Islam, but 

notions of him vary across and within Islamic sects (Daftary, 2007, p. 519). Probably in part 

because of Sodiq’s stance on the Mahdi, one of the critics’ principle charges against Sodiq is that 

he is an Ismaili. Pamiris are predominantly Ismaili; their religious head is the Aga Khan. 

However, Sunni Pamiris populate Yazgulom and Vanj, and parts of Darvoz. Yazgulomis were 

Ismaili as recently as the mid-1870s. Stein (1933) argues Yazgulomis were forcibly converted 

from the Ismaili to the Sunni branch of Islam by “the fanatical rule of Bukhara” (p. 323).20  

Among Sodiq’s critics are clerics who have trained in Zahedan, in Sistan and Baluchestan 

Province in Iran. However, like Sodiq, these same critics also received religious instruction from 

former Zhamak resident Mullah Said, who died from illness in the mid-2000s aged about 53 or 

54. Parviz refers to Mullah Said as Sodiq’s master, and says Sodiq was his master’s favorite 

 
20 Tiessen et al. (2010)’s perspective on Yazgulom’s religious conversion is less strident. After noting the 

Bukhara Emirs “subjugated the Yazghulami” after conquering Darvoz and Vanj, Tiessen, et al. note “like 

the Vanji people, the Yazghulami converted from the Ismaili branch of Shi’a Islam to Sunni Islam” (p. 4). 
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student. For Parviz, “in order to find your way, you need to have a master. Without a master, you 

can’t find the right path.” 

Parviz says the clerics critical of Sodiq until recently belonged to the IRPT, which is now 

outlawed.21 He says the GKNB supports both Sodiq and his movement, and is against these 

clerics. The GKNB’s support for Sodiq’s movement did not come easy, however. It comes after 

having extensively investigated Sodiq’s activities in and out of Yazgulom — for 16 years, Parviz 

claims. “At first, the government was against us followers of Sodiq”, says Parviz. “Then they 

learnt it was all a lie. Who did these things? The ones who are with the [Islamic Renaissance] 

Party, and they wanted to create problems for Sodiq and us followers”. Parviz says now that the 

GKNB have “learnt what the real story is”, whatever Sodiq tells the GKNB, “they listen to him”. 

Parviz’s ringing denunciation of the IRPT’s Abdulloh Nuri and his praise of President 

Rahmon must be seen in the light of his present aspirations and struggles. He is a wholehearted 

devotee of Sodiq, continually praising him for his fine character and religious and philosophical 

knowledge, going so far as to argue “nobody on Earth has more knowledge than Sodiq.” For 

Parviz, being part of a nascent religious movement that faces open hostility and occasional 

violence, to have the support of the government is undoubtedly valuable. At the very least, their 

movement has no need to go underground to continue their religious activities. While it is unclear 

if the GKNB’s support extends to offering Sodiq’s movement security from violent threats 

against it, its support confers an upgrade in social status. When President Rahmon visited 

 
21 On April 14 or 15, 2014, the GKNB arrested the IRPT’s GBAO head Saodatsho Adolatov, who is 

Yazgulomi. On July 30, 2014, a Vanj District Court sentenced him to “five years’ imprisonment for 

incitement of ethnic, racial, regional, or religious enmity” (United States Department of State, 2015, p. 9). 

A GKNB spokesman said “On several occasions the arrested individual publicly insulted local [Yazgulomi] 

residents and created an atmosphere of mutual hatred. Thirty local residents complained about Adolatov’s 

illegal actions to the appropriate authorities” (Interfax, 2014). Adolatov was the IRPT’s replacement for 

Sabzali Mamadrizoev, who the government murdered in Khorog in July 2012 (see footnote 55 on p. 304). 
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Motravn, one of Sodiq’s disciples was given the honor of being the first to speak in front of the 

President, which was surely no coincidence. Moreover, government officials blocked the majority 

of poor Yazgulomi residents from engaging the President in the hope of seeking relief from their 

socioeconomic struggles. Yet Sodiq’s step-daughter was granted permission to stand in front of 

the President and announce her desire to work for the police. President Rahmon awarded her 

5,000 somoni (about USD $635 at the time) and free lodging in Dushanbe while she undertook 

her police training.22 

The Battle Pauses, Prompting Odil to Act 

After the 24 died on the foothill at the entrance to Yazgulom, someone needed to collect the 

bodies. For a mujahed to do it was out of the question. He would have been killed. The task fell to 

Odil. Thanks to their spies, the Russians knew that Odil was no mujahed. (In fact, as far as Odil 

was concerned, the Yazgulomi combatants were not proper mujahedin. He argues “We didn’t 

have mujahedin. There was just Zayniddin and his men who were guarding this area.”) 

During the civil war, Odil was in his 50s. He is now retired. He has lived most of his life 

in Motravn, having done his military service in an Armenian collective farm for one year, 

attaining the rank of commander. His university study was in Dushanbe. He studied to an 

advanced level, attaining a red diploma, signifying academic excellence. When he was a young 

man, he was a fine athlete, competing in athletic sports like high jump and long jump (he 

achieved a height of 1.95 m in the high jump, and 6.8 m in the long jump). He was not good 

enough to make it to the Olympics, but he did compete in Soviet competitions in Central Asia and 

 
22 It is also possible that the award was a consequence not of Sodiq’s standing but of the fact that two of her 

grandparents — Latif and Sitora (see below) — faithfully served the local government in Yazgulom for 

some years. In a probably unrelated case, another family received a free house in Yazgulom because both 

the son and the daughter are blind. They wanted a house in Dushanbe but President Rahmon said it would 

be better if they were in Yazgulom with their family.  
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Russia. (Moreover, one of his sons is a karate and kickboxing champion who has won medals in 

Tajikistan.)  

In his younger days, he was a keen hunter who knew the local mountains extremely well. 

He says the hunting affected his body. Nowadays he has a hunch and uses a walking stick. His 

hearing and his vision seem good, however. 

Odil’s major at university was German. He remains an enthusiastic German speaker. His 

favorite poet is the German literary figure Heinrich Heine (1797-1856). In addition to German he 

also studied the history of the Communist Party, philosophy, and linguistics. At university he read 

Lenin, Marx, and Engels, including Marx’s Capital. He wrote a 300-page thesis on prepositions in 

Tajiki and Yazgulomi. 

Odil has been married twice. His first marriage was with a Tatar who he met at 

university. She became a doctor. Odil says, “We didn’t want to separate, but my first wife didn’t 

want to live here in Yazgulom.” Odil’s second wife is Yazgulomi. He has children from both 

marriages, some of whom live abroad. 

Odil is a devoted Muslim. He leads prayers in the mosque. He argues “religion has 

proved that Darwin’s idea of the evolution of men from monkeys is not right”, adding “I as a 

religious person, a Muslim person, believe that God created humans.” When he told me this I 

shared with him anthropology’s findings on human evolution — not to change his mind, but 

merely to let him know. It was exceptionally easy to talk with Odil like this. He was confident 

and secure, with sparkling eyes, a quick sense of humor, and a ready laugh. 

Before his retirement, Odil was director of the school in Motravn. He taught German at 

the school. Bliss (2005) notes in Soviet Tajikistan after 1950, “Even in the smallest villages, 

German (at least) was taught as a second language” (p. 5). Odil also taught a range of military 
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activities, which was under the aegis of the Ministry of Culture and Education, not the military. 23 

He says “I myself was a military trainer, so I was a military teacher at school. I would teach them 

these things at school — how to work with an automatic gun, or use weapons. That is what I 

would teach at school.” He taught both boys and girls. 

Without hesitation, Odil dates the Yazgulom battle as April 8–10, 1995. When I asked 

him why he remembers the date so well, he simply said “I was living at that time — of course I 

remember the dates.”  

I asked Odil if when he went to collect the 24 bodies he was the leader. He understood 

my question in the formal sense, replying “I went as a representative of this village, not a leader.” 

I asked if he was a leader informally. He replied affirmatively, saying his role was “to stop the 

war and bring the bodies of the dead people.”  Odil says “I was an ordinary person. I was scared 

for the life of my children.” 

At some point during the battle Odil became inured to the fighting, saying “when you 

hear a lot of shooting, then you’re not scared of the noise anymore.” Perhaps it helped that houses 

were not shot or bombed — he says “there were many bullets shot in the village, around the 

village, but no house was shot.”  

Before anyone could collect the 24 bodies, combat had to halt, momentarily at least. The 

halt was initiated by two Yazgulomi brothers, Nazar and Alisher Khasanbekov. They were young 

men. Odil remembers them being in their mid-20s in 1995, but assuming media reports published 

 
23 Unfortunately, I failed to clarify with Odil if the military aspects of the school’s curriculum were a 

consequence of Soviet authorities designating it a vocational-technical or specialized secondary school, or 

whether the military aspects were typical of schools in the area. See Borjian (2011) for a discussion of the 

varieties of schools in Soviet Tajikistan. 
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in 2018 are accurate, Alisher would have been in his teens.24 They were UTO commanders. Like 

Zayniddin, they were not raised in Yazgulom. In their case, however, they were raised not in 

Küybishev like Zayniddin, but in Qumsangir. During the battle and possibly the civil war itself, 

they were not based in Yazgulom — they travelled from Khorog to Yazgulom that day. What 

prompted them to come to Yazgulom that late afternoon, what they told the Russians when they 

arrived at the entrance to Yazgulom — and how they avoided being killed before they arrived — 

is unclear.25  

After getting clearance from the Russians, Nazar and possibly Alisher then entered 

Yazgulom. Odil says “They asked Zayniddin to stop shooting. Zayniddin didn’t know how many 

of his men had died. He had no idea. They told Zayniddin [in addition to Russian and Tajik 

losses] there are also many dead from the mujahedin, so stop shooting so you can collect your 

dead bodies.” Odil added, “Commander Nazar, he came to us and said that many people have 

been killed. He said that he had asked both sides to stop shooting. But there needed to be 

someone to go and collect the dead bodies. Who dares to go? Who is brave enough to go there 

and collect the bodies? And then I said I can go, no problem, I can go and collect the bodies.” 

 
24 As of 2018, both brothers are now in Tajik prison. They were armed associates of General Abduhalim 

Nazarzoda, who died on September 16, 2015 after an apparent failed armed rebellion against President 

Rahmon’s government. Nazar was soon caught, but Alisher managed to evade capture until May 2018. 
25 UNMOT may have had a hand in their arrival — according to the anonymous historian in Levi-Sanchez 

(2017), the fighting in Yazgulom and the border with Amurn “resulted in dozens of deaths of Russian 

officers and soldiers and Gharmi Opposition fighters until a truce was reached through the mediation of 

UNMOT” (p. 58). UNMOT itself reported “On 9 and 10 April, fighting took place between the Russian 

border forces and the opposition in Kalot” (U.N. Security Council, 1995, p. 4), which is on the M41 

highway at the border of Vanj and Rushon districts, not far from Yazgulom. Levi-Sanchez’s historian 

describes the fighting: “The Khorog Border guard garrison sent additional forces, but they were stopped in 

Kalat, at the intersection of the road between Rushan and Vanj by GBAO self-defense forces. After a few 

hours of exchange of gun fire, the border guards came with a white flag to make peace, and returned to 

Khorog” (Levi-Sanchez, 2017, p. 58). 
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Among the dead were Odil’s neighbors and close relatives. Odil was accompanied by two 

other men, one of whom was to be the driver. They made a white flag by placing a piece of white 

cloth on a stick. When I asked him if he was afraid for his life when he went to collect the bodies, 

he replied “Of course. I knew, if even one thing didn’t go right, I would get shot.” Odil recalled 

the events that occurred on or about 4 or 5 p.m. on April 10, 1995: 

When we approached the soldiers, the soldiers were aiming at us, and they said stop. We 

held our arms up, and said, we have a white flag, we are not here to fight. We want to 

collect the bodies. They went and called two Russian commanders. One was a major, the 

other was a podpolkóvnik [Lieutenant Colonel]. They talked to us, and said “what do you 

want?” I said “We want to collect the bodies. There has been shooting, some people have 

been killed, war is war, but the bodies should be respected, and we should collect the 

bodies.” The commander, one of them said, “No way, we don’t even give you the 

bodies.” And I said “Well look, if we don’t collect the bodies, they will soon become 

smelly and spread sickness. It’s best we take them, and you take your bodies too, and 

bury the bodies.” He gave it some thought, and eventually he agreed. He said, “You 

know very well, you are a knowledgeable person. You know how to discuss things.” I 

said “Yes, because I’m also a military man like you.” They said okay, no problem, go and 

gather the bodies of your dead people. I said but we don’t have a car, we need a car. He 

laughed at me. Before he agreed, he said they needed to call Khorog, and ask for the 

okay. The Russian commanders called Khorog, and got the permission. After that, he 

asked for a car. The Russian commander then said, “We won’t give you a car, because 

you will give it to commander Zayniddin.” And I said “Well, we need the car, and we 

will bring it back.” And then eventually they gave us the car, and we went to collect the 

bodies. One body was here, another body was there. We put them in the car, and took 

them to the villages. We went from house to house, and gave the bodies to their 
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families. . . . Then we buried them. After that, after this talk, the battle actually stopped. 

And it didn’t continue, they didn’t continue shooting anymore. 

Unsurprisingly, Odil spoke with the Russian commander in Russian. He says it took five minutes 

for the commander to get permission from his superior in Khorog to lend Odil the Russian 

vehicle. The Russian vehicle brought the bodies only to Motravn; from there, they used another 

vehicle to transport the bodies to the higher up villages. Four of the dead combatants were from 

Motravn. 

One of the dead mujahedin was not Yazgulomi. His name was Abu Dawood. Odil 

identified him as French. Abu Dawood was black. Most Yazgulomis who knew him remember 

him as a big, strong man. He could recite the Qur’an beautifully. He knew the whole Qur’an. His 

ancestry was Cuban — one Yazgulomi suggests it was his parents who had come to France; 

another said he had gone to France to study to become a doctor. But Odil says Abu Dawood’s 

mother was a French doctor, and his father was black. In any case, his parents were not Muslims. 

Prior to becoming a mujahed, he had studied at three or four universities. He became enamored 

with Islam, and went to Peshawar in Pakistan to undertake Islamic studies and learn the Qur’an. 

Odil says “He got the idea of jihad in Pakistan, and then came here, and saw the mujahedin 

fighting, and then decided to take part in it.” Abu Dawood did not have a leadership position in 

Yazgulom. Odil noted, “He would always say his prayers in the mosque. He didn’t like people 

who wouldn’t say prayers. He would scold them. He didn’t know very well how to use a 

weapon.” Not being a mujahed himself, Odil only ever spoke with him in the mosque. Odil told 

me, “I would ask him directly in the mosque ‘Do you know how to use a weapon?’, and he would 

say ‘No, not very much.’ And I would say ‘If you want to be a mujahed, how are you going to 

fight if you don’t know how to use a weapon?’ And he would smile and say, ‘I will learn 

slowly.’” 
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Odil said because Abu Dawood did not have a house, “We just took his body up to the 

top village Zhamak. His body was all full of bullets, in the form of the cross.” Abu Dawood is 

said to have been buried in the hamlet of Zaich. 

Three days after the battle, the Yazgulomi mujahedin, the Russian soldiers, the Tajik 

government troops, and others — “everyone”, according to Odil — gathered at the small Tajik 

military base located in the plain in front of the foothill at Yazgulom’s entrance and shared a meal 

of what Odil called a “peacemaking osh”.26  

When Odil went to the Russians, he did not do so with the assumption that the battle was 

finished. The end to the fighting was far from a foregone conclusion. He said “We went and 

talked to the officers, and we said that yes we agree you have a war going on, but we need to take 

the bodies. Let us stop shooting, gather the bodies, and then continue your fighting.” He reports 

that “When we were taking the bodies up, there were some [Russian] helicopters that were flying 

above Motravn, and they shot at the mountains, of course, not in the village, but the mountains, to 

scare us.”  

At that time, on the evening of the battle’s third day, the Yazgulomi mujahedin remained 

at their posts, alert. The sense of not knowing what was to come next was real for Parviz: “Even 

when they were picking up the bodies and putting them in the car to bring to the village, we 

mujahedin didn’t leave our post, because we didn’t want the Russians to take advantage of the 

time and invade the village. Of course that was the time when the peace started, and the battle 

stopped, but also at that time, 70 cars had left Khorog, from the government, to come to the valley 

and invade the village. So we didn’t leave our posts.”  

I asked Odil what his most vivid memory was from when he went to speak to the Russian 

commanders and collect the bodies. He replied “I don’t remember any more than I told you from 

 
26 Osh is a staple food throughout Central Asia. It is Tajikistan’s national dish. 
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that day. I just remember that part, or whatever else I said, or they said. I just remember that I told 

them, war is war, but the bodies of the dead people should be respected.” I wanted him to identify 

his most vivid memory so I could clarify with him whether the event seemed recent or not. I then 

asked him “Does that memory seem like 21 years ago, or does it seem like two hours ago, or two 

weeks ago?” He replied by emphatically saying “No”, indicating it was not a fading memory for 

him. He then immediately added “Every minute is present in front of my eyes. I see what 

happened. I saw it minute by minute. [It is present in my eyes] because I collected all the dead 

ones. I saw with my own eyes, I felt up close that they had died.” After clarifying who precisely 

collected the bodies — Odil says the Russians told him “you volunteered to come, you take care 

of the dead” — I reaffirmed with Odil that this memory is always in front of him every minute. 

He confirmed that was true, intensifying his description to say “Every second. Until I die it will 

remain with me.” At this point I tried to ascertain which visual perspective of the self Odil was 

using. Earlier in our conversation I had elaborated on the distinction between the two visual 

perspectives at some length, but the flow of the conversation meant I had been unable to clarify 

with him which visual perspective he was using as he looked back at the events. Odil had wanted 

to talk about other matters. I therefore decided to simplify my approach by focusing on whether 

he could see his body as he recalled the scene, hoping to use it as a proxy for the third-person 

visual perspective of the self. It may have been too open to interpretation to be a good proxy: 

Damon: When you think of this memory . . . do you see your own body in 

the memory, or do you only see your surroundings? 

Odil: Of course, I see myself too. I see my surroundings, but I feel 

myself there too. 

Damon [to my translator]: But does he see himself? Say this is 

important. 
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Odil: I see myself. I see myself, my body, talking with the Russian 

officers. 

Damon: What is your appearance? 

Odil: A normal ordinary person. I’m standing upright. I’m also waiting, 

expecting to be shot any second. When they gave us the car, then I was 

kind of reassured they wouldn’t shoot us. When we asked for a car, they 

made me wait there with the Russians. Two other men, volunteers, would 

take the bodies away in the Russian car, and then bring the car back. 

Because when I asked for a car from the Russians, the Russians said how 

do we trust that you are going to bring back the car. And I said I 

guarantee that we are going to bring back the car. The Russian officer 

said okay, then you sit here with us until they bring back the car, 

then we will let you go. So I was waiting all along when they were 

taking away the bodies to bring back the car. I was kind of worried. 

When they brought back the car, I had to go back to the village on 

foot. On every step, I was thinking, okay, maybe they will shoot me 

from behind now. Or maybe now, and every step, I was expecting to be 

shot and die. 

Damon: Did you soil your pants because you were so scared? 

Odil: No. The fear that I felt inside, I felt that my head became 

heavy, and I couldn’t think. I couldn’t speak properly. 

Damon: When you think about that memory, do you see yourself walking 

down the road, or is it just that you see the road in front of you as 

you walk? 

Odil: I only saw in front of me, because if I looked back, they might 

shoot.  Also, my head was kind of down. I kept my head down. I was just 

seeing the road in front of me. 
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Damon: That’s good to know, but I’m asking a question about in the 

memory. In the memory, do you see yourself walking down the road? 

My translator saw I was having difficulty conveying the idea of a first- or third-person 

visual perspective. She clarified with him what I was trying to convey by asking him a question: 

Translator: Do you see yourself as though you are standing on the side 

seeing yourself walking on the road, or as though even now that you 

remember the road is ahead of you? 

Odil: I see myself going very slowly ahead, and not looking back. I’m 

not looking on the sides either. I’m just looking in front of me and 

walking very slowly on the road. 

Damon: So in your memory, are you looking at yourself from the front, 

from the back, or from the side? 

Odil: From the front. 

Damon: So you can see yourself looking down? 

Odil: Yes, my head is down and I’m walking. 

Damon: Can I ask you to talk about when you are walking away, the same 

time the same place the same road, can you tell us that experience, 

this time imagine it like you don’t see yourself. You only see the road 

in front of you, because you are looking out through your own eyes.  

Damon [to my translator]: Emphasize same time, same place, same road, 

but this time with a different perspective. Just looking out through 

his own eyes, walking down the road, what does he see, and what does he 

experience? 

Odil: I see myself, I see the road in front of me, walking. And then I 

finally reached the mujahedin’s car, Zayniddin’s car. They were waiting 

for me to take them with them. I got in the car, and then we started 

taking the bodies to their families. One village after another, until 
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we managed Zhamak. In Zhamak there were 13 bodies. We had taken 13 

bodies to Zhamak. 

At this point I was still unconvinced I had conveyed to Odil the difference between the 

two visual perspectives of the self. For his part, however, Odil expressed no confusion 

whatsoever. I used my cellphone and its camera to illustrate. Odil then resumed our conversation: 

Odil: When I am talking to those [Russian] officers, I also see myself 

standing among them, talking to them. I see myself there. Even when 

carrying the bodies, from the leg, or from the shoulder holding them 

up, or from the sides, I see myself making an effort to pull them and 

take the bodies. And those people who were with me, I also see them. I 

see how distressed they are. They are also carrying the bodies.  

Damon: Were you crying?  

Odil: I didn’t cry. I couldn’t cry. If it was just one person, I could 

cry. But this was too much, too big. It was a big shock. 

Damon: Can you tell us about the time when you were walking down the 

road towards commander Zayniddin’s car, after the Russian car had been 

returned. But this time, instead of seeing yourself, describe for us 

what it was like without seeing yourself in the memory, just as you can 

see the road in front of you. 

Odil: When I look through my eyes, I just see the road in front of me, 

and I’m walking. My head was down, and I was looking down. And then I 

get to Zayniddin, and Zayniddin tells me, finished? I say yes. He says, 

you collected all the bodies? I say yes. And he said, let’s go and we 

come to this neighbor first, give the body belonging to this neighbor, 

and then the other neighbor across from this, across the road. And then 

we go to Bidun, Vishkharv, Andarbag, and then to Zhamak. In one 

village, one of the dead people was a 14- or 15-year-old boy. 
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Damon: What was the feeling in your body when you were walking back 

towards Zayniddin, from the Russians towards Zayniddin? 

Odil: I was thinking that they would now kill me, shoot me, and I would 

die too. But they didn’t. But they didn’t shoot. 

Damon: Can you tell us more of what you saw when you were collecting 

the bodies? Were they all in one place, or were they 200 m away from 

each other? Or even further? Were they all in one position or were they 

in different positions? 

Odil: They were not all in one place. One was here, two were there, one 

was on his back, one was on his side, or on his face. One was. . . . 

His knees, his feet were shot, his knee was touching his abdomen. 

Damon: So some were lying on their front with their arms crossed like 

this? [demonstrates] 

Odil: Yes. 

Damon: Others were on their side. 

Odil: Yes. 

Damon: Were you able to see if some of them had died just only 

recently, or do you think they were all killed at the moment they lay 

down? Were they killed instantly, or did some of them take a long time 

to die? 

Odil: Each of the mujahidin, they were shot maybe once, twice or three 

times. I knew they were all dead in the morning, since morning. 

Odil is not certain the Russians shot any wounded Yazgulomis while they were on the ground to 

ensure their deaths. When I asked him if he assumed that had happened, he said “I haven’t seen. 

But I’m an officer, I conclude that, I understand that they came and they did this.” 

At this point our conversation veered off into other details, such as where in the valley 

the deaths occurred. Odil said “elderly people all know where they were killed.” He did not 
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indicate younger people knew. Parviz believes younger Yazgulomis do know the location of 

where the men died.  

Damon: Do you have any kind of ritual every year to commemorate this 

killing? 

Odil: Every year we say fatiha [prayer] to their souls.  

Translator: On what day? 

Odil: On the 8th, 9th, or 10th. We either go to the cemetery and say 

fatiha, or to their houses. 

Damon: Oh okay. You never go to the place where they had their final 

breaths? 

Odil: There is no need to go there. It doesn’t play a role. 

Damon: Is it possible that we could ask you to tell us what you saw 

when you were collecting the bodies, but this time, you don’t see 

yourself in the memory, you only see your surroundings, you only see 

what is right in front of you when you are picking up the bodies? Can 

you tell us about that time? The same story. Not a different story. The 

same one, but you only see what’s in front of you. 

Odil: Now, it happens very often when I remember this, and I don’t see 

myself, but I see these bodies. I pick the bodies up. For example, I 

ask my other friend to help me carry the body, and we carry the body 

with difficulty away together. 

Damon: What do you mean by it happens very often? 

Odil: Many times. I remember a lot. Sometimes I see one of their living 

relatives, and as soon as I see them, the memory of that dead person 

comes to my mind. 

Damon: When for example, you see a relative, and the memory of the dead 

person comes to your mind, do you only see the dead person in the 
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memory, or do you also see yourself picking up the body of the dead 

person? 

Odil: I only see the dead. How they were killed and laying down on the 

ground. 

Damon: When you talk about it to us now, what is more natural for you? 

Is it more natural for you to see yourself in the memory, or only to 

see the dead bodies of the people? 

Odil: When I’m talking to you, I already see myself in there, taking 

part. 

Damon: That’s interesting. Because if I understand you correctly, what 

you are telling us, when you spontaneously meet those dead people’s 

relatives and remember, you only see the bodies. But when you are 

talking about it with us now, you see yourself. Is that correct? 

Odil: Yes, that’s right. 

Conflicting Views on the Merit of the Battle 

It should surprise no one that Yazgulomis vary in their perspective on whether the three-day 

battle was necessary or a foolhardy waste of life. Individuals themselves can hold conflicting 

views. For Parviz, “On the one hand we were right to fight. It was our right to fight. But on the 

other hand, it was not right, because we had so many killed. So many of us got killed.” Parviz 

then added a key point: “But on another hand, we didn’t let anybody enter to attack the village.” 

Conquered villages elsewhere in Tajikistan had experienced gruesome atrocities like 

massacres and systematic sexual violence. One Tajik with extensive experience of Tajikistan’s 

civil war told me of a visit during the war to a small village in Tavildara that once had 26 

families. He spoke with an 83 year-old man, who reluctantly and with great trepidation told him 

that all the men in the village had been murdered by government-allied combatants. He was kept 

alive because it was his task to bury them all. He was terrified that if the visitor told anyone, the 
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government would return and kill the rest of them. Clearly, Parviz’s concern about not letting 

anyone enter the village was truly meaningful. 

Parviz’s concern was widely shared in Yazgulom. Odil said prior to the battle, 

Yazgulomis held a meeting in which they decided that no Russians should enter the valley. He 

says, “Everybody from men, women and children, they stood against them [the Russians] and 

refused to accept them to enter this place. . . . At first the Russians agreed. Then later, they 

decided to enter the valley. Then Zayniddin stood against them.” Odil argues “If the Russians had 

entered the valley, even the women would have fought. But the problem was that there were not 

enough weapons here. The mujahedin would bring some weapons from Afghanistan or Pakistan.” 

Odil was clear about who Yazgulomis were fighting: “The war that was here was among 

Zayniddin and the Russian border patrols. It was not with the government. In Yazgulom, we 

didn’t have fighting with the government’s army.” 

Odil said “The war tactic of the mujahedin was very strong. The same number of people 

who died on the mujahedin side, more died on the other side.” When he told me this, I asked him 

if I could pose a question based on his “experience as a military man.” With the enthusiasm and 

good humor that characterized all our discussions, he replied “I’m ready to help!” I then posed 

the delicate question I had in mind: “This attack on the Russian position: In your opinion, was 

this a well thought out attack by the Yazgulomi forces? Or was this always going to end in 

disaster?” Odil replied: 

It’s a good question. In my opinion, this operation shouldn’t have taken place. I think this 

was not a good idea for three reasons. One, how can 7,000 people fight 100 million 

people from Russia? It doesn’t make sense. They can’t win. Second, we didn’t have 

many weapons or anything to fight. Whereas the Russians had all the weapons and 

technology they needed from their government. Third, if someone was wise, they would 

think about how to find a solution for the problems at that time — for the bad economy, 
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for the life people were having at that time — instead of deciding to have this attack on 

the Russians. I totally find the idea of this attack — at that time and now — I find it a bad 

idea. Zayniddin’s idea was that we should go and fight the kafirs [unbelievers]. But who 

are the kafirs? According to Islam, Russians are kafirs, Chinese are kafirs, many people 

around the world are kafirs, so we should go and fight all of them? I think we should 

work on ourselves instead of fighting everybody. We can’t fight everybody in the world. 

We can only work on our own mind and our own life, to make it better. 

When I asked the question, I had mistakenly assumed that Zayniddin had planned and ordered the 

attack. I felt bad about posing the question given Zayniddin had recently died. He would not have 

the chance to offer his perspective. Odil corrected my incorrect assumption, stating Zayniddin 

had “received the orders from the [opposition] government in Afghanistan. It was the order from 

Abu Abdullo. They ordered jihad. Zayniddin didn’t do it himself. The planning was done in 

Afghanistan.” When I asked if Abdulloh Nuri was also involved in the planning, Odil replied “Of 

course. God made his place high. He also knew what was going on in Yazgulom.” 

Parviz’s ideas about the attack were not stated with the same force as Odil’s. Moreover, 

the range of his ideas about the attack was narrower. Parviz said “Killing and fighting and war, 

makes life short. It’s not good for people. Bloodshed is not good.” Later in the same conversation, 

he may as well have been talking about the three-day battle in Yazgulom when he said: 

I look at myself. I’m a poor country. And you are a powerful and rich country. So before 

I decide to start a war with you, I should think, can I fight with you, do I have the power 

to fight against you, or enter a war with you? Saddam Hussein fought with America. 

Russia told him not to fight with America, so he and his people could have a peaceful 

life. Russia knew that the technology of Iraq and the power of Iraq is not enough to fight 

against the U.S. The U.S. was much more advanced in terms of technology. But Saddam 
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Hussein was unwise. He decided to go into war with America — and see what happened 

to his country. Look at that. 

When you are not wise in Islam, it happens. Instead of consulting your sense of 

logic, to see if you are able to fight against a country or someone, you decide that we 

want to fight anyhow, and have everybody killed, the children, people killed. The 

problem is with humans themselves, not from anybody else. Everything is in the heart. 

You can control yourself. 

I asked Javod (introduced below on p. 265) if Zayniddin ever expressed any regret for his role in 

the war. Javod answered dialectically: 

Maybe he regretted it when they brought all the bodies of the dead people. He didn’t 

think that so many people would be killed. But who knows of the reality inside of one 

person. He might say one thing and think another. Maybe he was promised some post or 

something. But he did a lot of service for the Yazgulomis. I mean he did many good 

things for the Yazgulomis too. Maybe at that time, when he started the war, from his 

fellowmen, he was promised support from other sides, but actually he received none, and 

[therefore] he lost so many men. 

Some Yazgulomis directly condemned the battle. One man, Latif, argued that the battle against 

the Russians was stupid because if you kill 10 of them, the next day they would come and kill you 

all. Echoing Odil and Parviz’s point, Latif said Iran would not go to war with America or Russia 

because they would be defeated. His wife Sitora said that she asked the village head why he did 

not stop the fighters from launching their operation. The head replied he could not do anything to 

stop them. Latif believes the local mujahidin were paid by mujahidin in Afghanistan to fight in 

Yazgulom. Like Odil, he said the operation was directed from outside Yazgulom. Latif 

mistakenly claimed Zayniddin was not present in Yazgulom when the attack started. Latif did not 

have the same first-hand knowledge of the three-day battle as some other Yazgulomis, because he 
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was in Vanj when it started. When he returned to Yazgulom, the Russians turned him away. They 

knew Latif was not with the mujahidin. Normally, civilians like him could pass through the three 

checkpoints at the entrance to their valley, but to do so during a raging battle was another matter.  

Latif and Sitora’s Pain 

On other occasions, Latif had faced danger passing through checkpoints. He was almost killed 

twice while doing so. He was reluctant to talk about them, however. He shared a little about one 

such occasion. One night when he was transporting a man’s body from Darvoz by car, Russian 

soldiers — drunk from arak and angered at the losses Russians had incurred from the mujahedin 

— started beating him. The soldiers told him the dead man must have been a mujahed. The 

soldiers’ commander, who had not been drinking, ordered them to stop. Latif said the Russian 

officer saved him. When you were travelling at night, the Russians “would just kill you, and 

throw your body away.” He added, “They killed many people, and threw the bodies in the [Panj] 

river. If you said anything, they would just shoot you with automatic weapons.” He did not want 

to say any more about it.27,28 

One of the first (if not the first) Yazgulomis who had been living in the Yazgulom valley 

to be killed in the civil war was Odina Mahmad, aged 25. Before the war came to Dushanbe, 

Odina travelled there to have a boy released from captivity. The captors released the boy, but 

 
27 Latif travelled widely and so passed through checkpoints relatively regularly compared to many others in 

Yazgulom. Akmal (introduced below) reported he did not face many difficulties passing through Russian 

controlled checkpoints at or near the entrance to Yazgulom. The worst he faced was that sometimes the 

soldiers would drink and cause problems like claiming his documents were incorrect.  
28 The anonymous historian in Levi-Sanchez (2017) writes the “Russian border guards claimed neutrality in 

the inter-Tajik conflict, but continued erecting checkpoints on the roads, and sometimes shot individuals 

from among the civilian population. Often, these killings were blamed on ‘mercenaries’, hired by the Tajik 

Government, and not connected with the Russian border guard garrisons” (p. 56). The border guards’ 

behavior caused them to lose favor among the local population (p. 57).  
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killed him instead. Latif said the killers were Uzbeks. Odina was not a politically-minded man. 

He just wanted to do something to free the boy. He was a sportsman, and a student of Latif’s. He 

was killed merely for being from the wrong side. At the time of the killing, Latif was in 

Dushanbe. He said, “We gathered money to give the Russians so they would free him. But we 

were too late. They [the Uzbeks] had already taken him and murdered him.” The Russians, he 

explained, were tasked to protect the cities in a period of enormous insecurity. 

 

Figure 25: Odina Mahmad’s portrait (2011) 

Latif is proud, intelligent, hard-working, and has a sharp memory. Now in his late 60s, he 

is undoubtedly the most entrepreneurial Yazgulomi I came to know. When he goes to the capital, 

transporting people to and fro, he returns with goods to sell. One time, his passenger van was 

carrying a large quantity of fresh meat he was bringing to Yazgulom. On the way to Yazgulom, 

his vehicle broke down. Being summer, the meat started to go bad. When he finally made it to 
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Motravn, he had little choice but to sell the meat regardless. The smell as it cooked was 

stunningly fetid.  

He worked as a trader during the civil war too, taking advantage of the fact that his 

mother lived close to Dushanbe’s airport. A couple of times he was fortunate enough to fly by 

helicopter between Vanj and Dushanbe. He said, “The helicopter would actually land near my 

mother’s house. So I would go from Vanj for a couple of days, get things to trade here [in 

Yazgulom], and come back.” 

His mother remained in Dushanbe throughout the civil war, dying a natural death in June 

2005. His brothers’ wives had been taking care of her. When I asked if they had enough food — 

access to food was a serious problem for many in the capital during the war — he said they did, 

because (to my astonishment) his mother had goats and cows in her compound. Being so close to 

the airport meant there was plenty of grass on which they could graze. 

Latif’s mother remarried after her first husband died of an illness. Latif was six years old 

when his father died. Heading to Dushanbe with her second husband, his mother left him in an 

orphanage in Vanj when he was nine years old. He was in the orphanage for 10 years. When I 

asked him what it was like, he said “It was very good. Everything was free.” Whether the 

childhood pain of him losing his father and being left behind by his mother had much to do with 

his love of women as an adult is open to interpretation. In any case, he was in fine physical 

condition, and it is easy to imagine women being attracted to him. He openly boasted of affairs 

with what he said were many other women. 
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Figure 26: Young men playing volleyball in Motravn (2011) 

As a young child he was into athletics, basketball, and volleyball, and when he was older, 

wrestling. In the 100 m, his best time was 11.7 seconds. His best long jump was 6.4 m (40 cm 

less than Odil). He had a lot of success in wrestling, competing in other countries including 

Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and Russia. During his compulsory military service, with an officer he 

founded a wrestling team within the army, entering it into competitions after a year. When I first 

met Latif, one of the first things he told me was that Yazgulom has 10 volleyball teams that 

competed against each other. He added Badakhshanis are famous for their volleyball prowess, 

being the best in Tajikistan. 
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Figure 27: Boys wait for their next volleyball game in Andarbag (2016) 

Once Latif told me if there are 10 people in a village, and eight are poor, the other two 

will also become poor. His aphorism reveals two truths in Yazgulomi society. The first is that 

everyone shares. As one non-Pamiri Tajik joked with me upon first visiting Yazgulom, “These 

people are real communists!” People visit each other without warning; hosts share food and a 

place to rest or sleep. This is not to say that one man will not charge another for using his bulls to 

impregnate cows, for instance. But it is to acknowledge the undeniable reality that as a small, 

isolated population they have survived bitter winters and scorching summers for who knows how 

many hundreds (or even thousands) of years as a community. The second truth is that no one is 

rich in Yazgulom. If they are not working in Russia or in Dushanbe, many Yazgulomis are 

peasants, even into old age. Life as a peasant is far from easy, entailing often backbreaking work, 

sickness, and the insecurity that comes with the vagaries of agricultural life. Latif is not a peasant, 
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but nonetheless his ostensibly retired wife Sitora spends many hours daily tending their 

subsistence crops all the same. 

Professionally, Latif worked as a schoolteacher in Yazgulom from 1973 until 2014. He 

was director for eight years. He received many awards for his teaching. His specialty was sports 

education, for which he had studied at university in Dushanbe for five years. He says “I cared a 

lot for my profession so I could train many other sports teachers.” More than 50 or 60 of his 

students became sports teachers. He is most proud when his students won competitions, saying he 

worked for the success of his students, not the money it paid. 

Sitora was head of the local government for 16 years. Latif was head for one and a half 

years. He did not like the job. Many young men in Yazgulom escape compulsory military service, 

going to work in Russia or other such places. The central or regional government can make life 

difficult for local government heads when the young men they require for military service cannot 

be located. 

Latif is not particularly religious. He does not pray, although some people have tried to 

get him to do so. He does not listen to the Mullahs. He is his own man. He stocks alcohol in his 

home. What is the harm, he says, if he shares a drink with his friends? Moreover, he strongly 

believes that people should not interfere in the religious sects of others. 

During the civil war he supported the government, and continues to do so. The reason he 

gave is simple — he was one of its employees. It gave him his bread, as he put it. How could he 

not support it? His reasoning calls to mind Weber and Sharp’s explanations for why ordinary 

people obey power, discussed in the section The Violence of Forced Resettlement (p. 295). 
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During the civil war, his classmate told him he was number seven on the list of communists to be 

assassinated. The classmate said the list was drawn up by mujahedin from Gharm.29  

 

Figure 28: A peasant’s plot in Motravn (2016) 

If Latif was a communist during the civil war, he showed no indication of it. Indeed, Latif 

surprised me with his dismissal of the progress Tajik Badakhshan made during Soviet times. He 

argued Tajikistan has achieved many more successes since gaining independence — much more 

than during the Soviet period. He said Tajikistan used to be dependent on Moscow. There were 

many problems in the Soviet era. An example he gave was the poor road access in winter, like 

Parviz mentioned on p. 197. Badakhshan was cut off during winter, Latif argued. When 

somebody died it was a real problem. When I suggested that the Soviets had put a substantial 

 
29 I am unaware of any Yazgulomi killing a fellow Yazgulomi during the civil war for disloyalty. Everyone 

I spoke to about it strenuously denied the possibility. 
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effort into education in Badakhshan, he agreed that the quality of education in that period was 

good. But he said now it is very good. Moreover, he argued, President Rahmon pays a lot of 

attention to education and truly cares about it. Latif mentioned elite schools started during the 

President’s administration. Moreover, in the Soviet era, he said “students could not participate in 

Olympiads or go and study in other countries. But now many go and study in America, in 

Canada, and in Russia.” He did not mention a 2010 government policy that forced students 

studying Islam abroad to return home before completing their studies. 

Looking back now, I probably should not have been surprised by Latif’s curt dismissal of 

Soviet era accomplishments. He truly values independence — or to put it another way, he does 

not look kindly upon unjustified dependency. The value he places on strength through 

independence is seen in at least two domains. The first is the nation. For all the Soviet Union’s 

positive accomplishments in Tajikistan, it forced Tajikistan into a dependent position, as Latif 

himself argued. Tursunov (1994) argues the Soviet Union caused Tajiks to lose their language, 

severed their culture from its roots, changed the alphabet and calendar, separated Tajiks from 

their neighbors in Iran and Afghanistan,30 and transformed the country into a “source of raw 

materials” (p. 99). The second domain is the individual. From Latif’s childhood throughout his 

entire adult life, in key respects he has had to depend on himself. In a revealing moment, he once 

compared himself favorably to a fellow villager of the same age. He pointed out that the other 

villager was a peasant, working from morning until night on his small plot of land. This man’s 

days are so demanding that he falls asleep wherever he finds himself sitting or lying down at 

night. By contrast, he himself is an entrepreneur who takes risks with his money by taking on 

business opportunities. The other man has by now aged because of the demanding nature of his 

 
30 Beeman (1999) notes “There is no question that Tajik culture is inextricably tied with what one might 

call ‘greater Iranian’ culture. The question of how far and how deep these ties go is one of the most burning 

cultural issues in Tajikistan” (p. 103). 
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physical labor; in comparison, Latif noted he himself looks considerably younger than the other 

man. For Latif, it seems, the lessons one can draw from the biography of a man and the life of a 

nation are not so different.  

Latif and Sitora have experienced tragic loss more than most. Two sons, aged 16 and 12 

or 13, died during the civil war. They were playing outside. There was a storage area of sorts for 

grenades, shells, and other types of weapons — some say it was a storeroom. The storage area 

was open. The boys took an explosive outside to play with it, to see if it would work. It did. They 

did not stand a chance. Their faces were grotesquely burnt. Latif was not in Motravn when his 

two boys died. He did not hear the loud explosion those in Motravn heard. When he returned, he 

asked people around him “What’s going on, what’s happening?”, but nobody dared to tell him. 

He was in front of his home when he learned of their deaths. He entered a state of shock. Latif’s 

explanation to me of what happened to his boys is that they were killed by a mine, not a weapon 

they were playing with. Perhaps he was right, and others were mistaken. Or perhaps the idea that 

his sons were passive victims — and not unwittingly involved in their own deaths — made the 

extreme pain easier to bear. Latif had some years before said that when something on television 

reminds him of the death of those two boys, such as war films, he goes to a different room and 

cries in private for some time, so his family does not see him. Sitora also cries at such times. 

Just two years before I first met Latif and Sitora, another of their sons died in a car 

accident while working in Russia. He was 34 years old. Many years before, they had a daughter 

die who was just one day old. Today they have an adult daughter who suffers from an 

undiagnosed disease that leaves her frail body desperately emaciated. Another son was seriously 

injured by bitter winter cold while manning a post during his compulsory military service. He still 

walks with a noticeable limp. His recurring expenses to treat the disability are far from trivial but 

he has never applied for the compensation he is entitled to. Latif’s youngest son is in prison, 

serving an eight-year sentence. That son’s wife wanted to visit him in prison, but Latif refused to 
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give his permission. Latif said that women of her kind just go ahead and get pregnant. He used 

the term “breed” as a pejorative. They fail to think through the consequences, which he illustrated 

with another aphorism. He said “People believe God sends the children [to be born], but they do 

not stop to think you are the one that has to work for the bread, because he does not send that.” 

Latif said he cannot afford to feed another family member. When my wife mentioned his 

daughter-in-law could easily avoid pregnancy by taking contraceptive pills, he brusquely asserted 

sterilization was better. If his daughter-in-law or son resented Latif’s perspective, there was little 

they could do. She lived in Latif’s household with a young child and was thus dependent on his 

good graces. 

Fortunately, Latif and Sitora have an adult daughter who is in good health. Another 

daughter, who is older and has a family of her own — her husband is Sodiq — is doing well too. 

Latif was one of only a handful of Tajiks I met who directly experienced the civil war’s 

violence and yet reported it did not seem recent. He says those who lost relatives can never forget 

the war, but this does not mean it is a recent memory. Instead, for him, the war is a fading 

memory. He does not remember the sounds of the guns, for instance. He certainly preferred not to 

talk about the war — at least not to me. 

As family head, Latif has gone through a series of family tragedies after the civil war — 

ongoing illness, disability, imprisonment, and death. The pressure created by these problems, 

combined with the basic difficultly of providing resources for his family, has forced civil war 

events onto the backstage. Emotionally he cannot afford to keep the war’s events fresh in his 

mind — even those events in which his own life was at risk. But even if the civil war is a fading 

memory, the ongoing pain of losing two of his sons to it is still clearly present. 

I was unable to discuss any temporal and visual perspectives of the self with Latif and 

Sitora, nor was I able to establish a good ethnographic relationship with Sitora. I wanted to talk 

about the war with Latif, but he did not want to talk about it with me. 
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Murod’s Encounter with Killers 

Murod is Yazgulomi. At Murod’s request, I am not sharing any details about him outside of the 

specifics of the encounter he shared. I first met him in 2011. After getting reacquainted, I told him 

about my intention to learn about the visual perspective he used when remembering events from 

the civil war that were significant to him. He recalled a deeply meaningful event. I have slightly 

edited it to remove identifying details: 

It was the beginning of the war, maybe it was 91 or 92. I was going to Dushanbe, to 

Vahdat. I was driving. On my vehicle, I had [goods of various kinds]. And I had also a 

passenger with me. When I had almost arrived at Vahdat, a guy wearing Army clothing, 

stopped the vehicle, and asked “Where are you going?” And I said “We’re going to 

Dushanbe.” And he said “It’s not possible, you can’t go to Dushanbe.” And we insisted, 

and eventually he said “You should go to the police post, and if they give you permission, 

then you can go.” 

So I went there, and they also said “There is no way you can go to Dushanbe. 

You can’t go any further, so you may as well sleep somewhere here until tomorrow.” 

Then, I saw a man passing by. The man asked me “Who does that vehicle belong to?” 

And I replied “It’s my vehicle.” He said “Don’t leave your vehicle here, these guys are 

thieves. They will steal your stuff.” And I said “They look like police, like army people.” 

He said “No, they are just wearing a disguise. They are thieves.”  

I went back to the vehicle. And the Army guy, I had the vehicle keys with me, he 

demanded to have the vehicle keys. I refused to give them to him. I repeated again that I 

wanted to go to Dushanbe. And again they said I should get permission from that police 

post. I asked the man to go there, to get the permission, and while his back was toward 
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me, I turned the ignition and drove away towards Badakhshan. But I didn’t go straight on 

the road somewhere, I turned. I hid the vehicle in the yard of a house.  

Those people — the thieves, or the military people — they suddenly realized 

what was going on. They became angry, and followed me, but they didn’t see me hide, so 

they drove straight away. That memory is very vivid in my mind. I remember it very 

well. If I hadn’t done so, they would have taken my stuff, they would have taken 

everything, and they would have killed me for sure. 

That’s why I see war as very bad and ugly. War removes kindness from the heart, 

and you only see killing. War means when things become difficult for you, tough for you, 

you say please kill my friend and let me free. During wartime, somebody might accuse 

someone of being a murderer, and then invite everybody to kill that person. Then 

everybody can easily kill that person based on the false accusation. War means savagery. 

War is like the jungle — the Mazandaran jungle — where a tiger catches a monkey or a 

deer and tears it apart. It’s like that. 

I asked Murod if he knew where the men were from, based on their accents. He was still thinking 

about what he had just said, however. He ignored my question, and said “If there was war, you 

couldn’t so freely and without any worries sit here and talk to me.” I asked again, and he said that 

from Vahdat to Badakhshan, they were mujahedin, and from Vahdat to Dushanbe and beyond 

belonged to the government. 

After clarifying where the men were from, Murod then added without being prompted 

“What I remember very clearly is this man telling me that these men are thieves and they take you 

somewhere and kill you and take your stuff. But I deceived them.” 

Murod could have been making a literary reference when he mentioned Mazandaran, an 

Iranian province. A Mazandaran tiger is the Iranian name for the Caspian tiger, which “flourished 

in Central Asian riverine forest systems in a range disjunct from that of other tigers, but was 
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driven to extinction in 1970” (Driscoll et al., 2009, p. 1). The Mazandaran tiger features in Iranian 

film and literature.  

I tried to ascertain which visual perspective of the self Murod was using when he recalled 

the incident. It proved difficult, however. It did not help that I posed the question unwisely — I 

asked him “In this memory that you told us, do you also see yourself there, or do you see 

everything with your own eyes?” I had asked much the same question of Parviz (p. 194). 

Unfortunately, my question was ambiguous. In the first-person perspective, you can in fact see a 

little of your own body, namely your limbs and the front of your body. And with the third-person 

perspective, metaphorically you are still using your own eyes — as explained in Chapter 2, you 

are using your mind’s eye.  

Murod replied by saying “I feel it. I won’t forget that time.” When I asked a clarificatory 

follow-up question, he said in reply “Do I see myself? Yes, I see myself. As though talking. As 

though inside me [pauses], it affected me in my brain, in my blood.” He added, “I feel like that 

incident happened just two hours ago.”  

In a later question, I asked what he saw at the moment the passerby told him that the 

criminals were planning to kill him and steal his vehicle. Our interchange was unexpected: 

Murod: I see myself, like I’m asleep. 

Damon: Why do you say that? That’s very interesting. 

Murod: Whatever I say, you haven’t seen, you can’t believe. From now 

on, [of] some questions you ask, I will answer. Some might affect me, 

affect my heart. War is like thrusting a knife into you, right in front 

of your eyes. 

Murod later clarified that his memory of that time was not like a dream — it was reality. He said 

“Sometimes it comes to my mind, I remember it. I just remember what happened that day.”  
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I did not ask Murod what happened to his passenger. In retrospect, I wish I had. His 

statement “You say please kill my friend and let me free” hints at a dark possibility. Perhaps his 

passenger was fine. Perhaps not. 

The Death of Two Friends, and a Mother 

Ali was 20 years old when he was killed by Russian-led border guards in 1995. He was crossing 

the Panj river as he returned from Afghanistan with food for his family. Border guards shot him 

dead in the water. Twenty-three-year-old Nodir was killed later the same day. By some accounts 

he was seeking revenge for his friend Ali’s death.  

Nodir’s body was collected not long after he was killed. But it took about three months to 

locate Ali’s body in the river. It was located just before Khekhik, about 2 km downriver from 

where he was killed. A Yazgulomi mujahed who was out fishing found the body in November 

1995. Winter was underway but not at its peak; the river level was low but the water had not 

frozen like it can do in December and January. The mujahed saw Ali’s body next to a rock in the 

river. It was not difficult to recognize Ali because the cold water meant his body had not visibly 

decayed. The flesh was not rotten. His face was recognizable. He still had hair on his head. He 

was wearing a leather jacket or something similar.  

The details of recovering Ali’s body were shared with me by Akmal, a tall, jovial peasant 

who lives in Motravn. Akmal had known Ali since Ali was a little boy. He recalled “When we 

were playing volleyball, Ali and the other little kids would collect the ball for us, and watch us 

play.” Today Akmal is in his 60s. We were discussing Ali’s death in Ali’s family home in 

Motravn.  

As we were talking, a teenage boy was also sitting with us and listening to the accounts 

with great interest. He looked at most 16–17 years old. He had certainly not been born when Ali 
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was killed. However, he seemed to know what had happened to Ali, and could not help 

interjecting the odd comment here and there in response to my questions for Akmal. 

When I asked Akmal if the event seemed like 20 years ago or was a more recent memory, 

he said it was not recent. It was from 1995. That sense of distance was heightened by his 

sometimes conflicting descriptions of its details. Memories need not be accurate in all respects for 

events from the distant past to seem recent or not. But when someone confidently gives differing 

explanations of the same event without showing any sense of awareness that their explanations 

are inconsistent, it can be unsettling. For instance, Akmal first said “five or six” men from 

Motravn went down to collect Ali’s body, put it in a car, and bring it up to Motravn. Akmal was 

one of those men. A few minutes later, I asked him “Five or six of you brought Ali’s body back 

here [to Motravn]?” He replied “There were about 10 people. Because when they call for help 

here, in the village, lots of people from the village go to help.” Such discrepancies could well 

have arisen not so much from him recalling details incorrectly, but rather because his accounts 

were often partial, with details being added haphazardly as we discussed them further. For 

instance, when I asked him what the mood was like in the car on the way back, he answered “We 

were upset in the car. We sent two or three men ahead of us, to talk to Kabir [Ali’s father] a bit, 

and give him tea and food. And then prepare him for when we would arrive.” Perhaps the two or 

three men sent ahead accounted for the varying number of men in Akmal’s recollection. Or 

perhaps more men had arrived to help after the initial group begun collecting the body. 

By the time Akmal and the others returned with Ali’s body, it was already night. They 

brought the body to Kabir’s house. The funeral was the next morning. Many people attended, 

coming from as far as Vanj. Ali’s head was washed, but not the rest of the body. Akmal said they 

refrain from washing the body of martyrs. Moreover, they bury them in whatever they were 

wearing when they were killed. This differs from normal burial practice in Islam, in which the 

dead body is thoroughly washed and wrapped in white cloth before burial (see Figure 30 on p. 
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248 for an example of a man being buried in Yazgulom). Prayers were said over Ali’s body. The 

prayers were the same as would be used for a non-martyr, but are said to provide extra savob 

(gifts from God from the good deeds you do) for the people who say the prayer.  

A group of men then took Ali’s body up the mountain slopes to where Nodir’s grave was 

and performed the burial. The journey up the mountainside to Ali and Nodir’s graves is far from 

easy, requiring scrambling over steep rocks. The two graves are side-by-side. Their graves are 

somewhat of a hybrid between a tomb and a grave, constructed from layers of stone and rock. 

Each is topped by a modest marble headstone affixed with concrete. Carved into the headstones 

are the years of birth, but not the year of death. The view of Motravn is spectacular (Figure 29). 

 

Figure 29: The view from Ali and Nodir’s graves (2011) 

When I asked Akmal what his strongest memory was from the night Ali was brought 

home and the funeral the next day, his response was more conceptual than experiential. He 
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answered “Ali was very young. We were all upset. And we thought, hopefully there will be no 

war again. We also thought of Nodir, he was a young boy.”  

Nodir was buried the day after he was killed. Ali’s father Kabir attended Nodir’s funeral 

not knowing his own son was dead. Everyone in the village knew Ali was dead, but they did not 

tell his father until two days after Nodir’s burial. When I asked why no one told him, Akmal said 

“That’s what we do. We wanted to first find the body, then tell Kabir. Kabir thought that his son 

was still on the Afghan side.” When Akmal explained this, I thought of Latif and how he came to 

learn about the death of his 34 year-old son in Russia. Only when the body was almost in 

Motravn, having made the long journey from Russia, did a mullah visit Latif and let him know 

his son was dead.31 

Akmal tended to share his assertions in the form of absolutes. For instance, Akmal said 

no one who had been living in the Yazgulom valley became a refugee in Afghanistan. However, 

as I discussed above (p. 180), Parviz says he became a refugee before becoming a mujahed. 

Another example: when I asked Akmal if he had ever feared being shot dead by Russian and 

Tajik troops, he said no, it was safe for Pamiris in Vanj district (of which Yazgulom is a part) and 

Badakhshan more generally. Compared to areas of the country that experienced intense fighting 

 
31 I have heard several stories from Iran about the value Iranians place on gently and gradually breaking the 

news to someone that a loved one has died. For example, a soldier doing his military service might be told 

by his officer that he should leave to see his family. As the soldier readies to depart, he might be told that a 

relative was unwell, but not to worry. Then when arriving at their home city, at the airport or bus terminal a 

relative may meet them and tell him that they need to go straight to the hospital, because the relative is not 

doing great. Instead of heading to the hospital, they go straight to the dead relative’s funeral. Not everyone 

respects this cultural norm. One Iranian man was known to directly notify family members of a relative’s 

death over the telephone. He did so once to a female relative, who demanded he never do it again. When he 

repeated the behavior after another relative’s death, she broke off all communication with him. 
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during the civil war, he was correct — Badakhshan was much safer. But given we had earlier 

been talking about the deaths of Ali and Nodir, it was still a surprising statement.  

In making such assertions, Akmal was not being simple-minded. Instead, he assumed the 

listener already understood (or could guess) the context in which he was making his statements. 

In his mind, for instance, Parviz was not a refugee like those Yazgulomis who had fled Khatlon 

or Dushanbe. He was a fellow villager who went to Afghanistan and returned a mujahed. 

No admirer of the civil war, he called it “meaningless.” He said “They would just kill. 

They wouldn’t ask who you are, where you belong.” When I asked who did those killings, he 

replied “It was a two-sided war. From our side they would kill, from the other side they would 

kill. It was a civil war. Then it became safe in Pamir.” Akmal was not a mujahed, but he helped 

them, saying “They were here in this village, so we would help them. We were all together.” 

When I asked how he helped, he replied “They would come to the village and we would serve tea 

and food. They weren’t fighting. They were protecting the village.” Here again context is 

important: although fighting in the same war, for Akmal the Yazgulomi mujahedin were not 

engaging in meaningless fighting like other civil war combatants — protecting the village was 

never going to be anything other than deeply meaningful to him and his fellow Yazgulomis. 

I was unable to discuss any visual perspectives of the self with Akmal. 

Ozoda, Who Lost her Brother and Mother 

One of Ali’s siblings, Ozoda, shared some details of how the family learned of Ali’s death. Ozoda 

is a quiet, good-natured woman of slight build. She was younger than Ali at the time, having not 

yet attained adulthood. Her recollection of how the family learned about the death did not 

mention Nodir’s funeral. She recalled 

It had been one day that my brother was gone. He didn’t return. His friends had returned, 

but he didn’t return. Then his friends said that he is down in the valley, and he will come 
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back tomorrow morning. We waited until tomorrow morning, but he didn’t come back. 

Then his friends and [some other] men came to our house. They sat down, and they told 

my father that his son was killed. 

She added “When my father learned about it [Ali’s death], he started crying. My brother was very 

handsome.” Ozoda’s mother was there as well when the news came. Ozoda says, “I saw them 

when they gave the news to my father. And then my mother, she went crazy, she lost her mind. 

About two years after that, she died. She would go to the mountainside to my brother’s grave 

every day and cry.”   

When Kabir tells the story of losing his wife, unlike Ozoda, he says simply that his wife 

died of nervousness — she saw Ali’s dead body, could not sleep, and died.  By contrast, Ozoda is 

sure that her mother’s mental health declined “right after they told her that he was dead. And then 

the fact that they couldn’t find the body made it worse.” When I asked what her mother did when 

the body was found, Ozoda said “She would only call his name and cry. She couldn’t do any 

work, nothing. From morning till night she was like this. And at night, she couldn’t sleep . . .  she 

would cry until morning.”  

Ali’s death meant his mother became unable to function as a mother. Ozoda recalled 

“When my brother died, she stopped taking care of us. I even had a five-month-old brother. My 

mother couldn’t take care of him anymore, so we had to give him to my mother’s sister. My 

mother’s sister raised him, and now he is in Russia.” 

Along with a sister, Ozoda was sitting beside her mother in the hours before her death. 

Her mother was lying on a kurpacha (a form of bedding widespread in Central Asia), covered in a 

white sheet. Her mother asked for some water, and they gave it to her. Then she started feeling 

unwell. Ozoda said 

We saw my mother was kind of not feeling good. So we went and called my sister, called 

out for my sister. She came. Well, we saw my mother was not feeling good, but we didn’t 
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know she was dying. We went and called our sister, our sister came in and she [the sister] 

started crying and we didn’t know what to do. . . . My mother’s lips had turned dark, 

black. So my sister told me, go and call Dad to come. We went and called my father, and 

my father when he came, he was old enough to know as soon as he came in, he realized 

our mother was dying. So he recited the Qur’an to her, and then after an hour, my Mum 

died. 

Another strong memory for Ozoda is when her brother Ali’s body was returned to the family 

home prior to burial. She still thinks about it from time to time. Many neighbors and relatives 

were present. Of course, Ozoda and her siblings were there too. It was the first time Ozoda saw a 

dead body. She was scared.  

I asked Ozoda what she sees in her mind when she recalls Ali’s body being returned to 

their family home. Some details of her recollection differ from Akmal’s — for instance, Ozoda 

recalls a hunter and not a fisherman. These aspects are relatively unimportant. More interesting is 

that Ozoda initially responded by focusing on when he died and when his body was returned. But 

she was unsure about precisely when Ali’s body was returned. Our conversation proceeded as 

such: 

Damon: Tell us what you can see in that room as you think about it now? 

Ozoda: They brought him after one month. They didn’t find. . . . [Ozoda 

pauses]. He was killed in October. They brought his body on December 

25th. They brought his body. They brought him on a stretcher. His body 

was all frozen. His arm was like this on his face [Ozoda gestures]. 

Frozen. And his fingers too. 

Damon: This was in December. 

Ozoda: They brought him on January 25th. But his body was alright. The 

flesh hadn’t rotted or anything. It was on his body. 

Damon: He was killed in October, was he? 
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Ozoda: Yes. 

Damon: So you saw the body when they brought the body back. 

Ozoda: Yes I saw his body. I saw his face. His face was alright. It 

hadn’t changed. But the hair had gone away from his head. 

Damon: There was no hair at all? 

Ozoda: All was gone with the water. 

Damon: Was his body under the water the whole time? 

Ozoda: On a rock in the water. It was there. 

Damon: So I guess what happened is that in October the water was high, 

and the body went under the water, and then in winter, the water became 

less, the river became less, so they were able to take the body out of 

the water because the water level came down. Is that correct? 

Ozoda: No. The water was low in October. 

Damon: It was lower in January I guess, right? 

Ozoda: Only in May, June there is a lot of water. The water was low. In 

winter, the water is low. 

Damon: So why do you think it took so long to bring the body back? 

Ozoda: They searched for the body but didn’t find it. 

Damon: Where did they find the body? 

Ozoda: They found his body in the plain. But the water had washed it 

high up. 

Damon: Oh okay. Have you been to the place where the body was found? 

Ozoda: Yes. A hunter went there one day for hunting. And then a simurgh 

flew and sat on that rock where my brother’s body was stuck. That’s how 

that hunter saw my brother’s body. Then he called people in the 

village. Then people came and told us that they had found my brother’s 

body. Then they brought the body in a car. 
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Initially Ozoda said Ali’s body was found a month after his killing. Correcting herself, she then 

suggested he was killed in October and the body was found on December 25. She then corrected 

the date again to January 25. Such confusion is unsurprising. As Friedman (1990) argues our 

mind’s ability to remember the time of things passed requires “a patchwork of processes and 

considerable effort . . . usually ending in imprecision” (p. 43). Our imprecision leaves us, he 

suggests, constructing “a chronological past as best we can” despite our cognitive limitations (p. 

43).  

I regret that I failed to signal to Ozoda that her confusion over the precise occurrence of 

an event from more than 20 years in the past was normal. If she was troubled by her inability to 

recall when his body was found, I did not see any sign of it. But nonetheless, in retrospect, I 

should have allowed for the possibility she may have felt bad. I should have told her that it was 

nothing to worry about. Perhaps I could have said that forgetting precisely when a death occurred 

does not loosen the hold it has over our lives. If the date becomes vague in memory, it is not a 

sign that we dishonor the dead. Or perhaps I should have simply said “so his body was found in 

winter” and left it at that. 

This extract of the discussion between Ozoda and myself raises two issues. The first 

relates to Ozoda’s choice to first use calendrical time to convey when her brother died and when 

his body was retrieved. As an outsider seeking to understand Ozoda’s world, I lacked local 

knowledge of what Birth (2012) calls “environmental time cues” (p. 40). Unlike her, I did not 

know when in the year the Panj river ran high or low. I did not know what a typical December or 

January day was like down by the river — how cold the air or water was, for instance, or how the 

sun advanced overhead past the mountains. Not knowing them, I did not know what effect they 

would have on the body’s decay. And she knew that I did not know. Instead of first using 

environmental time cues such as these to convey when her brother’s body was recovered, she 

instead first used a medium of knowing time we were both culturally well versed in — the 
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calendar. As Birth (2012) observes, calendars and clocks “do not indicate natural time or real 

time. They are cultural products used to think about time” (p. 169). He urges us to see calendars 

and clocks as “artifacts that assist thinking about time in particular ways, not essentializing 

devices” (p. 118). He argues “time cannot be merely a chronological grid by which we 

cognitively organize events, but must instead be viewed in local and contextual terms” (p. 118). 

Such “local and contextual terms” include social life and the environment — whatever cues 

people use to situate things in time. For as he notes, “humans do not just think about their world, 

but think with their world” (p. 6). He is careful to emphasize he is not arguing against calendars 

and clocks, but “in favor of recognizing their contexts and uses”, as well as “recognizing their 

limits” (p. 118). 

Ozoda’s discussion with me illustrates the soundness of Birth’s resolve to contextualize 

mechanisms that mark time. Despite her confusion over the precise dates, Ozoda uses calendrical 

time to signify when her brother’s body was recovered. Yet her description is also suffused with 

environmental time cues. As she clarified the date of her brother’s death and his body’s retrieval, 

she began to describe the state of his body. Ali’s body was frozen because it was winter; the flesh 

was still present, but the hair was gone. Describing the state of Ali’s body is of course a worthy 

element in Ozoda’s narrative in and of itself. But it serves a secondary function too, which is to 

buttress the “when” and “for how long” of Ozoda’s narrative — useful as a memory aid for the 

speaker and a vivid illustration for the listener. The dates Ali died (October 1995) and was 

retrieved (December 1995 / January 1996) are an instance of external D-time and S-time; together 

they indicate a T-span of three to four months. The frozen state of the body is an environmental 

time cue indicating winter; because it is a past winter, it is a secondary instance of external D-

time and S-time. The secondary T-span aspect is found in the remembered fact that the duration 

between death and retrieval was short enough for the flesh to still be present but long enough for 

the hair to have been removed. 
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It is tempting to assume that Ozoda’s choice to first use calendrical time to communicate 

when her brother’s body was retrieved was made by default: I lacked her local knowledge, 

therefore she reverted to using a medium of knowing she knew we shared. It is certainly 

plausible. But even if I did possess that local knowledge, she may have in any case prioritized 

calendrical time to convey when it happened. Calendrical time is both useful — and in modernity 

at least — very much part of us. With respect to cultures that use clocks and calendars at least, 

Friedman (1990) is undoubtedly correct when he writes “The day, month, and year, and even the 

artificial hour and week, have been internalized as natural units for dividing and structuring the 

past, present, and future” (p. 2).  

My intention here is not to set up a false opposition between naturally-rooted phenomena 

like environmental time cues and culturally-rooted models like calendars. The opposition is false 

because both are abstractions of reality. When a river runs high and low from season to season is 

as much a time concept as those embedded in calendars and clocks. Friedman (1990) helpfully 

notes “an important part of the experience of time involves building mental models of recurrent 

temporal patterns in our environment” (p. 2). To belabor the point: we do not simply react to 

environmental time cues like automatons — we first structure them in our minds, finding 

connections, patterns, and meaning. In short, they become time concepts that we then recognize 

in our environment. Birth (2012) adopts a similar stance. He uses an explicit spatial metaphor to 

situate time concepts when he writes “instead of a divide between internal time senses and 

external time cues, it seems that time concepts are a mediator between the environment and the 

mind, and do not reside solely in one or the other” (p. 26).32 

 
32 Birth’s sense of time concepts as a mediator between external reality and the internal mind in some sense 

parallels Peirce’s complex system of signs (Peirce, 1985). The parallel emerges because time concepts are 

signs in the sense that Peirce conceives them. For Peirce, a sign is not a simple entity, in the sense of being 
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The second issue raised by Ozoda’s narrative is one also found in the writings of W.G. 

Sebald, whose “writings are about individuals burdened by the weight of their own unresolved 

memories and also acutely responsive to the way the past leaves its mark on the present” 

(Kouvaros, 2005, p. 173). In Sebald’s masterpiece Austerlitz (2001), the main protagonist, 

Jacques Austerlitz, gradually recovers lost memories of his early childhood as an adult, prompted 

by places saturated with feeling, people he talks with, and photos. In an evocative and widely 

cited passage, Sebald writes “And might it not be . . . that we also have appointments to keep in 

the past, in what has gone before and is for the most part extinguished, and must go there in 

search of places and people who have some connection with us on the far side of time, so to 

speak?” (p. 258). The dead exist on the far side of time. They exist in our memories of the past. 

But for religion and myth — and for the part of us that refuses to let go of those we love — the 

dead also exist in some other reality, beyond time as we ordinarily know it. 

 
a thing set apart. Instead, it is a genuine triadic relation, one of whose elements is a further sign—a 

decidedly non-trivial conception. The triadic relation is between object, idea, and interpretive. Yet in 

practical use, a sign can be conceived of as both a relationship and an entity. Beeman (1971) argues, for 

instance, that a sign is a “relationship rather than an entity”, but he acknowledges that “the delineation of 

sign and signification as actual phenomena [i.e. entities] is a linguistic convenience” (p. 42). In one usage, a 

sign is a thing; in another usage, it is a relationship. It can be thing-like when we use it as a name, for 

instance, but relationship-like when we do as Peirce suggests and step through the ways in which an object, 

idea, and interpretive thought relate to each other. Likewise, Birth is establishing a relation between objects 

in external reality, concept, and internal thought (i.e. object, idea, and interpretative). Having said that, the 

parallel between Birth’s sense of time concepts as a mediator and Peirce’s sign concept is not true in all 

respects, because for Peirce (1985) “we think only in signs” (p. 19). If Peirce is correct and our very 

thought process is sign-based, then time concepts are not between mind and reality as Birth suggests, but 

intrinsic to the mind’s comprehension of reality. 
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Figure 30: A man being buried in Motravn’s main cemetery (2016) 

“The notion of non-ordinary reality,” Bellah (2011) writes, “though widely held among a 

variety of peoples, might appear to be ruled out for modern consciousness. Do we not believe that 

there is no non-ordinary reality, that ordinary reality is all there is?” (p. 1). Responding to the 

question, Bellah argues that not only do all of us live in a world of multiple realities, but “one of 

the first things to be noticed about the world of daily life is that nobody can stand to live in it all 

the time” (p. 3). To characterize the reality of daily life, Bellah draws on the work of Alfred 

Schutz, who argues the world of daily life is “the world of wide awake, grown up men. We face 

the world of daily life with a practical or pragmatic interest. . . . The world of daily life operates 

in standard time and standard space” (p. 2). Of particular interest here is that for Schutz, as 

Bellah notes, “the world of daily life is based on a fundamental anxiety, ultimately, though not 

necessarily consciously, arising from the knowledge and fear of death” (p. 2). Bellah’s 
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description of religion’s multiple realities is complex and beyond the scope needed for analysis 

here. Sufficient are the words of Santayana (1905), who Bellah (and Clifford Geertz) cite: “The 

vistas [that a religion] opens and the mysteries it propounds are another world to live in; and 

another world to live in — whether we expect ever to pass wholly over into it or no — is what we 

mean by having a religion” (p. 6). 

When hearing Ozoda’s narrative, I failed to pick up on the cultural significance of her use 

of the bird simurgh (also spelled simorgh). At the time, I assumed it was simply a name for a type 

of real bird; it is conceivable Yazgulomis have named a real bird as such. A simurgh is a mythical 

bird whose emergence in Persian culture goes back to at least the Avestan Yašt (Schmidt, 2002); 

its cultural antecedents are less clear but are almost certainly much older.33 Most famously, it 

appears in Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh. More generally, “in classical and modern Persian literature the 

Simorḡ is frequently mentioned, particularly as a metaphor for God in Sufi mysticism” (Schmidt, 

2002).  

Odds are good the simurgh in Ozoda’s narrative in some way draws on its mythical 

aspect, even if indirectly. Ozoda’s simurgh may even incorporate a mystical meaning, but that 

possibility is more speculative — Ferdowsi’s simurgh differs from its mystical counterpart, and it 

is unclear which variation Ozoda is drawing on. The possibility of a mystical meaning arises from 

Ozoda’s father Kabir. Kabir is one of Sodiq’s followers. Kabir also adores classical Persian 

literature, especially Hafez (which I discuss in the next section).34 He told me, “Hafez would go 

to be in nature, look at the birds flying, look at the grass, and then he would write poetry. I also 

 
33 Schmidt cites Fauth (1987) to conclude “all the mythical giant birds—such as Simorḡ, Phoenix, Garuḍa, 

the Tibetan Khyuṅ, and also the Melek Ṭāʾus of the Yezidis—are offshoots of an archaic, primordial bird 

that created the world” (Schmidt, 2002).  
34 “Hafez is the most popular of Persian poets. If a book of poetry is to be found in a Persian home, it is 

likely to be the Divān (collected poems) of Hafez. Many of his lines have become proverbial sayings, and 

there are few who cannot recite some of his lyrics, partially or totally, by heart” (Yarshater, 2012). 
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love nature very much.” The first time I ever met Kabir, he said that Westerners are more honest 

than Tajiks. He illustrated his claim by saying birds come to you in Europe, but not in Tajikistan, 

because in Tajikistan people shoot them. (My translator at that time was Tajik; he vigorously 

contested Kabir’s claim, saying there are places in Tajikistan where people feed birds and do not 

shoot them.)  

If I am correct in assuming Ozoda’s simurgh is mythical, then its appearance in her 

narrative indicates an opening from the world of daily life to Sebald’s “far side of time” and 

Santayana’s “another world to live in”. In that sense, the bird is an icon of the world beyond. But 

it is not a static icon — the bird’s appearance is very much active.35 One might even suggest the 

bird’s primary purpose in the narration is to be a messenger from the world beyond. 

Thus far, my analysis of Ozoda’s simurgh is relatively circumspect. But it can be pushed 

further. Let us assume that Ozoda’s narrative reflects her father’s love of nature, which is not 

unrealistic. The hunter represents profane man, who dominates and kills life forms it considers 

inferior. The bird represents the sacred, who is all-wise and nurturing. In a quiet place where the 

war did not reach, the bird appears. The world of daily life, with its practical and pragmatic 

interests, is momentarily left behind. Out of compassion for the world of the living, the bird 

reveals Ali’s body to the hunter. The hunter leaves the bird and the body to return to the world of 

daily life. He alerts the village and the body is returned to his family. But note what has occurred. 

Sacred reality has overlapped with profane reality (a point made by Bellah). In fact, the sacred 

guided the profane. The living had lost not just a body. War had caused them to lose their way.  

The sense that religious reality can or ought to guide ordinary reality is at religion’s heart. 

As Bellah cites Geertz (1973): “Religion is sociologically interesting not because it describes the 

 
35 Bellah (2011) discusses varieties of symbolic representation, including their performative aspects.  
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social order but because it shapes it” (Bellah, 2011, p. xvii).36 The idea of divine guidance in 

Islam is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but in passing one may note that in Sunni Islam, the 

Qur’an and traditions of Prophet Muhammad guide Muslims (Bashiri, 2014, p. 31). Shia Islam 

has a similar stance, writes Bashiri (2014): “Prophets, due to people’s need for guidance in this 

world, but more so in the next world, are sent by the deity to undertake this guidance” (p. 48).37  

Ali’s Father Kabir 

Kabir was born in Motravn. He is in his late 60s. His father, from Andarbag, was the first teacher 

in Yazgulom after the Soviet Union was created. Ali was not the oldest child — he had a 

daughter before him. After Ali, he says he had “six or seven” other children. Ali was a medical 

student in Dushanbe when the war started. According to Kabir, Ali then went to Khost in Pakistan 

to learn war tactics from an Arab named Abu Bakr who was only four years older than Ali. Khost 

is a small, isolated town in Balochistan, about 50 km east of Quetta. However, Kabir thinks his 

son was not in Balochistan, so it is possible Ali trained elsewhere. Abu Bakr was a tough trainer. 

He would deny his trainees food to make them stronger. Ali later told his father that Abu Bakr 

“put iron rings around our ankles, then heavy things, then asked us to climb a tree. Then we 

would have to climb the tree with lots of difficulty. We might sometimes end up crying. But the 

trainer would say we train mujahedin in this way so they learn how to overcome difficulty and 

 
36 The full quote in Geertz (1973) is “Religion is sociologically interesting not because, as vulgar 

positivism would have it, it describes the social order (which, in so far as it does, it does not only very 

obliquely but very incompletely), but because, like environment, political power, wealth, jural obligation, 

personal affection, and a sense of beauty, it shapes it” (p. 119). 
37 Shia Islam’s stance differs because as Bashiri writes, early Shia reasoned the lifetime of any Prophet “is 

not long enough to accomplish all that is to be done”, and that “in the future the community would need 

individuals endowed with special charisma, piety, and moral and spiritual fortitude to lead it” (pp. 31-32). 

For Shia Islam, these exemplary individuals are Ali ibn Abi Talib, his wife Fatima, and a number of their 

descendants (Bashiri, 2014; Daftary, 2007). 
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handle difficult situations.” Kabir is proud of how his son became a man, saying Ali “went from 

here like an unripe fruit, and when he came back, he was ripe, like a fruit”. 

Kabir says Ali was killed on a Monday in October, 1994, which is a year earlier than 

indicated by Akmal and others. Although Ali had trained to be a mujahed, he did not cross the 

Panj river into Afghanistan as a combatant. Kabir says 

Here was no bread, and my children were hungry. They would ask for bread. Ali had just 

come back from Khost in Pakistan. I told Ali, “You go to the other side of the river, to 

Afghanistan, and bring some berries and flour.” I gave him some kurpacha, some 

pillows, some blankets from the house, so he can take them to the other side, sell them, 

and buy flour. He went to the other side and brought the stuff, and when coming back, 

crossing the river, they were three people. Him and two other people, two Afghan people, 

crossing the river. Then the Russian army shot them. 

Kabir does not know — or cannot stand to know — that one of the other two men in the river 

with Ali was not an Afghan but a fellow Yazgulomi (to my regret I was unable to meet him). 

When Ali’s mother lost her mind, Kabir says 

I took her to Badakhshan mental hospital in Khorog. She stayed there for a year, felt a 

little bit better. Then I took her back home. Then at home she would spend time thinking 

about what had happened, and again she lost her mind. Two years later, she died. I was 

alone. I had to take care of seven children. I had a lot of difficulties. I had to be both 

mother and father for seven children, but I didn’t feel the difficulties, because they were 

my children, and I loved them. I raised them, and they finished secondary school. Three 

of my daughters got married. Two of my sons got married also. Now they are living in 

Russia. 
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After losing his first wife, he remarried at age 48. His current wife is 22 years younger than him 

and had married previously. He has a son with her. Their son is powerfully built, like many young 

Yazgulomi men. 

Kabir has been a peasant since 1991. Prior to that, he was a merchant and a driver. Kabir 

is poor. His home is dilapidated. His pension is 200 somoni per month, which at the time of our 

discussion was about U.S. $25. Each month he pays 140 somoni for flour and cooking oil, leaving 

little left for other expenses, some of which are not insubstantial.38,39 He told me, “I am an open-

minded person. I see people and I trust nobody. I only trust poor people. Poor people are kind. If I 

had a car, I had a big house, I would never talk to you.”  

 
38 Once when Kabir and I were talking, for instance, a local government official fined him for an alleged 

minor environmental infraction on his property. Penalizing residents for such infractions seems short-

sighted given the almost total lack of infrastructure to promote hygiene and sanitation, which are poor in 

Yazgulom. Water used for drinking, cooking, and washing flows through open channels in fields and 

beside homes, making contamination by animals and people likely. Due to the inconvenience of not having 

water sources coming directly into homes, washing hands is uncommon, which causes a range of illnesses. 

There is no communal sewage system. Toilets are rudimentary, consisting of earthen walls and a wooden 

platform with a hole over a shallow pit. They are typically located beside fields some distance from homes 

— and access to water. Not once did I see solid fecal matter among the multi-hued brown slush in the toilet 

pits. Obviously, it was not just my wife and I whose digestive systems were struggling with chronic 

diarrheal illness. Toilets were not always used. For instance, a group of women might urinate at night in 

areas that are also used to gather fruit from the ground. The potential benefits of public health interventions 

would be dramatic. For instance, handwashing can cut diarrheal disease by almost half (Curtis & 

Cairncross, 2003); other interventions proven to improve health include hygiene education, improvements 

in latrines, connecting households to the water supply, and improvements in water quality (Fewtrell et al., 

2005). 
39 From September 1, 2018, the government mandated the price of a Tajik SIM card increase from a 

nominal amount to 250 somoni. The government argues the measure, in combination with a crackdown on 

unregistered SIM cards, will assist its fight against terrorism (Asia-Plus, 2018).  
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Kabir has a much more positive view of the Soviet period than Latif. He says the sick 

were taken by plane to Dushanbe for treatment, for instance. The roads had asphalt. Everyone had 

electricity.40 He says during the Soviet period 

Love and affection was stronger among people compared to these days. Those days we 

had these big wooden plates [called tabagh]. We would put bread in it, food in it, any 

food, and seven people would for example sit around it, and eat food from this plate, 

using their hands. This helped their heart feel close. But now they have these new small 

bowls and plates, just one for one person. It’s like the hearts are also separated. It’s the 

21st century, and people are becoming farther and farther away emotionally. 

Kabir’s lament notwithstanding, eating by hand from the same plate still occurs, even if not 

necessarily from a large wooden plate. For example, a plastic or ceramic plate or two on a metal 

tray might suffice. I often saw Yazgulomis eat like this in Dushanbe, where 6–10 adults and 

children would share a room for a few weeks at a time, with visitors coming and going. 

Cultivating family and communal togetherness in the manner Kabir describes is not at all limited 

to Badakhshanis. Ibañez-Tirado (2013) reports eating by hand from the same plate is still widely 

practiced in Kulob to the extent that it “marks out people from their city and wider region as 

being different from their co-nationals” (p. 131). 

 
40 Yazgulom had its own rudimentary electricity supplied by a 280 kW hydroelectric power plant in 

Andarbag. It was enough to power sections of Motravn on alternate days with a weak supply of power. In 

mid-2015, it failed, but was rebuilt with a 350 kW capacity in 2017 / 2018 via a public-private partnership 

with the Aga Khan Fund for Economic Development company Pamir Energy. Construction of an additional 

300 kW hydroelectric power plant in Motravn started in 2012, funded and built by the Korean government. 

Construction was initially expected to be completed in six months, but it was completed circa early 2020.  

Fortunately, Yazgulom is now connected to Pamir Energy’s main grid, powered by a hydroelectric plant in 

Khorog; funding support was provided by the German and Norwegian governments (personal 

communication, August 2018). 
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Kabir has taken on board the idea promoted by President Rahmon and Abdulloh Nuri that 

foreigners caused the Tajik civil war (discussed on p. 182 and 197). He says “I didn’t want our 

young people to get killed, but external enemies, foreign enemies made this happen. But people 

believed things, and then the war started, and they fought in the war.” Likewise, influenced by 

government propaganda, he has also come to believe President Rahmon is solely responsible for 

peace. He added “Luckily later on they [who had believed in war] learned what was right, it was a 

mistake, and then things became better. Thanks to the President that we have, the war stopped, 

now we have peace, and we can live in peace.” 

Kabir was familiar with the kinds of problems faced by Tajiks living and working in 

Russia. Kabir argued 

When I’m in Tajikistan, I walk freely, but in Russia, it’s not like this. For you yourself, 

when you’re in your countries or other countries, you can walk freely without problems. 

But in Russia, with every step, the police come and cause troubles for you, they bother 

you, they ask for money. 

Maybe you have read in the news that they arrested one [Tajik] mother with a kid 

in Russia. They put the mother in prison, but they separated the mother and the little 

baby. The baby was kept somewhere else. After a couple of days, the baby dies, and 

everybody from Tajikistan was angry about this injustice. 

Knowing my wife is Iranian, after a brief digression into German life Kabir then added 

One of the countries where you are free and treated justly is Iran. Walking in the street, 

you hit someone, and you just say I’m sorry, and it’s okay. But in some countries, it’s not 

like this — in Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan. Still things are a little bit better in 

Tajikistan, because we had some bad experiences in the past, so we know what will 

happen when those experiences repeat. We won’t have those things repeat again. We 

have those memories from the past. 
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Here, Kabir is doing two things. First, he is arguing that the civil war is still alive in the minds of 

Tajiks, in the sense that Tajiks have learned from it at least. It is alive for him — when we first 

met in 2011, he told me “My son’s death seems like yesterday. I can never forget my son.” 

Second, in the conversation excerpt above he is also embracing what social psychology calls a 

positive social identity. Positivity is seen in his argument that although the war was bad, Tajiks 

have subsequently learned to value freedom, peace, and justice. But that sense of positivity, while 

important, is not the focus here. More interesting is that he is making a favorable comparison 

between those who share his social identity and those who do not. In other words, he is putting 

people he shares an identity with — an imagined community as Anderson (1991) famously 

termed it — into a more favorable light. Making comparisons favorable to one’s own group is the 

lifeblood of maintaining a positive social identity according to social identity theory. 

Social identity theory is one of social psychology’s most important theoretical 

contributions in recent decades. It was principally developed by Henri Tajfel (1919-1982). Tajfel 

and Turner (1986) argue a sense of self is powerfully connected to the social groups in which one 

belongs, such that emotions and values are not merely individual, but are rooted to a sense of 

social connectedness which changes as social conditions change. Changing social conditions 

prompt the emergence of new ways for individuals to comprehend their “place in society” (p. 16). 

Tajfel and Turner argue that social identifications “are to a very large extent relational and 

comparative: they define the individual as similar to or different from, as ‘better’ or ‘worse’ than, 

members of other groups” (p. 16). The social status that comes with social identification is not “a 

scarce resource or commodity, such as power or wealth; it is the outcome of intergroup 

comparison” (p. 19). Having a low social status causes people to react by (1) seeking to leave 

their identity group; (2) using “social creativity” to redefine or alter “the elements of the 

comparative situation”, including among other strategies “comparing the in-group to the out-
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group on some new  dimension”; and (3) seeking “positive distinctiveness through direct 

competition with the out-group” (pp. 19-20). 

Kabir is making his identity comparisons as Tajikistan recovers from a civil war in which 

identity itself was a major factor. Scholars, primary sources, and Tajik informants, writes 

Epkenhans (2016), identify a number of causes for the Tajik civil war, but tend to describe it 

primarily “as a conflict between regional solidarity groups or networks that possess distinct 

perceptions of regional identities, usually referred to as ‘regionalism’” (pp. 7-8). Epkenhans 

acknowledges “regional solidarity networks were important, both for the outbreak of the conflict 

and the mobilization” (p. 8), but he argues they did not cause the war. He joins John Mueller in 

seeing identity “more as an ordering device than as an impelling force” (Mueller, 2000, p. 62). 

Mullojonov (2015) is more definitive. He stresses the role of “regional nomenklatura factions” 

that “prevented and hampered the development of a national identity of the Tajik people” (p. 

387). These factions “promoted rivalry and mistrust between representatives of the different 

regions of the country and inter-Tajik ethnic groups, turning into one of the main conflict 

generating factors” (p. 387). If a “conflict generating factor” is not quite a cause of civil war, it is 

awfully close. 

Irrespective of whether regional identity helped cause the Tajik civil war or was only a 

factor in its conduct, Tajiks have no choice but to grapple with regional identity as they seek to 

build a peaceful and just society — Beeman (1999) suggests calling the Tajik nation a 

“community of necessity” rather than of imagination à la Anderson because “Tajiks have been 

given an impossible piece of territory with a disparate population and have been forced to make a 

nation out of it” (p. 102). Of course, regional identity is but one determinant of identity among 

several others, including as Beeman (1999) notes (1) religious identity (Islamic, secular), (2) 

ethnic identity (Tajik, Russian, and Uzbek) and (3) the broader region historically glossed as 

Khorasan (Persian-Central Asian) (pp. 102-103). 
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A single region continues to dominate Tajikistan’s political elite: Kulob. Mullojonov 

(2015) writes “representatives of one region dominate while the others have no access to 

power/resources”, adding “the only difference with the pre- war period is that the domination of 

the Khujand elite was replaced with the prevalence of another — the Kulobi clan” (p. 395).41 

Regional domination generates resentment in other regions, unsurprisingly. One day, for instance, 

a Tajik man confided in me the burning intensity of his anger that his father had been denied a 

worthy government position only because he was not Kulobi. Even accounting for this sobering 

reality in which regional dominance reigns supreme, as Tajik society inevitably continues to 

change, its social identities change too. As they change, the comparisons Tajiks make as they 

reassess their place in society will change with them, just as social identity theory argues. And as 

seen with Latif and his comparison of Tajikistan before and after independence, these identity 

comparisons can take on other important dimensions too, including socioeconomic ideology.42 

 
41 Regarding the term “Kulobi clan”, Ibañez-Tirado (2013) makes an important but often unvoiced point: 

“In most academic literature, as well as in everyday discussions among Dushanbe’s residents who hail from 

regions other than Kulob, Kulob is often referred as the home of the Kulobi ‘clan’ (political elite) headed 

by President Rahmon. More precisely, however, the President’s hometown is Danghara, a town that 

borders with Kulob district” (p. 29). 
42 In Yazgulom several prominent signs painted on rocks exhort peace and a positive sense of national 

identity. In Figure 31, the sign in the foreground says “Our goal is unity”. In the background, a sign painted 

onto another rock says “Peace—survival of the nation” (“survival” could also be translated as “life”). The 

two signs are located half-way between Motravn and the valley entrance. Other signs painted onto rock in 

and outside Yazgulom simply say “peace” using the term сулҳ (sulh), e.g. Figure 34 (p. 275). None of them 

use another Tajiki term for peace, tinji, which Heathershaw (2007) translates as “wellness/peacefulness”. 

Heathershaw argues tinji is “a discourse of harmony which depoliticizes the Tajik social setting and seeks 

to avoid or accommodate conflict” (p. 220), and that “conflict remains largely unacknowledged or weakly 

acknowledged in Tajik communities” (p. 228). He further argues the tinji harmony ideology “is 

accompanied by affirmations of community unity” in Tajikistan (p. 229). If these signs are taken as 

symbols of officially acceptable ideologies in Yazgulom, then while community unity is clearly prominent, 
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Figure 31: Signs in Yazgulom exhorting unity and peace (2016) 

Social identity theory emerges out of psychology’s recognition that the “human tendency to 

search for patterns naturally results in the creation of in-groups and out-groups; categorizations of 

people who are ‘like us’ and people who are ‘unlike us’” (Cuhadar & Dayton, 2011, p. 274). As 

Dovidio and Gaertner (2010) argue 

Categorization forms an essential basis for human perception, cognition, and 

functioning. . . . To cope with the enormous complexity of the world, people abstract 

meaning from their perceptions and develop heuristics and other simplifying principles 

for thinking about important elements in their environment. Categorization is one of the 

 
their emphasis on sulh and not tinji indicates peace may not be as depoliticized as Heathershaw found in his 

fieldwork in the Sughd region in the northwest of Tajikistan.  
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most basic processes in the way that people actively derive meaning from complex 

environments. (p. 1089) 

Dovidio and Gaertner further argue the way we categorize as members of a group is distinct from 

how we do so as individuals. As we categorize ourselves and others into groups, “Members of the 

same category are regarded as more similar than they actually are, and more similar than they 

were before they were categorized together. In addition, distinctions between members of 

different categories become exaggerated” (p. 1089).  

Categorizations along two dimensions are advanced in Kabir’s analysis. The first is 

degrees of freedom, peace, and justice: from the relatively good (Iran, Tajikistan), to the not-

good-for-Tajiks (Russia), and finally the generally not-good (Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan). The 

second dimension is cultural: Persian (Iran, Tajikistan), and non-Persian (the others). Just as 

Dovidio and Gaertner suggest, to make his comparison Kabir exaggerates the differences between 

the groups and minimizes the differences within them. In reality, of course, in many respects 

Tajikistan has as least as much in common with other Central Asian countries and Russia as it 

does with Iran; moreover, historically Turkmenistan has been heavily influenced by neighboring 

Iran. Comparisons between the countries can go in many directions. 

Kabir’s Thoughts on Time and His Son’s Death 

For the living, the war dead are paradoxical. On the one hand, Hedges (2002) is right to argue that 

in the midst of war “It is the dead who rule. They speak from beyond the grave urging a nation 

onward to revenge” (p. 94). On the other hand, the domain from which they rule is outside time 

and is other-worldly. As Sebald (2001) puts it, “The dead are outside time, the dying and all the 

sick at home or in hospitals, and they are not the only ones, for a certain degree of personal 

misfortune is enough to cut us off from the past and the future” (p. 101).  
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Ali’s death in the Panj river speaks to the paradox in which the dead rule from outside 

time. Nodir was so seized by his friend Ali’s death that he did not wait until Ali spoke from 

beyond the grave, to use Hedges’ phrase. He sought his revenge that same day. In a certain sense, 

Ali’s father Kabir continues to be ruled by Ali’s death too. Ali’s death seems like yesterday to 

Kabir. He says he cannot forget his son, even when people tell him he should forget. Ali and 

Nodir’s graves up on the mountainside are visible from his home. Everyday, he says, he looks to 

them. He visits them two or three times a year.43 In 2011, when I first met Kabir, he told me 

about a dream in which he goes to Ali’s grave and listens as his son tells him “Let me hug you 

my father. My friends have left — I don’t have time. I must go.” He used to often dream of his 

son, but does so less frequently now. 

In Kabir’s dream, Ali leaves the world of ordinary life for another reality beyond it — a 

world outside ordinary time. Ali’s phrase “I don’t have time” indicates either “I have to leave 

right now”, or less mundanely, “because I am dead, I’m already outside time”. Of course, the 

dream could be signifying both. Implicit too in the dream is Ali and his family being cut off from 

the expectations they had of a shared future. Kabir was hoping that Ali would complete medical 

school and return to help his family and community. “War”, he says, “that killing war that killed 

everyone, put my wish to ashes.” Along with the grave, Kabir is left with just a box of mementos 

from Ali’s life, containing items like his passport and a ring. 

Regarding time, Kabir’s narrative has more to it than the dead being outside time. Kabir 

emphasizes clock time when he describes Ali and Nodir’s deaths. He says his son died at 11 a.m. 

 
43 Birth (2006a) observes that in Yoneyama (1999), “parts of the landscape serve as a reminder of past 

events” (p. 176). Phenomena like this are salient reminders of the social dimensions of memory and trauma 

— dimensions that are less understood by many psychological researchers, whose training better equips 

them to understand trauma’s cognitive dimensions. As Birth (2006b) argues, to understand the collective 

dimensions of memory we need to know “the processes [by which people make] sense of others’ 

presentations of their memories and of making one’s own memories intelligible to others” (p. 193). 
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and his son’s friend Nodir died at 11 p.m. that same evening. The two times (a hybrid of D-time 

and S-time) are more than just a coincidence for Kabir. They convey a sense of recurrence or 

even rhythm amidst the senseless madness of war and death; it is but a small leap to see 11 a.m. 

and 11 p.m. as indicating circularity. Moreover, his narrative gives us the sequence of the deaths 

(S-time), and the time span between them (T-span), senses of time the clock comfortably 

conveys.  

Clock time, when combined with calendrical time, accentuates the idea that time is 

homogeneous and sequential, where one time unit relentlessly follows another. Kabir’s choice to 

highlight clock time in his narrative stands out because clock time so often contradicts how we 

experience the fullness of time. Sebald (2001) starkly reflects this contradiction when he adds 

immediately after the previous quote (above, on p. 260),  “In fact, said Austerlitz, I have never 

owned a clock of any kind, a bedside alarm or pocket watch, let alone a wristwatch. A clock has 

always struck me as something ridiculous, a thoroughly mendacious object, perhaps because I 

have always resisted the power of time out of some internal compulsion which I myself have 

never understood” (p. 101). After this reflection on death and time, Sebald portrays his character 

Austerlitz seeking to free himself not from death but from the clock, which tells the time, but can 

only tell so much.  

Birth (2012) writes our failure to understand how clocks and calendars channel our 

thought “constrains our ability to understand time across cultures and to ascertain temporal 

characteristics of our world not subject to the clock and calendar. By deferring cognitive 

processes to these objects, we run the risk of diminishing our ability to think about time” (p. 31). 

The clock is a symbol of time’s power for the character Austerlitz, and that is all it will ever be. 

As Birth points out, clocks (and calendars) prompt in us particular ways of thinking about time — 

ways that do not appeal to Austerlitz’s sense of being. No clock, for instance, could represent 

Austerlitz’s sense of time in which “all moments of time have co-existed simultaneously, in 
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which case none of what history tells us would be true, past events have not yet occurred but are 

waiting to do so at the moment when we think of them” (p. 101). 

Birth (2012) astutely reminds us of clock time’s constraints. Yet for Kabir, clock time is 

not just a constraint — it is also a source of meaning. More generally, Kabir and the fictional 

character Austerlitz demonstrate our tendency to conceptualize time as we seek meaning in life, 

especially in the face of death, loss, and decay. Despite their stark differences — Kabir embraces 

clock time and Austerlitz totally rejects it — the two men are both conceptualizing time’s role in 

history. 

In any case, Kabir’s ideas are not so far from Austerlitz’s as they might initially appear. 

He says some 600–700 years ago, Hafez’s poetry predicted the situation in present-day 

Tajikistan. For Kabir, Hafez is a seer who understands life and time.44 Kabir’s notion of time in 

his explanation is not an exact parallel of Sebald’s “all moments of time co-existing 

simultaneously”, but it nonetheless resonates with it because it seamlessly aligns past and present.  

To say Kabir adores Hafez does not do justice to his zeal and dynamism. When Hafez 

comes to his mind, Kabir shakes his head slightly from side to side before giving voice to his 

thoughts. As he talks, he moves his whole body. His eyes are wide, his voice lyrical. One hand 

opens and closes as he gestures, the other pointing to what he is talking about in the moment. He 

declares Hafez helped him with the loss of his son, understanding war, and the nature of the 

government. Hafez helps people to find the right way, and to be patient. He has been into Hafez 

for more than 25 years. 

 
44 Kabir’s idea of Hafez predicting the future is a variation on the idea of divination, which as Omidsalar 

(2011) writes is “the art or technique of gaining knowledge of future events or distant states by means of 

observing and interpreting signs”. So popular is the use of Hafez’s poetry for divination in Iran that it has 

its own term, fāl-e Ḥāfeẓ. 
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Like lovers of Hafez in Iran, Kabir uses Hafez to think, bringing his ideas into general 

conversation. For example, in the middle of a conversation he proclaimed “Hafez says that those 

knowledgeable people who boast about their knowledge — they know nothing. Whatever you 

have — knowledge, money, property, anything you have — it’s not because of you yourself. It’s 

because God gave this to you. You don’t have anything just by yourself.” Many other times, he 

simply broke into verse, reciting Hafez directly. 

The regularity with which Kabir brings Hafez to life in his thought and conversation is 

remarkable when contrasted with our collective tendency to trample underfoot our civilizational 

roots. Through his character Austerlitz, Sebald observes: 

I think how little we can hold in mind, how everything is constantly lapsing into oblivion 

with every extinguished life, how the world is, as it were, draining itself, in that the 

history of countless places and objects which themselves have no power or memory is 

never heard, never described or passed on. (p. 24)  

Sebald is not merely lamenting our individual and collective inability to remember fully and 

authentically. He is also probing what it means to be conscious, to be alive, and to be part of a 

greater whole than one’s self while teetering on the edge of death and the unknown. Consider a 

compelling observation from Durkheim about the shallow awareness of the self’s depths so many 

of us have: 

In each one of us, in differing degrees, is contained the person we were yesterday, and 

indeed, in the nature of things it is even true that our past personae predominate in us, 

since the present is necessarily insignificant when compared with the long period of the 

past because of which we have emerged in the form we have today. It is just that we 

don’t directly feel the influence of these past selves precisely because they are so deeply 

rooted within us. They constitute the unconscious part of ourselves. Consequently we 

have a strong tendency not to recognize their existence and to ignore their legitimate 
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demands. By contrast, with the most recent acquisitions of civilization we are vividly 

aware of them just because they are recent and consequently have not had time to be 

assimilated into our collective unconscious. (Durkheim, 2005, pp. 11-12) 

In their own ways, Sebald and Durkheim are both asking us to ponder our understanding of self 

and society in the context of time’s passing. In a moment of striking lucidity Sebald is pointing to 

an acute, heart-wrenching awareness of our unawareness. Durkheim is telling us how much we do 

know but forget we know because of its familiarity. To their side stands Kabir, holding fast to his 

knowledge of Persian poetry, using an expansive sense of time to know himself and his society. 

Javod on the Futility of War  

A Yazgulomi woman told me that Ali should never have crossed the Tajik-Afghan border. It was 

illegal to cross it. It was his fault he was shot, she said. I protested that Ali crossed the border 

because his family was suffering from hunger. Other Pamiris suffered from hunger too, she 

replied.   

A little over two decades earlier, the Russian commander who ordered Ali’s death told a 

group of Yazgulomis “I did the right thing.” The Yazgulomis were confronting him about the 

killing not long after it happened.  

As Ali’s father Kabir stated on p. 252, the purpose of Ali’s visit to Afghanistan was to 

secure food for his family. Javod, a Motravn-born man in his 40s or 50s, is likewise adamant that 

Ali went to Afghanistan simply to secure food. Unsurprisingly, the exact details of his 

recollection differ slightly from Kabir’s. Javod recalls “We had wheat here, but we didn’t have 

the means to make flour. So what he [Ali] wanted to do was bring 10 kg of wheat to eat. He took 

the wheat to Afghanistan to make flour, and then bring it back. And on the way back he was 

killed. He was shot. He wasn’t a fighter. He didn’t want to fight. He hadn’t killed anybody. He 

was just bringing food.” 
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Javod also said “People [in Yazgulom] suffered a lot from hunger. Thank God nobody 

died of hunger. But we were really close to dying.” He was not exaggerating. The possibility of 

mass deaths caused by famine during the civil war was real. GBAO’s geography means it cannot 

be agriculturally self-sufficient. The fall of the Soviet Union followed by Tajikistan’s 

independence left GBAO especially vulnerable to food insecurity when war came. Bliss (2005) 

writes “in 1993 only 10–20 percent of Gorno-Badakhshan’s food needs were still produced 

locally” (p. 4). He adds “Although in 1992 and 1993 some food products, a little clothing and a 

few spare parts and fuel still arrived from central Tajikistan, by 1994 these flows had ebbed to an 

irrelevant trickle so that by 1995 . . . regional and individual reserves had been exhausted” (pp. 5-

6). He concludes “Without outside humanitarian help, practically none of those living in GBAO 

could have survived after 1993” (p. 6). Hunger during the civil war was far from limited to 

GBAO. Even before the civil war, Tajiks faced food insecurity. Epkenhans (2016) writes “In 

January 1992 the deregulation of consumer prices resulted in a rapid rise in prices and above all 

the urban population faced increasing difficulties to afford staple food. The situation in Dushanbe 

deteriorated quickly and in February the US Embassy commenced humanitarian food aid to the 

population” (p. 166). 
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Figure 32: Yazgulom river tributary in Motravn (2016) 

Javod said Yazgulomis were fortunate to have fruit growing in their valley. Apricots and 

mulberries predominate in Yazgulom. The two fruits are “often the most important source of 

vitamins in the middle altitudes” (Bliss, 2005, p. 116). But what saved Yazgulomis was 

humanitarian aid from the Aga Khan Foundation (Middleton’s recollection of delivering aid is in 

footnote 15 on p. 185). Without the Aga Khan’s help, Javod says, “many people would have died 

here because of hunger.” Yazgulomis I spoke with remain exceedingly appreciative of the Aga 

Khan Foundation’s help during the civil war. The Foundation did not discriminate between 

Ismaili and Sunni Pamiris. They provided flour, sugar, and other essential foods.45 Much of the 

 
45 Later the Aga Khan Foundation provided books, notebooks, and pencils. They also trained teachers in 

new ways of teaching. For instance, a teacher I spoke with in 2011 did a three-week course in Dushanbe, 

and two 10-day courses in Khorog. 
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aid the Foundation distributed was “donated principally by the United States” (Emadi, 1998, p. 

17). Even today in homes in Motravn, the USAID logo can be found on food storage containers. 

Like Latif, Odil, Akmal, and Kabir, Javod was no fighter. But unlike them, he was young 

enough to have become a mujahed if he had chosen to. He chose not to become a mujahed 

because he opposed the war at the time and remains steadfastly opposed to not only the Tajik 

civil war, but to war itself. He says “If war has benefits, it’s just for a few people. But in reality, it 

brings destruction.” He laments the grim reality of not being able to do anything to alleviate the 

suffering caused by civil war in Syria and Afghanistan. Of all Yazgulomis I met, he best 

articulated his opposition to the Tajik civil war. He says 

[As early as 1992] I knew that these things wouldn’t end up well. So I never took part in 

any of the fighting or anything. But people like me were very few at that time. This war 

happened because of the ignorance of the people. Had they been more educated, had they 

known better, they wouldn’t have done this. People from Badakhshan, people from 

Kulob, sometimes they would meet each other, have gatherings together. This violence 

was not right between them. But I or people like me couldn’t stop this fighting. I didn’t 

take part in it. But I couldn’t stop it either. I mean, this was something that was going on. 

And nobody could stop it. 

Javod remains committed to peace. He says   

Even now when we read newspapers, people from that part of the country 

[Qurghonteppa] are talking harshly about people here. People here talk harshly about 

them in the newspapers, attacking each other in the newspapers. But thank God we 

decided to forgive each other. And they forgave us. We forgave them. This war ended. 

But I don’t think anybody knows whose fault it was, at first, when the war started. 
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Javod argues “the war caused Tajikistan to be underdeveloped compared to other countries,” with 

the effects of underdevelopment being 10 times worse in Yazgulom compared to the rest of 

Tajikistan. 

 

Figure 33: Motravn and the Yazgulom river (2011) 

Javod lived in Yazgulom throughout the civil war. I asked him if being against the war 

posed problems for him in Yazgulom. He replied “Yes, because we were forced to help, 

otherwise . . .  they had weapons, they would make problems for us. So I had to help them in the 

war. Of course, I didn’t shoot anybody, that was not my job. For example, I would bring their 

ammunition, bring things for them, help them during the war.” The problems he faced for being 

against the war were not serious, however. He argued 

The good thing was that everybody here was from Yazgulom. We were all relatives. We 

all knew each other. So they wouldn’t make a lot of problems for us. The fighters here 
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. . . they were mostly from Yazgulom, or from Qumsangir, and other places. But then 

again, they knew each other. We were relatives. So it was not that they would make a lot 

of troubles for us.  

In isolation, Javod’s assertion that all Yazgulomis are related and know each other is 

unremarkable. Yazgulom is home to Yazgulomis, and no other population group live there. 

Everyone is indeed related — as Lemon (2013) notes, marriage among cousins is pervasive. 

Javod’s assertion is more compelling when seen through the lens of Qurghonteppa’s experience 

during the civil war, where horrific, large-scale violence occurred between distinct population 

groups. In rural Qurghonteppa, Javod’s assertion about everyone knowing each other and being 

related is turned upside down. In contrast to Yazgulom, in villages throughout rural 

Qurghonteppa people did not necessarily know well people from other population groups 

(unsurprisingly they were not related either). Despite living in geographic proximity to each 

other, the larger among these population groups had what Epkenhans (2016) calls “their own 

social ‘gravity’”, in which they “maintained only limited interaction (for instance intermarriage) 

with other groups” (p. 6). The undeveloped state of inter-community social connections arose out 

of the government forcibly resettling communities from outside Qurghonteppa to cultivate cotton 

(discussed more on p. 295). Epkenhans (2016) notes “The resettlement did not break up 

communities since the collective farms were often organized according to ethnic or regional 

origins” (p. 6). Resettlements started in the 1920s, with populations from GBAO and Gharm 

being forcibly resettled in the 1950s (Epkenhans, 2016, pp. 5-6; Mullojonov, 2015, p. 36); 

Yazgulomis were transferred in 1954 (discussed further in the section The Violence of Forced 

Resettlement on p. 295). The Soviet government’s inability to socially integrate forcibly 

transferred communities surely counts among its most disastrous policy failures in Tajikistan. 

In the Soviet period university students had opportunities to get to know Tajiks from 

other communities, however (as they do these days). Before the war, Javod had lived and studied 
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in Qurghonteppa. His roommate was from a region of the country that would during the civil war 

be strongly aligned against Pamiris. Of his time in Qurghonteppa, he says: 

I had a roommate, who was from Kulob. We lived together for five years. We were very 

good friends. No problems between us. We were nice together. Nice together. Nothing 

wrong. No problem between us. But then, the war started, and after that it’s been like 30 

years I have no news of him. He has no news of me. I don’t know if he is alive, or dead in 

the war. Nothing. And for sure he doesn’t know if I’m alive or dead. If I died in the war 

or not. 

Javod stressed the war’s brutality, its targeting of civilians, and the killing of people based only 

on regional identity, regardless of age or gender. Referring to the government-aligned People’s 

Front,46 he said “In Dushanbe, they would look at the passport, and see you are from Yazgulom 

or from Pamir, then they would line you up, and kill you. From their accent, they would realize 

that this person is from Pamir.”  

Javod’s observation about government-aligned forces arbitrarily killing Pamiri civilians 

is accurate. Javod’s claims align with the reports of many Pamiris who experienced the war in 

 
46 Also called the Popular Front. Its most prominent leaders were Sangak Safarov (1928–93) and 

Fayzali/Faizali Saidov (1963–93), both of whom had been convicted of homicide before the civil war 

(Epkenhans, 2016; Mullojonov, 2015). Epkenhans (2016) describes Safarov as “one of the most 

controversial violent non-state actors in the early civil war” (p. 263). Saidov “was well-known for his 

unprecedented level of cruelty and large-scale atrocities”, including executing several hundred civilians 

(Mullojonov, 2015, pp. 431-432). Mullojonov describes him as “the most brutal” of the Popular Front 

leaders (p. 431). Safarov, Saidov and their bodyguards were shot dead while meeting each other in Saidov’s 

home on the night of March 29 or the early morning of March 30, 1993 (Epkenhans, 2016, p. 270; 

Mullojonov, 2015, p. 332). It is unclear who was responsible for their deaths because “almost all eye 

witnesses died in the incident” (Mullojonov, 2015, p. 332). Mullojonov (2015) notes that irrespective of 

whether the deaths were accidental or planned by powerful interests, their abrupt deaths were beneficial to 

those of a more managerial and professional outlook who would come to run the Tajik state (p. 333). 
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Dushanbe. For instance, in 2011 I met a woman from Khorog who recounted fearing for her life 

in Dushanbe during the civil war. Along with her sister she escaped by plane from Dushanbe to 

Khorog, leaving her husband behind. Her husband was an ambulance driver. Neighbors said that 

killers came to their house looking for him when he was not home. He survived. In general, she 

said, some neighbors protected Pamiris and some did not. She recalls seeing many Pamiri bodies 

in the streets on television, which at the time was controlled by the opposition. She has bad 

memories of Dushanbe and does not like being there. Also in 2011, a Tajik man from the north-

west of Tajikistan reported to me seeing 10 Pamiri men being lined up and shot in a bazaar 

(market) in southern Dushanbe. Once the men had been shot, he witnessed their bodies being 

buried shortly after using earth-moving equipment. Amnesty International (1993) reported 

extrajudicial executions by law enforcement officials, disappearances, torture, and a shoot-to-kill 

policy. For example, “On the evening of 27 January 1993 people believed to be agents of the 

People’s Front burst into an apartment on Firdousi Street in Dushanbe, home of a family of 

Pamiri origin, the Rizvonovs. They shot dead all seven members of the family present in the 

apartment, mostly women and children including a grandmother of 80 and a child of four years 

old. They also shot dead four other people, refugees from the civil war, who were staying with the 

Rizvonovs and whose names are not known” (p. 4).  

I asked Javod what happens these days when he meets men his age from Kulob. Does he 

ever ask himself if he is meeting a former killer? He replied 

Yes, but you don’t know, everywhere there are good people also. But at that time, they 

killed people very violently. At that time, they were acting like savages. Killing each 

other very violently. They say that in Yazgulom people like fighting, or they fight. 

Yazgulomis were involved very little in the killings. Yazgulomis are merciful. But the 

other side killed without mercy. 
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Javod believes the government-aligned forces were worse than the opposition because the 

government-aligned forces “would kill everybody. Old men, old women. Women, children, they 

didn’t care. But from this side . . . they would only kill the ones who had weapons. They would 

only fight the ones who had weapons. Not ordinary people. Not women, old men.” Javod is 

wrong — the opposition did commit atrocities against civilians. Epkenhans (2016) writes “the 

extreme and unrestrained violence perpetrated by militias on both sides in the civil war has been 

documented in various reports, interviews and oral history accounts” (p. 306); these sources 

include authoritative sources like Amnesty International (1993) and Human Rights Watch (1993). 

Although Javod wrongly ignored opposition atrocities, in other respects his recollections 

and ideas were more nuanced than most other Yazgulomis. On p. 222 I conveyed Javod’s 

thoughtful response to my question on whether Zayniddin had ever expressed any regret for his 

role in the war. After sharing his thoughts, without hesitating Javod then seamlessly pivoted from 

discussing Zayniddin to pointing out the war’s central perpetrators on both sides were fellow 

Tajiks, saying: 

But it [the civil war] was like a war where Tajik was killing Tajik, or Muslims were 

killing Muslims. They were not all Russians who killed these people [the 24 dead 

mujahedin]. Yeah it was the Russian army, yeah, but maybe just the commanders were 

Russian. The soldiers were Tajik. They were Tajik people who were shooting. They were 

not all Russian. 

If asked, practically any Yazgulomi who lived through the civil war would agree that Tajiks 

fought and killed each other in large numbers. On the face of it, it is an unremarkable fact. But 

few volunteer this fact so directly like Javod. Bringing it up means having to think through the 

meaning of Tajiks killing Tajiks, which is confounding and even shameful. The Tajik civil war is 

shameful for Tajiks because killing civilians is plainly immoral, the war was devastating, and 

Tajikistan was the lone Central Asian state to undergo civil war once the Soviet Union collapsed. 
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In the region, only neighboring Afghanistan is worse off in its experience of war. Not thinking 

about the war as Tajiks-killing-Tajiks is one way to avoid that shame. Blaming outsiders is 

another strategy, which as I argued on p. 182 with respect to Parviz, is prompted by several 

distinct motivations.  

For ordinary Tajiks, the Tajik civil war is confounding because it is difficult to 

definitively know why large numbers of Tajiks came to kill and be killed.47 The difficulty for 

ordinary Tajiks in understanding what happened and why arises not so much because some 

people want to forget the war or not talk about it, or even the influence of official war narratives 

discussed above on p. 197. More significant is the intrinsic difficulty of answering why. As Javod 

puts it, “If another country had started the war, we could understand. Because it would be coming 

from foreigners. But [in this war fellow countrymen] killed each other.” Tajikistan’s civil war had 

its people killing fellow citizens who were strangers, as in Yazgulom. But it also had people 

involved in the killing of people who knew each other as fellow villagers, as in the case of Said 

on p. 4. 

The civil war seems recent to Javod. The following excerpt is edited to remove age and 

gender: 

For me, the war happened when I was about [redacted] years old. So I remember very 

well all those savagery and violence. For me it’s like it was yesterday. Because I was 

standing just here [in the village] when the helicopters were flying over the village. 

Everybody was scared. People would run away to the mountains, hide behind the rocks. 

My [child] was at that time [young]. Now [the child] is married. . . . I remember I took 

 
47 For academic perspectives on long-term and more immediate causes of the Tajik civil war, see especially 

Epkenhans (2016) and Mullojonov (2015), but also Akiner and Barnes (2001),  Lynch (2001), Zartman 

(2004), Heathershaw (2005, 2009), Roy (2007), Wiegmann (2009), Nourzhanov and Bleuer (2013),  

Driscoll (2015), and Thibault (2018). 
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my [child] and I ran away to hide somewhere, to protect my [child], behind the rocks. I 

don’t forget those days. 

Javod Confronts Ali’s Killer 

In a way, Ali was killed because of a chance event. The driver of a Russian armored personnel 

carrier (APC) made a mistake while heading toward Khorog from Dushanbe (the APC was likely 

similar to that in Figure 22 on p. 178). While on the highway about 1.5 km north of the Yazgulom 

river, the APC left the road and turned onto its side. It was stuck. It was part of a convoy of 

military vehicles all heading to Khorog. The other vehicles in the convoy continued on their way, 

leaving the APC to fend for itself until help arrived from Khorog.  

If the APC had not run off the road at that time and place, Ali would not have been killed 

that day. That chance event alone was not enough to ensure Ali’s death on the river. If the APC 

was headed by a commander with a different mentality, Ali may yet have lived. 

 

Figure 34: Peace sign, near where Ali was killed (2016). 
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As it was, the APC was manned by a Russian commander, a driver, and two soldiers who 

were of Tajik nationality. While waiting for help to arrive from Khorog, these four border guards 

saw Ali and his two companions in the Panj river and shot them. As indicated on p. 252, one of 

the companions was Afghan and the other Yazgulomi. What ultimately happened to Ali’s Afghan 

companion is unclear; the Yazgulomi was alive and well in 2016. The help the APC needed 

arrived in a convoy of army vehicles. The APC was towed away to Khorog. At some point that 

evening, a border guard from among the convoy heading to Khorog killed Nodir. 

Today near where Ali was killed, a sign with a blue bird and the word sulh (peace) is 

painted onto the rockface (Figure 34).  

Javod used a nonlinear and at times confusing narrative to convey what happened that 

day. Prior to talking to Javod, I had only a rough idea of what had happened to Ali and Nodir. 

The structure of Javod’s narrative was shaped more by him needing to fill in the missing details 

of what had transpired, rather than being a straight-up reflection of how Javod thinks about it in 

his mind. Nonetheless, to preserve the character of our conversation, I convey it here as he 

conveyed it to me. Occasional identifying details are omitted or slightly changed. I interject the 

conversation below for clarity and commentary. 

Javod: When they killed Ali, Nodir was not here [in the village]. He 

was in the higher up villages, somewhere else. I went with Nodir’s 

brother down to look for Ali’s body. But we didn’t find the body. On 

the way back we met Nodir. Nodir had heard about his friend’s death. 

And they were very close friends also. So we told him that we didn’t 

find the body. Nodir again went to maybe look for the body. And we came 

back, myself and Nodir’s brother. Then the next morning we woke up, and 

we heard that Nodir was also killed. 

Damon: Was Nodir alone when he was killed, or was he with other people? 
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Javod: Some say that Nodir, I don’t know what actually happened. I 

think Nodir was alone. His parents had a house down there at the 

Yazgulom entrance. His father was a shepherd. They have a house up 

there too [in one of Yazgulom’s villages]. But they had a house there 

[at the entrance] too. Some say he [Nodir] took a weapon with him to 

take revenge for his friend’s death, but some say that accidentally he 

was carrying a weapon on him. Russians, they saw him from far away, and 

a sniper killed him. But I don’t know what the reality was at that 

time. That’s what people say. He was killed very close to his house. He 

just came out of his house. His parents were in the house [their other 

house in the village]. He got killed. He was near his house and then he 

got killed. People took his body up to the village here. But they 

didn’t inform the parents. We didn’t know either. We all learnt about 

this in the morning. They brought the body up in the village, and we 

learnt about it then. 

Damon: It must’ve been dangerous, I mean he [Nodir] was just shot. It 

must’ve been so dangerous to collect his body. I mean if I was going to 

collect somebody whose body was just shot, I would be afraid to be shot 

myself. 

Javod explained why it was safe to collect Nodir’s body by talking about Nodir’s death, then 

going back in time to talk about Ali’s death, before circling back to Nodir’s death. As you read 

his response, note the seamless transition to talking about the circumstances of Ali’s death 

immediately after the sentence “I saw them [the Russian vehicles] with my own eyes”: 

Javod: No. They shot him [Nodir] and went to Khorog. A convoy of army 

vehicles came, shot Nodir, and left. They all went together. They were 

going to Khorog. I went there [where the shooting took place]. I saw 

them [the Russian vehicles] with my own eyes. 
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Now a convoy of APCs had come from Dushanbe, and was going to 

Khorog. One of their APCs had run off the road, and was stuck there. 

After that, they [the border guards] were stuck there, and Ali [was] 

100 m further [away], with binoculars [the border guards see him]. 

There is the vehicle and the binoculars. They [Ali and his two 

companions] were filling air [in an inflatable boat] to go on the 

[river] water. There are people in that APC who see them going on the 

[river] water. Then, they shoot with automatic weapons. After they 

shoot them, he [Ali] falls in the water and dies. 

Then we went and they [the people who shot Ali] are there. Then 

from Khorog, there are some other vehicles who come in to tow the 

[stuck] vehicle. They towed that APC. We came, they were there. After 

they towed the APC, while they were passing, they shot Nodir. And after 

they shot Nodir, they left. Our young men were down there. They went 

and took Nodir’s body. 

At that point, I was somewhat confused by the jumping back and forth in time and Javod’s 

extensive use of pronouns. I asked him to clarify. 

Javod: We went to look for the body, for Ali’s body. We saw that help 

came from Khorog to tow the car. And then they told us go back, there 

is nothing to look here. 

Damon: Who told you that? 

Javod: The army people, the APC people. They said, there is nothing to 

look for, it’s alright now, go back. On the way back, we met Nodir. 

Then we came back to the village. But Nodir went there [to the Yazgulom 

entrance], and then he got killed. In the meantime, the APC that was 

being towed, they killed Nodir too. Then they left for Khorog. And I 

also talked to them [the border guards]. I said, “Why did you kill this 
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person [Ali], he was an ordinary person? I mean why did he [the APC 

commander] kill him? He [Ali] wanted to get food.” And he [the APC 

commander or one of his men] said “No, he broke the rules. He crossed 

the border illegally.” And I said, “They didn’t cross the border to do 

any harm. They were looking for food. Because we don’t have food here.” 

That’s what they [the border guards] said. And they asked us to go back 

to the village. 

Damon: How old were those people? 

Note that in his response, Javod refers to commanders in plural form. He may have been referring 

to the typical age of Russian border guard commanders, or to the fact there was more than one 

commander present at the scene (as I was soon to learn, indeed there was): 

Javod: The commanders were 35, 40 [years old]. But the others were 

soldiers, young, 18, 20 [years old]. The commanders ordered the 

soldiers to shoot. 

Damon: They were Tajik or Russian? 

Javod: The commanders were Russian, but the soldiers were Tajik. 

Damon: It’s possible that you spoke with, or probable that you spoke 

with the man who ordered the killing of Ali? 

Javod: The soldiers, it was them, himself. The soldiers told me their 

commander ordered [they shoot Ali]. There were only four people. The 

commander, the driver, and two soldiers. 

Damon: Oh the soldiers told you that their commander ordered them to 

shoot! 

Javod: On the boat, there were three. Ali and two others. Two others, 

they jumped into the river and swam away. But Ali got killed. The 

soldiers, they were ordered. 

Damon: Do you remember the Russian man’s face? 
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Javod: Yes I remember. 

Damon: What did he look like? 

Javod: He was tall, robust. He didn’t mind at all. He said, “I did the 

right thing.” 

Damon: Sometimes when you think about Ali or Nodir, do you remember 

that man? 

Javod: All the time. 

More than 20 years later, Ali’s killing poses bewildering existential questions that are difficult if 

not impossible to resolve. Why would a man kill another person under such circumstances? 

Clearly, the death made sense to the Russian commander — and two decades later, to at least one 

Yazgulomi woman, as seen above. But to people like Javod, the death was and is pointless and 

cruel. In one sense, for Javod the fact that the man who ordered the killing was Russian is almost 

incidental. As he stressed earlier in the conversation, the context in which the killing occurred 

was a civil war, in which Tajiks killed fellow Tajiks. 

I explained the two visual perspectives of the self to Javod. I asked which one he was 

using as he remembered that time. He said: 

Javod: I feel like I was there. I see myself as I am there. This 

memory, it’s always with me. Because they were very beautiful young 

men. Nodir had just one other brother. [Javod briefly shares what he 

personally has in common with Nodir’s brother]. They [Ali and Nodir] 

were killed just like this. I can’t forget that moment, that time. 

Damon: At that moment, when you think about it, is it like you are 

looking out from your own eyes, from your own head, or is it like you 

are looking from another place, and you can see yourself there? 

Javod: I see from my own eyes, like they were with me, that way. 
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Damon: And is it always like that? That when you think about that time, 

is it always like that? 

Javod: Yes. 

At this point of the conversation I was satisfied Javod used a first-person visual perspective of the 

self to remember what happened. I asked him if he had additional details to share about that day. 

The details he shared were substantial. There was a second Russian commander on the scene, 1.5 

km from the commander who shot Ali. Javod mentions Khekhik, a tiny village on the road 

between Yazgulom and Vanj (Figure 35). 

 

Figure 35: Khekhik, seen from the M41 highway (2016) 

Javod: We were in the village. And someone came [and said] that they 

killed Ali. . . . All of us went there. About 20 or 30 people. We went 

and said, maybe we can find the body. Some of the young men had 

weapons. When we arrived at the Yazgulom entrance, there was a car with 
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Russian soldiers. The soldiers were Tajik, but there was a Russian 

commander with them. The place where they had shot Ali, was about 1.5 

km away from that place. When you go down past the Yazgulom entrance, 

you cross this bridge. You go further, towards Khekhik, first the road 

is a little bit wide, then there is a turn. Right at that turn, he was 

shot. So the road was very close to the river. Just next to the river. 

Damon: The road is narrow there. 

Javod: It is narrow yes, it is narrow. There is a narrow turn. 

Javod then shared details of his conversation with the second Russian commander. As you read it, 

keep in mind that while the Yazgulomis understood Tajiki and had at least some proficiency in 

Russian (with some likely having excellent proficiency), they were almost certainly speaking 

Yazgulomi among themselves — a language only they could understand: 

Javod: I did not have a weapon, but some did. They put fire on that car 

[it is unclear what Javod meant by “put fire on that car”]. We went to 

that guy, the commander. There were 10 soldiers and one commander who 

had shot him [Ali]. We said, “Why did you shoot him this way?” He said, 

“I wasn’t there, they were there. I don’t know, but this has happened.”  

Damon: Was he a commander or a soldier? 

Javod: No, he was a commander. When we [came up to] him, we could have 

taken him captive. Some of us were even trying to do so, saying “Let’s 

arrest him.” We said, “No, don’t do it. There will be war again, 

bloodshed again.” Then when we told the commander what was going on, he 

said “I have a son in Russia, I [want to] give up this officer job for 

him. I did not know who shot him. I didn’t know, I didn’t shoot him. 

[I] was not there at that time, it was the [other] commander, it was 

them.” So we stayed there and discussed [the matter] among ourselves. 

We talked to him about the situation, and he told us that because of 
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this he was going to give up his officer job. “I will go. I can provide 

for my son without this job.” He understood us. “Truly it was our 

fault. He was going for bread but he was shot. [The person who shot 

him] did not know this.” So we consulted with each other and some said 

we should also shoot him [in revenge]. We said, “No, it will not end 

this way. We shoot them. They have a lot of force, they will shoot 

back.” We said, “Let’s leave it at this.” Then when it was calmer, all 

our guys came. It was becoming late. Some were looking for him [Ali’s 

body] but they did not find it. Until later when Nodir’s brother told 

me “Let’s go home” — we were really close. Then we went back on foot — 

there was no car. Halfway through from Yazgulom’s [alluvial] plain we 

arrived at the place where Nodir was going. His brother told him, 

“Where are you going?” He said, “I’m going to our parents’ place.” He 

[Nodir’s brother] said that was the last time they saw each other. Then 

he went that way and we came home. It was the night of this event when 

they shot him. 

Damon: The car you were talking about was the same APC or some other 

car? 

Javod: No, this was another one. It had come from Khorog. There was a 

car that had stopped here, then another APC came to tow it.  

Damon: The one that was being towed was there or 1.5 kilometers away? 

Javod: It was further away, it was where they shot Ali. And we were in 

the Yazgulom plain. Then we went to the APC [that had shot Ali]. That 

officer, the commander who had ordered the shooting, he talked 

differently, he was not sorry. This [second] commander said “I 

understand you.” But the other one was not ashamed at all, he would 

say, “I did the right thing.” 
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Damon: How many of you were there when you were talking to this APC? 

Javod: We were around 15–20 people. 

Damon: You said, “Let’s take this APC hostage”? 

Javod: We said, “Let’s take this car hostage”, but when we went there, 

there were two APCs. We did not have enough force. Then when we said 

let’s leave it and go home — we also had a commander [Zayniddin]. Our 

commander was the one who would fight with the guys at the Yazgulom 

plain. He [Zayniddin] said — I listened to all that was being said — he 

said “Leave it and go. What has happened is over and done with.” 

Damon: Is it possible it was the same man who ordered the killing of 

Ali also ordered the killing of Nodir? 

Javod: Yes. It’s possible, I don’t know. Because there were two APCs, 

two commanders, so it’s possible it was the same one. 

In conversation and by his presence, Javod presents himself as a man motivated by peace. 

His narration of the confrontation between the two Russian commanders and the small group of 

Yazgulomis conveys the impression that if there were not men of his kind there to counsel 

caution, the second Russian commander could have been kidnapped and killed, sparking more 

violence and death. As the day progressed, only Nodir was to be killed. Javod was not present to 

encourage him to forego taking revenge. 

Sodiq’s Lament for His Friend Nodir 

Sodiq is the leader of the religious movement Parviz is a member of. He is a charismatic, 

handsome, and strongly built man. His voice is memorable, and he sings well too. In 1994 he 

went to Afghanistan with some companions, travelling there for six or seven months. They visited 

Takhar, Kunduz, Kabul, Mazar-i-Sharif, and Jalalabad. Of Afghanistan, he says “It was 

dangerous. There was war. We were travelling among bullets and shootings. That’s the way it 

was. It was war here, we went to the other side, there was war there too.” He returned from 
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Afghanistan in 1995, becoming a combatant. However, his recollection of dates was decidedly 

hazy, so these dates may be inaccurate. 

Sodiq says he was in Yazgulom when the 24 young men lost their lives on April 10, 

1995. Referring to that battle, I said to him “You must have lost some friends.” Sodiq seamlessly 

transitioned to talking about a different event: the deaths of Nodir and Ali. Sodiq says “Nodir and 

Ali were our friends. We grew up together.”  

Sodiq’s account does not mention the debates among Yazgulomis about how to best 

respond to Ali’s death. Sodiq may not have been present when the group Javod was part of 

confronted the Russian commanders — when news reached Sodiq of Ali’s death that morning, he 

was with Nodir and another friend, Islom (who was shot dead a year later), in the Yazgulomi 

village of Bidun. On hearing the news, the three men rushed toward the valley entrance on foot, 

which was about 13 km away.  

Starting at 9 p.m. that evening, over the space of an hour Sodiq was one of 20–25 armed 

Yazgulomi combatants who fired on the Russians and the Tajik government troops, who were in 

four APCs on the M41 highway. The Yazgulomis were at the entrance to Yazgulom where today 

the Tajik government maintains a small base for its troops. The Yazgulomis were firing heavy, 

strong weapons including grenade launchers (Russian: гранатомёт). Sodiq said “We would hit 

them, but they [the APCs] wouldn’t explode or anything. They would burn in some parts, but 

they would go.” The APCs fired back too before passing by.  

Nodir was in the group of combatants. However, he died alone near a stream, shot in the 

forehead. Sodiq found the body. I asked, “is that something that you think about sometimes?” He 

replied, “It’s always in my memory.” I then asked “When you found your friend’s body, what 

went through your mind?”, and he replied “I was just crying.” They found a grenade on Nodir’s 

body. About 15 men brought the body back to Motravn.  
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I explained the two visual perspectives as we recall events in our mind’s eye. I asked 

which perspective he used when he recalled finding Nodir’s body. He replied: 

I remember every minute and every second of the night. How he was shot alone. How he 

was shot in the forehead. How his body was next to that stream, lying on his back. How 

we brought the body here. It was such a dark night. There were lots of people, and 

everybody was sad here. As you said, in your memory, it’s like you are looking at that, I 

remember seeing every second of it. 

I was uncertain if Sodiq meant he was using the first-person visual perspective when he stated, 

“As you said, in your memory, it’s like you are looking at that”. It seemed plausible he could 

have meant the first-person visual perspective, but it was nonetheless ambiguous. I therefore 

asked him, “When you see that, do you see yourself from a distance in the memory, or is it like 

you are seeing everything in front of you?” Unfortunately, my question did not clarify matters. 

He answered, “It’s like the things that happened, all the people, they are in front of me, 

sometimes I talk to them, sometimes I cry.” Spatially people could be in front of him regardless 

of which visual perspective he was using, so I was not any closer to understanding the visual 

perspective he was using.  

I decided to use a proxy: if his recall was phenomenological, then that might indicate he 

was using a first-person visual perspective. I asked, “Do you hear anything in your memories?” I 

have removed identifying biographical details from his reply: 

I do. I remember, ah yes, I — because [discusses something he had in common with 

Nodir]. We were together, together. We grew up together as if we would never separate 

until we die. Then how should I say it? His memory does not leave me even for a second. 

I see him in a thousand ways. Sometimes we see each other. Sometimes we speak to each 

other. Sometimes in sleep. Then we chat as though we are [still] together, alive and not 

dead. 
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Hoping to refocus on the event, I asked: “On that night, of all the things that happened that night, 

what’s the most powerful thing in your mind about that night?” Sodiq replied: 

There are two memories that are very important — things are in my memory, and I never 

forget, and they always repeat in my memory. One is when I looked around myself, and I 

saw that Nodir was not with us, and suddenly I thought he must have been killed. The 

other one is when everybody was here [where we were sitting for the interview], and 

crying. That one also doesn’t go out of my mind. 

After clarifying Nodir’s parents did not immediately learn their son was dead, Sodiq and I 

continued: 

Damon: The first memory, when you realized that Nodir wasn’t with you, 

I want you to do an exercise for us. I want you to remember that time, 

but imagine that you are looking at yourself from above, maybe from 5 

or 10 m away, and you are looking at yourself realizing that Nodir 

wasn’t with you anymore 

Sodiq: I remember after the fighting, we were sitting around. Twenty, 

twenty-five of us were sitting around. Suddenly I realized that Nodir 

was not with us. Suddenly, my heart started crying. I thought that 

probably he has been killed. From the tip of my toenails, up to my 

head, I started trembling and shaking. For a moment, I couldn’t even 

talk. It was like I was losing my consciousness. Then after that, I 

told everybody, “Look, Nodir is not with us”. At that time, then 

everybody else realized that Nodir is not there. They started 

panicking. But I said, first don’t panic, don’t start crying because 

his parents are here, and if they hear us crying, they will also panic. 

So we tried to calm down and we decided to look for him, but very 
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slowly and quietly, to look around for him. It took about 25 minutes to 

find his body. 

Damon: When you imagine looking at yourself from above, and seeing 

yourself in that place and in that time, what do you see? 

Sodiq: It’s something that you see, but it’s difficult to explain in 

words. We were very good friends with Nodir, so when I heard that he 

was shot, and he had become a martyr, there was a big pain in my body. 

I felt a big pain within myself. The pain is still in me, and it 

doesn’t leave me. I was a singer. I would sing in weddings, and stuff. 

But when Nodir died, I just left my instrument and singing, quit 

singing, and would spend my days at home, just praying and praying. 

Sodiq wrote a ghazal for his deceased friend Nodir. In the ghazal Sodiq is talking to God. 

The original ghazal was 20 lines, but Sodiq remembers only these lines now: 

Ай бор худоё чи тадбер кунум 

захмест бар дилам чора чи кунум 

ҳар ки хонад ин марся донист ғами Содиқ 

ғамест ғами Нодир би ҷуз тавба чи кунум 

This time God, what should I do? 

There is a scar on my heart 

How can I heal it? 

Whoever reads this eulogy knows the pain of Sodiq 

The pain of Nodir, what can I do other than repent 

Where and How Many Yazgulomis Died in the Civil War 

Yazgulomis count among their civil war dead those who died outside of the Yazgulom valley. In 

fact, the majority of Yazgulomi deaths were of civilians outside of Yazgulom. Yazgulomi deaths 

occurred elsewhere in GBAO, but the majority killed were in what is today the Khatlon region 
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and in the capital Dushanbe. In Dushanbe, People’s Front soldiers executed “several hundred” 

Yazgulomis as they ethnically cleansed “several mahallas [city blocks]” (Mullojonov, 2015, p. 

323). As discussed earlier, the Yazgulomi settlements Küybishev and Qumsangir are located in 

Khatlon in the rural south — where the majority of the civil war’s killings occurred, as many 

observers note (see for instance Driscoll, 2015; Epkenhans, 2016; Mullojonov, 2015; Nourzhanov 

& Bleuer, 2013).  

Some Yazgulomis from Küybishev and Qumsangir were likely to have been combatants: 

Epkenhans (2016) notes “the IRPT was particularly strong” in both places, as well as several 

other locales in the province (p. 302). From June until September 1992, the IRPT prevailed in 

fighting, displacing “more than 150,000” (p. 302). However, “on August 24, 1992, fighting 

between the different groups sharply increased in and around the Kuybišev sovkhoz [Küybishev 

state farm]” (p. 302). After intense fighting and killing, pro-government militias then took over 

the province:   

It took the militias from Kulob until mid-October 1992 to occupy Qūrġonteppa and 

dislodge the opposition. Until then, the fighting in the south killed approximately 20,000-

30,000 people and displaced more than 150,000 refugees from the Qūrġonteppa viloyat 

[province] alone. However, the data on the casualties are fragmented, contradictory and 

unreliable. (Epkenhans, 2016, p. 303) 

Javod knows Qumsangir well. He has relatives there and had worked there for some years 

himself. He was based there before the outbreak of the war, but anticipating violence could occur, 

he left Qumsangir for Yazgulom before violent hostilities started. He says the war started around 

September, which aligns with the description of events in Epkenhans (2016). Javod says the 

majority of Yazgulomis died between 1992 and 1995. The war forced Yazgulomis to flee from 

Qumsangir to Afghanistan (unfortunately I neglected to clarify with Javod whether Yazgulomis 

in Küybishev had by then joined those in Qumsangir). Many lost their lives crossing the Amu 
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Darya river, especially children.48 Survivors made the one- to two-month journey on foot to 

Ishkashim. Along the way Afghans helped them. Crossing the Panj river at Ishkashim proved 

easier than crossing the Amu at Qumsangir. Survivors came to Yazgulom where they stayed for 

three to four years until it was safe to return to Qumsangir, Küybishev and Dushanbe. Describing 

the welcome Yazgulomis living in Yazgulom gave to their brethren from Khatlon, Akmal said 

“We were with them. We were receiving them.”  

When I first visited Yazgulom in 2011, Latif claimed 504 Yazgulomis were killed during 

the civil war. That, he said, meant Yazgulomis suffered more than anyone else in the civil war in 

one important respect: the number of Yazgulomis who died relative to their population size was 

higher than for any other group. He said the ratio was high because their population is small. 

Given Yazgulomis number some 9,000, the proportion of their losses is about 5–6%, which is 

indeed high. In intervening years, I hardly heard anyone again assert that the ratio of Yazgulomi 

war fatalities was the highest. Javod brought it up without prompting, however, saying “If you 

look at the percentage of the people who were killed during the war, Yazgulom lost the most 

people. You can’t find a family who hadn’t lost one or two members during the war. For 

 
48 Mullojonov (2015) writes that as of mid-November 1992, pro-government militia had seized “complete 

control” of Kurgan-tube districts (today part of Khatlon) from the opposition (p. 304). Facing “open 

harassment and murder” from the pro-government militia, the Gharmi and Pamiri populations had little 

choice but to flee (p. 304). Human Rights Watch (1993) reported “perhaps about 90,000” Tajik refugees 

crossed the Amu Darya river into Afghanistan, “but as many as 30,000 later made their way back across the 

Amu Darya (Oxus River), many into Gorno-Badakhshan in Tajikistan” (p. 29). Mullojonov (2015) recounts 

a harrowing incident in which pro-government militia shot into crowds of thousands of refugees fleeing in 

panic into the Amu Darya river. Those who could not cross the river faced severe repression, including 

mass execution (pp. 304-305). Describing attempts by Tajiks of Gharmi descent to escape the pro-

government militia, Rubin (1993) writes “Some who tried to cross the Amu Darya were shot by Russian 

border guards, and hundreds were said to have drowned while crossing” (p. 93). 
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example, the man who passed a few days ago, last week.49 He had lost one son in the war. His 

sister had lost two sons during the war.” When I asked Javod how many he lost from his family, 

he said “Thank God, I myself didn’t lose anybody in my family. But everybody here, we were all 

relatives, so I have relatives who lost someone. Or neighbors who lost someone.” 

Before contemplating small populations undergoing relatively large wartime losses, one 

should ponder an issue Javod inadvertently raised — the reliability of casualty figures. As I noted 

in Chapter 1, no one knows how many died during the Tajik civil war, and figures vary widely, 

with a range of 40,000–300,000 given by scholars  (p. 2). 

The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) records 9,108 Tajik civil war deaths from 

1992 to 2000 (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, 2018), a number far lower than any 

other source. Its low figure is a consequence of its data collection methodology: it collates 

individual incidents using “a variety of sources, including news reports and on-the-ground reports 

from human rights organizations, local NGOs (nongovernmental organizations), etc.” (Human 

Security Report Project, 2012, p. 2). Where such written sources do not exist or the UCDP does 

not know of them, the UCDP cannot include them. For instance, the April 10, 1995 deaths in 

Yazgulom and the July 24, 2012 deaths in Khorog are not in the UCDP. As the UCDP 

acknowledges, their “methodology will almost certainly underestimate the actual number of battle 

deaths”, and should be regarded as “a reliable estimate of the minimum number of battle deaths in 

a conflict” (Human Security Report Project, 2012, p. 2). Moreover, as Weidmann (2016) note, 

“media coverage is hardly objective and complete, and various biases exist when it comes to what 

is covered and how. Thus, for scholars trying to explain the occurrence of political violence, this 

means that their dependent variable may be measured with error” (p. 206). 

 
49 A man from Motravn in his 60s died on July 6, 2015. Many Yazgulomis from villages throughout 

Yazgulom attended his funeral, which was held the next day. His burial is occurring in Figure 30 on p. 248. 
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Yazgulomi Civil War Deaths and Population Size 

The figure of 504 Yazgulomi civil war deaths is likely to be close to reality given how well 

Yazgulomis know each other and their small population size. What basis is there then for Latif 

and Javod’s assertion that the ratio of Yazgulomi war fatalities is the highest among all Tajik 

population groups? The short answer is that the assertion is somewhat plausible because 

relatively large Yazgulomi losses may have been a direct consequence of their small population, 

just as Latif suggested. But it is difficult to judge. The obvious caveat is that even if Yazgulomi 

civil war deaths are accurate, so much is unknown about casualties from other Tajik population 

groups that it is clearly impossible to be definitive.  

The longer answer is that for more than half a century scholars have used rigorous 

statistical analysis to investigate the causes and consequences of war (Zwetsloot, 2018, p. 1). 

Drawing on findings from these investigations, a debate principally involving Steven Pinker and 

his critics has emerged in recent years concerning the extent to which states promote or reduce 

war compared to smaller non-state societies.50 Given all Tajiks live within a state, that aspect of 

the debate is irrelevant. What is relevant is empirical evidence that suggests small population 

groups are more vulnerable to heavy wartime losses, irrespective of states. Anthropologists Falk 

and Hildebolt (2017) argue against the idea “that people living in small-scale societies are more 

violent than those living in state societies” simply because they do not live in states (p. 805). 

Instead, they argue “larger communities are less vulnerable to having large portions of their 

populations killed by (or entirely wiped out by) external enemies compared with smaller ones 

(i.e., there is safety in numbers)” (p. 810). They conclude “the rates of war deaths decrease with 

increasing population sizes, not only among people living in both small-scale and state societies 

but also across chimpanzees” (p. 810). Falk and Hildebolt’s claim rests on a body of data from 24 

 
50 For a brief overview, see Stetka (2017). 
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small-scale (non-state) societies, 19 and 22 states that fought in World War I and World War II 

respectively, and 11 chimpanzee communities. In a more complex study drawing on eight 

datasets, Oka et al. (2017) also argue against the idea states are less violent than small-scale 

societies. They write: 

Recent views on violence emphasize the decline in proportions of war groups and 

casualties to populations over time and conclude that past small-scale societies were more 

violent than contemporary states. . . . We argue that these trends are better explained 

through scaling relationships between population and war group size and between war 

group size and conflict casualties. (Oka et al., 2017) 

Falk and Hildebolt (2017) and Oka et al. (2017) both use “power laws” (also called scaling 

factors) to advance their arguments, which as Zwetsloot (2018) writes is “a simple heavy-tailed 

probability distribution” (p. 1). Zwetsloot offers a voice of caution, arguing “claims about the 

generic or universal nature of power laws seem to overstate their importance” (p. 7). He adds 

“power laws sometimes seem a plausible fit and sometimes they do not” (p. 7). The data 

informing his analysis is from 228 conflicts.  

The attraction to policymakers and scholars of a scientific understanding of wartime 

factors like population size, casualties, combatant numbers, etc. is obvious. Statistically robust 

empirical research can help generate theory that can be used to predict potential outcomes, fill in 

missing data, and help counter the effects of propaganda, among other eminently worthy 

objectives. However, from my perspective, such analyses have two inescapable problems. The 

first and most obvious is that the quality of the data used to build the statistical models the 

analysis depends on is questionable — especially so in wars like the Tajik civil war. The second 

is methodological. The problems of war and peace are very often ill-structured and intrinsically 

interconnected, as can be seen in the difficulty of definitively distinguishing the causes of the 

Tajik civil war. Ratcliffe (1983) argues it is common for social scientists to “apply methods suited 
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to well-structured problems to the ill-structured problems with which social scientists inevitably 

deal” (p. 161). He writes “There can be only one possible outcome of such a procedure: the 

problem under consideration will be forced into a definition (and therefore a structure) 

compatible with the nature of the method, instead of allowing the structure of the problem to 

determine which system of inquiry and associated methods are the most relevant and useful” (p. 

161). Drawing on Churchman (1971), Ratcliffe argues the mismatch between problem and 

method “commonly results in what is known as a Type 3 error (Error3): solving the wrong 

problem, or, ‘problem un-solving’” (p. 161).51 

Regardless of one’s stance on the kind of methodological issues Ratcliffe raises, an 

observation by the distinguished mathematician John W. Tukey rings true: “The most important 

maxim for data analysis to heed, and one which many statisticians seem to have shunned, is this: 

‘Far better an approximate answer to the right question, which is often vague, than an exact 

answer to the wrong question, which can always be made precise’” (Tukey, 1962, pp. 13-14). The 

question “is the high number of Yazgulomi civil war deaths caused by their small population?” is 

precise, but it is not the right question. Applying Tukey’s maxim to the question means 

reformulating it. A better question incorporates other relevant factors: some of which are tangible, 

like geography (e.g. having the bad luck of being in the wrong place when the war started), and 

some of which are intangible, like cultural stereotypes (e.g. my 2011 Tajik translator called 

Yazgulomis “the Chechens of Tajikistan”; Yazgulomis are aware they have a reputation for 

fighting). For instance: “Is the high number of Yazgulomi civil war deaths caused by a small 

 
51 Ratcliffe (1983) argues the Type 3 error “is perhaps the most widely committed error in the social and 

policy sciences today, because it is a function of the prevailing value-commitment to method, as distinct 

from methodology” (p. 161). For those less familiar with quantitative research methods, he helpfully notes 

a “Type 1 error (Error1) is rejecting the null hypothesis when it should be accepted, and a Type 2 error 

(Error2) is accepting the null hypothesis when it should be rejected” (p. 166); a Type 4 error (Error4) is 

“solving a problem that is not worth solving” (p. 162). 
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population group being in the wrong places at the wrong time, hundreds of kilometers from their 

home valley where they would have been much safer? Did stereotypes of them as a ‘difficult’ or 

‘combative’ people encourage recruitment of a number of them into armed roles — a number 

sufficient enough to threaten neighboring peoples but insufficient to protect their communities? 

Or was the mere fact they were Pamiri always going to mark them for death irrespective of such 

stereotypes?” 

Summing up, the severe lack of accurate Tajik civil war casualty figures, and the ill-

structured, interconnected set of factors that caused Tajiks to die in large numbers make it 

difficult if not impossible to empirically demonstrate that Yazgulom’s small population in and of 

itself contributed decisively to its high civil war losses. 

The Violence of Forced Resettlement 

From the point of view of those in it, a key element of war is the intent of some to kill others. 

Without intent — such as when authorities fail to foresee danger — victims may not feel so bitter 

about non-war events in which substantial numbers of people die. That can hold true even for 

events which are in the eyes of theorists best characterized as structural violence.  

In 1954 Yazgulomis experienced conflict that killed many vulnerable members of their 

community. The conflict arose when the Soviet government forcibly transferred Yazgulomis to 

Küybishev and Qumsangir in what is today Khatlon Province, part of a “a grand project of Soviet 

agricultural and social engineering” (Nourzhanov & Bleuer, 2013, p. 4) which saw tens of 

thousands of residents of Gharm and GBAO “forcibly resettled” in the 1950s (Mullojonov, 2015, 

p. 36). Tiessen et al. (2010) write the Yazgulomis in Küybishev “lived dispersed among Tajiks, 

Uzbeks, Russians, and other ethnic groups” (p. 5).52  

 
52 Tiessen et al. (2010) do not mention Qumsangir. 
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It was a conflict because many if not the majority of Yazgulomis did not want to go — as 

Akmal explained, “they were born here [in Yazgulom], grew up here.” Epkenhans (2016) writes 

“Although the rationale behind the resettlement policy was primarily to provide manpower for the 

cotton cultivation, there were other motives as well, such as extending the control over the 

traditionally elusive mountainous regions and concerns about natural disasters such as 

earthquakes, mud slides and so forth” (p. 105).  

The forced transfer of residents of Gharm and GBAO “meant that a population, which 

previously lived in mountain valleys predominately occupied with horticulture and animal 

husbandry, had to adapt to cotton cultivation in specialized kolkhoz [collective farm] brigades 

under harsh climatic conditions” (Epkenhans, 2016, p. 105). Every Yazgulomi I spoke with about 

the resettlement stressed the effects of the Khatlon climate, saying Yazgulomis were not used to 

the heat, which caused many people to die, especially children. Too hot a climate might seem 

unexceptional, until one understands what it entailed. Asliddin Sohibnazar’s (2000) account of a 

community transferred from Tavildara conveys the suffering well:  

There was no housing and they had to live in makeshift huts. The heat of the sun 

relentlessly blinded everyone and made even breathing hard. Most of the time, the 

muhoğir [migrants] took water from the inner yard, although they knew that in this heat 

standing water was harmful for the health. But there was no alternative. (cited in 

Epkenhans, 2016, p. 107) 

One elderly Yazgulomi who was in his 20s when he was forcibly transferred to Küybishev 

describes a similar experience, saying “There was no house to live. The same place where people 

would keep their cows and cattle, they had to sleep.” The man, who had been a champion wrestler 

during Soviet times, said cows and people drank from the same source, which contained frogs 

and snakes. He added “The government said ‘We will build you houses for free. You stay here.’ 

We said ‘No, we don’t want it, we want to go back to our own homeland and have freshwater’. . . 
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. People here [in Yazgulom before the forced transfer] were strong, we had good water, berries, 

apricots — very nice apricots.”  

Akmal says Yazgulomis in Küybishev “wrote a letter to the government and asked to 

come back.” Tiessen et al. (2010) write “soon after being moved, as many as half the original 

population began returning to the Yazgulom Valley” (p. 5). The elderly Yazgulomi says all two 

hundred families from Motravn were forced to go to Küybishev; he says there are about two 

hundred families in Motravn today, which indicates it took more than half a century of population 

growth for Motravn to recover from the transfer and the war. Parviz says Zaich was a big village 

before the transfer, “but now not many people live there.”53  

For Javod, the lack of intent on behalf of the Soviet authorities means he does not 

conceive the forced resettlement as a violent conflict: “The history of people in Yazgulom hasn’t 

seen anything worse than wartime. At the time of the forced migration of Yazgulomis to 

Qumsangir and Küybishev, yes many children died because of the hot weather, but it was not like 

some people were killing violently other people. So this wartime was the most painful time in the 

history of Yazgulom.” 

By contrast, Šodmon Yusuf (1994/1995), who was chairman of the Democratic Party of 

Tajikistan, did see intent in the government’s resettlement policy, going so far as to consider “the 

entire resettlement as a mass murder of the Ġarmī population by the Soviet authorities” (cited in 

Epkenhans, 2016, pp. 105-106). 

For peace studies and much of anthropology, the forced resettlement is a particularly 

visible and sharp manifestation of structural violence, which for Farmer (2004) “is violence 

exerted systematically — that is, indirectly — by everyone who belongs to a certain social order” 

 
53 As indicated in the section Yazgulom, Yazgulomis, and the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast, 

twelve families live there. In 2003, Zaich’s population was 87 (Tiessen et al., 2010, p. 6).  
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(p. 307). In this instance, the “certain social order” is the Soviet policymakers responsible for the 

forced resettlement policy. In a comment attached to Farmer’s article, anthropologists Philippe 

Bourgois and Nancy Scheper-Hughes write “Farmer’s model of structural violence is a vivid 

reminder that most violent acts are not deviant. They are defined as moral in the service of 

conventional norms and material interests” (p. 318). In this instance the primary material interests 

were Tajikistan’s cotton exports. The concept of structural violence has travelled beyond peace 

studies and anthropology. For instance, for Epkenhans (2016), the forced resettlements are a 

prominent aspect of the “intense physical and permanent structural violence” Tajiks faced in the 

twentieth century (p. 5). 

If Only the President Knew! 

In a 1918 Munich University speech Max Weber famously observed: 

 Like the political institutions historically preceding it, the state is a relation of men 

dominating men, a relation supported by means of legitimate (i.e. considered to be 

legitimate) violence. If the state is to exist, the dominated must obey the authority 

claimed by the powers that be. . . . 

Organized domination, which calls for continuous administration, requires that 

human conduct be conditioned to obedience towards those masters who claim to be the 

bearers of legitimate power. (Weber, 1946, pp. 78,80) 

Weber’s point that state power depends on the obedience of the dominated is acutely important. 

People obey, he argues, because of a “habitual orientation to conform”, a leader’s “‘charismatic’ 

domination”, and belief in society’s rules (p. 79). He then adds a striking observation: “In reality, 

obedience is determined by highly robust motives of fear and hope — fear of the vengeance of 

magical powers or of the power-holder, hope for reward in this world or in the beyond — and 

besides all this, by interests of the most varied sort” (p. 79). 
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Writing almost a century after Weber, Sharp (2013) builds on Weber’s ideas. Sharp 

rejects the idea that political power emanates “from the few who stand at the pinnacle of 

command” (p. 4), asserting “Rulers have no power intrinsic to themselves. Such power must 

come from outside themselves. Their power is therefore variable. How much power they have 

depends on how much power society will grant them” (pp. 4-5). People obey their rulers, Sharp 

says, for “reasons that are multiple, complex and interrelated”, including “habit”, “fear of 

sanctions”, “moral obligation”, “self-interest”, “psychological identification with the rulers”, 

“indifference”, and “absence of self-confidence among subjects” (p. 10).  

An expression I heard often in Yazgulom after the Tajik President’s 2016 visit to 

Motravn was “If only the President knew!” This seemingly simple phrase conveys many 

meanings, including those Sharp elucidates. Tajiks use it in a straightforward sense to convey the 

idea that the President was simply unaware of the problems faced by ordinary communities, and 

would right wrongs if only he knew of them. From that perspective, the problem is not just the 

President’s underlings conspiring to hide the truth from him. One Yazgulomi told me that people 

were afraid to talk about their problems to the President when he visited Yazgulom because if 

they did, local officials would treat them harshly once the President had left — a notion I heard 

more than once. The same Yazgulomi also noted that for the President’s visit local officials had 

made the village look much grander than it really is. As soon as the President left, for instance, 

they immediately took away the expensive carpets laid out for his visit.  

At times the phrase “If only the President knew!” did cause me to ponder the credulity of 

the people using it. When I heard it I sometimes wondered, could they really be so naïve? In the 

right circumstance, Tajiks were not shy to proclaim variations on the idea that “everyone knows 

the government has a lot of thieves in it, but they are afraid to speak out”. And indeed, some 

locals offered detailed and quite likely realistic explanations of mechanisms that allowed officials 

at provincial and national levels to corruptly enrich themselves at the expense of ordinary people. 
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If so, why then did ordinary Tajiks seemingly fail to understand or openly acknowledge that it 

was their President who was most responsible for the character and conduct of his administration? 

The answer to the question of credulity is found in Sharp’s ideas on why people obey 

their rulers. President Rahmon is both a distant figure and one who involves himself in the 

minutiae of public administration. When it comes to fateful decisions like the choice to invade 

Khorog with the army in 2012 (discussed in the next section), typically the President does not 

publicly put himself at the forefront of such decisions. The distance at which he places himself 

makes it logical for ordinary Tajiks to focus on the local dynamics of such conflicts, emphasizing 

the roles of corrupt local officials. At the same time, the President publicly portrays himself as 

immersed in the operational details of his administration. An architect who works on government 

projects told me President Rahmon can evince a keen — and in all likelihood genuine — interest 

in the details of a project’s construction. A recent press release recounts him instructing “the 

Government of the Republic of Tajikistan regarding the creation of a Republican staff for 

improving, landscaping and planting various decorative and shady trees along the highway 

Vahdat until the [sic] Roghun city” (Press Service of President of Republic of Tajikistan, 2018). 

President Rahmon’s choice to craft a public persona that distances himself from the country’s 

violence and promotes his role in its socioeconomic development makes it more likely that 

ordinary Tajiks will place the blame on his officials for the country’s difficulties. It is an effective 

strategy, signifying the political skill that has helped him maintain power since 1992.54  

 
54 This is not to suggest President Rahmon never publicly associates himself with violent combat against 

Tajiks. On September 20, 2018, the news organization Eurasianet reported President Rahmon launched a 

“furious tirade” to “an ashen-faced row of security chiefs in televised remarks”. They quoted President 

Rahmon telling his officials “There are 2,000 government employees in Khorog, and you cannot even deal 

with five or six criminals? I will take responsibility for this myself — if you need, use live arms” 

(Eurasianet, 2018). The criminals he referred to were men filling the kinds of social roles Commander 

Imumnazar Imumnazarov did before the government killed him (described in the next section). 
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Another reason prompting the ubiquity of the phrase “If only the President knew!” is a 

constant barrage of propaganda emphasizing President Rahmon’s role as an integrating force in 

the country’s recovery from civil war. In 2016, President Rahmon adopted as his official title 

“The Founder of Peace and National Unity – Leader of the Nation, President of the Republic of 

Tajikistan His Excellency Emomali Rahmon”. The BBC reports that as of April 2017, state-run 

media, news agencies, and websites must use his official title (BBC Monitoring, 2017). For 

instance, President Rahmon’s own news website (located at http://president.tj) now uses the 

lengthy title in all news updates, albeit regularly but not always excluding the “His Excellency” 

component. The power of this propaganda barrage is difficult to overstate. With genuine 

justification, ordinary Tajiks recall with sincere gratitude his efforts to help bring about an end to 

the civil war’s violence, as was recounted above by my ethnographic respondents Parviz and 

Odil. These same Tajiks rarely acknowledge the opposition’s decisive role in peacemaking efforts 

— efforts twisted or even erased by President Rahmon’s administration since 2005 (discussed in 

the section Parviz’s Changing Ideas of the Past on p. 195). 

Khorog 

I arrived in the capital of GBAO, Khorog, three days after a warlike battle that occurred on July 

24, 2012. I stayed for a week while the city was under military occupation, and visited again in 

March 2014. Accompanying me both times was my now wife, who went everywhere with me and 

acted as my translator. One of the people we met was Zebo, a brave and tenacious member of a 

group of local peacemakers. We met Zebo both years. None of the people talked to in this section 

on Khorog are Yazgulomi, but like Yazgulomis, they are Pamiri. 

This section of the chapter is broken into three subsections. The first subsection is based 

on interviews undertaken in 2012. It discusses actions undertaken by women peacemakers, 

focusing on gender. The gender dimension will prompt a discussion of the role of the unconscious 

http://president.tj/
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that will be taken up in Chapter 4. This first subsection also introduces Zebo, setting the stage for 

the second and third subsections in which Zebo in 2014 reflected on the battle and the Tajik civil 

war.  

In 2012, my ideas on time and the self were barely developed. In 2014, I was able to 

collect data directly related to the spatiotemporal self from Zebo.  

Women and the Khorog Battle 

The Khorog battle occurred between residents of Khorog and some 3,000 Tajik government 

troops. The government troops and local fighters battled each other for 14 hours in the city itself. 

Troops occupied businesses and homes. Government snipers took up positions on mountainsides 

overlooking the city. Locals set up roadblocks using freshly hewn trees. Non-combatants died in 

their homes and on their city’s streets (Figure 36–Figure 41). Later that evening a tentative lull in 

the fighting emerged. A network of peace-minded locals, calling themselves the Group of Twenty 

(G20), quickly coalesced to confront the combatants on both sides, decisively contributing to 

ending the violence. 
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Figure 36: Nineteen fresh graves in one of Khorog’s cemeteries (July 31, 2012) 

Although the Khorog battle occurred over a 14-hour period during a single day in a small, 

well-delineated city, how many died is unknown. It is unknown because the Tajik government 

successfully repressed accurate reportage of the battle. The government barred journalists, and cut 

all mobile phones, land lines, and the internet in GBAO. The only forms of long-distance 

communication that still worked were military radio, mobile phones with Afghan simcards, or 

satellite phones. One can say with certainty that the number of Khorog residents killed was in the 

low to mid-20s; the G20 named 21 local people killed on July 24, 17 of whom were likely non-

combatants. The Tajik government has not disclosed how many of its troops were killed. Citing a 

media report from Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, Thibault (2018) writes there were 70 battle 

casualties in total from both sides, including approximately 20 civilians (p. 70). The news report 

provides no primary source, details, or evidence of any kind to justify its claim. Another news 
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report cites unnamed officials who claim “about 50 combatants and one civilian dead” 

(Eurasianet, 2012). For Levi-Sanchez (2017), “hard numbers are difficult to come by, but 

reportedly 200–300 soldiers and 20 locals died in the fighting” (p. 97). I suspect the number could 

be as low as 20 dead on the government’s side — but I likewise have no satisfactory evidence. 

My impression is formed from talking with local people about the battle during its aftermath. 

From this one-day battle there is thus a range of 40–350 deaths being possible.55  

 

Figure 37: Government soldier in Khorog (August 3, 2012) 

 
55 Complicating matters is that battle-related deaths occurred before and after the actual day of fighting. 

The day before the battle, July 23, government security forces detained IRPT Badakhshan head Sabzali 

Mamadrizoev (also spelled Mahmadrizoev) after he gave a protest speech at a rally. Within days or perhaps 

even that same day, the government murdered him. And as I discuss below, the Tajik government targeted 

Imumnazar Imumnazarov on the day of the battle but failed to kill him. They killed him 30 days later.  
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Women in Khorog made decisive interventions to stop the armed conflict from its first 

day. Hundreds of courageous women took to the streets protesting the violence. In 2012 a G20 

member Nargiz (who is a friend of Zebo) told me: 

The first day the fighting started, on the 24th, right after so many shootings we couldn’t 

tolerate it anymore, so we came out and started protesting. We would continually go to 

talk with officials, and at the same time we would go to the local women to talk with 

them and give them information and keep them calm, because some women had sons in 

the army, soldiers, and some women had sons in other groups. So there might be some 

contact between them. We want to keep everybody calm, and at the same time, inform 

them and also talk with the officials to see what was going on. 

 

Figure 38: A burned out van beside a bullet-ridden home in Khorog (July 28, 2012) 
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Zebo told me “The first day, the fighting started at 4 o’clock in the morning. We were all asleep. 

It continued until almost 5 o’clock in the afternoon. During that time we couldn’t go out of the 

house or do anything.” She learned a neighbor was shot while in his home and died. She 

continued:   

We couldn’t go and console the family, even though that’s what we do here when 

somebody dies. When somebody dies, all neighbors go and stay with the family to 

console them, but we couldn’t do this because we couldn’t go out of the house. On the 

second day, we learned that some other people had died in the streets. But nobody could 

take their body inside [the previous day], because as soon as the men tried to go out and 

take the bodies, the snipers would shoot with their every step. We couldn’t do anything. 

At this time, we women took white flags with us and went outside the house and took the 

bodies inside. Because we had white flags with us, they didn’t shoot, and we could take 

the bodies in the houses. Then the ambulance came, but the snipers also shot the 

ambulance. However as soon as they saw that we are women next to the ambulance, they 

stopped shooting, and they helped us take the bodies in the ambulance. We went to the 

soldiers in the army and told them that we are collecting the dead bodies, so they didn’t 

hurt or shoot us. 

After collecting the dead bodies, the women began to gather and organize. Zebo continued: 

We all walked to the government office for the meeting. On the way, other women from 

other neighborhoods joined us because they had also already gathered in the 

neighborhoods. They joined us to the main square of the city, and there the government 

asked us to pick 20 people from among us to meet with the officials, with the army, and 

with the people to have discussions. When we picked the 20 people, there were men and 

some women leaders too. During three days, many women gathered in front of the 

government and where the army was staying. 
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The 20 people Zebo was referring to was the G20. The G20 women organized with other women 

to confront both the government and local combatants. A male member of the G20, Sharif, said “I 

think the women were very brave here. It’s not in our religion that the women will come out and 

to talk to government and to talk to the opposition, but the women here are a very active part of 

the population.” Sharif added “The women they played a crucial role. They were . . .  not afraid 

and they started to raise issues and they met everybody.” Sharif was right to highlight the 

women’s bravery. A YouTube video (Sobirov, 2012, September 12) contains compelling 

cellphone camera footage of a group of women marching in the center of Khorog toward 

government soldiers who are firing their automatic weapons into the air. 

 

Figure 39: Shells litter an area in which heavy fighting had occurred (July 28, 2012). 

In the coming days in addition to meeting with government officials and soldiers, the 

women met among themselves and with charismatic local commander Imumnazar Imumnazarov 
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(his real name, not a pseudonym), who many of the local fighters looked up to. Imumnazarov was 

one of four commanders in Khorog, but he was almost certainly the most prominent. 

Imumnazarov was disabled from an injury sustained during the civil war. Scholars typically give 

men like Imumnazarov various labels, including “informal leader”, “local strongman”, “former 

warlord” and so forth, but locals I spoke with often called him Commander Imum. Olimov (2011) 

writes “Major Muslim leaders of post-Soviet Central Asia often combine activities of theologians 

and religious teachers, military/field commanders, entrepreneurs and political figures at the same 

time” (p. 161). Imumnazarov aspired to each of these roles, although his role as a political figure 

was always non-institutional, hence the label “informal leader”. Government troops had tried to 

kill Imumnazarov on the morning of the battle; they killed him less than a month later, on August 

22. Zebo said: 

On the first day, we met the Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Roads, and the police. Our 

request for the first day was to open the roads, because all roads to and from Khorog were 

closed, so we wanted them to open the road so that everybody could go out of Khorog or 

come to Khorog. Then they had cut electricity, and we wanted to have the electricity and 

water back. And we wanted the ceasefire to be prolonged for one day more. They 

prolonged the ceasefire. . . . We also met the local fighters here, and we arranged for 

them to meet with the ministers about a ceasefire. On the third day the local fighters met 

with the ministers, but they didn’t come to an agreement, so they came back. But we 

women, we mothers, went to the fighters and asked them to give up the guns and stop 

fighting. Some women cried and asked them to stop the fighting, so finally they agreed to 

give up their guns. On the third night, and the fourth morning, a Farman [decree] came 

from Imam Aga Khan for the fighters to give up their guns, so all of the fighters agreed to 
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give up their guns.56 This became like a movement where all fighters gave up their guns 

to the government. 

Despite women making up 90% of the people who daily took to the streets, the G20 initially had 

only three women. That later increased to five women, and then 11. When I mentioned the initial 

gender imbalance to Zebo, she said: 

In Badakhshan women have a good situation. We have a voice here. [However] even 

when we women wanted to talk to the officials they would say why aren’t your men 

coming? I don’t see why they would say something like that. Me as a woman . . .  I have 

a voice — why shouldn’t I say something? The commanders listen to women better than 

men. The women and the mothers have a high status in the society here. 

None of this suggests, of course, that women in Khorog were united. Zebo said: 

I saw cases where women were worried. They said that if our fighters give up their 

weapons, then they [the government] would kill us, so don’t give up the weapons. But 

they were just a few women. Not many women would say this. Mostly they were women 

who were the family of the commanders. But not other women. 

Some women were afraid for their own lives: 

They [who were afraid] would say “Those people who say give up your weapons, they 

want to deceive you. If you give up your weapons then the soldiers will kill you.” But at 

that moment when this woman was discouraging people from giving up their weapons, 

another woman came and hit her and said “Don’t say things like that, don’t encourage the 

war!” 

 
56 I do not analyze the Aga Khan’s contribution to the peacemaking efforts in Khorog. His role was not 

insignificant. Sharif said the Tajik government reached out to the Aga Khan on its own initiative.  
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Figure 40: Bullet-ridden cafe in Khorog (August 2, 2012) 

One factor powerfully motivating many local women was the sense of injustice that their entire 

city had been targeted after the murder of a corrupt government border official three days prior to 

the battle. Zebo’s fellow G20 member Nargiz said, “There is no aim for this war and I don’t 

understand yet why this war happened.” Zebo said she and other women argued that the 

government and the commanders and their fighters ought to sort out their problems without 

dragging in the rest of the city and the country into their conflict. They did not limit their 

discourse to that centered on local or national norms — they drew upon international law to 

demand to know why the rights of civilians in times of war had been brazenly ignored by the 

government. Zebo said: 

Why should they come in the city, fight in the city, and kill people? Many people know 

about the laws and during the meetings and demonstrations, they would say this and that 
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and the other one of our rights were denied during this fighting. . . . Nobody has any 

rights, there are no rules or regulations, so what we wanted to do was first of all get a 

ceasefire, and when there was a ceasefire, have discussions and have meetings to discuss 

why these rights were denied during that time. I received this book about laws during war 

in Tajikistan. And here it says that if there is going to be fighting in an area or in a city, 

first of all the government should inform the civilians that there is going to be a fight, so 

that they can have a choice to either stay or evacuate the city. This right was denied to the 

citizens of Khorog in this war. So our plan was to get the ceasefire, and now we are going 

to discuss why these rights were denied to us.  

The emphasis on law is telling. The women used the language of rights and the law to demand 

that both the government and the commanders change their course of action. When I asked Zebo 

about the similarities and differences in the thinking of the women’s group and the commanders, 

she replied: 

Our similarities are that we were all Ismaili and we’re all in obedience to our Imam [the 

Aga Khan], and that their mothers are among us women. Our differences is that unlike 

them we women work to establish peace and to work everything through business, but 

they don’t look like this at the issues. We women want to try to solve all the issues 

through the law, but we can’t manage. It’s not possible for the commanders to solve the 

issues through law, so they want to solve it through force. The other difference is that we 

rely on the government more than they do. They have no belief in the government. When 

one law is broken in here we try to discuss and say why this problem arose and why this 

law was broken and how to solve it, but the commanders they want to solve it through 

force bypassing the laws. 

Women in Khorog took maximal advantage of cultural norms that meant unlike their male 

counterparts they would not be arrested or shot during street demonstrations. If local women had 
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instead had a tradition of being armed combatants, they would have been unable to take to the 

street to peacefully protest, because they would have been killed. 

Some men tried to take advantage of these gender norms to advance their political 

agendas. Sharif, the powerful member of the G20 quoted above, said: 

A lot of these opposition people worked with the women to send them against the 

government. The government also said to them, “Why are you coming here? Go and talk 

to these guys [the commanders]. They killed. They should leave their guns. They should 

give your children back. We are not asking your kids to come and to fight. 

A group of women then visited Imumnazarov and told him he should sort out his problem directly 

with the government and leave their children and country in peace (one of a series of actions 

mentioned by Zebo above). I asked Sharif if he believed the women leaders operated with a high 

level of political sophistication. He argued they did not. He said: 

It’s very important how emotional are they [the women]. . . . Everybody used the women 

as a factor to put pressure on this side and that side. . . .  It was very easy to change them, 

to play with them, and to direct them. But they are women, they have children therefore 

they can do everything. It was very important that what kind of leadership you have and 

how much you can direct them and how much information you give them and how honest 

you are with them and all that. 

Sharif also argued local male youth were highly emotional and easily provoked. It is thus 

probably wrong to assume Sharif’s analysis of the women peacemakers is the consequence of a 

condescending stereotype that condemns women to being overly emotional (and therefore 

irrational) in contrast to men. 

In the lead-up to the violence, some Pamiri men in Khorog had openly pushed the idea 

that Pamiris live in what they called “Pamiristan”. They argued that Pamiris are not Tajik. 

Tishkov (2004) argues “The critical agenda for today is the de-ethnicization of the state and de-
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etatization of ethnicity. Ethnonationalism leaves little room for a peaceful transformation from an 

ethnos- to a demos-based polity” (p. 12). Against a centuries-long backdrop of incursion into their 

territory and the marginalization of their people, women in Khorog took upon their shoulders that 

critical agenda, boldly asserting their roles as mothers and their rights as citizens. The women 

protesters and peacemakers made a decisive part of their advocacy the notion that all Pamiris are 

Tajiks. They recognized, as most Tajiks do, that core elements of the Pamiri identity make them a 

minority in Tajikistan. But nonetheless during their demonstrations the women carried placards 

containing statements like “We are from Tajikistan, don’t shoot us.” In contrast to Imumnazarov 

and his followers, women G20 members considered the national government to be legitimate. 

They also recognized that Pamiris need the Tajik state to secure their future. Zebo said to me: 

Of course we are different from other Tajik people, because our language is different, our 

religion is kind of different, and sometimes other Tajik people tell us we are not Muslim, 

that we are kafir. This might cause, of course, some conflicts between people in these two 

areas. And yes, some people think of themselves as Pamiri and not Tajik. Especially 

among young men. During the Soviet Union, there were none of these problems because 

nobody would say “You are Tajiks, you are Pamiri, etc.” So we lived quite well. But after 

that these problems and conflicts arose. The Salafi movement said that you are Shiites 

and you are not Muslim. You’re not like us. There was some conflict. Even in football 

leagues, the Pamir team have written on their T-shirts “Pamir” and not “Tajikistan”. Still, 

95% of people in Badakhshan consider themselves Tajiks. Only 5% consider themselves 

only Pamiri, and mostly among young men. There is no way for us because we are not 

Uzbek.57 The closest people to us are Tajiks. We are also part of the Tajik nationality. We 

 
57 About 15 percent of Tajikistan’s population identifies as being Uzbek. Moreover, Uzbeks have a state of 

their own, of course — neighboring Uzbekistan.  
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are a minority. We are not many people. If we want to separate or have independence 

from Tajikistan, we are only 200,000 people compared to the 5 million something 

population of Tajikistan. So we don’t have a big population compared to Tajikistan. We 

are part of this country. If we want separation, it’s not going to happen without bloodshed 

and violence. Looking at our population, it’s not possible.  

Even if there is some truth to the charge that the women peacemakers in Khorog were sometimes 

manipulated or used by politically sophisticated men, there is no doubt the women powerfully 

articulated an issue at the heart of contemporary conflict and warfare. Lederach (1997) argues 

“Most current wars are intrastate affairs. The primary issues of contention concern governance 

and often involve the pursuit of autonomy or self-government for certain regions or groups” (p. 

8). He further argues these ought to be understood as identity conflicts and not ethnic conflicts, 

for “it is often the failure of governing structures to address fundamental needs, provide space for 

participation in decisions, and ensure an equitable distribution of resources and benefits that 

makes identification with a group so attractive and salient in a given setting” (p. 8). In this 

instance, fired up young Pamiri men reacted to Tajik state governance failures by asserting 

Pamiris should govern themselves. As Lederach notes, “In situations of armed conflict, people 

seek security by identifying with something close to their experience and over which they have 

some control. In todays settings that unit of identity may be clan, ethnicity, religion or 

geographic/regional affiliation, or a mix of those” (p. 13). In contrast, the women countered the 

attempted turn to security via nascent ethnonationalism by asserting a more inclusive identity — 

an identity in unity with others in the Tajik state, a state that was at that moment attacking them. 

As Nordstrom (1997) writes, “it is in creativity, in the fashioning of self and world, that people 

find the most potent weapon against war” (p. 4). In the same YouTube video I mentioned above, 

an elderly woman in Khorog told a government soldier in a voice imbued with emotion and vigor 

“Both sides killed each other’s sons. I’m a mother, and I’m speaking for both sides. Both sides 
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killed around 24 kids. My heart is burning as a mother. I’m sympathizing for both sides” 

(Sobirov, 2012, September 12). 

 

Figure 41: Newspapers in Dushanbe reporting Imumnazarov’s death (August 29, 2012) 

A teenage girl I interviewed whose house was occupied by soldiers said she believed it 

was impossible for the soldiers to want to kill other people. She said the snipers firing from the 

side of the valley were not really intending to hit people — if people were hit it was only by 

accident. When she said this, I was taken aback by what seemed to me to be her wishful thinking. 

People had been gunned down in her neighborhood, and she had seen one of their bodies near her 

home. She had also feared for her life during a day-long gun battle. 

Yet as I spoke to Zebo, Nargiz, and Sharif, a common theme emerged. Sharif said 

negotiations were easier than might be expected because both sides did not have a high 

willingness to fight. He said local fighters sometimes kidnapped soldiers rather than killing them, 
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later letting them go. Government soldiers were also reluctant to kill. He argued that when 3,000 

troops come to a city the size of Khorog, one should expect a minimum of 1,000 to die. He noted 

the government did not use heavy weapons or helicopters to kill. I asked Zebo the extent to which 

she thought the local population believed government troops to be the enemy. She answered: 

People don’t look at the army as the enemy because even the army officers didn’t like to 

fight, but they received the order from the ministers to fight. Even we would discuss with 

the officers that they didn’t like to continue the fighting. I heard from one neighbor that 

there were some discussions between an army officer and the people, and the officer said 

that tonight if people give us orders to shoot, we will shoot the sky and you also shoot the 

sky, because we can’t do anything — when we receive the order, we should start 

shooting. But if we shoot the sky then nobody will get hurt. Some army officers would 

say that when we were coming here we didn’t know that we were coming for fighting. 

They told us you are sent for some training. Those army people who we would see in the 

streets or in the alleys would say this. They would say “We don’t want to die and we 

don’t want our dead body to be taken to our home, and we don’t want to kill anybody 

here.”  

The snipers from the mountains who would shoot people, some people would say 

they are women — they are not men. I also saw two women over there. Some would say 

they were blondes and they didn’t look like Tajik women. Some people would say they 

are not Tajik army. Maybe they are from Latvia or some other country. Not from 

Tajikistan. I don’t know the truth. That’s what we hear. But we saw two women with 

binoculars on the mountains ourselves. 

A local man not associated with the G20 told me he actually saw the blonde female snipers. He 

thought they were hired mercenaries.  
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Sharif emphatically stated that 90% of what local people shared about the conflict was 

wrong. He said people would talk so confidently about something they alleged had happened, but 

they were not there. He had been there and he knew when a claim was wrong. He argued there 

were many false rumors about Afghans fighting in solidarity with local people, and also with the 

government. He heard the rumors about the blonde female snipers, but he never saw one, and no 

government official, soldier, or local commander said anything about them either. 

Zebo Reflects on the Women’s Efforts Two Years Later 

When I met Zebo two years later in 2014, I told Zebo that I was doubtful the blonde female 

snipers were real. Zebo said she had seen the snipers. The following excerpt is lightly edited to 

remove a brief inaudible portion: 

Zebo: I saw that woman when I went to visit the Minister of Defense. 

Five of us, women, went to visit him [the Minister] to negotiate. There 

I saw two women, one was white, the other was shorter and had black 

hair. But she was not European. She had dyed her hair blonde. The 

blonde color was not natural. [Inaudible section]. But I think that 

nowadays in all Central Asia, including in Kazakhstan and Tajikistan, 

they have established female battalions in the army. There is a female 

battalion in Kazakhstan. There is one in Kyrgyzstan and also recently 

one in Tajikistan too. For example, when I participate in many 

meetings, I hear a lot of talks about [such battalions] in Kazakhstan 

and Kyrgyzstan, and that therefore, we must have one in Tajikistan too. 

And I think that those two women who were here, possibly were here 

because they were skilled snipers and that’s why they were brought 

here. If we look at former Soviet countries, we can see that there are 

female members in many terrorist groups too. Both groups who ambush and 

groups who defend themselves [have female members]. The role of women 
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also [we can see] in Tajikistan when Rahmatullo Zoirov — the head of 

the [Socialist] Democratic Party — when he had a press conference in 

2014 in Dushanbe, a group of women went there and disrupted his press 

conference. 

Translator [to Zebo, in Tajiki]: Were those women also military women? 

Zebo: No, they were not military women. It was unclear what [group] 

they belonged to. [Probably] one of Mr. Zoirov’s competitors had a plan 

to make trouble for him and disrupt his press conference. Potentially 

after Khorog incidents, they decided to use women more often. 

Translator [to Zebo, in Tajiki]: So where exactly did you see those 

female snipers? 

Zebo: I saw them where the army were stationed. They were getting ready 

to leave for Dushanbe. There were two women. I saw them from up close, 

same distance as the distance between you and I right now. One was 

blonde and one [had] black [hair]. I thought those must be the women 

[that people had been talking about]. 

Zebo then shared that UN Women had been teaching Central Asian women to be mediators, 

including in Tajikistan.  

I asked Zebo how the status of women had changed since 2012.  She said that there has 

been greater respect towards women, both from local men and also from the government. People 

have told her “Thanks for solving this problem and solving this conflict.” Furthermore, people 

she did not know thanked her for their role in settling down the conflict. But there were also 

people who accused them of supporting the government — of not really supporting local people. 

Zebo’s response is that she neither supports the government, nor is she totally against it. Instead, 

she believes compromise is essential. 
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I was curious about the colorful incident in 2012 during a meeting in which one woman 

had hit another, proclaiming “Don’t say things like that, don’t encourage the war!”, in effect 

telling her to shut up. 

Damon: This woman who was afraid — are you still involved with her, do 

you have any kind of relationship with her? 

Zebo: That woman was not a member of the G20. When we went to visit 

Imumnazar, there was 15–20 of us women. There was us from the G20 and 

with us there were some other women. Then when we asked them to give up 

their weapons and reconcile [with the government], a woman said, “They 

are misleading you. Don’t do it. Don’t give up your weapons. They are 

misleading you.” Then another person stood up and hit that woman and 

told her, “Get lost! Otherwise I’ll kill you if you say what you said 

one more time.” 

Momentarily confused by Zebo’s answer, my translator asked Zebo to clarify who the person 

doing the hitting was: 

Translator [to Zebo, in Tajiki]: This other person was also a woman? 

Zebo: Yes, it was a woman too. This woman hit the other woman and said, 

“I’ll kill you.” She snapped at her because three of her children were 

adults and she feared that if a war starts, her sons would need to take 

part. Because of her sons, she said “If war breaks out my children will 

need to serve and they will get killed.” She snapped at that young 

woman and told her to get lost and not talk like that. Imumnazar said, 

“I didn’t tell anybody to take up guns. Who did I ask that?” Then that 

woman said, “You didn’t say that, but our sons listen to you. If you 

ask them to give up their weapons, they will obey.” 

Translator [to Zebo, in Tajiki]: That woman who was against the rest, 

do you still see her? 
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I have edited Zebo’s response slightly to remove identifying details: 

Zebo: Yes, she is [someone I see]. On that day when I saw her, I was so 

angry with her that I also wanted to get up and hit her. I thought to 

myself, “If I see this woman somewhere else, I’ll have a fight with 

her.” She was [someone I see]. A few days later, I saw her in the 

street, she told me, “Older sister! How are you? All good?” She talked 

so cheerfully with me. At that time everybody was emotional. I 

shouldn’t say this person was right or wrong. Everybody believes they 

are right. Probably she thought so too. I don’t know. All I know is 

that on that day [during a crisis] we shouldn’t hold grudges. We 

shouldn’t say this was right, that was wrong. Everybody is emotional. I 

am ashamed that I became so angry with this woman on that day. 

I realized that she was acting emotionally. She also had 

emotions. Whatever anybody said came from emotions. During the same 

days, another man, a young man, had an argument with me. He told me 

during those heavy days, “You have a good life. Why do you care?” The 

same young man I had previously helped. [I said], “I have helped you 

too to have a good life.” I saw that he became upset. I thought to 

myself, he blamed me and accused me of being on the side of the 

government for wanting to negotiate with them. Then another time, after 

2–3 months, one day I was walking towards the market. A car stopped and 

someone from inside the car said, “Older sister! Get in the car! I can 

take you wherever you want to go.” I looked and saw that it was the 

same young man. He said, “Please forgive me. [That day] I was too 

emotional. I will take you wherever you want. Please don’t be mad at 

me.” I said, “I am not mad.” 
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Zebo refers to a head (leader) in her response to my next question. She was probably referring to 

a local leader — possibly a leader within or of the G20. While hypothetically she may have been 

referring to the Aga Khan, it seems unlikely that he would make the kind of statement Zebo 

attributed to whoever she was in fact referring to: 

Damon: Who are these people who criticize you? 

Zebo: These are mostly people who have good positions in their lives. 

After they saw us being respected — after that event we were respected 

very much — but there were people who had been silent all along. They 

had good positions in their lives. [Good positions] not just in the 

government, but also elsewhere in business, etc. They would pick on us 

and say, “You said too little. You didn’t do enough.” Then [in 

response] I would say, “Well, you didn’t do anything. Nobody had taken 

your place. Nobody stopped you. You could have come forward and talked. 

We did whatever was in our power. We couldn’t do more.” And I think 

that these [people] who blame us, most of them would blame us for — you 

know, the same day that G20 was formed, our head said the same thing. 

He/she said, “When the days don’t pass, they will accuse us too.” And 

the same thing happened. Those people who were hiding in their homes, 

later came out and accused us of not saying or doing enough. And this 

is a [common] human trait. It’s a human trait to [say] “Why didn’t you 

do more?” 

Zebo Remembers the Civil War 

In 2014 I asked Zebo to talk about something that she had a strong memory of from the Khorog 

battle. I asked her to recall it from the first-person visual perspective, through her own eyes. She 

was close to tears as she replied. 
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Zebo: The first thing that I remember from 2012 makes me cry. It makes 

me upset and I will never forget that day at 4 a.m. That’s when I heard 

the gunshots. I don’t want to remember it. It was such a heavy 

experience. That day as we were in our homes, we kept hearing gunshots 

— only gunshots. This remains in my memory. Very difficult. Another 

thing that I remember very well is the young men that I saw that early 

morning. When the day broke and it was light, I saw young 18 to 20-

year-old men running. Running with fear in their eyes. I saw from the 

window of my house that they were running and carrying two dead bodies. 

Running and carrying a dead body. That was such a sad scene in my eyes, 

so much fear. Anyways there was fear of gunshots and chaos. That 

remains in my memory very well. 

I have edited what she said next to remove identifying details: 

Zebo: And another thing that I remember is that we did the right thing 

to go out. Because hadn’t we gone out, it’s possible that more [would 

have died]. Those 20 people were killed on the first day.  

And one thing that I can’t forget is that on the second day [Zebo 

explains where she lives in Khorog]. I was coming this way where my 

sister lives. I came to my sister’s place and when I was [coming to a 

certain place in Khorog] there were soldiers. There was a young 

[government soldier], around 18–20 years old. He was leaning on the 

wall. His weapon and shoes next to him. Maybe his shoes were too small 

for him. Maybe his feet were tired. I looked at him. He looked so much 

like my nephew. The similarity was so much that I thought he could be 

my nephew. His eyes looked tired. I told him, “Don’t worry, son! Things 

will get better and you’ll go home.” He replied [using a respectful 

term for older sister], “Thanks sister!”  
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Many more memories come from the first day. The way they came to 

Khorog, I will never forget that. Anytime I talk about the whole 

picture, I remember that day and feel pity for those young men. I feel 

such pity for them because they were young and they were running. One 

had a weapon, the other didn’t and they were running. Where were they 

running to? What did they want? They wanted to protect something. But 

they were running and shouting and running. That’s what I think about 

all the time. Then I realized that people are so unfortunate. People 

here are so unfortunate. Their lives are so low quality. Especially, 

youth. They don’t have any perspective [prospects] in life. There are 

no conditions in their lives to find a job. Many go to Moscow and come 

back. Because they don’t find a job there either. Life is not good 

there either. And in my mind, I was thinking of the big picture that 

these people are so unfortunate because their living conditions are so 

low quality. Their brains don’t work well. When your brain doesn’t 

function well, you don’t understand that your life is bad. You are not 

convinced. But when you watch TV and have knowledge, then you want to 

live a good life. When you don’t have that good life, you feel 

unfortunate. That’s why I feel bad for them. 

There was another strange thing too. I was surprised when one day 

I looked up at the mountains and I felt their heavy weight. I looked up 

and it appeared to me that these mountains also needed our help. I was 

thinking that people needed help. I thought the mountains also need our 

help. 

Zebo then used the term “mafia” to refer to the groups led by Khorog’s commanders, like 

Imumnazarov: 
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Zebo: I realized that I like this saying [about the mountains needing 

help] irrespective of which side [people] belong to (whether 

government, or in the mafia, or a different group), I like this saying. 

I wanted to return to the memory of the men running down the street by asking Zebo to talk about 

that scene from a third-person visual perspective of the self:  

Damon: Could you please tell me about the situation, when you woke up 

at 4 o’clock, and the two young men running across the street, coming 

back with the two dead bodies. This time, can you please describe the 

situation from when you imagine yourself in that scene, and you’re 

looking at yourself from the outside. In other words, you can see your 

own self in the scene. Can you describe that one again? But from this 

different perspective, looking from the outside. 

My translator translated what I asked a bit differently: 

Translator [to Zebo, in Tajiki]: If you remember that day at 4 a.m. 

when you woke up and saw young men running and carrying dead bodies, 

can you recount one more time but not from your eye — imagine a camera 

is seeing you. Can you recount the event like that? Like from the point 

of view of a camera. 

Zebo [to the translator, in Tajiki]: From the point of view of someone 

else about what was going on in Badakhshan? 

Translator: [in Tajiki to Zebo] No. [In English, clarifying with Damon] 

Like a camera sees her, right? 

I clarified with my translator what I meant. In 2014, I had not yet fully understood the 

significance of the difference between narrative and visual perspective: 

Damon [to translator]: No, it’s like you are looking at yourself, but 

you see your own body in the scene. Not like a camera but you are just 
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looking at yourself from the outside. In writing we say first-person / 

third-person perspective. 

Translator [in Tajiki to Zebo]: Look at yourself as though you are 

seeing yourself from above or a distance. Recount the event like that. 

Zebo understood the question to mean she was to take a detached, distanced perspective free of 

any bias. On p. 48 of Chapter 2, with respect to objective self-understanding, I mentioned “an 

ultimately fortuitous misunderstanding my translator and I had with an ethnographic respondent” 

— it was this misunderstanding that I was thinking of. 

Zebo: Without seeing it as a Badakhshani — [as though] I see it from an 

objective point of view, the government made a big mistake because they 

shouldn’t have attacked [the city]. [Instead, the government] should 

have found a way to arrest the people they were after. It’s the 

government’s job to find a way to arrest them and take them. From my 

point of view, Badakhshan is a region in Tajikistan that did not 

progress at all during the Soviet time. There was progress in other 

regions in Tajikistan, but not in Badakhshan. For this reason, the 

quality of life was so low. We are also different religion-wise. We are 

Shia, Muslim, Ismailis. There’s a difference between us and other 

regions. And I think that’s why when they [the government] attacked 

. . . that they attacked because of the 3-4 people whom they called 

criminals and wanted to take to court.  

But the people [of Khorog] saw it differently. People’s 

interpretation [of the attack] was that it occurred because their 

religion is different, [as a] people who are brash and different from 

other regions in Tajikistan. They were attacked and they understood it 

in a different way. And both sides were at fault. Although, the 

government was more at fault because whoever was the criminal, they 
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should have arrested them. Also the government’s wrongdoing was not a 

matter of a day’s attack, it was a matter of a 10 year wrongdoing. Over 

10 years when all government structures are weak and don’t work well, 

when they make lots of mistakes. The government calls them the mafia. 

[But] the same government overlooked them for a long time. The 

government made them stronger and stronger. Those they called the mafia 

would help the youth a lot. Those young people who would not get any 

help from the government, would receive help from the mafia. So the 

youth had a better opinion about them [the mafia people] than the 

government. And that day when they [the government] came to arrest 

those four people. Those four people each had hundreds of young people 

whom they had already helped, either by showing them the way of life, 

buying them flour, loaning them money to buy a house, potentially 

bailing some of them out. The youth would see in them [the mafia], 

people who would free them from troubles. That’s why the government 

wasn’t able to arrest those four. 

I told you as much as I could. In any case, I can’t communicate 

my feelings from an objective point of view. I tried as much as I 

could. 

In 2014 I was unfamiliar with pre-reflective and reflective modes of self-consciousness. I was yet 

to grasp the theoretical significance of her interpreting my question through the lens of 

objectivity, where objectivity means being free from bias. I therefore decided to see if there was 

another way to ascertain the visual perspectives of the self she used when thinking about the 2012 

battle. 

Damon: I want to come back again. Did the events of that day, do you 

have dreams about them in your sleep? 
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Zebo: No I don’t dream [about 2012 events]. But when I’m talking with 

someone I remember things. Sometimes when we are sitting together at 

home, we remember the incidents of that year. At that time [the 2012 

battle], we had a guest from Dushanbe. A Tajik from a different region. 

We became really good friends because she was with us on that day and 

she was very scared. After that we became really good friends maybe 

because we went through the same difficult experience together. 

I dream a lot about the civil war of 1993. I would dream about it 

for many years. I dream I have lost my way home. I dream a lot about 

losing my way home. 

Damon: Like a nightmare? 

Zebo: Yes. 

I have edited the excerpt that immediately followed to remove her child’s gender: 

Zebo: At that time [in 2012] two days before the incident my [child] 

had left Khorog for Dushanbe. After that year, for two years, whenever 

s/he wanted to travel s/he would say, “Mum, I fear leaving you and the 

same things happen again.” That time when s/he left Khorog for a 

seminar, s/he called us [from Dushanbe] after the fighting had started. 

I told him/her not to come back. Being physically away, s/he was 

worried about us a lot. Next year, when s/he wanted to travel s/he told 

me, “Mum I’m worried I leave and again something bad happens.” I told 

him/her, “Don’t worry! It won’t happen again.” 

Before the civil war, Zebo and her family had owned a house elsewhere in Tajikistan. 

When the civil war started, they were in fear of their lives and were forced to flee their home and 

come to Khorog. The following excerpt is lightly edited to remove identifying details: 

Zebo: In the war of 1993 I was young. And when I came here, I believed 

that it would get better in two to three months. I didn’t know that 
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when war starts, the impact will go beyond decades. When we came I 

thought that after 1–2 months we’ll be back home. When we came here, we 

hadn’t brought clothes with us. I didn’t have a coat. My sister gave me 

her coat. But she is shorter than me. In the first year, I didn’t go 

out during the whole winter, because I didn’t have shoes. Another thing 

that I remember is that we didn’t have bread. When they’d bring flour, 

they’d say there’s flour in, for example, upper Khorog. Then everybody 

would rush there to get flour. You couldn’t find flour anywhere. There 

wasn’t bread in the stores. Then my husband and I, we went to [a 

foreign city] to do business because we didn’t have means for our life. 

There I saw bread in the stores. This was interesting for me that when 

the war starts all those good days are easily forgotten. You’d think 

that it’s always been [difficult] like this to the extent that I saw 

bread in the store and was surprised by it. I was so happy to see bread 

in the store and I wondered when we could have bread in the stores 

again in Badakhshan. It had become a high bar to achieve — having bread 

in the stores in Badakhshan. This was the early years [of war]. Another 

thing that I felt is that from 1993 to 1995 or 1996, we would only go 

from here to [the foreign city]. We would not hear Tajiki [the 

language] anywhere. In [the foreign city] they speak [their own 

national language]. In 1997 we went to Konibodom [from the foreign 

city] — Konibodom is a territory [in the north] of Tajikistan. When I 

heard Tajiki, I was so happy. I realized that I was a Tajik because 

when I heard Tajiki, I felt so different. I felt like I had come home 

to Tajikistan after five years. We couldn’t go from here, the roads 

were blocked. That was the first time that I had been to Konibodom and 

felt myself in Tajikistan. This made me happy. 
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When a war extends to 1–2 years — I thought that the war would 

end after 3–4 months and we’d be able to get back to life at it was 

like before. But [I didn’t realize] that only after 10 years, things 

may get back to how it was before. It won’t go back to normal. It takes 

many years for things to go back to normal. And I would constantly 

dream — only dream of my house [that we used to own elsewhere in 

Tajikistan]. When we came here, we didn’t have electricity anymore. No 

light. We lived for 8–9 years without electricity. In my dreams, I 

would only dream of our house so well-lit, so full of light, with us 

sitting and drinking tea. That’s what I would always see in my dreams. 

After I clarified with Zebo which house she had dreamed of, without prompting Zebo then shared 

her ideas about the mentality of her fellow Khorog residents. She thinks they still have a Soviet 

mentality — if they fail in life, they blame the government. Zebo thinks half the responsibility 

lies with the government, and the other half with people themselves. She observed that when she 

and her family fled to Khorog, they brought nothing with them. By contrast, locals living in 

Khorog already had the basics of life. Now Zebo and her family have made the best of the 

difficult situation they were in, but some locals who started in a better position have not, because 

they did not put in the same effort. She also said that if the government had made investments to 

improve the lives of minority Tajiks like those in Badakhshan, then Pamiris who had been 

demanding independence would not have done so. She said the government was upset at Pamiris 

who wanted independence, but it was the fault of the government for not improving their lives.  

I asked Zebo to elaborate on the scene where people would need to run to collect bread. I 

pictured in my mind that it would be a good event with which to contrast its phenomenological 

and conceptual aspects. The following excerpt of our conversation is lightly edited to remove 

identifying details, including her child’s gender: 
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Zebo: My husband would go to get flour [for bread]. Then when the Aga 

Khan started sending help, all families would get flour. When that help 

started, things got better. But what we wanted was to see bread in the 

streets, see bread in the stores. [In the foreign city] they sold bread 

in the streets. This was strange to us to see bread available on the 

streets and people come to the street to buy bread. Here [in Khorog], 

in those years [circa 1993], you could not find bread in the street at 

all. Not in any store. At home, you would divide up the bread and 

ration it. 

At the time when [the other country] was progressing, Tajikistan 

was at war. That’s why Tajikistan remained underdeveloped. The civil 

war caused Tajikistan to stay behind. At that time my children were 

[young]. . . . We brought color pencils from [the foreign city]. I 

didn’t know that at that time many people didn’t have pencils. When my 

[child] went to school, s/he said, “Mum in my class there was only my 

pencils and nobody else had pencils. And everybody would come and look 

at my pencils.” These days, there are a lot of things available in the 

stores for kids. At that time there was nothing. Because of these, the 

kids were also left behind. . . . Everything is available. But when my 

children were [young], we didn’t have anything other than books and 

notebooks. 

Damon: Did you see the reaction of other kids? 

Zebo: My [child] told me [about this experience] later when s/he was in 

eighth grade. I didn’t know at the time. [Had I known,] I would have 

brought pencils for other kids too. After 8–9 years, when my child was 

older s/he told me about it. This memory has stayed with him/her from 
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his/her childhood that s/he was the only one in his/her class who had 

pencils and everybody needed to use his/her pencils. 

Zebo’s recollections of her husband and children’s actions were engaging. Being about other 

people, however, added another layer of complexity. To keep things simpler, I wanted her to talk 

about her own experiences. Identifying details are edited out: 

Damon: Tell us about something you have experienced yourself. 

Zebo: In 1993, there was nothing here [in Khorog]. I was a 

[professional]. My husband was also a [professional]. We knew that we 

couldn’t live on a [that professional’s] salary anymore. We didn’t have 

anything. We started a business. I went to Dushanbe. There was no money 

then. I got a check from the bank. A piece of paper. I went to Dushanbe 

to buy stuff and sell here [in Khorog]. At that time, I hadn’t seen a 

calculator. I didn’t know what a calculator was. I went to Dushanbe. It 

was in a bad situation. During the war, the vehicles would only run 

until 4 o’clock. After 4, nobody would stay out in the streets. I 

wanted to find something to buy in the stores and bring here [to 

Khorog] to sell. During the day, I would go to different stores and 

look for goods. At nights, I would sleep, scared. I was scared of not 

being capable enough. Then I went to a store that sold [a certain 

consumer good]. He [the shopkeeper] told me he agreed on selling [the 

goods to me]. Then he gave me a calculator. At that time, there was one 

million Russian currency. I said I would buy one million worth of 

[goods]. He said, “Use the calculator to calculate the sum. I will tell 

you, you do the calculation.” Now, I did not know how a calculator 

worked. I thought if I told this man that I did not know how to use a 

calculator, he would take advantage of my lack of knowledge. I took the 

calculator and held it in a way so that he couldn’t see [what I was 
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doing]. Then he would tell me [a certain amount of this good and a 

certain amount of that good]. I would push the buttons on the 

calculator really hard and [at the same time] do the calculations 

inside my head. He told me, “Don’t push on the buttons too hard, the 

calculator works alright.”  

Then I took all the [goods] and took them to my sister’s place in 

Dushanbe. I was scared to take a vehicle. I was thinking that everybody 

carried weapons. Then I stopped a car and said that I wanted to take 

all the [goods] in the car. The driver agreed. I got in the car all 

along thinking that he would kill me. That was the only thing on my 

mind, that he wanted to kill me. I took the [goods] and after two days 

there were cars going from Dushanbe to Khorog. I loaded the goods onto 

the vehicles. On our way armed combat broke out on the way from 

Dushanbe to Khorog. So we went through Uzbekistan. We arrived six days 

later. My husband didn’t have a phone so I couldn’t call him. After six 

days we were like lost people and didn’t know where to go. I was with a 

[female] friend. I went to find the way. Because one of the roads was 

blocked. These are the things that come to my mind most often. 

The perilous journey back from Dushanbe via Uzbekistan probably explains why she has 

nightmares about getting lost on the way to her house. But I did not make the connection at the 

time I was talking with her. Our conversation continued. I have again removed identifying details: 

Damon: You travelled with your sister-in-law? 

Zebo: [I was with] a friend. A neighbor. She had come to Dushanbe to 

[do certain important tasks]. We came back together. 

Damon: Did you go with another woman because it was unsafe for men to 

travel there? Would it have been unsafe for your husband to join you? 
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Zebo: Men wouldn’t go to Dushanbe at that time. It was dangerous for 

them. 

Damon: This is very interesting. This scene in the store, when you are 

buying – what were you buying actually? 

Zebo: I would buy [a certain type of goods]. At that time there was 

nothing here. The [goods] I brought turned out to be very valuable for 

people here. . . . My husband and I ran our own small business until 

[specifies the year]. We would sell everything we’d bring. I went to 

Dushanbe only once. After that, we’d bring stuff from [the foreign 

city]. 

Damon: Oh, just one time. This one time in Dushanbe, what did you see 

in the shop? Do you remember what you could see in the shop? What were 

the [goods] like that you were buying? Tell us what you saw in the 

shop. 

Zebo: All I remember is that there were so many beautiful [goods] 

there. A [particular model of good] in the store [caught my eye]. I had 

searched many stores. But as soon as I saw the [goods] in this store I 

knew that [they] were suitable for Badakhshan. That’s all I remember. 

There was loads and loads of [these goods]. . . . I bought [a lot of 

this good]. 

I then clarified with Zebo how much of the goods she purchased. We continued: 

Damon: And you were pressing the buttons on the calculator too hard. 

Can you say a little bit more about what you were experiencing at that 

time? Dominant feelings. Dominant emotions. What was the experience of 

being in the shop? 

Zebo: At that moment I was scared of being deceived. Those people did 

not want to deceive me. But when someone experiences war, the fear 
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stays with you for a few years. Once my husband and I were going to 

[the foreign city]. The driver said, “I want to go into this village to 

load something”. On the way to [the city]. We said ok. Then as he was 

driving up to the village, I was thinking that he would kill us. I was 

scared. However, the driver went there, loaded his car and we came 

back. But at the time all I could feel was fear of how I would survive. 

Generally, I was scared at nights. When I left the store [in Dushanbe] 

also I was scared. They were alright and we had a good deal. But the 

fear was too hard for me. 

Damon: Do you remember what the shopkeeper looked like? 

Zebo: All I remember is that he was tall. I don’t remember anything 

else. 

Damon: Which part of Tajikistan was he from? 

Zebo: At that time there were no Badakhshanis in Dushanbe. I don’t know 

where he was from. But there were lots of nice people around. It was 

not like people from all regions were participating in the war. Only 

one group had gathered their men to fight in the war. People were good 

to each other. Only the fighting group was bad. For example, it was not 

like all of Khatlon fighting all of Badakhshan. It was not like this. 

Ordinary people would help each other, trade with each other. Only the 

fighting group caused destruction. 

Damon: Did you have to hide your Pamiri accent? Did you have a 

Badakhshan accent at that time when you spoke Tajik, or did you speak 

Russian for example? 

Zebo: We [Pamiris] look different. They could tell from my appearance 

that we are from Badakhshan.  A lot of them had good trade 

relationships with Badakhshanis, would help Badakhshanis. 
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Damon: What I would like to do now is talk about the same event in the 

same situation in the shop, but I want to ask you to look from the 

outside looking in, looking at yourself in that scene, and to talk 

about it again please. 

Zebo: When I look at myself from outside, I see a young woman who is 

scared. I tried to help my family earn money, for our children to live 

a good life. I put all those fears aside and entered the store. I 

wanted my life to be better. That’s why I put the fear behind and went 

in. I wanted to have a good life, myself and my children and my family. 

That’s why I fought the fear. I tried, and my efforts led to a good 

result. If we look at it from a different perspective it’s possible [to 

say that] I also believed in life and in other people. I trusted other 

people. I believed in [the possibility of] a good life. So I gave it a 

try. Possibly, a young woman who is scared of everything but only at 

nights. When the day starts, she starts believing in things and puts 

all the fears behind. 

Damon: And what do you think in particular about this, when you see 

yourself punching the keys on the calculator, how do you think about 

yourself then, from the outside looking in? 

Zebo did not wait for my question to be translated into Tajiki. She continued: 

Zebo: I didn’t know how to use the calculator. But I wanted to pretend 

that I know everything. I thought if this man found me an ignorant 

person, he wouldn’t help me out. [I thought] it was best he thought I 

know everything about doing business and calculating. Because in my 

mind he would deceive me [if he found out about my ignorance]. That’s 

why I didn’t tell him I couldn’t use a calculator. Maybe if it was now, 

I would tell him the truth. These days, I find it easy to tell people 
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“I don’t know” when I don’t know. At that time, I didn’t say because of 

my fear. There’s a lot of fear in war. At that time, I had experienced 

one year of the war. All the sensitivities were alive in me. I wanted 

to make things safe for myself, with my knowledge. Or if there were 

things I didn’t know, with my pretense of knowledge. 

I then explained to Zebo that my research is about what war and peace does to a person’s sense of 

time. I told her a little about the experience of Said — the man whose experiences I discussed in 

Chapter 1. Zebo responded with her own thoughts: 

Zebo: When someone experiences war in their life, war stays with them 

for their whole life. The war doesn’t go away or get lost. When I watch 

TV about wars in other parts of the world, I see myself. I see those 

people and know how they feel. And I know that for them, it would take 

another 20-30 years for life [to get back to normal]. When the 

disruptions in 2012 took place, all the memories from the civil war 

came back to me. Those years are always with me. They don’t get lost. 

When I see refugees also I think of myself and my family. When my 

[child was young], we came here. [When we were packing], s/he said, 

“Mum, bring my toy.” I said, “No, we won’t bring the toy. We’ll be 

back.” Then for many years s/he would tell me, “Mum, you didn’t bring 

my [toy].” And when I remember this, I see that my kids grew up but 

their childhood was destroyed. I know that when we ran away and came 

here, they experienced a very burdensome childhood. We will never 

forget this. 

They say when there are riots in Tajikistan, when there are 

meetings [protests], those people who have seen the war say, “No need 

for this. Let’s do things differently. Let’s negotiate and do things 

according to the law.” [Those who have not experienced war] say, 
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“Sister! For how long do you want to be scared?” Those who have seen 

the war think that if there are too many meetings [and protests], there 

will be war again. Those who are younger say, “You always think that 

there will be war. Don’t be scared. We need these meetings. They are 

needed.” In our minds, we are afraid of the war starting all over 

again. 

Damon: Your [adult child] doesn’t feel that way. 

Zebo’s response is again edited to remove her child’s gender: 

Zebo: S/he doesn’t remember because when we came to Badakhshan, my 

husband and I provided everything for our children. Our children didn’t 

see. They didn’t see what we saw. They thought everything is available 

and that they had everything. The first year, [a certain number] of my 

children stayed with my parents. I stayed with my husband. Our [other] 

child stayed with my husband’s parents. One time we went to [the 

foreign city]. We brought food and chocolate for the children. We 

brought everything for our [child]. Our [child] said, “Let’s not leave 

here because we have everything.” When we started our business, 

everything was ready and available for them. They didn’t know how 

[difficult it was] to bring sugar. They were too young [to remember]. 

I remember I brought butter once. I saw my [child] had brought 

his/her friends and they are all eating the butter. On one side, I know 

that we have only a little butter that I have brought just for my own 

children. But I told myself if I don’t let them all [eat and share the 

butter], my [child] will become a terrible person. In the future, s/he 

won’t help anybody. So I didn’t say anything. But I always remember 

that my [child] shared the little butter that we had with everybody 

else. 
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The Torture and Killing of Aziz’s Friend 

Aziz is also not Yazgulomi, and we did not meet in Yazgulom. We met in a location far from his 

home. For his safety, I am stripping out many identifying details about him and the situation he 

describes, as well as the circumstances in which we met.  

Aziz and I barely knew each other when we first sat down for a talk. We talked under the 

shade of impressively large fruit trees, dappled light all around us. We had met through a mutual 

friend. From earlier brief conversations, I knew that he was an intelligent but troubled man. Why 

he was troubled became clear part way through our conversation. Initially we talked for some 

time about his family, his education, his political views, and some challenges he had faced earlier 

in life. He had been through a lot. He eventually said he feared the GKNB. He revealed that just a 

few weeks earlier, the GKNB had detained, tortured, and killed his friend Komil. Aziz had 

washed Komil’s body so it could be buried. He briefly explained why Komil had been detained.  

Mentioning Komil’s death was a pivotal moment emotionally for Aziz. Until then he had 

been keeping it inside him, having not talked about it with our mutual friend either. Bringing it 

into the open unshackled Aziz. He could suddenly speak about it.  

Komil and Aziz’s families had been close ever since the civil war. Komil was an ordinary 

working man. Aziz described in some detail who was involved in Komil’s life, the circumstances 

leading up to Komil’s death, and why Komil had been detained. Aziz stuck to basic facts. He did 

not offer any kind of analysis that further elaborated upon his initial pithy explanation for why he 

had been killed. I did not ask him for one either.  

Aziz then spoke in substantial detail about the experience of preparing Komil’s body. 

Aziz assisted two other men to wash the body before burial that same day. The three men were 

alone in a room with Komil’s body. The door was closed. 
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Aziz saw on Komil’s right leg two long cuts, fixed with rough stitches. The cuts came 

from the foot to about half-way up the thigh, above the knee. The right leg was broken in 

approximately three places above and below the knee. Aziz could feel that the bones were broken 

without being able to see the breaks. The leg was blue and swollen. 

Imagine yourself in that room, looking through Aziz’s eyes, feeling through his hands. 

There was a long cut on Komil’s other leg, about six inches above the ankle, both inside and 

outside. Aziz was unsure if the cuts came from a doctor or the torturers. Again, the rough stitches. 

A bone was broken immediately below the knee. That bone was particularly loose.  

Aziz and the two other men were crying. Aziz was trying to console them, telling them 

“God is with us”, but he himself was distressed. Outside the room, a GKNB agent at the door 

stopped anyone else coming into the room or photographing the body. 

The front and back of Komil’s torso was covered in bruises. A cut extended from the 

base of the jaw, above the throat, down to the stomach. It too was roughly stitched. On both lower 

arms, just below the inner elbow, there were signs of electric shock. There was a hole in the back 

of Komil’s head, which was broken. As Aziz and the two other men washed the body, blood was 

still leaking out. The forehead was swollen, but it did not bleed. 

The family was under strict instruction from the GKNB to tell no one about the 

circumstances of Komil’s death. During the funeral, the GKNB agent followed them in a car. The 

GKNB car was there all along, watching. It was the GKNB that had taken Komil to a city far 

from the capital city’s embassies and international organizations where Tajik authorities tortured 

and killed him.  

After Aziz finished his account of the day Komil was buried, I asked him which visual 

perspective of the self — first-person or third-person — he had used to recall the scene of him 

preparing the body. He clearly understood the distinction between the two visual perspectives 

without any difficulty. He said he had used the first-person visual perspective, looking through 
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his own eyes, using the same vantage point he used when he was there. He informed me that it 

was impossible for him to use a third-person visual perspective when recalling that scene. Maybe 

if he were not afraid, he could. Nonetheless, I pressed Aziz to use the third-person perspective, 

taking an imagined vantage point so that he could see himself in the scene. Emotion flooded his 

face. Barely able to contain himself, he forcefully exclaimed “You shout, nobody helps. Who will 

help in Tajikistan? Who will they go to? Who to talk to?” His eyes swelled with the injustice of it 

all. The oppressive silencing of the truth of his friend’s death had been breached, ever so briefly. 

He later told me “God left you on my way. It was on my heart and I didn’t know who to talk to 

about it.” 

Aziz had been reluctant to recall the burial preparation using a third-person visual 

perspective because it was too early to do so. He explained “Maybe if time passes, I can look at it 

[the scene] from above, but not now”. Aziz then shared a more complex set of self-reflections: 

“The experience [of Komil’s death] doesn’t leave me, it’s with me all along. I came to [this place 

far from home] to relieve my nerves, but it doesn’t just leave me. He was killed brutally. War is 

from 20 years ago. Now it’s not the time of war.” 

The Murder of Mansur’s Brother Ahmad 

Mansur witnessed and failed to stop his brother Ahmad’s murder. Like Aziz and Zebo, Mansur is 

not Yazgulomi, and we did not meet in Yazgulom. But unlike Aziz, the time span between 

Ahmad’s murder and the time Mansur was recalling it to me was measured in years, not weeks as 

in the case of Aziz’s burial of his friend. To keep Mansur’s identity secret, this account of our 

conversation omits many details that might identify him, including details of the attack itself and 

when it happened. For that reason, in what follows I narrate what was said instead of sharing a 

transcript. In this interview, translation assistance was occasionally provided by one of Mansur’s 

family members. 
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My conversation with Mansur was initially wide ranging, with topics including the 

GKNB’s local informers — who Mansur characterized as spies — to how Mansur’s family had 

earned an income through the years. 

After an hour, the conversation turned to Ahmad’s murder, which Mansur conveyed 

largely phenomenologically for about 10 minutes. He began by describing the circumstances in 

which he first saw at least one of the attackers, which was some days before the murder occurred. 

Mansur had wanted Ahmad to take steps to protect himself. Ahmad knew he was in danger, but 

told Mansur “I’ve said my prayers, I’m just fine, I’m not worried about anything.”   

This initial 10-minute account of the murder was relatively brief. I sensed Mansur had 

more to say, so I asked him to recall the event again, strictly looking through his own eyes, using 

a first-person visual perspective. The family member who acted as occasional translator clarified 

with him what I was asking, which proved helpful. Mansur then spoke again, describing the 

concrete details of the moments of Ahmad’s death. He described precisely the moments leading 

up to when the attackers killed his brother.  

This second, more detailed recollection of the event was largely phenomenological, but 

not exclusively so. Mansur started by saying that he believes in God, and that what is supposed to 

be, happens. He does not say prayers, but he sometimes reads the Qur’an, and he believes in God, 

and in faith. Mansur then shared concrete details of the first moments of the attack. Upon hearing 

the noise, Mansur said the first thing that came to his mind was that he was worried the attackers 

would take Ahmad alive and commit atrocities against him before killing him. Mansur then 

demonstrated physically how he himself was injured in the attack. He said he did not fear for his 

own life, adding he has never feared for his own life. He then described the physical effects of the 

injuries he received in the attack, which are ongoing, and what the injuries mean for his working 

life.  
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After discussing his injuries, Mansur then described a dramatic moment in which he 

confronted the attackers with a weapon he had hidden. (At points in this part of our conversation, 

Mansur’s family member occasionally enthusiastically interjected to reinforce some of Mansur’s 

points. For simplicity’s sake, I am omitting these interjections.) Mansur physically demonstrated 

how he held the weapon, explaining he held it in such a way that the attackers presumed he 

wanted to use it against them, which frightened them. He explained that he wanted to in effect 

shoo them away. But unbeknownst to them, Mansur was also contemplating using the weapon on 

himself. He used his physical demonstration to convey the snap decision he needed to make in 

that moment: would he use the weapon, ending his own life? The attackers did in fact leave. 

Mansur was proud he made them leave by frightening them. 

As he shared this scene, to put the momentous decision in its proper context he recalled 

an incident he had had with Ahmad some time earlier. In that incident, Ahmad discovered 

Mansur’s weapon, and chided him for possessing it. Mansur replied by telling Ahmad that it was 

not his intention to kill his brother’s enemies with the weapon. Instead, if Ahmad’s enemies 

attacked, he would use the weapon to kill both himself and Ahmad, thereby protecting his brother 

from the humiliation of being abducted and killed. Mansur also told Ahmad that if Ahmad was 

killed, he (Mansur) would not want to go on living. After sharing that conversation with Ahmad, 

with no hesitation whatsoever, Mansur returned to the moment in which he was holding the 

weapon in front of his brother’s attackers where they could see it. He said that because it was his 

responsibility to care for and protect the young members of his extended family, he decided 

against using the weapon on himself. 

Mansur next described his attempts to get medical treatment for his injuries. As I 

interviewed him, I noticed he had not yet described the actual moments of Ahmad’s death. Not 

wanting to lose the sequence of the story, I asked him to return to his brother’s death, using the 

first-person visual perspective. 
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During the next 10 minutes, Mansur responded to my request by filling in the details of 

the exact moments his brother lost his life. Included in his account was how the attackers had 

tried but failed to kill him too, and the desperate attempt by a relative to revive Ahmad, which 

Mansur realized was futile. As he spoke during this poignant 10-minute period, it dawned on me 

that his brother had been fatally wounded in the moments before Mansur confronted the attackers 

with his weapon. It was not that Mansur had tried to deceive me. Rather, by skipping over parts 

of what had happened, Mansur’s account had left me momentarily mistaken as to what had 

happened. 

I then asked Mansur what emotions he was feeling as he witnessed Ahmad dying. 

Sensing Mansur’s difficulty understanding the Persian term my translator used, my translator 

asked him if he had been sad. His reply took the form of an evocative parable. He said that while 

he felt deeply sad inside at the time of his brother’s death, he thought it was wrong for him to be 

feeling sad. He said he had learned from the Qur’an that what will be, will be. There is nothing 

you can do to stop fate. He said he had also learned that the Qur’an says qisas (revenge) is bad. If 

it were up to him personally, he would gather a group of men to go and kill the men who killed 

his brother. However, he knows that the men who killed his brother have children too and the 

only consequence of such a death would be one person removed from the world. Moreover, his 

brother would still be dead. His brother had taught him that when people act badly toward him, he 

should act more positively, such that it awakens a sense of shame in them. Whenever Mansur 

wants to act on his desire to take revenge, his brother comes to him, telling him “Don’t do it, it’s 

wrong.” 

When I asked him how he remembers the events of the day Ahmad was murdered, 

Mansur repeatedly and vigorously insisted that when he recalls his brother’s murder in his mind’s 

eye, he experiences it vividly and directly, without any loss of detail — a bold claim given how 

many years had elapsed between Ahmad’s murder and the time Mansur was telling me about it. 
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Mansur said that at the moment of talking to me about the murder, everything was happening in 

front of his eyes, from the time of the killing until the time they took his brother’s body to the 

cemetery. He said it is like a television going on in front of his eyes, in which he sees every detail 

of what happened. 

Mansur had been using a largely first-person visual perspective to recall Ahmad’s 

murder. When I asked him to talk about the same events from the third-person visual perspective, 

he initially refused, claiming he could not do it. He said he could only use the first-person visual 

perspective: “I only see it in front of me. That’s how I see it.”  Despite that, he then said “This 

was a wrongdoing on behalf of the [killers]. They, this place, was left without a master. Such 

kinds of people in the world are found every hundred years, this type of personality. Neither can I 

achieve his rank, nor can anybody else replace him. . . . They say his place was given by God. 

That’s all I know, given by God.” 

I then asked Mansur to confirm that it was too difficult to see himself in the scene with 

his brother, looking from the third-person visual perspective, and that he could not do it at that 

moment. He confirmed he could not look at the scene from the third-person point of view. He 

added he did not want this killing to happen to anybody. I told him I understood that his first-

person visual perspective was vivid and fresh. He affirmed my interpretation and described what 

happened in more detail. Next, I told him that I guessed he did not want to use the third-person 

visual perspective because it was too painful to do so. He replied yes, that if he were to do so, he 

would cry — and he does not like to cry. He had earlier shared that he could not stand it when 

others cried upon seeing his dead brother. Mansur then said that when Ahmad was alive, every 

morning when he (Mansur) would wake up, he would look through his house’s window and he 

would see Ahmad in the yard, exercising. Now when Mansur wakes every morning, he looks 

through the window. Every morning he sees that Ahmad is not there in the yard, and he misses 

him. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: Data Analysis  

The Spatiotemporal Self 

As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, the spatiotemporal self paradigm is an alliance of time and 

self. Specifically, it is an alliance of the dual-faceted self and spatial time construals. Their 

alliance arises from their shared use of first- and third-person visual perspectives of the self 

(Table 8). Table 8 builds on Table 5 (p. 82). It adds a row on D-time and S-time. It also includes a 

row on the sense of past and future adapted from a similar but not identical formulation in Table 2 

(p. 47). Finally, Table 8 also adds a row on mental processing emphases. It is taken from Libby 

and Eibach’s discussion of visual perspectives of the dual-faceted self (Libby & Eibach, 2011b), 

discussed in the Chapter 2 section Introducing Libby and Eibach’s Analysis (p. 104).  

Table 8: The spatiotemporal self 

 Minimal (Experiential) Self Narrative (Conceptual) 

Self 

Visual Perspective of 

the Self 

First-person Third-person 

Spatiotemporal 

Perspective 

Internal D-time External D-time 

S-Time 

Sense of Past and 

Future 

Minimal sense of past and future. Expansive, dynamic 

sense of past, present, 

and future. 

Mode of Self-

Consciousness 

Pre-reflective Reflective 
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Mode of Self-

Understanding 

Subjective Objective 

Role Experiential Conceptual 

Emphasis During 

Mental Processing of 

Events 

Phenomenological. Concrete details. 

Event is defined by the experience of 

these concrete details. 

Meaning of event in 

context of broader life 

and society. 

This chapter analyzes the ethnographic data from Chapter 3. The analysis confirms the theoretical 

validity of the spatiotemporal self. The ethnographic data is broadly consistent with theoretical 

expectations. Adopting a visual perspective means adopting the associated spatial time construal 

as well as its mental processing emphasis. Unsurprisingly, the ethnographic data also shows that 

reality is more complex than portrayed in Table 8. This chapter therefore also uses the 

ethnographic data to further develop attributes of the spatiotemporal self. Of special interest is 

that determining the use of internal D-time when the minimal self is active was harder than I 

anticipated. I discuss the reasons for this in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 5 offers conclusions from the data analysis performed in this chapter and the 

literature review done in Chapter 2. As such, Chapter 5 also develops attributes of the 

spatiotemporal self.  

Directly Confirmed Visual Perspectives of the Self 

Chapter 2 laid out a set of questions to be answered in this chapter. The first question concerns 

the dual-faceted self — in short, does the ethnographic evidence support associating the first-

person visual perspective with the minimal self, and the third-person visual perspective with the 

narrative self?  
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There are two approaches to answering this question. The first is direct evidence, where 

ethnographic respondents are told of the two visual perspectives, and either report which one they 

are using, or shift to using it when I asked them to. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, what I call a 

spatiotemporal shift is when visual perspective shifts between first- and third-person perspectives. 

A spatiotemporal shift occurs when the ethnographic respondent makes the shift on their own 

accord, or when the ethnographer asks them to make it by explicitly asking them to use one of the 

visual perspectives. The shift can occur when a respondent is focused on an event or its broader 

meaning; it can also occur when the respondent introduces something such as an event or idea 

from a different time or place. 

The second approach to answering the first question from Chapter 2 is to take an indirect 

approach, in which visual perspectives of the self are inferred from conversation content. In a 

sense the separation I am making between direct and inferred evidence is artificial, because 

discussing the direct evidence often requires analyzing inferred evidence alongside it. 

Nonetheless, my analysis starts with the direct evidence, with an overview in Table 9. I take up 

the indirect evidence later in this chapter. 

The second question from Chapter 2 is on spatial construals of time. Are 

phenomenologically oriented descriptions associated with a relatively brief temporal span, and 

with internal D-time? Are conceptually oriented descriptions associated with a longer or more 

expansive temporal span, and with external D-time or S-time?  I take up the first and second 

questions from Chapter 2 together. 
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Table 9: Directly confirmed visual perspectives of the self 

Respondent First-person  Third-person 

Sino Data not collected. Data not collected. 

Parviz Seeing Sino after he was shot, and 

then taking him down the 

mountain. 

Takes Sino down mountain with God’s 

help. 

Odil Collecting the Yazgulomi dead. Sharing his memory with me of meeting 

two Russian commanders, collecting the 

dead, and of the walk back to Motravn. 

Latif Data not collected. Data not collected. 

Murod Unclear data. Unclear data. 

Ozoda Data unable to be collected. Data unable to be collected. 

Kabir Data not collected. Data not collected. 

Javod Confrontation with Russian 

commanders. 

Data not confirmed. 

Sodiq Realizing Nodir was killed. 

Sitting with others, grieving the 

loss of Nodir. 

Pain of knowing Nodir had become a 

martyr. 

Zebo In store with calculator she did 

not know how to use, afraid of 

being taken advantage of. 

Was in the store to try to make life better. 

And to believe in life and in other people. 

These days, would acknowledge to others 

when she does not know something. 
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Aziz Preparing for burial the body of a 

friend who was tortured and 

murdered. 

There is no one to go to for truth and 

justice in Tajikistan, which is painful. 

Mansur Witnesses and fails to stop his 

brother Ahmad’s murder. 

Ahmad’s death was wrong and he cannot 

be replaced in many hundreds of years, 

which is painful.  

I was unable to collect direct evidence for or against the dual-faceted self from four of the 12 

primary respondents I discussed in the previous chapter. For six of the other eight respondents, I 

have strong confidence in my interpretations of the data. For the remaining two — Odil and 

Murod — I have less confidence for reasons I will discuss below. Murod’s account is not 

analyzed as a directly confirmed visual perspective because I failed to convey to him what I 

meant by the two visual perspectives of the self.  

Parviz 

The event I used to ascertain Parviz’s visual perspective of the self when he thought about the 

civil war was his strongest memory from the Yazgulom battle — bringing the wounded Sino 

down the mountainside. As seen in Chapter 3, he first discussed the event in response to my 

question about how he protected himself from the Russians (p. 189). To illustrate his answer, his 

response blended conceptual and phenomenological elements. But as we talked further, it became 

clear that was not how he thought about it when he did not need to explain it to someone else. His 

default memory of the event was primarily phenomenological.  

Parviz was initially confused by my explanation of the difference between the two visual 

perspectives of the self. When I first asked him which visual perspective of the self he was using 

when he thought about carrying the wounded Sino down the mountainside, his reply was “I feel 

like I see it with my eyes — not these eyes, but the eyes of my heart. My heart tells me that I see 
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myself carrying that person.” (p. 192). From his response, I concluded I had failed to effectively 

communicate the difference between the two perspectives. I then attempted to encourage Parviz 

to talk about the scene phenomenologically, by asking him what he heard, saw, and felt. Parviz 

shared some details, but the conversation then moved on to another topic.  

Several days later, when we talked again, I asked again about what he saw, thought, or 

heard when he saw his wounded friend Sino on the mountainside. Although my question was 

more open-ended, it nonetheless had a phenomenological bias — asking him what he was 

thinking about in the heat of the moment on the mountainside was not much of an invitation to 

talk about the event’s broader conceptual significance. Parviz replied: “That scene where I saw 

Sino first, it’s like it’s shaped on my heart and I can hear the sound of helicopters, and shooting, 

everything around me. Those fearful days, we won’t forget.” (p. 194). The first sentence of his 

reply contains one conceptual element (“it’s shaped on my heart”), but he immediately shifts to 

describing the scene phenomenologically. The next sentence relates to the past being alive. I 

briefly discuss the past being alive in the section The Past That Lies in Front later in this chapter. 

 I then asked Parviz “When you see Sino there, do you see your own body in the memory, 

or do you only see other people?” I had used his own body as a proxy to determine if he was 

using a third-person visual perspective to see himself in the scene. His reply: “I see myself, 

because I was there myself” (p. 194). As I mentioned in Chapter 2 when discussing Murod’s 

roadside encounter with the possibly murderous criminals, using the body as a proxy is inherently 

ambiguous (p. 235). In retrospect, Parviz’s response is not unexpected — regardless of whether 

he used an internal (first-person) visual perspective, or an external (third-person) visual 

perspective, he was likely going to see his body. His responses to my follow-up questions were in 

that vein — he said he could see and imagine himself.  

At this point in the conversation, I understood there to be two possibilities. Given 

Parviz’s report about the scene was largely phenomenological, if Libby and Eibach’s theoretical 
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findings about visual perspectives of the dual-faceted self held true, Parviz would have been 

using the first-person perspective. Either Libby and Eibach’s findings did not hold true in this 

instance, or I had failed to communicate what the two perspectives were.  

Using a mobile phone to visually demonstrate the two visual perspectives of the self 

clarified the situation. I used the mobile phone’s camera to take two photos, using my own visual 

perspective as the example. The first photo simulated my first-person perspective. I took a photo 

of him as if looking out through my own eyes. The second photo used the selfie camera to 

simulate my third-person perspective of myself. This photo featured me with my arm holding up 

the camera, with him alongside me. 

After this breakthrough, Parviz was certain that his dominant memory of the 

mountainside scene with Sino was in the first-person perspective. That was in line with Libby and 

Eibach’s findings that I discussed on p. 104 in Chapter 2. Putting to one side his initial account of 

the event (when he was responding to my question), his digression into Sodiq’s religious 

movement, and when I deliberately asked him to use the third-person visual perspective, Parviz 

activated his minimal (experiential) self and used its first-person visual perspective to think about 

the event and describe it to me. From when Parviz mentioned Rustam, who was in charge of the 

anti-helicopter weapons (p. 190), to immediately before I asked him to use the third-person 

perspective (195), he consistently described the event using its “concrete features”, thereby 

“defining the event in terms of these constituent aspects” (Libby & Eibach, 2011b, p. 223). 

Among the concrete features Parviz shared were the sounds of helicopters and the shooting, 

Sino’s cries of pain, the makeshift stretcher and the physical exertion needed to carry him, the 

water he and Soleh gave to Sino, the appearance of Sino’s body, and so forth.  

Parviz’s account of the mountainside scene in the first-person visual perspective 

linguistically encodes the past by using verb forms like “needed”, “were” or “tied”. By referring 

to the past, his account is thus framed using D-time. That much is obvious. The next analytical 
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task is to determine whether Parviz is using internal or external D-time to frame this past event. If 

he uses internal D-time, that will be consistent with the first-person visual perspective. If he uses 

external D-time, that would be inconsistent, thus undermining the theoretical validity of the 

spatiotemporal self. 

Parviz’s account is notable for its lack of obvious D-time metaphors. Parviz never states 

“As I look back, I remember”, for example. Furthermore, regarding features of the event itself, he 

does not say something akin to “Our time taking Sino down was coming to an end”. Instead, 

Parviz talks about the past as if he and the listener are in that past, using that past time as the 

temporal reference point. In other words, he used mental time travel to locate his and his 

listeners’ sense of the here-and-now in that past event. The temporal reference point acted if it 

were a past “now”, so-to-speak. Moreover, his temporal focus was tightly focused on that 

temporal reference point — there are only two references to the past or future outside of the 

immediacy of the event itself. Both references briefly change the temporal reference away from 

the mountainside scene to the present. The first is when he says “And I remember the bullets 

passing our head” (p. 192). By saying “I remember” he briefly steps out of the past into the 

present, before stepping back into the past. The second departure from the past as the temporal 

reference point is when he briefly mentions Sino’s life in the present (p. 191). Parviz says “Now 

he is alive, but he has a limp a little.” 

Strikingly, when Parviz does make this switch from the time on the mountainside to talk 

about Sino’s life in the present moment, Parviz sticks to a phenomenological, here-and-now 

temporal focus. Parviz did not say, for example, “Sino will be limping for the rest of his life, 

which affects his work.” Talking phenomenologically about the mountainside event may have 

primed Parviz to talk phenomenologically about Sino in the present-day too. This is a tentative 

finding, however. Evidence of priming is weak in the ethnographic data I collected. 
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Although Parviz’s account of the mountainside event lacks D-time metaphors that would 

explicitly indicate internal or external D-time, it does subtly indicate the use of internal D-time 

when he talks about the past being alive. In the Chapter 2 section Spatial Time Construals and the 

Past That Lies Before Us (p. 151) I asserted the past being alive (i.e. being in front) is an instance 

of internal D-time. Consistent with that interpretation, whenever Parviz explicitly used a 

metaphor to indicate that the past is alive (such as “it won’t leave my mind”, or “those fearful 

days, we won’t forget”), he did so when using a first person visual perspective of the self. I will 

revisit the topic of internal D-time in the section The Phenomenological Past Is Not What It 

Seems in the next chapter while discussing my conclusions.  

When I asked Parviz to talk about Sino’s mountainside rescue using the third-person 

visual perspective, his response (p. 195) was again consistent with Libby and Eibach’s theoretical 

findings. Parviz activated his narrative self and emphasized that he could not predict if he would 

keep or lose his own life while saving Sino’s — any success or failure would be a consequence of 

God’s will (a widespread idea in Islam). That relates to his earlier house insurance analogy 

because insurance offers a sense of security roughly analogous to God’s will. Because his 

description of the scene emphasized his inability to predict the outcome, he was integrating the 

event into “a broader context and defining the event in terms of the abstract meaning that results” 

(Libby & Eibach, 2011b, p. 223). 

When using the third-person perspective, Parviz also put the event with Sino on the 

mountainside into a more expansive temporal context than he did when using the first-person 

perspective. Parviz started his third-person rendering by mentioning the shelters the mujahedin 

had used “at the beginning of the battle” (p. 195), which he never mentioned when using the first-
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person perspective. That observation was made using external D-time.1 He then discussed three 

steps: hearing Sino had been shot, being asked who would rescue him, and then he and Soleh 

volunteering to do it. As I will discuss in more detail later in this chapter, steps like these are not 

an instance of S-time because they are more an observation on order than they are on time. Parviz 

then discussed the unpredictable consequences for his own life the rescue entailed. The broader 

context was that of the remainder of his own life, which is again an instance of external D-time. 

Parviz did not stick to the third person perspective, however: he made a spatiotemporal 

shift to talking about the event from the first-person perspective, mentioning the “bullets were 

shooting at us like rain, passing by our feet, passing by our body”, and the makeshift stretcher (p. 

195). He ended by saying he could describe the event because it “is recorded in my heart.” 

In conclusion, Parviz’s default visual perspective of the self in the event is generated by 

the minimal self and uses the first-person, but he can effortlessly switch between the first- and 

third-person perspectives as circumstances require. His use of the first- and third-person visual 

perspectives is consistent with both the dual-faceted self and with the spatial time construal D-

time.  

Odil 

Odil’s dominant memory was of the events surrounding the collection of the bodies of 24 

Yazgulomi combatants who died on the foothill at Yazgulom’s entrance on April 10, 1995. Odil’s 

description of these events was phenomenological. Whether he was describing conversing with 

the two Russian commanders, collecting the bodies, or walking back to Motravn to join 

Zayniddin to take the bodies to the families in the villages — Odil’s description focused on the 

event’s concrete features, not what they meant for the broader context. There were just two 

 
1 It may also be an instance of S-time, if we interpret the statement “at the beginning of the battle” to be the 

start of a sequential series in which it is the first element. 
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exceptions. First, when Odil was responding to specific background questions I asked, such as 

details about the Cuban fighter Abu Dawood. Second, when Odil concluded his initial description 

of meeting the two Russian commanders by stating “After that, after this talk, the battle actually 

stopped. And it didn’t continue, they didn’t continue shooting anymore” (p. 211). Even this 

change was subtle: instead of saying only “the shooting stopped”, he broadened the context ever 

so slightly to add “the battle actually stopped.” 

Like Parviz, Odil located the memory of these events in front of his mind, which makes 

the past alive. And also like Parviz, his phenomenological account focused on the here and now 

of events relating to collecting the bodies — his account did not take in a more expansive sweep, 

with the exceptions just noted.  

Given these events were Odil’s dominant memory, I tried to ascertain which visual 

perspective of the self Odil used when recalling them. I made the same error with Odil as I did 

with Parviz and Murod, however. My mistake was to ask Odil if he saw himself in the memory, 

or only his surroundings. He said, “Of course, I see myself too. I see my surroundings, but I feel 

myself there too.” However, when I clarified with Odil what I meant by the two visual 

perspectives by using a mobile phone, like I did with Parviz, Odil was certain he had already 

understood the two perspectives. There was no revelation like with Parviz.  

Odil was clear that he used a first-person visual perspective of the self to recall the 

memory of collecting the bodies of the combatants (p. 219). But when he communicated that 

memory to me, he said he used a third-person visual perspective of the self as he reported what he 

saw (p. 219). In other words, when he recalled the event to himself, he used a first-person visual 

perspective. When he talked about that same event with me, responding to my question about 

whether he could see himself in the memory, he used a third-person visual perspective.  

On the basis of the clear distinction he drew between recalling the memory to himself and 

sharing it with me, I conclude he was doing the same when talking about other aspects of his 
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account, like the walk back to Motravn when he was afraid of being shot. Odil was the only 

respondent to report that difference in self-recall and talking about it with me.  

It is conceivable that Odil would adopt a third-person visual perspective to talk about a 

memory that would otherwise be in the first-person perspective — exactly as he reported. 

Conversations of the kind we had might prompt that distinction. I have therefore classified his 

visual perspective as he reported in Table 9.  

There is another possibility, however. When I first asked Odil if he saw himself in the 

memory, or only his surroundings, his reply was notable for reporting not only that he saw 

himself (like Parviz), but also that he felt himself to be there (like Murod). The Chapter 2 section 

Primordial Feelings and the Dual-Faceted Self (p. 118) discussed the association of primordial 

feelings and the first-person visual perspective. More than having a visual perspective, primordial 

feelings mean when we use the first-person visual perspective, we also have access to a 

standpoint in which we feel our bodies sensing things occurring outside our mind. 

Here is what may have happened: when I asked Odil if he could see himself in the 

memory, he replied he did because he felt himself to be there. That is, he had a standpoint. But 

having a standpoint means more than merely having a visual perspective. A standpoint always 

has a visual perspective, but a visual perspective does not always have a standpoint. The reason is 

simple — a standpoint always has a first-person visual perspective, but the third-person visual 

perspective cannot have a standpoint (although out-of-body experiences might be a rare 

exception). The practical outcome is that the standpoint lays down roots in the memory in a way 

visual perspective does not. In comparison to having a standpoint, visual perspective is more free-

floating. When Odil responded to the question “Did you see yourself?”, he detached his visual 

perspective from the body he felt to be there in that time and place. He detached the visual 

perspective because I asked him if he could see himself, to which his stated response was literally 

“of course.”  
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If what I think happened is correct, then there must be a difference between detaching 

one’s visual perspective, and changing it by making a spatiotemporal shift. Detaching one’s 

visual perspective means separating it from the primordial feeling of being in the 

phenomenological moment while maintaining a strong affinity to it. The possibility of a detached 

visual perspective of the self is speculative, of course. More empirical data is needed to determine 

if it is real. 

In conclusion, when Odil recalls collecting the bodies and events immediately before and 

after it, he uses the first-person visual perspective, with concrete features predominating. Internal 

D-time is indicated by the past being alive. That is consistent with the minimal self. Regarding his 

third-person visual perspective of the self, whether going by his explanation of it or my 

theoretical interpretation of his explanation, it cannot be explained by the conceptual self. It is 

thus anomalous.  

Javod 

A dominant memory of the civil war for Javod was him confronting the Russian commanders 

after one of them had Ali killed. Javod had other important memories too, such as running to hide 

with one of his children. But the incident with the Russian commanders is the event Javod and I 

focused on.  

Javod reported he used a first-person visual perspective of the self when he thought about 

the confrontation with the Russian commanders. As I look back on the conversation we had about 

the confrontation, I am struck by how phenomenological it was — prior to talking about Ali and 

Nodir’s deaths, we had been having a decidedly conceptual conversation about issues including 

the futility of the war and its causes. When Javod began talking about the events leading up to the 

confrontation, the confrontation itself, and subsequent events (starting on p. 276), the character of 

our conversation changed markedly. Javod began including many concrete details. When Javod 
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does talk about conceptual features of the event, such as “Some say he took a weapon with him to 

take revenge for his friend’s death” (p. 277), he does so only to better illustrate the story to me, 

because I was relatively unfamiliar with it and needed to know those things. 

I am also struck by the way Javod talked about the pointlessness of Ali’s death. He did 

not explain that Ali’s death was pointless by talking about it conceptually. For example, he did 

not say “Look at the stupidity of war! On that day two friends with their lives ahead of them were 

killed within hours of each other — and for what?” Instead, Javod straightforwardly discussed his 

confrontation with the two Russian commanders. He did not offer a running commentary on the 

broader meaning of the Russian commanders’ statements. He let the two Russian men speak.  

Initially Javod had them speak separately, reflecting the reality that when he encountered 

them they were in fact in different physical locations. But near the end of our conversation, he put 

them side-by-side. As he brought them together, Javod conveyed the two commanders’ 

drastically different outlooks using their own words, flavored with an observation of his own 

about one of the commanders: “That officer, the commander who had ordered the shooting, he 

talked differently, he was not sorry. This [second] commander said ‘I understand you.’ But the 

other one was not ashamed at all, he would say, ‘I did the right thing’” (p. 283). By making his 

own observations about the difference in the two men, and by bringing them together in time and 

space, Javod is making a subtle but important shift away from his until then phenomenological 

retelling. It is not coincidental that he did so at the conversation’s end. Although his account until 

this shift had been phenomenological, it nonetheless had the effect of conveying a conceptual 

message. At some level of consciousness Javod understood this dynamic, so he ended his account 

by bringing into sharper relief the vital conceptual takeaway — the men were of different moral 

character, and the character of one of them caused Ali’s death. Javod undertook a subtle 

spatiotemporal shift to make precisely that point. 
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Like Parviz and Odil, internal D-time is indirectly indicated by his strong assertion that 

the past was alive. And like their accounts too, his account has a tight temporal focus on the event 

itself. 

Javod’s memory of the event is an unambiguous example of him activating the minimal 

self and its first-person visual perspective of the self. It nonetheless has the fascinating attribute of 

also concluding with a conceptual message, which Javod reinforced with a spatiotemporal shift. 

Sodiq 

From the theoretical perspective of the spatiotemporal self, the most salient attribute of Sodiq’s 

account is the fluidity with which he shifts from one visual perspective of the self to the next. 

These shifts are theoretically engaging. However, they undermine my intent to split my analysis 

between direct and inferred evidence for the spatiotemporal self. In Sodiq’s account, it is 

impossible to discuss the direct evidence without also discussing the inferred evidence. My 

choice to discuss Sodiq’s account here, under the rubric of directly confirmed visual perspectives 

of the self, is arbitrary — I could have just as easily placed it in the discussion under the inferred 

evidence.   

With respect to Nodir’s death, Sodiq was clear about the two memories that were most 

meaningful to him — first realizing Nodir was dead, and being among others crying from grief 

(p. 287). But other events on the night of Nodir’s death were clearly important to him too, like 

finding Nodir’s body (p. 285). 

Confirming the visual perspective of the self Sodiq used when he typically recalled the 

memory of these events was only possible when I asked him to use the third-person visual 

perspective (p. 287). Until that point in our conversation, I suspected but was not certain that he 

had been mostly using a first-person visual perspective as he recalled his memories and shared 

them with me. His rendition in the third-person visual perspective was different from his first-
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person renditions. Not dramatically different, but different nonetheless. That difference indirectly 

confirms that his default visual perspective of the events from the night of Nodir’s death tended to 

be first-person.  

The fluidity with which Sodiq switches spatiotemporal perspective does challenge the 

notion of him having a default visual perspective, however. Let me illustrate. Consider Sodiq’s 

description of finding Nodir’s body (p. 286). He shares concrete details such as how the body lay 

on the ground, how dark it was, and the collective grief of those who had learned of Nodir’s 

death. These are hallmarks of the minimal self’s phenomenological, first-person view. But 

Sodiq’s observations were not strictly phenomenological. Shortly after, in response to my 

question if he heard anything in his memories, he replies “We grew up together as if we would 

never separate until we die” (p. 286) — a conceptual idea that uses external D-time, which is a 

product of the narrative self.  

When I asked Sodiq to use a third-person visual perspective, his first answer was to talk 

phenomenologically about realizing that Nodir was missing. Sodiq shared vivid details about the 

state of his own body — that he was trembling and shaking  — and the sense of panic the group 

of men he was with felt (p. 287). At the time I interpreted his response as him wanting to continue 

to talk about the event phenomenologically, which I continue to believe. Moreover, the vivid 

details about his bodily state imply he had a standpoint, not just a visual perspective. These 

attributes strongly indicate he activated the minimal self. 

Because I was interested in his third-person visual perspective I asked him the same 

question again. I told him I wanted to know what he saw as he did that. His response is 

fascinating. He first says: “It’s something that you see, but it’s difficult to explain in words. We 

were very good friends with Nodir, so when I heard that he was shot, and he had become a 

martyr, there was a big pain in my body. I felt a big pain within myself” (p. 288). He again refers 

to his body, but in this instance he might be speaking metaphorically. He then states, “The pain is 
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still in me, and it doesn’t leave me.” In my analysis thus far, I have interpreted that sense of the 

past being alive as an instance of internal D-time. That is likely in this instance, too. But it may 

not be, because Sodiq immediately makes a spatiotemporal shift in which he explains the 

meaning of Nodir’s death for his own life. He says: “I was a singer. I would sing in weddings, 

and stuff. But when Nodir died, I just left my instrument and singing, quit singing, and would 

spend my days at home, just praying and praying” (p. 288). In making this shift, Sodiq has 

switched to using external D-time. He does not state explicitly the expanse of his life he is 

referring to, leaving it open to interpretation. 

In conclusion, Sodiq’s visual perspective of the self is fluid, quickly shifting between the 

first- and third-person visual perspectives of the self. It is unclear if he has a default perspective 

as he recalls the civil war’s events that are most memorable to him. 

Zebo 

Not knowing how to use a calculator. Afraid of being taken advantage of. Afraid of being killed 

in a city in which many Pamiris had been killed solely for being Pamiri. Zebo’s memory of 

purchasing goods from a Dushanbe store to trade in Khorog was truly important to her. At the 

time I was talking with her I assumed her account was in the first-person visual perspective (I 

mistakenly neglected to confirm this with her, however). It is consistent with the minimal self 

dimension of the spatiotemporal self. When I asked her to use the third-person visual perspective 

of the self to describe the same scene, the change in visual perspective prompted her to speak 

differently of the same event. This rendering made with the third-person visual perspective was 

consistent with the narrative self dimension of the spatiotemporal self.  

Zebo’s initial description of the event was strongly phenomenological. It is rich in 

concrete details, consistent with the minimal self. But it is not exclusively phenomenological. Her 
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account reveals the ease with which it is possible to insert brief instances of external D-time into 

an otherwise phenomenological account. 

Zebo’s account certainly does not begin phenomenologically. Being an effective 

storyteller, she knew she needed to set the scene for her discussion of what happened to her that 

day in the shop. Whether out of nonconscious habit, or a conscious decision, she chose to set the 

scene with a mix of concrete details and accompanying conceptual explanations. She started with 

a statement expressed in external D-time: “In 1993, there was nothing here [in Khorog]” (p. 331). 

She explained the paltry income she and her husband received from their professions drove them 

to start a business. Intriguingly, she says “We started a business. I went to Dushanbe.” If she 

wanted to be more verbose, she could have used S-time to instead say “I started a business. After 

having done that, I went to Dushanbe.” But she probably instead meant “We started a business, so 

as part of that I went to Dushanbe.” She mentions a bank check and why it was needed. She then 

explains her reason for going to Dushanbe was to be a trader. 

Zebo then says “At that time, I hadn’t seen a calculator. I didn’t know what a calculator 

was” (p. 331). “At that time” so obviously refers to the past she does not need to explicitly name 

it as such. It is a second instance of external D-time. She again mentions that she went to 

Dushanbe. There are likely several interpretations for why she felt it important to repeat this. My 

interpretation is that she was in her memory going to Dushanbe, and she wanted me as her 

listener to mentally accompany her there. That is quite different from explaining she went to 

Dushanbe as part of her business. It is more phenomenological in character. Further setting the 

scene, she says Dushanbe was in a bad way and mentions another concrete detail: that the streets 

were empty after 4 o’clock in the afternoon. The time 4 o’clock is an instance of both external D-

time and S-time (as discussed in the Chapter 2 section Combinations of S-time and D-time on p. 

136). When she says “After 4, nobody would stay out in the streets”, she uses S-time.  
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Apparently satisfied she has set the scene, Zebo then makes a spatiotemporal shift into a 

phenomenological mode, with its first-person visual perspective. Mentally we are in Dushanbe. 

She is there to find goods to sell in Khorog. But even in this phenomenological mode, she shares 

a couple of details expressed using external D-time: “During the day, I would. . . . At nights, I 

would. . . .” (p. 331). Then Zebo mentally takes us into the store. She interacts with the 

shopkeeper, pounds the keys of the calculator she does not know how to use, and is asked by the 

shopkeeper not to press the keys too hard. Yet nestled among those details is a further brief use of 

external D-time: “At that time, there was one million Russian currency.” 

Zebo shifts the scene from the store to finding a vehicle to her sister’s home, and then 

another onto Khorog. These details are also shared phenomenologically, but I do not analyze 

them here because my focus is on what happened in the shop. 

When a little later in our conversation I asked her what her emotions were in the shop, 

her reply was characteristic of the narrative self. She used external D-time, and explained the 

meaning of the event by contextualizing it within a temporal span that far surpassed that of being 

inside the shop itself: “At that moment I was scared of being deceived. Those people did not want 

to deceive me. But when someone experiences war, the fear stays with you for a few years” (p. 

333). She then gave a brief example of another time of being in a vehicle in which she feared for 

her life, which she described phenomenologically. She then switched back to using narrative self 

and external D-time, by saying “But at the time all I could feel was fear of how I would survive. 

Generally, I was scared at nights” (p. 334).   

I asked Zebo to use a third-person visual perspective to see herself in the store. Her 

rendering illustrated the meaning of the event in terms of her life and society. She illustrated it 

across several dimensions (p. 335). She spoke of being a scared woman who nonetheless wanted 

a better life for herself and her family. She movingly spoke of needing to trust and believe in 

others. She said she was scared at night, but wanted to believe during the day.  
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As she speaks using the third-person visual perspective, she uses external D-time. The T-

span she uses as she does so is expansive — the rest of her adult life, in fact. There is one notable 

exception, however. At the end of her response to my question she makes a spatiotemporal shift. 

She shifts to using internal D-time when she says (referring to herself in the narrative third-

person) “When the day starts, she starts believing in things and puts all the fears behind” (p. 335). 

At the time of the interview, I did not notice that shift. I wanted her to talk about punching the 

calculator keys from the third-person visual perspective, so I asked her to do so. My translator did 

not have a chance to translate the question, because Zebo (no doubt hearing the word calculator) 

went right ahead with what she wanted to say. She used the same first-person visual perspective 

she had just shifted to: she was back in the shop, trying not to appear ignorant in front of the 

shopkeeper. After sharing some concrete features of the calculator scene, she made another 

spatiotemporal shift. Now we were no longer in the shop, but in the present. She used external D-

time: “Maybe if it was now, I would tell him the truth. These days, I find it easy to tell people ‘I 

don’t know’ when I don’t know” (p. 335). She then uses external D-time to talk about the past: 

“At that time, I didn’t say because of my fear. There’s a lot of fear in war. At that time, I had 

experienced one year of the war. All the sensitivities were alive in me. I wanted to make things 

safe for myself, with my knowledge. Or if there were things I didn’t know, with my pretense of 

knowledge” (p. 336). The T-span of one year she uses is much less than the rest of her life that 

she had used a minute or so earlier, but it is far more expansive than the immediacy of being in 

the shop. 

Zebo was aware of the visual perspective required to take an objective view of the 

Khorog battle, where objective means the aspiration for a factual, value-neutral point-of-view that 

is free of personal bias (Reiss & Sprenger, 2014). She expressed that idea by referring to the 

point-of-view of someone who was not Badakhshani (p. 325). She tried to take that value-neutral 

stance, but soon reverted to using a third-person visual perspective to conceptually talk about the 
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Khorog battle from the perspective of a Badakhshani resident. She concluded her observations in 

that part of the conversation by saying “I can’t communicate my feelings from an objective point 

of view” (p. 326). 

Finally, for Zebo the civil war past is alive. I told her about Said’s experiences so I could 

get her thoughts on the topic. Intriguingly, she talked about the past being alive in two ways. 

First, she says “When someone experiences war in their life, war stays with them for their whole 

life. The war doesn’t go away or get lost” (336). With its expansive, third-person visual 

perspective, that can only be external D-time. She was the first to talk about it conceptually like 

that. (If I had told Said’s experiences to others, perhaps they may have done the same.) She then 

talks about the experience of seeing war on the TV and seeing herself in the lives of those 

experiencing it. This statement is not easy to classify as phenomenological or conceptual, because 

it is about other people, not just herself. She is putting herself in the shoes of other people, which 

suggests a phenomenological aspect, but she talks about their lives conceptually. Her next 

sentences are clearly phenomenological because they are about herself: “When the disruptions in 

2012 took place, all the memories from the civil war came back to me. Those years are always 

with me. They don’t get lost” (p. 336). That is internal D-time followed by external D-time.  

Summing up, Zebo’s use of the first- and third-person visual perspectives is consistent 

with her activating the minimal and narrative selves respectively. Internal D-time frames her 

phenomenological account, and external D-time her conceptual account. Her default way to tell 

the story is to use the first-person visual perspective. Of great theoretical interest, however, is that 

she inserts brief external D-time forays into her phenomenological account. Of interest also is the 

way in which she prepared the listener for her phenomenological account by introducing it with a 

mix of experiential and conceptual elements. 
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Aziz 

When Aziz recalls the act of preparing his friend Komil’s body for burial, his description is 

precisely as the dual-faceted self predicts. When using the first-person perspective, his narrative 

was solely phenomenological, stressing the experience of his literal hands-on encounter with his 

friend’s torture and death. Upon my asking him to use the third-person perspective to describe the 

same event, without me asking him to Aziz switched to the event’s conceptual meaning.  

That seems straightforward enough. However, from the theoretical perspective of the 

development of the spatiotemporal self paradigm, Aziz’s use of the third-person perspective is by 

far the more complex of the two visual perspectives. In brief, his third-person visual perspective 

statement is conceptual, but has phenomenological features.  

In response to my request that he view the scene using the third-person visual 

perspective, he exclaimed “You shout, nobody helps. Who will help in Tajikistan? Who will they 

go to? Who to talk to?” (p. 340). His terse exclamation emphasized the injustice and the 

suppression of the truth of not just his friend’s death, but of Tajik society itself. Aziz was 

indicting not merely Komil’s killers, but the Tajik dictatorship and the rotten system that it sits 

atop of. His indictment is intellectually sophisticated. In indicting Tajik society Aziz took what C. 

W. Mills (1959/2000) called “personal troubles” and “public issues”, and connected them. By 

situating Komil’s murder socially, Aziz was taking steps towards deploying a form of Mills’ 

sociological imagination, which “enables us to grasp history and biography and the relations 

between the two within society” (1959/2000, p. 5).  

But Aziz does not express his indictment using the language I did just now, or the 

sociological prose of Mills. Instead, his conceptual message is expressed somewhat 

phenomenologically — it specifies a set of tangible steps that ordinary Tajiks ought to be able to 

take, but cannot. To be clear, Aziz was more than capable of eloquently expressing himself in 

abstract, analytical terms. He was intelligent, well-educated, and self-aware. He chose to express 
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himself in the way he did. Emotionally he found it more difficult to represent the scene using a 

third-person visual perspective of the self, which probably influenced his choice of expression. 

Perhaps his extensive use of the first-person visual perspective to earlier describe the scene may 

have primed him to express his conceptual message somewhat phenomenologically, but this 

interpretation is clearly speculative. 

While Aziz’s conceptual message contains phenomenological features, it nonetheless is 

conceptual — it is after all a comment on the nature of Tajik society. It illustrates the broader 

meaning of the event. Subsequently, its temporal span is of far wider reach than the immediacy of 

the burial preparation. It implicitly uses external D-time. Yet — and this is important — if we 

were to take his words literally and not figuratively, it is not too much of a stretch to imagine 

someone uttering them while using a first-person visual perspective and internal D-time. He was 

probably not actually imagining someone purposefully striding through the streets of Dushanbe, 

shouting for help only to be met by the silence of institutions or fellow members of the public 

(not to mention the violence of the security services). But his exclamation nonetheless suggests 

socially-oriented action.  

Aziz’s exclamation is not a hybrid or blend of the two visual perspectives — I do not 

know what it even means to imagine a hybrid of two incommensurable visual perspectives. 

Instead, I think it more akin to a complex shape that looks different depending on which angle 

you are looking at it from. It indicates the sophistication and malleability of human thought. It is 

another indication that Damasio (2010) is correct to argue that levels of the self are “dynamic 

processes”, not things (as discussed in the Chapter 2 section Distinct but Integrated: Levels of the 

Self in the Brain on p. 65). 

After his exclamation, Aziz commented on my request for him to use the third-person 

visual perspective. Demonstrating a lively sense of self-awareness, he said “Maybe if time passes, 

I can look at it [the scene] from above, but not now” (p. 340). It is an intriguing statement. On the 
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one hand, it is straightforward. He looks to the future from his vantage point of the present using 

the time passing variant of internal D-time. He is saying that an insufficient span of time (T-span) 

has elapsed between the event and his recalling it for him to want to use the third-person visual 

perspective. On the other hand, saying “maybe if time passes” suggests the time may not come to 

pass. He knows the violent past is alive. Indeed, he indicates exactly that when he next says “The 

experience [of Komil’s death] doesn’t leave me, it’s with me all along. I came to [this place far 

from home] to relieve my nerves, but it doesn’t just leave me” (p. 340). 

In summary, Aziz’s account is consistent with the theoretical expectations set by the 

spatiotemporal self. But it also illustrates the supple, dynamic nature of thought. 

Mansur 

Mansur was certain his recollection of what happened to his brother Ahmad used the first-person 

visual perspective of the self. The moments of Ahmad’s death are characteristic of a flashbulb 

memory. The event remains fresh and vivid in Mansur’s mind, meaning it is alive. He locates that 

past event in front of his eyes, using the metaphor of it being like a television. As a metaphor it 

signifies a meaningful past event as if it were a visible object literally in front of his eyes (de la 

Fuente et al., 2014, p. 7). As with other respondents, placing the past in front indicates Mansur 

was using internal D-time. His recollection of the event using the first-person visual perspective 

is largely phenomenological.  

Like Aziz, Mansur was reluctant to use the third-person visual perspective to describe 

what happened. He nonetheless briefly described it using a third-person visual perspective (p. 

344). His third-person foray was conceptual throughout. He started it by saying “This was a 

wrongdoing on behalf of the [killers].” He added his brother was a master, meaning he was a 

leader where he lived. He then used external D-time and T-span to state: “Such kinds of people in 

the world are found every hundred years, this type of personality.” Referring to both himself and 
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society, Mansur then said “Neither can I achieve his rank, nor can anybody else replace him.” 

Mansur’s conclusion goes beyond self and society to include the transcendent: “They say his 

place was given by God. That’s all I know, given by God.”  

Both visual perspectives in Mansur’s account are fully consistent with the theoretical 

expectations set by the spatiotemporal self. His first-person visual perspective focuses on the 

event’s concrete features and temporally is focused on the event itself, whereas his third-person 

visual perspective focuses on the meaning of the event for both himself, society, and the 

transcendent, using a far more expansive notion of D-time. 

Emotion while using the third-person visual perspective is an important aspect of both 

Aziz and Mansur’s accounts. Both men were reluctant to use the third-person visual perspective 

of the self to describe their experiences. Mansur confirmed he was reluctant to use the third-

person visual perspective because it was too painful to do so. That was a significant observation, 

given the emotional force he already felt recalling the scene through the first-person visual 

perspective. Aziz pushed through his reluctance to use the third-person visual perspective, but 

was nonetheless full of emotion as he did so. 

As discussed on pp. 107-108 in Chapter 2, Libby and Eibach (2011b) argue emotion is 

associated with both visual perspectives of the self. They argue emotional response is determined 

by the content of the visual perspective. They further argue it is wrong to assume the third-person 

visual perspective produces a detached, distant, and objective view onto events. In the case of 

violent death of the kind Aziz and Mansur experienced, the consequences of that death are more 

painful to contemplate than the details of the actual event itself. The consequences for Aziz and 

Mansur include the painful loss of a friend or brother. But they also include confronting head on 

the awful realization that in Tajikistan, truth, justice, mercy, and peace are constantly undermined 

by the multidimensional violence that so often accompanies its dictatorship. Neither Aziz nor 

Mansur are detached from these attributes of Tajik society — they too could be ensnared in its 
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violence. Moreover, rather than being a distant concern, it is a pervasive reality in their lives. 

They are forced to confront decisions about where and how they live, lest they too be subject to 

violence, including deadly violence.  

While discussing Libby and Eibach’s arguments on emotional response and the third-

person visual perspective, I pushed back against their assertion that the third-person visual 

perspective does not entail an objective view of events (p. 108). My response asserted objectivity 

for the dual-faceted self has a specific meaning: it means turning something into an object so it 

can be reflected on, put into context, and connections made between it and relevant ideas. With 

respect to an event, its context and the ideas relevant to it include the consequences of the event 

itself. Aziz and Mansur were reluctant to consciously turn the deaths they experienced into an 

object of analysis, because they knew what doing so entailed. They already understood at some 

level of consciousness — perhaps their unconscious, or perhaps via a nonconscious process — 

that putting the deaths into their social contexts was bound to be a painful act. Moreover, if they 

were to do so publicly, Tajik authorities would see it as a subversive, threatening act. In short, 

turning the killings into an object of analysis has negative consequences that are emotionally 

difficult to confront.   

Finally, it is worth revisiting the claim that I mentioned on p. 117  made by Butler et al. 

(2016) that “shifting to a third-person perspective results in decreased vividness, sense of 

reliving, and intensity of emotion” (p. 238). In the case of Aziz and Mansur their vividness and 

intensity of emotion dramatically increased with the third-person visual perspective, not 

decreased. The sense of reliving the event decreased, but only in the sense that it was the 

consequences of the event being focused on, not the event itself.   

I return to Mansur’s account below in some detail. His account proved to be among the 

most theoretically engaging I encountered. 
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Inferred Visual Perspectives of the Self 

In this section I analyze the visual perspectives of the self I believe my ethnographic respondents 

used, but which I did not confirm by asking them. Instead of analyzing every statement made by 

each respondent, I highlight selected aspects of their accounts because of their theoretical 

significance.   

Table 10: Inferred visual perspectives of the self 

Respondent First-person  Third-person 

Murod Realizing men in uniform 

were thieves who could kill 

him. 

War is savage. 

Ozoda Knows her brother did not 

return, and is later told he had 

died. 

Her mother dying on a 

kurpacha.  

 

Javod  Russian commander who 

wants to provide for his son 

in a different job. 

Zebo Seeing young men carrying 

dead bodies at 4 a.m. 

These young men are 

unfortunate because their 

quality of life is low. 
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 Women did the right thing by 

going out to the streets to 

protest. 

Talking with a young soldier.  

Heavy weight of the 

mountains. 

The mountains need help too. 

Murod 

Murod is troubled by his account of what happened when he encountered men who may have 

been thieves that were willing to kill him (p. 233). His account hints at the possibility of 

something unspoken that he is not proud of. The event is alive for him — he says it feels like it 

had happened just two hours prior to him talking about it with me.  

His account divides neatly into two parts — a phenomenological part, followed by a 

conceptual part. The phenomenological part is characteristic of the first-person visual perspective, 

but I was unable to confirm with him the visual perspective of the self he was using to give his 

account. Fortunately, a first-person visual perspective can be inferred from the memory being so 

alive for him. His metaphor that “War is like thrusting a knife into you, right in front of your 

eyes” is strongly suggestive of first-person imagery.  

Murod’s phenomenological aspect of his account omits discussing what happened to his 

passenger. This reason might be trivial, such as Murod forgetting to mention the passenger had 

already got off before the checkpoint. Or it might indicate that Murod did not want to directly say 

what happened. The possibility that Murod was holding something back from his description of 

the event’s concrete details is a pointed reminder that phenomenological accounts of past events 

are ultimately self-representations of the kind Quinn (2006) and Bloch (2012) discuss. To rework 

Bloch’s phrase I cited earlier on p. 71, like all other ethnographic respondents, Murod is not 
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exposing the entirety of his self, his individuality, his personhood, and his agency to the harsh 

light of day (Bloch, 2012, p. 135) — although in this instance it seems Murod let in a little light. 

Moreover, if hypothetically Murod did bare his soul to the world, his phenomenological account 

would to some degree have an implicit conceptual element — as I earlier cited on p. 78, Bellah 

(2011) argues “experience and representation belong inexorably together” (p. 11). 

The conceptual component of Murod’s account provides some evidence that he used the 

third-person visual perspective. His primary message is that war is savage. It is clearly a 

reflective statement that places the event he experienced into a broader conceptual frame. The use 

of external D-time to frame the statement can be inferred because he is referring to war in its 

entirety, rather than a specific element of it. 

In conclusion, Murod’s account is consistent with theoretical expectations. From the 

theoretical perspective of the spatiotemporal self, it is a straightforward account. Nevertheless, 

compared to other accounts it more strongly reaffirms the reality that respondents are sharing 

their self-representations, not a raw representation of their inner life as they experience it. 

Ozoda 

Ozoda tried her best to understand what it meant to use a first- and third-person visual perspective 

as she recalled past events. Unfortunately, I was unable to effectively explain to her what they 

are. Obviously, it follows I was unable to confirm with her which visual perspective 

predominated in her recall of the civil war events that were most salient to her. 

Ozoda’s account of learning of her brother’s death was sparse (p. 240). It focused on a 

sequence of steps that occurred, using her perspective of being in the time and place she first 

learned of it. Her account started with her brother not returning from his Afghan trip, and 

culminated with her parents learning her brother had been killed. Assuming she had until then 
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used the first-person visual perspective, she then made a spatiotemporal shift to use S-time to talk 

about her mother’s mental illness and subsequent death.  

Her account of her mother’s death was more detailed, perhaps indicating it made a bigger 

impression on her (p. 241). It specifies concrete features, like her mother’s lips turning black. Her 

account is consistent with other ethnographic respondents who confirmed they had used the first-

person visual perspective when recalling events they described similarly. 

From the theoretical perspective of spatial time construals, and the dual-faceted self, 

Ozoda’s description of a simurgh guiding a hunter to her brother’s body defies categorization.  

Assuming my analysis in Chapter 3 is correct that the simurgh indicates a reality the dead inhabit 

“on the far side of time” (to reuse Sebald’s expression), that time is the time of free-flowing 

imagination. Being imaginative, it is conceivable any visual perspective of the self could be used 

to frame it.  

Javod 

The most important part of Javod’s account of the day Ali died is of being a part of a group of 

Yazgulomi men who confront two Russian commanders. One of the commanders had ordered 

Ali’s killing, but another was against it. As I discussed above, Javod’s report of the confrontations 

is phenomenological and is framed by internal D-time. He confirmed his memories of that day 

use the first-person visual perspective. In the midst of this framing, Javod has one of the Russians 

speaking using a third-person visual perspective of the self. In this subsection I use this change in 

visual perspective to argue that spatiotemporal shifts seem natural, including when they signify a 

change in time and place. 

As I also previously discussed, Javod has the two Russians speaking using their own 

words. Presumably Javod is conveying the essence of what they said somewhat accurately. The 

Russian commander who was against Ali’s killing initially speaks phenomenologically, saying he 
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did not shoot Ali, and he does not know why it happened (p. 282). Javod has him next speaking 

quite differently. Suddenly, the Russian is speaking conceptually about a different time and place 

than the time and place he and the Yazgulomis are in at that moment. Specifically, the Russian 

tells the Yazgulomis he wants to quit his job and provide for his son through a different job (p. 

282). The actual words Javod has the Russian speaking do not explicitly reference time. The 

Russian says (1) “I have a son in Russia, I [want to] give up this officer job for him”, and (2) “I 

will go. I can provide for my son without this job.” Both statements refer to a future event — the 

Russian changing his job — so he can better fulfill his duty to provide for his son. Implicit is his 

desire to do his duty in a way that is more moral than his current job. The overall framing of the 

statement is his role as father. In both statements the deictic center is displaced. Both statements 

therefore use external D-time. The conceptual nature of the Russian’s statement and the use of 

external D-time indicate the Russian used a third-person visual perspective of the self. 

Naturally, it is reasonable to assume Javod does not remember with absolute fidelity the 

Russian’s exact wording. It is nonetheless highly likely the Russian did in fact use external D-

time or S-time to talk about having a son and changing his job. Consider two hypothetical 

alternatives. It is grammatically possible but decidedly unlikely that the Russian could have used 

only internal D-time and said something akin to “The day is coming when I quit this job, 

followed by another day in which I will be a father to my son while finally doing the job I aspire 

to.” People do not generally speak like that (at least when using an Indo-European language). A 

more realistic alternative that incorporates internal D-time would have combined it with external 

D-time or S-time. For example: “The day is coming when I quit this job. After that, I will provide 

for my son with a different job.” A hypothetical statement of this kind uses internal D-time, 

followed by a spatiotemporal shift in which the speaker switches to S-time.  

The takeaway from Javod’s insertion of the Russian commander’s third-person imagery 

into his own first-person imagery is how normal it is. Unless one is specifically looking for a 
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spatiotemporal shift, it typically passes without notice. Its mundane nature indicates how adept 

our nonconscious processes are at generating them in our own thought, and understanding them 

in the thought of others. 

Zebo 

I analyzed Zebo’s directly confirmed visual perspectives of the self above. Our conversation was 

of sufficient length that it is possible to infer other cases too. An obvious case is when she saw 

young men carrying dead bodies at the start of the Khorog battle (p. 322), which she described 

using the first-person visual perspective. Of her own accord, a few minutes later in our 

conversation she made a spatiotemporal shift to talk about it using a third-person visual 

perspective (p. 323). She introduced the shift by saying “Anytime I talk about the whole picture, I 

remember that day and feel pity for those young men.” Here Zebo was herself commenting that 

she uses the specific event of the men running in the street as a symbol of the battle’s meaning in 

a much broader context than that of the specific event. She talks about that broader meaning by 

discussing the difficult nature of local young men’s lives, arguing their lives are so poor quality 

they do not even realize the extent to which they suffer. The visual perspectives of the self Zebo 

uses to describe this event and its broader context are fully consistent with the spatiotemporal 

self. Her giving the specific event symbolic form reinforces Bellah’s notion that we symbolize 

our experiences to be able to comprehend them (p. 79 of this dissertation). 

In the context of strong memories Zebo had of the Khorog battle, she briefly said women 

did the right thing by going out to the streets to protest (p. 322). I had asked her to use the first-

person visual perspective but by the time she got to this point, she switched to the third-person 

visual perspective to make this brief point. Although it was brief, it is nonetheless evidence that 

strong memories of the violent past can be framed conceptually using the third-person visual 

perspective, and not phenomenologically using the first-person visual perspective as most are.  
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Her memory of a young government soldier who looks like her nephew (p. 322) clearly 

uses the first-person visual perspective. It is phenomenological, being full of concrete details.  

Given the context is violent identity-based conflict, however, it nonetheless signifies a deeply 

meaningful conceptual message — the two sides are more alike than they are different. Like the 

young men running, it also acts as a symbol to Zebo. The comparison of the soldier’s appearance 

to that of her nephew’s is not accidental. Such comparisons happen among people motivated by 

peace in other violent conflicts in which identity is a prominent factor. For example, while living 

in Jerusalem in 2005, on many occasions I saw a well-known Palestinian peacemaker joyfully tell 

Israeli soldiers that they looked like one of his many relatives. The happy effect on the soldiers of 

the Palestinian man telling them this was magnified by his appearance — he always publicly 

clothed himself in the dress of a traditional Palestinian male from Jerusalem.  

Zebo made a symbolic observation about the heavy weight of the mountains, adding that 

like people, the mountains themselves needed help (p. 323). It was obviously meaningful to her. 

She called it “strange” and “surprising”, which strongly suggests her unconscious prompted 

thought of it (one might wonder too if the unconscious played an active role in Ozoda’s simurgh, 

or whether it was more a reflection of her father’s ideas). It clearly would have been helpful 

analytically if Zebo had elaborated more on its meaning. Nonetheless, it may not be too much of 

a stretch to suggest that given Zebo was imbuing the mountains with selfhood, the mountain 

being heavy is a phenomenological observation, and the mountain needing help is a conceptual 

observation.  

Zebo found symbolism too in her child having pencils that his or her schoolmates lacked 

(p. 330). A lack of rudimentary school supplies symbolized the civil war retarding Tajikistan’s 

economic development. Zebo remembers a specific incident about the pencils — her child telling 

her eight or nine years later about the schoolmates’ lack of pencils.  Her recall of the incident 

contains specific details, indicating she was probably using the first-person visual perspective to 
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recall it. However, she recalled the incident only briefly. Her main point was to argue that 

schoolkids during the war were “left behind” (a D-time metaphor that works equally well in both 

internal and external D-time). As such the third-person visual perspective probably dominated her 

recall. 

Distinguishing S-time from Order 

As my ethnographic respondents talked about the past, most of the time they made a genuine 

effort to make clear the order in which things occurred. When they did not, I or my translator 

would almost always ask them to clarify the order, lest we be confused by their account. Placing 

things in order often took the form of simply stating this happened, then that happened, then this 

happened, etc., or explicitly stating that one thing happened after another.  

In this section I use Parviz’s account to discuss a general point that applies equally well 

to all my ethnographic respondents’ accounts. Earlier I argued Parviz activated his minimal self 

to recall and describe Sino’s rescue from the mountainside. I also argued he used internal D-time 

when doing so. I was able to directly confirm those findings by asking him which visual 

perspective of the self he used. 

Determining the role of S-time in his account is not easy. He did not talk about an event 

whose major temporal framework was constructed using S-time, and I did not ask him to do so. 

All that can be done, then, is to infer what role S-time plays in his account. 

In the Chapter 2 section Overlapping Mental Representations of S-time and Order (p. 

139) I discussed the relationship between order and S-time (i.e., temporal order). Parviz’s first-

person account of what happened on the mountainside contains numerous references to things 

happening in order, such as “When he [Rustam] saw so much blood, he rushed to stop the 

bleeding. . . . Then we went and brought the blanket. . . . After that we took him to the hospital in 

Khorog” (p. 190). And later in the conversation, he says “He drank a lot of water. When we took 
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him to the hospital, his leg was swollen a lot” (p. 193). Analytically, two quite different things are 

happening here: (1) Parviz refers to elements of the event on the mountainside happening one 

after another. He is placing them in order; implicit but never commented on is the transient 

passing of time. His emphasis is more on the order of what happened than it is an observation on 

time. (2) Parviz twice refers to taking Sino to the hospital. This is not another element in the 

mountainside account, but an account of a different event, albeit the latter event being a direct 

consequence of the former. It nonetheless signifies a break in time, from one event to another 

event. On the two occasions Parviz refers to the hospital, he uses S-time: (a) “After that we took 

him”, and (b) “When we took him”.   

Incidentally, from the theoretical perspective of S-time, it is irrelevant that (a) and (b) 

differ in their linguistic expression. They are merely variations of the same point: Sino in the 

hospital was a later event than Sino on the mountainside. 

Let me state the obvious: a distinction between order and S-time is not inconsequential 

for the development of the spatiotemporal self. As discussed in the Chapter 2 section Three Core 

Spatial Time Construals (p. 127), cognitive scientists have connected S-time to only the third-

person visual perspective. If an event being described using the first-person visual perspective of 

the minimal self was replete with S-time references, that would create a mismatch between the 

two visual perspectives, calling into question the theoretical validity of the spatiotemporal self.  

As it is, Parviz uses S-time only when referring to the transition from one event to the 

next. This transition has two notable attributes. First, there is its conceptual dimension, which is 

the specialty of the narrative (conceptual) self. Being gravely wounded on the mountainside 

during the heat of the battle is conceptually different from being taken to the hospital to be cared 

for, hence the conceptual break in time. The use of S-time, with its third-person visual perspective 

and inherent conceptual orientation, is consistent with this conceptual distinction. Second, this 

instance of S-time is taking place within a broader internal D-time context. That is, the S-time 
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instance is framed by the internal D-time event. This relates to the attribute of temporal layers, 

which I discuss below during my analysis of Mansur’s account. 

Attributes of the Spatiotemporal Self in Mansur’s Account 

From the theoretical perspective of the spatiotemporal self, Mansur’s account of his brother’s 

murder is important. The way he speaks about the attack and the content of his account forces 

theoretical insights to the surface. It is not as if these insights cannot be found in the accounts of 

my other ethnographic respondents. But they are more visible in Mansur’s account for reasons I 

describe below.  

A Protean, Agile Spatiotemporal Self 

Earlier in this chapter I characterized Mansur’s description of his brother’s murder as largely 

phenomenological. Mansur himself was certain his memory of the event uses a first-person visual 

perspective. Nonetheless, his first-person account was not exclusively phenomenological. Table 

11 details his account that I earlier summarized on p. 341. 
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Table 11: Excerpt of Mansur’s account 

Conversation Content Aspect of 

Dual-

Faceted Self 

Dominant 

Spatiotemporal 

Perspective 

Duration of 

Conversation 

Segment 

Describes his belief in God, and faith, 

and that what is supposed to be 

happens (fate). He says he does not 

pray, but sometimes reads the Qur’an. 

Narrative  External D-time Brief 

Concrete details (omitted here) of 

moments leading up to his brother’s 

killing, including how he himself was 

injured in the attack. 

Minimal Internal D-time Longer2 

He says he did not fear for his own 

life.  

Minimal / 

narrative 

Internal D-time / 

external D-time 

Brief 

He says he has never feared for his 

own life. 

Narrative External D-time Brief 

He refers to the physical effects of the 

injuries he received in the attack, 

which are ongoing. 

Shift from 

minimal to 

narrative 

Shift from internal 

D-time to external 

D-time 

Brief 

What the injuries mean for his 

working life. 

Narrative External D-time Brief 

 
2 The segment is longer even before allowing for the fact that he had already shared concrete details of this 

portion of the attack earlier in our conversation — so in this segment he added to his previous account of 

those details, rather than repeat them. 
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Regardless of my request that he use the first-person visual perspective, as he described 

the scene phenomenologically, Mansur clearly had meaningful ideas to convey that could only be 

expressed using a third-person visual perspective. In the conversation excerpt shown in Table 11, 

he made several shifts from one visual perspective to the next. He started with the third-person 

visual perspective as he noted his religious and philosophical outlook and practice. He then 

decisively shifted to using the first-person visual perspective, which he used for some time. He 

then shifted again to briefly convey his self-image as a fearless family protector. But here the 

shift is much less decisive. “I didn’t fear for my own life” is another way of saying “I didn’t fear 

the potentially fatal consequences of my action.” He was reporting what he felt in the heat of the 

moment — fearlessness — which is phenomenological, but because the thought involves 

consequences, it has an abstract, conceptual quality too. The abstract, conceptual meaning 

becomes more definitive when he then claims “I have never feared for my own life.” Now he is 

unmistakably looking at the whole of his life conceptually, which is associated with a third-

person visual perspective. 

Mansur’s spatiotemporal shifts as he described his fearless actions match those described 

by Libby and Eibach (2011b) when they discuss how descriptions of any action can be “ordered 

on a continuum from concrete . . .  to abstract” (p. 193). Mansur’s account of the act of being 

injured likewise demonstrates the same continuum from concrete to abstract, and the different 

subjective meanings associated with them. He starts with the concrete details of the injuries to his 

body, then the physical consequences of his injuries (details that remained concrete, but become 

somewhat abstract in their meaning), and ends with their effects on his life more broadly, which 

is fully abstracted (restrictions on his ability to work). In traversing that continuum, the temporal 

moments that he was describing shifted from precise moments in the past (when he was injured) 

to becoming diffuse (the ongoing effects of the injuries to his body), and onto what they mean for 

what could be the rest of his life. In other words, the temporal deictic center transformed from 
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specific to displaced. Subjectively the concrete meaning of being injured — the physical pain and 

emotional shock — differs substantially from the meaning of being restricted from leading a 

normal working life. 

The agility and fluidity with which Mansur switches between the concrete and the 

abstract, and therefore from one visual perspective to the next, is impossible not to notice. It 

parallels Zebo’s ability to do the same in her phenomenological accounts of past events.  

Time for the Spatiotemporal Self Is Multilayered, Complex, and Imprecise 

The case for the human understanding of time being multilayered is made by the theoretical 

physicist Carlo Rovelli, who argues “exploring the nature of time leads us to discover something 

about ourselves” (Rovelli, 2018). Within the context of a discussion on thermodynamics and 

entropy, he suggests 

Our understanding [of time] depends on the neural structures shaped by the peculiar 

environment in which we live. They capture a very imprecise version of the actual 

temporal structure of reality. Our experience is an approximation of an approximation of 

a description of the world from our particular perspective. . . . The time we experience is 

a multilayered, complex concept with distinct properties rooted in distinct layers of 

reality. (Rovelli, 2018) 

Rovelli’s focus here is the human experience of the temporal dimension of physical reality. But 

the same sentiment applies to social reality — that our temporal experience of social reality is 

likewise multilayered, complex, and imprecise. It is this sense of time that the spatiotemporal self 

must navigate. My conversation with Mansur makes that clear. 

Let me illustrate with the portion of the conversation that occurs immediately after 

Mansur described his injuries, in which he describes confronting his brother’s attackers (p. 342). 

Abstracting out the details of this portion of the conversation results in Table 12: 
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Table 12: Mansur’s confrontation with his brother’s attackers 

Conversation Content Period 

Conversation 

Refers To 

Mental 

Processing 

Emphasis 

Dominant 

Spatiotemporal 

Perspective 

Confronts his brother’s 

attackers with the weapon, 

contemplating whether to use 

it 

The time of the 

attack 

Phenomenological  Internal D-time 

Conversation with Ahmad 

about using the weapon on 

themselves  

An unspecified 

time before the 

attack 

Conceptual External D-time 

Thinking of his family 

responsibilities, he decides to 

not use the weapon on 

himself 

His lifetime, 

shifting back to 

the time of the 

attack 

Conceptual, 

shifting to 

phenomenological 

External D-time, 

shifting to 

internal D-time 

A period in Table 12 simply means a T-span that corresponds to a specific event, or in the case of 

the final row a broader expanse of time such as a lifetime. The first row after the title row is 

where Mansur is talking about the period Ahmad was killed, which he sees through his eyes. He 

then seamlessly transitions to an earlier period to convey a time when Ahmad confronted him 

over the weapon he possessed (the second row). To resolve the confrontation — and I am 

simplifying here — Mansur shares two core ideas: that without Ahmad, life would not be worth 

living, and the purpose of the weapon. The period briefly conveyed by the first idea refers to the 

remainder of Mansur’s life; the second idea focuses on the moment of the future possibility of 
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their joint deaths that Mansur was then envisioning. Mansur then returns (final row) to the period 

that he started the conversation segment with, but with a twist: he draws attention to the lifelong 

responsibilities that come with being a family head, before resuming his narrative’s focus on the 

period in which Ahmad was killed. 

The second row is the most complex in Table 12. In the first row, Mansur had been 

speaking phenomenologically, describing the moments from the attack. In the second row, he 

then digresses, choosing not to disclose any phenomenological qualities of the conversation with 

Ahmad. In fact, he left out many other crucial details too, such as how Ahmad reacted to his plan. 

He does not even state when and where the conversation occurred — his digression is certainly 

temporally imprecise. Instead of going into such details, Mansur uses the digression to focus on 

his conceptual reasoning, explaining why he had the weapon and what he had been planning to do 

with it when the decisive moment came. Due to its reflective, conceptual character, it uses the 

third-person visual perspective. 

As I listened to him make this digression in real time, however, I sensed that although his 

digression was about conceptual matters, he was using it to explain the phenomenological 

moment in the first row. The total context for his conceptual digression is the decisive moment in 

the first row — him holding the weapon, confronting the attackers, choosing to live or die. In real 

time, it almost felt as if Mansur was sharing his digression within parentheses. But as I analyze 

his account now, I instead classify his digression as being of one layer, and the time of the attack 

as another layer. The spatiotemporal shift Mansur made was from the time and place of the attack 

to the (unspecified) time and place of him talking with Ahmad about the weapon. 

The final row in Table 12 covers a relatively simple spatiotemporal shift. Mansur has 

returned to the time and place of Ahmad’s attack. But he is reflecting on the consequences of his 

decision whether to use the weapon in the decisive moment. His focus is his role as a family head. 

Being a family head is a lifelong responsibility — here Mansur’s visual perspective of the self is 
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third-person. Mansur then shifts from this temporal reality to effortlessly resume focus on the 

moments of the attack and its first-person visual perspective.  

Phenomenological Accounts Have Conceptually Meaningful Layers 

Mansur is convinced he remembers every detail of the day of Ahmad’s death (p. 343). Yet part 

way through our conversation, I realized Mansur was talking about going to get medical 

treatment for himself without having actually described his brother Ahmad being killed by the 

attackers (p. 342). Table 13 shows the sequence of what happened in reality, and how Mansur 

presented it. 

Table 13: The sequence in which Mansur gave his account versus what happened in 

reality 

Sequence in Reality Sequence of Mansur’s Spoken Recollection 

Mansur is injured during the initial stages of 

the attack. 

Mansur is injured during the initial stages of 

the attack. 

The attackers fatally wound Ahmad. Mansur confronts the killers with the weapon, 

but does not use it. 

Mansur confronts the killers with the weapon, 

but does not use it. 

Mansur attempts to get medical treatment. 

The killers try to kill Mansur, but are unable 

to, and run away. 

(I asked Mansur to describe Ahmad’s death.) 

The attackers fatally wound Ahmad. 

A relative tries to resuscitate Ahmad, but 

Mansur knows for certain that Ahmad is dead. 

The killers try to kill Mansur, but are unable 

to, and run away. 

Mansur attempts to get medical treatment. A relative tries to resuscitate Ahmad, but 

Mansur knows for certain that Ahmad is dead. 
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The order of Mansur’s account is theoretically engaging because of his ability to recall in 

substantial and convincing detail what happened. The contrast with an account like that of 

Javod’s is stark. In Javod’s case it was clear the more he talked about the day Ali and Nodir were 

killed, the more he remembered. The same likely applies to Odil’s account of collecting the battle 

dead too. The past is alive for both men, and they easily recall many details — but that does not 

mean they immediately remember everything in exacting fidelity. The disjointed order of their 

phenomenological accounts reflected that. I have already discussed Murod’s skipping over or 

forgetting to mention what happened to his passenger. Naturally, the accounts my other 

respondents could have had their order mixed up or important details omitted, but that is difficult 

to ascertain without cross-referencing them with the accounts of others. 

What also makes the sequence of Mansur’s account so striking is that when he did come 

to describe his brother’s fatal wounding, from that point onward his 10-minute description did not 

jump around from one period or visual perspective to the next — it was tightly focused on 

describing step-by-step precisely what Mansur witnessed and participated in. He used the first-

person visual perspective exclusively. 

Realistically there are two explanations for why Mansur skipped over the moments of 

Ahmad’s death: he deliberately avoided talking about it, or the temporal order was unimportant to 

him because his attention was focused on describing something else. I am rejecting out of hand 

the possibility that he forgot the order, or mistakenly mixed it up, or got swept up in talking about 

himself — Ahmad’s death was far too important to him for any of these explanations to be 

convincing.  

I suspect Ahmad deliberately avoided or delayed describing the immediate moments of 

his brother’s death because it was both painful and profoundly meaningful. It was likely easier for 

him to talk about himself and his feelings as compared to talking about those moments. What is 
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abundantly clear is that the moments of Ahmad’s death demanded fealty in their retelling, making 

them appear almost sacrosanct. 

The immediate moments of Ahmad’s death appear to function as a kind of layer in 

Mansur’s mind that is every bit as analytically meaningful as the temporal layers I described in 

the previous section. To put it more abstractly, his account demonstrates that a block of time in a 

phenomenological account can function as a layer — not because this layer refers to a different 

time or place, or requires a spatiotemporal shift to describe it, but because it is conceptually 

meaningful and therefore must be set apart. 

Phenomenological Accounts of the Past are Often Detemporalized 

An arresting attribute of my ethnographic respondents’ phenomenological accounts of their 

wartime experiences is just how detemporalized they are. Respondents typically report this 

happened, then that, then this, and so on. Subsequently, their accounts lack internal D-time 

metaphors. Respondents detemporalize their accounts of the phenomenological past similarly to 

the way Bourdieu (1990) describes social scientists detemporalizing their analysis of practice: 

Science has a time which is not that of practice. For the analyst, time disappears: not only 

because, as has often been repeated since Max Weber pointed it out, arriving after the 

battle, the analyst cannot have any uncertainty as to what can happen, but also because he 

has the time to totalize, that is, to overcome the effects of time. Because science is only 

possible in a relation to time which is the opposite of that of practice, it tends to ignore 

time and so to detemporalize practice. (p. 81) 

Like Weber’s and Bourdieu’s analysts investigating practice, when respondents talk 

phenomenologically about the past, they are describing something that has already happened in 

which they know the outcome. Knowing what happened is not incidental when you are describing 

a threat to your life — it can be the main point. It was meaningful to Odil, for example, when he 
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reported what he was feeling when walking back toward Motravn after having collected the 

bodies of the Yazgulomi combatants: “I was thinking that they would now kill me, shoot me, and 

I would die too. But they didn’t. But they didn’t shoot.” (p. 217).  

Odil’s statement was constructed using a basic template: “I was worried X might happen, 

but in the end, it did not.” Other respondents used that template or variations on it to describe 

what happened to them. Zebo was worried about being murdered by her taxi driver (p. 332), but 

did not feel it necessary to point out that she was not harmed by him. Like his fellow combatants, 

Parviz knew he might be killed while rescuing Sino. Parviz drew on Islamic ideas to explain that 

“First you ride on your intention, then you go. If you don’t ride on your intention, you’ll get 

scared” (p. 190).  

Odil had an experience of time as he was walking back to Motravn. He may or may not 

remember that experience of time. But if he does remember it, he never shared with me his 

temporal state of mind during the walk back. For instance he did not say “With each step it felt 

like time was suspended,” or “As I was walking away from the Russians I was totally focused on 

the time I’d make it back to Motravn.” Likewise, Zebo and Parviz also had an experience of time 

when they felt themselves to be in danger, but they do not elaborate on it as they talk about the 

experience phenomenologically.  

As I cited him above, Bourdieu (1990) has the analyst totalizing time because he or she 

“has the time to . . . overcome the effects of time” (p. 81). While it would be quite wrong to 

describe the great majority of my ethnographic respondents overcoming the effects of time — the 

past they describe is alive for them — it is nonetheless true that they often strip experiential 

aspects of time out of their phenomenological accounts of the past. 

It follows that what a respondent does not say about their experience is as theoretically 

significant as what they do say. It is thus important to infer temporal attributes of a respondent’s 

experience. But this is not easy. Inference can become speculation. Odil may have had an 
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experience of time passing by agonizingly slowly as he walked back, but he may not have either. 

Perhaps he was not thinking about the future at all when he was wondering if he was going to be 

shot. In short, Odil certainly had an experience of time, but how he perceived it during the event 

itself and remembers it now is less clear. 

As with my other respondents, Mansur was describing something that had already 

happened in which he knew the outcome. Like them, he does not discuss his experience of time 

using language that explicitly encodes internal D-time. However, Mansur does not detemporalize 

his account as thoroughly as my other respondents. His account has two prominent temporal 

elements. These temporal elements can appear in the accounts of other respondents too, but they 

are more difficult to analyze because too much about them needs to be inferred. Because these 

temporal elements are relatively easy to see in Mansur’s account, it is possible to infer with a 

higher degree of confidence aspects of Mansur’s temporal experience. 

To draw out these two temporal elements, I focus on three aspects of the attack: (1) 

Mansur anticipating the attackers might abduct Ahmad so they could commit atrocities against 

him before killing him (p. 341); (2) Mansur contemplating whether to use a weapon against the 

attackers, in which he describes his prior conversation with Ahmad about the weapon (Table 12); 

and (3) amidst enormous danger, Mansur not being in fear of his life during the attack (Table 11). 

The temporal elements of Mansur’s experience build on two aspects of time and practice 

discussed by Bourdieu (1998), in which Bourdieu draws on his experience as a rugby player. The 

first aspect of time and practice I already discussed in Chapter 2: that of the player who has 

internalized the skills and knowhow necessary for success on the field into his or her 

nonconscious skillset (p. 94 of this dissertation). Bourdieu (1998) calls them “acquired 

dispositions”; Damasio (2010) simply calls them “skills” undertaken via nonconscious 

processing. Bourdieu (1998) illustrates a second aspect of time and practice through rugby too — 

that of anticipating the future in the heat of the moment: 
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A player who is involved and caught up in the game adjusts not to what he sees but to 

what he fore-sees, sees in advance in the directly perceived present: he passes the ball not 

to the spot where his team-mate is but to the spot he will reach before his opponent a 

moment later, anticipating the anticipations of the others and, as when ‘selling a dummy’, 

seeking to confound them. (p. 81) 

Bourdieu (1990) uses this aspect of time and practice to bolster his argument that “practice is 

inseparable from temporality” (p. 81).  

Intrinsic to the success or failure of Mansur’s actions during the attack are both aspects of 

time identified by Bourdieu (1990). Let me start with Bourdieu’s second aspect, that of foreseeing 

the future, involving the opponent and oneself. Mansur anticipated the attackers might want to 

abduct Ahmad before killing him. That possibility was important enough to Mansur that he 

shared it early on in his account. Moreover, he said it was the first thing that came to his mind 

during the attack itself. It is not difficult to understand why Mansur prioritized it both in the 

retelling and at the time of the attack itself — abducting Ahmad instead of killing him in situ 

would mean the attackers could do what they wanted with Ahmad, such as making a public 

spectacle of his body, torturing him, etc.  

Mansur did not use a temporal metaphor when he talked about anticipating a possible 

abduction. Instead he talked about it as a hypothetical future event using Tajiki’s standard 

grammatical features to indicate tense. The closest he came to an explicit temporal metaphor was 

saying it was the first thing that came to his mind, which signifies a sense of order associated with 

S-time. 

Although he did not say so explicitly, it is reasonable to infer that the abduction did not 

strike Mansur as a revelation in the first moments of the attack. Foreseeing the future does not 

occur only in the heat of the moment, obviously. Mansur had almost certainly thought about the 

possibility of abduction earlier as well. 
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In summary then, Mansur highlighted a feature of the attack that in Bourdieu’s words is 

“inseparable from temporality” (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 81). Mansur highlighted it because it was 

meaningful to him. However, he did not talk about the dimension of time directly. His focus was 

what was happening in time, not his perception of time. He therefore did not use a temporal 

metaphor to signify his perception or conception of time. 

Mansur’s fear of abduction subtly suggests a multi-layered conception of time because 

Mansur had almost certainly thought about it in advance of the attack. But the sense of layering is 

never made explicit by him, so it can only be inferred. Instead of stating he had thought of the 

possibility earlier, he chose to highlight that he thought of it during the attack itself.  

Another aspect of the attack Mansur highlighted is more noticeably multilayered — the 

decisive moment in which Mansur brandished his weapon in front of the attackers. At various 

points Mansur signifies his sense of time related to that decisive moment was multilayered. The 

first layer is the attacker’s immediate reaction to Mansur. Mansur had to foresee in the heat of the 

moment what the attackers might do, and how they would react to what he was doing.  

Paraphrasing Mansur, he said (here I strip out all identifying details): “I had the weapon, the 

attackers saw this, they thought I was going to use it against them, but I was thinking of using it 

against myself.” He also said brandishing the weapon made them frightened, causing them to 

leave.  

The second layer of time he had to foresee were the implications for his extended family 

of taking his own life, which used a far more expansive notion of the future. The third layer of 

time is about the past, involving his discussion with Ahmad about the weapon some time prior to 

the attack. As I discussed above, Mansur focused on this layer’s conceptual content, not even 

bothering to discuss details such as when or where the discussion occurred. Mansur’s focus was 

his decision to secure the weapon itself, and then to justify it to Ahmad, who was opposed to it. 

This was an important element of the account to Mansur.  
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In summary, as Mansur discussed brandishing the weapon against the attackers, he was at 

some level of consciousness cognizant of its multilayered temporality. The working of time was 

integral to the decisive moment itself, his preparation for it, and the consequences of the moment 

itself. Mansur indicates as much. However, Mansur did not talk about time itself as he discussed 

these aspects of the attack — he does not use temporal metaphors or directly comment on time. 

He experienced time, but does not directly comment on that experience. His focus is the details of 

the event itself, accompanied by an explanation of why he had the weapon, the contentious nature 

of his decision to keep it, and how he used it. 

In the period before the attack, Mansur also had to prepare for it mentally. He never 

mentions undertaking any preparatory mental training, but it can be inferred from his claim that 

he was fearless during the attack. If he were to be truly fearless, he required mental mastery of a 

most practical kind. This raises the third temporal feature of Mansur’s account — the 

nonconscious skills he needed to develop to be able to respond effectively to the attack he 

anticipated. Developing skills via nonconscious processing is the first temporal aspect Bourdieu 

(1990) identified. Mansur may or may not have thought of his fearlessness as a skill that could be 

developed and enhanced in the way Bourdieu (1990) or Damasio (2010) explain nonconscious 

processing. Parviz clearly saw it as a skill people could develop, arguing “If you can polish your 

soul or your mind, it’s good to achieve that high rank of not being scared for your life” (p. 192). 

Mansur did not talk of fearlessness like that, but it does not matter for analytical purposes here. It 

likewise does not matter whether Mansur’s preparation was effective, or whether he was actually 

fearless during the attack. What matters is Mansur’s insight to connect his state of mind in the 

heat of the moment to that of his life more broadly. In short, the analytical question is how he 

framed it temporally. 

As Mansur described his fearlessness, his temporal focus shifted from being tightly 

focused on the attack itself to the temporal span of his life more generally. He claimed he never 
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feared for his life. Logically that claim includes all the elements of his life prior to the attack that 

helped him develop his mental fortitude. In referring to the whole of his life, Mansur consciously 

links an attribute of his mental state in the moment of the attack — his fearlessness — to that of 

his life in its entirety.  

In summary, Mansur’s discussion of this third temporal feature is like the previous two 

temporal features because Mansur is conscious of time as he gives his account. However, it 

differs from them because Mansur talks about time directly.  

In conclusion, Mansur’s account makes visible two temporal attributes of practice 

Bourdieu (1990) identifies — foreseeing the future while anticipating the actions of others, and 

the nonconscious skills one must acquire to undertake practice. Mansur makes these temporal 

attributes visible despite knowing the outcome of what happened. He did so because they were 

meaningful to him. They are important to how the event itself played out. He wanted to talk about 

them. That desire to talk about them is what made him conscious of the workings of time as he 

gave his account. When speaking phenomenologically, most ethnographic respondents do not talk 

about time as Mansur did, presumably because they consider it unimportant when they recall 

what happened to them. 

Generative Linguistic Units and the Spatiotemporal Self  

For the spatiotemporal self, identifying the most appropriate unit of analysis depends on what is 

being analyzed and to what purpose. My analysis reflects that truism. I have used it to analyze the 

fine details of individual accounts, as well as their broad features. It is not always appropriate to 

use the spatiotemporal self to analyze the micro-features of an account. That is especially true 

when an account or an element of it can only be understood as a whole.  

Consider myths, which are discussed by Bellah (2011). Bellah, directly citing theologian 

Herbert Richardson (1967, p. 66), writes “Mythical discourse rises at the level of the total story, 
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the most complex level of linguistic utterance. The linguistic unit appropriate to myth is not the 

single word nor even the sentence, but the story” (2011, p. 33). Bellah (2011) adds to 

Richardson’s insight by writing, “The truth of a narrative in this sense does not arise from the 

‘correspondence’ of its words or sentences to ‘reality,’ but from the coherence of the story as a 

whole. Just as a poem cannot be paraphrased conceptually without irreparable loss, neither can 

such narratives be” (p. 33). 

Mansur’s account of Ahmad’s murder includes a parable in which Ahmad appears in 

Mansur’s mind and tells him it would be wrong to act on his desire for revenge (p. 343). The 

parable itself is the linguistic unit. The truth of Mansur’s parable arises from its coherence as a 

whole. In Mansur’s parable he confronts head-on (1) the necessity of forgoing revenge, and (2) 

the reality that he finds it difficult to let go of his desire for revenge. The parable’s truth is his 

inner struggle. From a temporal perspective, the inner struggle is ongoing.  

When his dead brother comes to him and tells him to forego revenge, it functions as a 

conceptual lesson conveyed by his brother in phenomenological form. His brother appears in his 

mind’s eye; Mansur is then compelled not to act on his lust for revenge. Crucially, Mansur does 

not articulate this lesson in the form of an overt conceptual statement — he does not explicitly 

show the meaning it has for his life, such as a change it brought about in his sense of moral 

outlook compared to before the murder. Instead, Mansur communicates a desire to take revenge 

that is constantly present, and whenever he wants to act on it, Ahmad stops him consistent with 

the values Ahmad taught him when Ahmad was alive. On one level of his consciousness, Mansur 

undoubtedly understands it to be a conceptual lesson — one with great meaning for the outcome 

of his life, should he actually try to kill Ahmad’s murderers — but on another level of 

consciousness he may see it not conceptually, but phenomenologically, merely as the causal 

consequence of one thing following another. 
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Mansur’s parable is reminiscent of Aziz’s exclamation in which he said “You shout, 

nobody helps” (stated in full on p. 340, and analyzed on p. 366). Like Aziz’s exclamation, 

Mansur’s parable appears phenomenological from one theoretical angle, and conceptual from 

another. Mansur does not openly express a sense of self in relation to the murder that is clearly 

associated with external D-time and its meaning in the context of his broader life. However, the 

way he sees Ahmad in his mind’s eye does nonetheless convey a true opening into realms of 

conceptual meaning. Ahmad’s murder is too painful for Mansur to meaningfully and fully 

incorporate into his own sense of self. But Mansur does well understand that Ahmad incorporated 

a moral response to violence and death into his own life. That sense of integration lives on in 

Mansur through his brother. 

The parable poses the same analytical question as seen in Chapter 2 when I discussed 

how best to classify hybrids of spatial time construals (e.g. S-time and external D-time) — are 

these apparent hybrid spatial time construals blended or generative? Likewise, is the parable a 

blend of phenomenological and conceptual elements, or is one generative of the other? From my 

theoretical perspective, the parable is generative. Its phenomenological form generates a 

conceptual idea. It will continue generating that conceptual idea for as long as Mansur requires it 

to do so.  

The Past That Lies in Front 

As expected from the literature review in Chapter 2, the violent past seems alive to a solid 

majority of my ethnographic respondents. Table 14 is a collection of the ways in which they 

talked about the violent past.  

In all but two cases, when respondents talked about the violent past seeming alive, it was 

in the context of a conversation in which the first-person visual perspective predominated. This is 

consistent with the notion that the past being alive is an instance of internal D-time. Sodiq’s case 
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was an exception because he shifted fluidly from one visual perspective of the self to the other. 

Zebo’s case is more complicated. She talked about the past being alive using internal D-time, but 

she also used external D-time to conceptually talk about the past being alive after I told her about 

how Said remembers the war.  

Table 14: The past that lies in front 

Respondent Violent Past  

Said Says it is not recent, but nonetheless has nightmares that recreate his civil 

war memories. 

Parviz “When I think about them, it seems like it all happened yesterday. When 

we talk about wartime, everything comes to my mind, in front of my 

mind.” 

“It’s in my mind and in my heart.”  

“Those fearful days, we won’t forget.” 

“Whenever you remember your friends, you remember those days too.”  

Odil “Every minute is present in front of my eyes. I see what happened. I saw it 

minute by minute.” 

“[The memory is in front] every second. Until I die it will remain with 

me.” 

“Sometimes I see one of their living relatives, and as soon as I see them, 

the memory of that dead person comes to my mind.” 

Latif The civil war is a “fading memory”, but it is clear the pain is still raw. 

Murod “I feel like that incident [at the police stop] happened just two hours ago.” 
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Ozoda Her mother’s death is a strong memory that she still thinks about from 

time to time.  

Kabir “My son’s death seems like yesterday. I can never forget my son.” 

“We had some bad experiences in the past, so we know what will happen 

when those experiences repeat. We won’t have those things repeat again. 

We have those memories from the past.” 

Akmal Not recent. 

Javod “They [Ali and Nodir] were killed just like this. I can’t forget that moment, 

that time.” 

“For me it’s like it was yesterday.”  

Remembers the commander “all the time.” 

Sodiq “It’s always in my memory.” 

“I remember every minute and every second of the night.” 

“His memory does not leave me even for a second. I see him in a thousand 

ways. Sometimes we see each other. Sometimes we speak to each other. 

Sometimes in sleep. Then we chat as though we are [still] together, alive 

and not dead.” 

Zebo “The first thing that I remember from 2012 makes me cry. It makes me 

upset and I will never forget that day at 4 a.m. That’s when I heard the 

gunshots. I don’t want to remember it.” 

“When someone experiences war in their life, war stays with them for their 

whole life. The war doesn’t go away or get lost. . . . When the disruptions 

in 2012 took place, all the memories from the civil war came back to me. 

Those years are always with me. They don’t get lost.” 
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“We will never forget this.” 

“In our minds, we are afraid of the war starting all over again.” 

Mansur Everything from the day of Ahmad’s murder was happening in front of his 

eyes, like a television going on in front of his eyes, in which he sees every 

detail of what happened. 

 

On p. 153 in Chapter 2, I mentioned the “temporal-focus hypothesis” put forward by de la Fuente 

et al. (2014). Their argument is that the future or past is thought of as in front because it is a focus 

of attention. They contrast this with a hypothesis that the past is in front because it is known, 

correctly pointing out that the future can seem in front even though it is not known.  

The data in Table 14 offers support for the temporal-focus hypothesis. In particular, the 

case of Latif supports the idea that attention and not knowledge is the key determinant. Latif 

directly experienced the civil war’s violence. He himself could have been killed. He lost two boys 

to it. In short, he knows the civil war’s violence as much as anyone else in Table 14. Yet he says 

the war is a fading memory. As I argued on p. 232, Latif has undergone a series of family 

tragedies after the civil war. Moreover, he is driven by his entrepreneurial spirit to provide for his 

large family. He cannot afford to pay attention to the civil war in the same way others can.   

The Default Visual Perspective of the Self During Recall 

A preference to focus on a wartime event’s concrete details was common among my ethnographic 

respondents. Their recall of their wartime experiences predominantly used the first-person visual 

perspective. This did not mean conceptual meaning could not be drawn from the 

phenomenologically recalled experiences. Javod’s account of Ali’s killing clearly had a moral 

message, for instance. But most of the time, for most respondents, they used the first-person 

visual perspective to recall wartime events. That is significant because in most cases their 
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wartime memories were typically of events from two decades prior; as I mentioned on p. 117 in 

Chapter 2, Butler et al. (2016) argue “recent memories are generally recalled from a first-person 

perspective whereas older memories are often recalled from a third-person perspective” (p. 237).  

Why the first-person visual perspective dominates during the recall of these wartime 

experiences is undoubtedly caused by the confluence of several psychological factors. I suspect 

the most important is the existential nature of the primordial feelings the experiences generate. 

The experiences engender a profound existential feeling that precedes questions of why the 

experience occurred; these existential feelings may even precede unconscious moral reasoning. 

Waintrater (2011) cites Primo Levi, who famously recounted an Auschwitz guard’s statement 

hier ist kein warum, “here there is no why.”3 

The Origin of a Rumor in the Unconscious 

This subsection is not about time. It is a digression that illustrates the importance of considering 

the causal origin of phenomena before focusing on their utility. Considering the cause of 

phenomena independently of its utility is essential when doing scientific and social scientific 

work. I will return to this theme in my final chapter.  

The claim that blonde female snipers killed Khorog residents in the 2012 battle is absurd. 

I believe they are a fantasy generated by the unconscious. Zebo, however, is convinced she saw 

one of the blonde female snipers (p. 317). Her evidence is wholly speculative — she heard 

rumors of them, has heard that battalions of female soldiers exist in Central Asia, and says she 

saw two women when she visited the Minister of Defense, one of whom had died her hair blonde.  

 
3 The phrase is also translated as “there is no why here”, which appears in Levi (1959, p. 24). Gordon 

(2007) contains both translations. 
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Political scientist Amandine Regamey (2017) analyzes legends of female snipers in the 

former Soviet Union.4 She traces their origin to soldiers’ battlefield experiences and to the fact 

that the Soviet Army did feature a limited number of female snipers during World War II, the 

most famous of whom was Lyudmila Pavlichenko (pp. 129-131). Regamey also discusses the 

legends’ emergence in popular culture and official propaganda, analyzing their utility as 

propaganda devices and as symbolic representations of threatened masculinities. She argues 

rumors of female snipers featured in all violent conflicts in former Soviet states that occurred 

after the Soviet Union’s breakup, including the Tajik civil war (p. 116). She demonstrates the 

evidence people use to justify the rumors and legends are fanciful, arguing “even a perfunctory 

scrutiny allows us to see the faults in [their] rhetoric” about the evidence (pp. 120-121).  

The motif of their blonde hair originates in rumors of their Baltic origins, where “former 

biathlon champions from the Baltic states . . .  allegedly fought alongside Chechen militants” in 

the 1994–96 Chechen war (Regamey, 2017, p. 115). The blonde hair suggests cultural difference 

plays a role in their meaning. But as Regamey wisely notes, the cultural difference cannot be too 

great. For the rumor to be effective, the opposing forces must be perceived as sufficiently 

culturally similar. Regamey (2017) argues to her best knowledge there are “no rumours about 

Afghan women-snipers” because Afghan society is “perceived as ultra-traditional” (p. 131). 

Commenting on the relationship between fictional accounts in popular culture and actual 

reality, Regamey writes: 

It is possible to imagine women-snipers in the opposing army because there were female 

snipers in one’s own historical experience. The knowledge of this historical experience 

relies mainly on Soviet official memories and Soviet/Russian films. So the imagery of 

 
4 Regamey (2017) observes scholars typically distinguish between rumors and legends, with the latter being 

more specific than the former. She notes the distinction is fuzzy, writing “they often circulate and are 

transmitted in the same way” (p. 118). 
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women-snipers is in fact built on a process of permanent swinging to and from historical 

reality to fiction. (Regamey, 2017, p. 131) 

Regamey (2017) argues rumors and legends can function symbolically like myths (p. 120). In line 

with that, she cites Scheper-Hughes (1996), who writes “stories are repeated and circulated 

because they are true at that indeterminate level between fact and metaphor” (p. 5). Regamey 

(2017) also notes rumors and legends are embedded in social processes: they “can be told and 

passed on for a multiplicity of reasons: to illustrate a point, to demonstrate, to test the credibility, 

to boast of knowledge, to avoid openly expressing an opinion, etc.” (p. 119). 

Regamey’s insights into female snipers are persuasive. She connects their historic and 

experiential origins to their social expression and function. Moreover, her source material is 

consistently both evocative and disturbing. For instance, she illustrates the link between 

threatened masculinities and the supposed snipers by drawing attention to the threat they pose to 

male sexuality and virility: “On March 31, 2001, a Russian information website indicated that a 

Tajik woman-sniper was captured and killed after she advised soldiers by radio to ‘protect their 

private parts’” (Regamey, 2017, pp. 132-133). Russian soldiers in Chechnya believed “women-

snipers who castrated soldiers must be raped in retaliation and ‘exploded’ by putting a gun or a 

grenade in their vagina” (Regamey, 2017, p. 133). She demonstrates that women were accused of 

being snipers for merely being present in the battlefield. Being accused of being a female sniper 

has led to women being subsequently raped, tortured, and murdered. 

From a functional perspective, rumors and legends of blonde snipers prevail throughout 

the former Soviet Union because they are symbols recognized by everyone. They use them to 

make sense of experiences of war through the lens of a threatened masculinity. On p. 79 I cited 

Bellah, who argued human experiences can be “inchoate until given shape by symbolic form” 

(Bellah, 2011, p. 12). Symbols of blonde snipers do precisely that: they are a shared mechanism 

to communicate rapidly and efficiently meaning that people can otherwise struggle to put into 
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words — especially when that meaning involves paradox and contradiction. Moreover, they are 

dynamic because their meaning is open to interpretation, allowing them to persist even as cultures 

and circumstances evolve. 

When women in Khorog took to the streets during and immediately after the 2012 battle 

demanding peace, they created a contradiction within their society. Like many other societies, a 

Tajik masculine ideal is to be the brave protector (Harris, 2011). In fighting so publicly for peace 

the women transgressed the local cultural order in which men were supposed to have been their 

society’s guardians. Formidable local men had made names for themselves defending Khorog 

during the 1992-97 civil war. When women took to Khorog’s streets they enacted a reversal in 

which they became the protectors. Some women demonstrators were likely conscious of that 

reversal: a mother protects and nurtures her children, which is one probable reason why the 

women so consistently asserted their role as mothers. The imaginary blonde women snipers are a 

reversal of that reversal — with their blonde hair they did not look like Tajik women because 

local woman did not behave as Tajik women are meant to behave. Mysterious female snipers 

peering down from the steep mountainsides overlooking the city supposedly killed local men, but 

what they really threatened was local masculine ideals.  

This functional explanation for the rumor of the blonde female snipers does not 

satisfactorily explain why Zebo holds fast to it. I am more struck by Zebo’s conviction the snipers 

existed than I am by that of other Khorog residents I spoke to about them. Zebo was not 

threatened by changing gender norms. She was an instigator in changing them. What then 

explains her latching onto the flimsiest of evidence for their existence? 

Where my analysis might depart from that in Regamey (2017) is my belief that rumors 

like that of the blonde sniper are generated by the unconscious. They are an instance of the 

unconscious generating thought in the narrative self. They are transmitted socially and they draw 

on social and historic realities, but their ultimate origin is in the unconscious depths of the minds 
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of combatants and noncombatants alike. My reasoning is simple — such rumors resemble dreams 

in their potent combination of absurdity and plausibility. The evidence used to justify them is 

patently absurd, even as they draw on cultural themes and historic precedents that are somewhat 

plausible.  

Such rumors and legends are not the consequence of conscious reflective deliberation, 

but the product of an unconscious mind overwhelmed by the demands of reality. The experience 

of war can be exceptionally demanding psychologically — or as Bollas (2015) dryly puts it, “war 

is never kind to the human mind” (p. 32). Most wars are not genocidal, but the extreme nature of 

genocide brings into sharper relief the psychological reality of wars more generally. Here I turn 

again to Waintrater, who I cited in Chapter 1. Waintrater (2011) writes “For the victims of 

extreme violence, the destruction of the social pact is a psychic catastrophe affecting their whole 

lives” (p. 3). Elaborating, she writes  

At the core of the genocidal experience, there is a loss of trust in the moral values of 

protection represented by society, parents, or even God. Our basic assumptions about life 

are destroyed: for example the belief in our personal invulnerability, and our perception 

of the world as having meaning. What is destroyed is the idea that we relate to others 

through a sense of connection with our own self. (Waintrater, 2011, p. 3) 

Let me highlight Waintrater’s mention of a sense of personal invulnerability, which is a denial of 

reality. Bollas (2015) argues “The state of normality rests largely upon the capacity for denial. To 

live in our world we have to deny its reality” (p. 35).5 It may seem harsh to argue denial is a 

 
5 Bollas came to this conclusion after working with psychotic children aged 5–12 in the East Bay Activity 

Center, a facility for emotionally disturbed and mentally ill children in Oakland, California. Bollas (2015) 

writes “the psychotic child, who cannot take anything for granted, inevitably subjects our reality to a 

searching interrogation” (p. 35). The psychotic children Bollas worked with “would see through the 

illusions that we live by” and could “deconstruct the defenses crucial to our own peace of mind” (p. 36). 
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fundamental attribute of normal mental life, but religions have been built on the idea. Max Weber 

argued “the mystical illuminative concentration of authentic ancient Buddhism” is dedicated to 

extinguishing “the individual’s impotent struggle for his individual existence with all its illusions, 

above all the illusion of a distinctive soul or personality” (Weber, 1978, pp. 627-628). 

A psychological cause of rumors and legends like that of the female snipers is an 

unconscious attraction to denying reality. The denial of reality is the point. That is why evidence 

so rickety that it collapses under the slightest weight of reasoned analysis is the structure upon 

which they are built. 

I have concluded this chapter by exploring the unconscious origins and social function of 

the nonexistent blonde female snipers of Khorog. Émile Durkheim (2007) argued that an essential 

attribute of social and physical reality is that the causes “which give rise to” the existence of an 

entity “are independent of the ends it serves” (p. 150). He further argued “when one undertakes to 

explain a social phenomenon the efficient cause which produces it and the function it fulfills must 

be investigated separately” (p. 150, emphasis removed). That is how analysis of rumors and 

legends of blonde female snipers should proceed. Their causal origin is in the unconscious. The 

unconscious, overwhelmed by the demands of war, prompts thought of them, drawing on vaguely 

plausible cultural and historic realities. That thought takes on a social life of its own because it 

fulfills a social need to name and communicate meaning. The causes of the rumor and legend 

should be analyzed independently of their social utility, as Durkheim argues.  

It is with this distinction in mind between cause and function that I turn to the conclusion 

of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: Conclusions  

The cause of spatial time construals is found in the evolution of consciousness. Spatial time 

construals arise from the core self’s engagement with objects internal and external to the brain, in 

which the core self knows objects as opposed to merely being changed by them. As our 

evolutionary ancestors’ minds evolved to perceive and conceive time, their brains reused neural 

circuits already used to perceive and conceive space. The function of spatial time construals is 

exactly as their name suggests — to construe time, obviously. All this is familiar from Chapter 2. 

A similar account could be given of the other processes in the mind that contribute to the 

spatiotemporal self. Indeed, the approach can be generalized to every cognitive ability we 

possess. Each cognitive ability has a causal origin and a function that can be analyzed 

independently of what gave rise to it. 

The spatiotemporal self is an alliance of cognitive processes. The alliance is more than 

the sum of its individual yet interrelated processes. These cognitive processes function together to 

achieve more than could be achieved by each in isolation. As Ratcliffe (1993) puts it, “the whole 

is always greater than the sum of its parts, because any system always exhibits some properties or 

behaviour that none of its parts can” (p. 171, emphasis removed). From an analytical perspective, 

then, the spatiotemporal self functions as a dynamic process in the mind, in and of itself. Its 

function is to know oneself and one’s society in time and space. Its cause is found in the causes of 

the cognitive processes that gave rise to it.  

Let me momentarily put to one side the idea that the spatiotemporal self is a paradigm. 

What causal effects on reality does the spatiotemporal self itself give rise to? Before exploring 

this, let me share a Tajik civil war story I once heard from a government worker. He was talking 

about his relatives. I am sharing the story because reflecting on it illustrates the spatiotemporal 

self’s most essential attribute. The worker’s story was about two brothers from Gharm. One was a 
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member of the mujahedeen, and the other was a policeman. The first brother was fighting against 

the government, and the second for it. The first brother lived in the mountains along with his 

comrades. When he came to visit his mother, he would ask if his brother was home. If the brother 

was home, he would not enter. One day the two brothers met in a military encounter. One was on 

one side, and one on the other. They were both killed that day. Their bodies came to the house 

from different directions. Two coffins left the house and there was one funeral. It was a grueling 

day for the parents. The mother eventually divorced the father. She went on to develop a mental 

illness. She lives in Dushanbe. The father remarried and lives in Gharm. 

This story is one of those stories that seems like it could not possibly be true. Did the 

storyteller embellish it a little, or perhaps a lot? It is the kind of story that could be made into a 

film. It is a story about the tragedy of the Tajik civil war — Bashiri (2020) notes “Tajiks 

themselves termed it a war in which brother killed brother (jangi barodar kush)” (p. 216). It is 

also a story about time and space. The brothers encounter each other and die on the same day. 

The two bodies head home in a delicate symmetry. The dead men came home one last time as 

opposites in life, but left as one family in death, heading in the same direction to the finality of 

the graveyard. The story suggests an underlying force that promotes balance and unity amidst 

dysfunction and violence. The family still fell apart despite this force, of course. War has awful 

consequences. 

It is a story of only tangential interest to the spatiotemporal self. That may seem odd. 

After all, the story is about time and space, as is the spatiotemporal self. The story is about the 

selfhood of two brothers, and metaphorically speaking, of Tajik society. The primary reason why 

the story is not directly within the purview of the spatiotemporal self is that it is about people 

other than the storyteller. It is told exclusively using a third-person visual (and narrative) 

perspective. When an ethnographer uses the spatiotemporal self paradigm to ask a respondent to 

use a third-person perspective, it is of the respondent themself, not others. The spatiotemporal self 
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could be used on the story of the two brothers if its focus was the storyteller, not the story itself. 

For instance, one could ask the storyteller how he saw himself in the story, and analyze his 

response using the spatiotemporal self. In my fieldwork, I asked people to talk about their 

memories of their own experiences in war, not the experiences of others.  

While it is true that the spatiotemporal self is to be used to analyze reports of people’s 

own experiences, that is not an entirely satisfying explanation for why the story is tangential to 

the spatiotemporal self. Something seems to be missing from this explanation. There is something 

about the story that makes it relatable to our own experience of life, and therefore to the 

spatiotemporal self. That intuition is prompted by our reflective self-consciousness. We 

appreciate the spatial and temporal aspects of the story because we take in the story with the same 

mind’s eye that we use to see ourselves and anything else we care to reflect on. That is, we use 

reflective self-consciousness to reflect on the story. We feel the pull of the spatial and temporal 

patterns at play in the story. We recognize them, and we have the primordial feeling of being 

contented by that recognition (recall from p. 60 that the protoself generates primordial feelings 

when the core self knows an object). We might also identify with the story, as Bellah (2011) 

states when I cited him on p. 79 of this dissertation. If we do identify with the story, we 

experience it, engaging parts of the mind we use in pre-reflective self-consciousness.  

On p. 25 in Chapter 1, I quoted the observation in Munn (1983) that via people’s 

structures and activities, people “do not simply go on in or through time and space” — they 

“produce form (structure) and constitute (create) the spacetime manifold in which they ‘go on’” 

(p. 280). We take action in the world using our pre-reflective and reflective self-consciousness. 

We intuit spatial and temporal patterns in the world around us, like those in the story of the two 

brothers; we perceive and experience temporal rhythms and spatial regularities. The structures we 

see and create are the products of our pre-reflective and reflective self-consciousness as much as 

they are the products of our material tools and labor. 
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In sum, we appreciate the story of the two brothers with the same processes of self-

consciousness we use to build our world. In that sense, the story relates to our own life, even if 

characters and the situation it portrays are entirely foreign to us. If the spatiotemporal self were 

only a paradigm used by social scientists to better understand social reality, the foregoing 

discussion would be irrelevant. But it is far from irrelevant. 

The Spatiotemporal Self Is More Than a Paradigm 

The spatiotemporal self is more than a paradigm. The spatiotemporal self is something we all 

possess, assuming the absence of a pathology of consciousness. That is its most essential 

attribute. Having a visual perspective of the self, spatial time construals, pre-reflective and 

reflective self-consciousness — these are all aspects of the cognitive endowment given to us by 

evolution. When we know what the spatiotemporal self is and how it works, we can consciously 

direct it to reflect on ourselves and our own experiences, and those of others. But we typically use 

it without ever being conscious of its presence within us. We use it nonconsciously. When we 

think about our past, current, or future experiences, visual imagery is prevalent if not pervasive. 

We use a first- or third-person visual perspective to see that imagery. We focus on the concrete 

features of the experience, or determine the experience’s meaning by placing the experience in a 

broader context. When we construe time in the experience, spatial time construals are ubiquitous. 

When we do these things, we engage our spatiotemporal self. The spatiotemporal self is not a 

mental straitjacket. Instead, it is like a vast flock of starlings flying in the sky, coordinated yet 

unpredictable, able to twist and turn abruptly, gracefully, and purposefully.1 

At the cognitive level, the spatiotemporal self is a human universal, just as the ability for 

language is a human universal. Its cultural enactment is bound to vary, of course, just as the 

cultural expression of spatial time construals varies. But I suspect no matter the culture, the 

 
1 The term for a flock of starlings is a murmuration. 
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practice of using the spatiotemporal self is bound to be so natural that it seems mundane. When 

we or others make spatiotemporal shifts, we pay them little if any conscious attention. One can go 

an entire lifetime without being consciously aware of using two different visual perspectives of 

the self. We almost certainly develop the skill to use these visual perspectives of the self in our 

childhood, much like we develop spatial competence in childhood (Newcombe & Learmonth, 

2005; Vasilyeva & Lourenco, 2012). We consequently take attributes of the spatiotemporal self 

like its visual perspectives and spatiotemporal shifts for granted in the same way we take having 

an intellect for granted, except the idea of having an intellect is much more widely known. 

Just as we do with pre-reflective and reflective self-consciousness, we use the 

spatiotemporal self to structure and create the spacetime of our world. Zebo’s actions during the 

2012 Khorog battle are ethnographic evidence of someone using their spatiotemporal self to try to 

bring about their desired world. She said “When the disruptions in 2012 took place, all the 

memories from the civil war came back to me. Those years are always with me. They don’t get 

lost” (p. 336). During the battle and the days that followed it, Zebo used first- and third-person 

visual perspectives to see herself as she recalled her civil war experiences. She construed time 

using spatial time construals. She used reflective self-consciousness to reflect on the meaning of 

her civil war experiences, and felt again the experience of the civil war via her pre-reflective self-

consciousness. The 2012 violence made the civil war — an enduring object of attention to her — 

come to the front of her mind with heightened tension and vigor. The civil war was in front 

whenever she thought about the past, present, and future using internal D-time. It was the past 

that lay before her. She and other women took to Khorog’s streets, government offices, homes, 

and meeting places using the insights generated by their spatiotemporal selves. In so doing they 

helped change the course of the violent conflict. 

Consider a counterfactual reality in which people lack a spatiotemporal self with which to 

know themselves and society, and are thereby unable to use it to effect social change. For 
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instance, imagine if people were incapable of placing the wartime past in front of them as they do 

when using internal D-time. Imagine if people were unable to reflect on themselves and their 

society using the third-person visual perspective of the self. Put aside questions of war and peace 

for a moment: society itself would be remarkably different. Having an identity would be different. 

Learning would be different. Being human would be different. Having a spatiotemporal self is 

one cognitive cause among others of why society functions the way it does, of the self-

understanding we possess, of the reality we anticipate, and of the potential for change we 

imagine. 

With respect to developing the spatiotemporal self as a paradigm, Zebo’s account is of 

utmost value. My other ethnographic respondents were thankfully not reexperiencing violent 

conflict on the scale and of the character Zebo was. Analytically, that makes it more difficult to 

assess how they use the insights generated by their spatiotemporal self to take action that in the 

words of Weber, “is meaningfully oriented to that of others” (1978, p. 23). There are of course 

indications of this kind of action in the other ethnographic accounts. For example, Aziz was 

shocked by the brutal nature of his friend’s death. He said “War is from 20 years ago. Now it’s 

not the time of war” (p. 340). But I do not demonstrate what socially oriented action he took in 

response to his experience of and reflections on that death. Another example is Mansur battling 

his desire to take revenge for Ahmad’s murder. To my best knowledge Mansur has not taken 

revenge, but likewise I do not demonstrate what he has done instead. 

Zebo was acutely aware that younger generations did not have direct experience of the 

civil war, unlike her generation. Using analytical terms from Lederach (2005), she was 

distinguishing between lived and remembered history (see Figure 12 on p. 146 of this 

dissertation). The spatiotemporal self draws on one’s own lived history. It is not inconceivable 

that it is also used to imagine the experience of older generations, but I did not seek ethnographic 

evidence of that. My guess is that in most instances, imagined experiences drawing on 
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remembered history are unlikely to have the same power as drawing on one’s own experiences, 

but that requires investigation. The wartime presence of phenomena like rumors of the blonde 

female snipers certainly gives one pause.  

Zebo understands some of her experiences from the civil war and the Khorog battle to be 

symbolic. The young men running carrying the lifeless bodies of their companions, her child’s 

pencils, and the mountains that surround Khorog — she was unmistakably conscious of their 

conceptual meaning. On the other hand, her experience in the Dushanbe store was deeply 

meaningful to her, but it is less clear if she actively sought out its conceptual meaning. She 

clearly understood its conceptual meaning — she eloquently articulated it when I asked her to use 

the third-person visual perspective of the self. But with respect to her own inner life, it seems like 

it is enough for her to focus on the experience’s concrete details, as was predominantly the case 

with most respondents.  

Two provisos are in order concerning my explanation for Zebo’s use of the 

spatiotemporal self. First, reaffirming the point I made above, she may not have noticed she used 

the two visual perspectives of the self to recall her civil war experiences. She knew that one can 

take a third-person visual perspective when trying to determine the objective truth of a situation, 

but she may not have necessarily connected that same visual perspective to the ordinary ways in 

which she recalled events from her own life. It does not matter. She used the two visual 

perspectives of the self anyway, as we presumably all do. 

The second proviso is that I am inferring she used both visual perspectives of the self in 

2012, based on my 2014 interview with her. The inference is plainly valid. As discussed on p. 

115 in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, visual imagery accompanies and even dominates both 

episodic and autobiographical memory. Zebo demonstrated a fine aptitude for switching between 

the two visual perspectives of the self on her own accord without me asking that she do so. The 

fact that I am inferring Zebo’s 2012 visual perspectives based on her 2014 reports leads to a 
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considerably more complex idea — that I needed to infer internal D-time in my respondents’ 

phenomenological reports of the past. That is the topic of the next section. 

The Phenomenological Past Is Not What It Seems 

When I came to analyze my ethnographic data, my respondents’ use of external D-time was 

relatively easy to analyze. It was present and visible in their accounts. The contrast with internal 

D-time was dramatic. I expected it would be equally easy to find instances of internal D-time in 

my respondents’ accounts of the past they experienced. I found the opposite. Finding internal D-

time in past accounts was surprisingly difficult. I invariably had to infer its presence, relying on 

the idea that the past is alive to indicate internal D-time. This section explains why. 

The ethnographic data shows that when my respondents activated their minimal self to 

talk phenomenologically about past events, they did so as if they were in them. The sense that the 

past acts as a vivid temporal landmark is undeniable. This should not be surprising. Respondents 

reexperience aspects of the past as they recall it. Or to be more precise, they have an experience 

of their past experience; the two experiences may overlap so much they seem to be the same 

experience. This experience of past experiences occurs because as Damasio (2010) puts it, 

“images can be experienced during perception and during recall” (p. 140). (Here the term 

“image” is a neuroscientific technical term, as discussed on p. 56 in Chapter 2.)  

Despite being in the past, respondents are fully aware they are talking about the past. 

Their grammatical constructs indicate that. Moreover, they occasionally interject their reports of 

the past with references to the present. Or they prefix a statement about the past by directly 

indicating they are making it from the present, much like Parviz did when he said “I remember 

the bullets passing our head.”  

Conceptually, the ethnographic respondent knows the past is distinct from the present. 

Experientially, the ethnographic respondent knows the phenomenological past is not so distinct 
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from the present. Both ways of knowing the past — of knowing it as distinctly different and 

distinctly similar — are equally practical. Being practical, they are pervasive. They appear as 

contradictory forces when subject to analysis, but to the respondent speaking of their past, the 

contradiction is nonexistent.  

Talking about the past as if it is conceptually distinct from the present is in fact the first 

instance of an ethnographic respondent’s temporal reality being multilayered. When talking 

phenomenologically about the past, every ethnographic respondent layered their account like this. 

Occasionally, their accounts had additional temporal layers that appeared in complex ways, as I 

illustrated using the example of Mansur’s account. 

Talking about the past as if it is not so distinct from the present is a manifestation of the 

past bleeding into the present, an attribute of time mentioned on p. 14. But there is more to 

phenomenological accounts of the past than their being experienced in the present. The 

ethnographic data shows they are detemporalized too, as I discussed in the section 

Phenomenological Accounts of the Past are Often Detemporalized (p. 388). As respondents 

discuss the concrete details of what happened, they omit sharing the temporal state of mind they 

had at the time. 

From an analytical perspective, then, there are two contradictory forces at work when 

respondents give phenomenological reports of the past. On the one hand, they layer time in them 

conceptually. On the other hand, they flatten time in them phenomenologically. This makes 

determining their use of spatial time construals during phenomenological reports of the past 

especially difficult.  

Subsequently, I am inferring the use of spatial time construals in my respondents’ 

accounts of the phenomenological past in two respects: (1) the internal D-time they used when 

recalling the past from the vantage point of the present; and (2) the spatial time construals they 

used in the past, as the past was experienced by them in the past. With respect to (1), 
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ethnographic data that the past is alive in the present is a valid way of identifying the use of 

internal D-time. The only proviso is to confirm that their sense that the past is alive is clearly 

using the first-person visual perspective; occasionally a respondent might talk about the past 

being alive using the third-person visual perspective, as Zebo once did. 

With respect to (2), respondents may have been experiencing time in a variety of ways, as 

I also discussed in the section Phenomenological Accounts of the Past are Often Detemporalized 

(p. 388). In that section I gave the example of Odil walking back to his village while afraid of 

being shot dead from behind. His experiences of time as he experienced it during his walk back 

are not in the ethnographic data. One way out of this confounding difficulty is simply to ask an 

ethnographic respondent if they can recall the experience of time they had during that past event. 

It is fair to assume that respondents can remember at least some aspects of their experience of 

time even decades later. As I look back on my fieldwork knowing what I know now, I would 

directly ask about their past experience of time. But I would do so with questions tightly focused 

on the actual experience of time, rather than asking an open-ended question that might invite 

philosophical reflection. I would attempt to prompt their response by guessing what they might 

have been experiencing. For example, in Odil’s case I would ask him “When you were walking 

back, did time seem to slow to a crawl, or did you experience it differently?” 

In 2011 when my research project was still emerging, I directly asked one of my 

respondents about her past experience of time during the Tajik civil war. The woman lived in 

Gharm. My question related to her experience of depression during the war. The temporal 

experience of being depressed is explained by psychiatrist and philosopher Thomas Fuchs 

(2010b): “The depressive drops out of shared time, he lives in an ‘anachronistic’, slow-moving 

time of his own. External, intersubjective time continues for him, too, but it ‘passes him by’. This 

decoupling makes it for him merely an empty time which he can no longer live or fashion 

himself” (p. 97). The woman living in Gharm told me that during the civil war, three days after 
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giving birth during winter, she and her husband were forced to travel 100 km with her newborn 

son. They could only make the journey at night. Planes were constantly flying overhead during 

the day, ready to bomb them. Some days she was so utterly exhausted by the journey that she 

wanted to throw her child in the river. Her husband sustained a head injury during the bombing. 

He spent a month in hospital. When they left the hospital and were traveling by vehicle, People’s 

Front members took him and shot him, along with nine or ten other young men. She was 25 years 

old. They had been married for five years. In the period after her husband’s murder, some days 

she wanted to kill herself. I asked her if she had had the feeling that her own life had come to a 

halt while all around her, life was continuing. She confirmed she had experienced that sense of 

time. Incidentally, the experience of losing her husband remains fresh and painful. The violent 

past was alive for her too. 

Classifying Attributed Experiences 

When an ethnographic respondent says “this happened to me” or “I did it” they attribute 

something that happened to themselves. Self-attribution is not a simple activity, for at least three 

reasons.  

First, as discussed on p. 70 in Chapter 2, Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) argue attributions 

of ownership and agency are characteristics of the narrative self, not the minimal self. The 

minimal self uses pre-reflective self-consciousness, which is not introspective. Gallagher (2012) 

argues introspection “is a reflective operation in which I think about my own thinking” (p. 134). 

That is, introspection uses reflective self-consciousness, which is associated with the narrative 

self. Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) raise a good point. There is plainly no such thing as a 

phenomenological report free of conceptual content. Once we begin to describe what we have 

done, a degree of conceptualization and therefore introspection is impossible to avoid. If reports 

of past experiences are articulated by the narrative self, as Vogeley and Gallagher (2011) claim, 
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then it raises the question of how to analyze the minimal self’s role in thinking and talking about 

the past. 

Second, like everyone else, ethnographic respondents selectively represent themselves to 

others, as Bloch and Quinn astutely note (p. 70 of this dissertation). I identified self-

representation as an additional level of selfhood, and named it the represented self (Table 4, p. 

78). As I noted on p. 372 in Chapter 4 when discussing Murod’s account, all ethnographic 

respondents represent their self in their ethnographic accounts, as opposed to directly exposing 

their self to “the harsh light of day”, to repeat Bloch’s phrase. There is obviously an introspective, 

reflective dimension to the process of self-representation.  

Third, as I discussed in the previous section, respondents’ phenomenological accounts are 

complex from a temporal perspective. There is a conceptual element at work in their 

phenomenological accounts because respondents conceptually distinguish past from present. 

Despite these three observations about self-attribution, the ethnographic data shows that 

there is plainly a meaningful difference in the content of reports when an ethnographic respondent 

uses a first- or third-person visual perspective of the self to describe their past experiences. Their 

phenomenological accounts are not like their conceptual accounts. The narrative self does not 

subsume the minimal self when respondents reflect on and talk about their past experiences. 

What explains this? The conceptual, reflective dimension to self-attribution is undeniable. 

This is why I characterize the problem of attribution as a landmine for the development of the 

spatiotemporal self paradigm, and signposted it as such in Chapter 1. Landmines are dangerous. 

Removing them altogether is better than leaving them in place and avoiding them. 

In confronting the attribution problem, two issues are at play: an analytical issue (how to 

classify attributions of past experience), and a cognitive issue (the nature of thought). The 

cognitive issue obviously takes precedence over the analytical issue. 
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This is what is happening cognitively: when using the first-person perspective to recall 

past experiences, the minimal self is activated. With the minimal self still active, a new layer is 

formed in which the narrative self is activated. The formation of such a layer is likely similar to 

the formation of temporal layers. With the minimal self active and taking precedence, the 

narrative self articulates the past experience. The past experience is consequently described 

phenomenologically. The narrative self is not powerless. Spatiotemporal shifts can occur in which 

the third-person visual perspective is activated; here the narrative self takes control. These 

spatiotemporal shifts can be brief — such was the case when Javod’s Russian commanders spoke 

in the third-person visual perspective during Javod’s recall of the event in the first-person. In 

cases where the spatiotemporal shift from first- to third-person visual perspective is longer 

lasting, it signals the abandonment of the initial minimal self layer. 

If my analysis is correct, the question of classifying past experiences expressed 

phenomenologically is resolved. They are made under the rubric of the minimal self, because the 

narrative self’s articulation of them is made when the minimal self is dominant. 

Thought Is Layered 

The layering of thought indicated in the previous section is likely common. Consider simple 

expressions like “Take a long hard look at yourself” and “Watch what you’re doing.” Both are 

mentioned in Libby and Eibach (2011b). They suggest expressions of this kind “may reflect the 

phenomenological experience involved in understanding events in terms of their broader 

significance” (p. 196). Put another way, they are an idea whose conceptual meaning is being 

expressed phenomenologically. 

Examples of this kind of thought are in Chapter 4. For instance, I argued Javod’s account 

was phenomenological and was made using the first-person visual perspective, yet nonetheless 

contained a conceptual message (p. 359). I argued that Aziz’s shout for help was an explicitly 
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conceptual message, but he expressed it phenomenologically (p. 367); I made the same argument 

regarding Mansur’s parable (p. 395). In the case of Mansur’s parable, I went further analytically 

and suggested the parable’s phenomenological form generated an ongoing conceptual message. I 

argued Zebo’s phenomenological recall of seeing a government soldier who looked like her 

nephew signifies a deeply meaningful conceptual message (p. 377). She had seen him the day 

after the Khorog battle. Given her conflict transformation work in the aftermath of the battle, 

there is likely a generative relationship between the symbol’s phenomenological form and its 

conceptual meaning. 

When considered in the context of accounts of the past containing obvious temporal 

layers, data like this suggests that internal thought might contain generative constructs that 

analytically appear to be layers. That is, independent of its linguistic expression, internal thought 

structures might rely in part on these generative constructs. This is obviously a tentative finding 

that requires further investigation, not to mention integration with existing bodies of research 

investigating the structures of internal thought.  

The Spatiotemporal Self Is a Weberian Ideal Type 

Given the complexity of cognitive processes and of social reality itself, it is valid to ask if the 

spatiotemporal self as portrayed in Table 8 (p. 345) is overly simplistic. It is obviously a starting 

point with which to analyze reality, not an endpoint.  

As a paradigm, the spatiotemporal self is an instance of what Max Weber called an ideal 

type. For Weber (1949), an ideal type is “no ‘hypothesis’ but it offers guidance to the construction 

of hypotheses. It is not a description of reality but it aims to give unambiguous means of 

expression to such a description” (p. 90). Weber’s formulation of the ideal type describes well the 

process in which a researcher may use their subjective interpretation of social reality to transform 

complex phenomena into the analytical construct of the spatiotemporal self: 
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An ideal type is formed by the one-sided accentuation of one or more points of view and 

by the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present and occasionally 

absent concrete individual phenomena which are arranged according to those one 

sidedly-emphasized viewpoints into a unified analytical construct. . . . In its conceptual 

purity, this mental construct . . . cannot be found empirically anywhere in reality. (Weber, 

1949, p. 90) 

It is important to clarify Weber’s terms. First, being an analytical construct, an ideal type is not 

ideal in the sense of being an ethical imperative — it is not a construct advancing value 

judgments (Weber, 1949, pp. 91-92). Second, by “concrete individual phenomena”, Weber is 

referring to the presence of phenomena that can become research data, not whether that data 

represents something abstract or concrete. For example, an abstract statement like “life as a single 

widow is painful in my society” is a concrete individual phenomenon when it serves as research 

data. 

Weber’s insistence that an ideal type accentuates a theoretical point of view is the key to 

understanding the theoretical application of the spatiotemporal self. The ethnographic data is 

more complex than Table 8 portrays. However, analyzing it without first taking the step of 

accentuating the outcomes of using the first- or third-person visual perspective makes the 

ethnographic data unapproachable. It is because the approach is simplified that the data’s 

complexity can be appreciated.  

Time Is a Dimension of Reality 

In Chapter 2, I mentioned the assertion held by Sinha and Gärdenfors (2014) that time is not a 

distinct dimension of reality because “event representation is the fundamental basis of the human 

understanding of, and communication about, time” (p. 8). It is a provocative idea worth 

examining. Due to its temporal complexity, Mansur’s account of Ahmad’s murder is an 
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especially interesting case in which to examine their assertion. The event itself was in fact the 

focus of Mansur’s account, as Sinha and Gärdenfors (2014) would likely highlight. When Mansur 

talks about time, he talks about his experience of being in the time of the event. However, he does 

not talk about time exclusively through the event itself. He also talks about a state of mind he 

says he always has. He consciously and implicitly uses external D-time to express the claim that 

he never fears for his life. That is, he uses time as an independent dimension to talk about 

something that is meaningful to him. Moreover, he did so in a context where ethnographic 

respondents tend to detemporalize their accounts because they already know the outcome of what 

happened. Overall, then, Mansur’s account provides mixed evidence for Sinha and Gärdenfors’ 

claim when talking about a past event.  

When talking about the present, Sinha and Gärdenfors’ claim is arguably less tenable. 

Consider Aziz’s statement “Maybe if time passes, I can look at it [the scene] from above, but not 

now” (p. 340). Here Aziz is talking about time as if it is an independent dimension of reality. His 

emphasis is on time, not the event. Moreover, as seen in Table 14 (p. 397), when respondents 

report a violent event from the past seems alive, they often (but not always) talk about time as if it 

were a dimension of reality. 

Contributions Made by This Dissertation 

The development of the spatiotemporal self paradigm is the primary contribution of this 

dissertation. A secondary contribution is my discussion of the Yazgulom battle and the Khorog 

battle. I am unaware of any academic accounts of the Yazgulom battle in English. Of the few 

accounts of the Khorog battle in English, I am unaware of any that discuss the conflict 

transformation activities of women, or rumors of the blonde female snipers.  

It is not easy to assess what genuinely new theoretical contributions the research in this 

dissertation makes because it is interdisciplinary, drawing on several disciplines not my own. For 
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instance, a scholar may have already theorized phenomenological accounts of the past drawing on 

similar themes to those I did in this chapter, even if they did not concurrently examine visual 

perspectives of the self or spatial time construals. A sociology professor, Joseph Gerteis, whose 

graduate class I was taking told us students that more than once he thought he had developed a 

new sociological insight, only to realize that Max Weber had beat him to it.  

I can nonetheless write with real confidence that combining spatial time construals with 

Lederach’s peacebuilding framework is new. I can also write that combining visual perspectives 

of the self with spatial time construals is novel to my best knowledge.  

As I was writing this dissertation, I often felt its most important contributions would arise 

from its integrating theories from different bodies of scholarship. I still feel that way. For 

example, consider spatial time construals. There is obviously a strong relationship between 

construals of time and space, but it may be more theoretically productive to say there is a strong 

relationship between construals of time and the visual perspectives we have of ourselves in space. 

Núñez and Cooperrider (2013) theorize the cognitive aspect of visual perspective in spatial time 

construals, but this is uncommon in most scholarship on spatial time construals.  

As another example of what can arise when integrating theories from different academic 

disciplines, consider the protoself’s primordial feelings and what peacebuilding feels like to 

survivors of protracted violence (discussed on p. 119 of this dissertation). The act of smelling a 

peace process as opposed to viewing it from a predominantly objective manner signifies a need to 

evaluate peace processes through an experiential, existential lens. The policy implications for 

developing and communicating peace processes are significant. A good peace process will 

harness war’s primordial feelings by transforming them into a force for good. Artists have been 

doing this kind of work for untold generations, but can mechanisms like peace accords do so too? 

Could a peace accord be conceived of and communicated as analogous to a living human body, 
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for instance? If a peace accord had eyes, ears, a nose, and a sense of taste and touch would war 

survivors and their descendants be more likely to embrace it? 

For social sciences like cultural anthropology and sociology, the spatiotemporal self 

paradigm offers a new methodological approach to doing fieldwork in which the visual 

perspectives ethnographic respondents use to see themselves in events come to the fore. Based on 

my own fieldwork experience, it is not an easy approach. It will not work with every 

ethnographic respondent. Some respondents will be confused when asked to use a third-person 

visual perspective of themselves in a scene, simply because they do not understand the distinction 

between the first- and third-person visual perspectives of the self. Others will recognize it entails 

exposing aspects of their inner life to the researcher, and refuse to do so. Moreover, it will not 

always be appropriate to ask a respondent to adopt the third-person visual perspective of 

themselves in relation to events that are exceptionally painful or embarrassing. The researcher 

may judge the potential emotional impact of using the third-person visual perspective is too great 

in a given circumstance.  

But despite these problems, a focus on visual perspectives of the self has the advantage of 

being methodical. It does more than make time visible. Using it forces the researcher to examine 

aspects of time in respondent accounts more rigorously than might otherwise occur. That was 

certainly my experience undertaking the research for this dissertation. I did not anticipate how 

complex phenomenological accounts of the past are. 

Future Research 

This dissertation has focused on individual accounts of the past. It has not investigated collective 

representations of the past as individuals in communities form subcultures or even entire cultures 

in which the violent past is alive. This clearly occurs after war. Moreover, its effects can last for 

many generations. For instance, Deeb (2009) investigates temporal frameworks of Islamic role 
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models in Shia Lebanon using a temporal paradigm developed by Valeri (2014).2 From my 

theoretical perspective, the spatiotemporal self is a paradigm eminently well-suited to analyzing 

the ethnographic reality she portrays.  

The ethnographic data collected for this dissertation focused on past events, seen from the 

vantage point of the present. Analysis using the spatiotemporal self of events taking place in the 

present and the future would likely proceed quite differently. I suspect the use of internal D-time 

would be more visible in phenomenological accounts of the present compared to its relative 

absence in phenomenological reports of the past.  

There is an obvious tension between the minimal self having a minimal sense of past, 

present, and future, and the temporal flexibility afforded by internal D-time. For example, we can 

say an event in the distant or indeterminate future is coming, e.g. “the kingdom of God is 

coming.” Such a statement uses the TIME MOVING variant of internal D-time. What this apparent 

temporal flexibility means for consciousness in general and the minimal self in particular requires 

ethnographic investigation.  

I have theorized some instances of spatial time construals and phenomenological data as 

being generative. Another approach is to conceive of them as indexical. Doing so would entail 

engaging a body of anthropological linguistic research led by the late Michael Silverstein. 

There is still much to be learned about the mechanisms in consciousness that prompt 

spatiotemporal shifts. Functionally it is obvious that we use them to literally change our 

perspective on events. But what causes these shifts in the mind is much less clear. Are they 

prompted by the minimal self, the narrative self, or by the two working together?  

 
2 I mentioned Valeri’s paradigm in footnote 23 on p. 138. 
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Research Limitations 

Well-educated ethnographic respondents found it considerably easier to understand the difference 

between first- and third-person visual perspectives of the self. If I were to do the research 

knowing what I do now, I would make more use of visual aids to convey the difference, such as a 

video of the same scene shot from the two different perspectives. If video was not possible, I 

would emphasize that the third-person visual perspective uses the mind’s eye, forgoing discussing 

it as if it were from someone else’s perspective. 

A constant limitation was my poor Tajik language abilities, despite my best efforts to 

learn it. Consequently, I needed to use a translator. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, my primary 

translator was my partner and later wife. The benefit of having an outsider as translator was that it 

was clear to everyone that unlike a Tajik translator, she could not be pressured by the GKNB to 

break the confidentiality of our discussions; nor would she gossip about what she learned. Given 

the sensitivity of my research, I have come to believe that relying on a Tajik translator could have 

posed a danger to some locals. The downside is that Iranian and Tajik dialects of Persian do 

differ. Moreover, neither my wife or myself know Russian, and everyday Tajik uses Russian 

terms, especially in domains like the military and education. Meanings could be clarified in real-

time, but not always. 

Wherever possible, I tried to record interviews. The clear disadvantage of recording 

interviews is that some people spoke less candidly knowing they were being recorded. 

Nonetheless I persisted with them. The great advantage of recordings is the detail and accuracy 

they offer. Moreover, some forms of analysis would have been impossible without them. 

Additionally, they provide proof that respondents really did say the things I have written them as 

saying. In an academic conference in which I presented an earlier version of my research, to my 

astonishment an audience member questioned whether an ordinary woman from Khorog really 
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did speak in the sophisticated way in which I presented. Having recorded my conversation with 

Zebo, I was able to confidently inform the questioner that indeed she had. 

Finally, my ignorance of some cultural symbols at times proved costly. For example, at 

the time I failed to understand the cultural significance of Ozoda’s recollection of a type of bird, a 

simurgh (p. 243). Had I known she could have been referring to a mythical bird, I could have 

clarified with her what she meant. 
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